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13. THE NEEDS AND PROSPECTS OF
SUBJECTIVE COLOUR MEASUREMENT
By W. D.

WRIGHT

SUMMARY.

THE extent to which a normal C.I.E. specification can be said to define
the appearance of a stimulus is first discussed. Examples are then giyen
of a variety of phenomena in which a higher order of subjective -colour
·· 111easurement is required. These. include problems of design, visual effe_cts
of adaptation, contrast, after-images, retinal position and Maxwell's
spot, and technical problems of colour rendering and colour reproduction.
Finally, the establishment of a scale of subjective colour measurement by
the adoption of a standard viewing situation ts considered, and the proposals to this end put forward by the author in 1951 are recalled.
THE SUBJECTIVE ELEMENT IN A TRISTIMULUS
SPEC I FI CAT! ON
THE definition of a colour C by the equation
C : + X(XJ + Y(Y:J + Z( ZJ

expresses the fact that a certain mixture of three reference _stimuli will
produce the same colour sensation as C, when both are seen under the same
viewing conditions. Although this specification involves an observer and
is therefore a subjective relationship, it does not in itself define the
appearance of C, ·since this wlll change with change in viewing si tuatlon,
whereas the specification is more or less Independent of the observing
conditions.
Nevertheless, the widespread u.s:a of the c. I. E. chromaticity chart as
a kind of colour map demonstrates that at least some correlation between
specification and appearance can be established; thus, we expect fo find
blues in the bottom left-hand corner of the chart, whites in the middle,
greeqs at the top, and so on.
Ind~ed, with experience, more specific ~
descriptions may come to be associated with particular areas of the chart.
. Surface colours constitute a special case, in that their chromaticity
ls a function of :.the spectral compos! tion of the illumimint as well as the
spectral reflection of the surface, while their colour appearance is
(56753)
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relatively constant with change ln quality of 1lluminat1on. For example, a
white surface under llluminant .S(\," will be _located at:«= 0.31, JJ = 0.32
and under 1llum1nant SA at:« = 0.45, y = 0.41, yet in each case the surface
will look white. This phenomenon of colour constancy can be attributed
primarily to the effect of adaptation ln compensating for excess energy at
the short or long wave end of the spectrum. It means, however, that any
deduction about the appearance of a surface colour from Its chromaticity
must also take account of the chromaticity of the llluminant for which the
surface colour has been evaluated and 1lliiX!l'.eir which it ls to be seen. Indeed,
in some charts such as the Hunter, a,B-dlagram (ref.l) or the Adams
chromatic-value diagram (ref.2), the 1llum1nant is located at the origin
of the co-ordinate system, 1n _wh1ch case the appearance of the surface
colour can be more readily visualised from its location ln the diagram.
This is even more obvious in the case of colour atlases such as the
Munsell _or the Ostwald system, based as they are on a colour soli d with a
black-white central axis. Since the samples in these atlases have been
calibrated colorimetrically, lt ls possible to describe a specimen ln
terms of, say, its Munsell hue, value and chroma from a knowledge of its
tri-stlmulus specification, and hence, so lt would appear, to give quite a
precise description of its appearance. The Incompleteness of this statement wfll be apparent from the next section.
SOME PROBLEMS DEMANDING A HIGHER ORDER OF
SUBJECTIVE COLOUR MEASUREMENT
THE -description of colour appearance by 1dentif1cat1on wl th an actual
sample is ambiguous unless the viewing c~n ditions under which the sample
ls seen are also defined, notably the area of the sample and the quality
and level' of the surround illumination. Almost any problem in colour design
ls ln effect an exercise ln colour appearance, and while the elements in a
colour scheme might be described by their tr1st1mulus spec1f1cat!ons or by
their Munsell co-ordinates, t he lT actual appearance will be affected by
contrast between one area and another, by the size of each area and so on.
Durrant (ref. 3), for example, refers to the inadequacy of colorimetry ln
the development of schemes of decorative lighting and to the radical
changes in appearance in a given colour depending on the colours Immediately
surrounding ltl• Iit a pra~t1J1al system of subjective colour measurement were
eventually developed, Its most lively application would most probably be
found in · the realm of design.
Some very tntrigljing problems in textile design have been discussed and
lllustra.t ed by Warburton and Lund (ref. II), and by Warburton and Oliver
(ref.5), Here simultaneous contrast, and also the reversed contrast effect
sometimes known as the Van Bezold "spreading effect", have a vital influence on the appearance of the design, which normal colorimetry is quite
(56753)
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incapable of recording. Yet their investigation is worthy of study not
only because of their importance in design but because of their inherent
interest in our understanding of the visual processes. As Evans {ref. 6)
has said in relation to the spreading effect, "untll this effect can be
explained without elaborate assumptions we cannot say that we understand
the way in which the visual process operates". (Note: It is hoped that by
the time of the meeting in September 1957 it will be posstble to report
some subjective measurements on this effect.) .
Sometimes subj ect1ve colour measurements are desirable purely as a tool
in visual research. The study of adaptation by binocular matching {ref, 7)
is one example; the study of after-images {ref. B) is another. It would be
of great interest to record the subjective appearance of Maxwell's spot
(the entoptic projection of the macula), which has been the subject of
intensive study by Walls and Mathews {ref. 9) and of further analysis by
Judd {ref. 10). More precise 1nformat1on .about its colour appearance might
well help to decide between the receptor theory and the pigment theory of
its origin. In experiments on the stabilised retinal image, some very
interesting colour changes have been reported {ref.11), but 1f the qual! tat,1ve descriptions of these changes could be suppLemented with quantitative
measurements, some quite exciting deductions might follow. In the experiments by Moreland {re/.12) on peripheral vision, a form of subjective
colour measurement has been employed, in which a test stimulus viewed peripherally was matched against the red-green-blue mixture of a colorimeter
f1el~ viewed foveally. In this way a dramatic demonstration was given of
the collapse of the spectrum locus in the chromaticity chart with Increasing distance from the fovea. Many more measurements of this type remain to
be made.
Howevei·, the most vigorous application of- subjective colour measurement
has so far been in the realm of colour rend e~ing and colour reproduction.
The introduction of the fluorescent lamp has directed the attention of the
illuminating engineer very forcibly to the distortions which can occur in
the colour appearance of illuminated objects, when the· spectral composition
of a light source departs significantly from that of a temperature radiator.
As mentioned earlier, adaptation commonly corrects for most of the change
in chromaticity that occurs with change In colour temperature of a Planckian
llluminant. Iilith :soUTce.s o'f less orthodox energy distribution, the chromaticity displacements are such that they may not be adequately corrected by
adaptation to the overall quality of the light.
A closely analogous problem arises In colour photography and colour
television. Here the reproduced pipture Is almost certain to be viewed
under conditions that differ grossly from those of the original scene.
especially as regards the luminance and size of the picture, and the qua11 ty of the ambient Illumination. Moreover, the colour process 1tself is
likely to possess Inherent defects which Introduce unavoidable distortions.
(56753)
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The problem then arises of specifying the colorimetric requirements of
the system to give the most effective and realistic re-creation of the subjective appearance of the original scene.
In tackling these problems we find that the binocular matching technique
has been employed in subjective colour measurements by Hunt (refs.13,1~,15,
16), by Winch and Young (ref. 17), by Burnham, Evans, and Newhall (refs. 18,
1~, by Burnham and Newhall (ref.20), and by Wasser (ref.21). Memory matching on a less quantitative basis has also been used by Bouma and Kruithof
(ref.22), by Helson and Grove (ref. 2~ and by Helson, Judd and Warren
(ref.2~). Quite recently, MacAdam (ref.25) has found it possible to make
quantitative studies of the effect of adaptation by fixating on the dividing line between the two halves of a colorimeter field. The two halves of
the field were illuminated for nine seconds out of every ten by diffenent
adapting lights; for the remaining one second in blle cycle, these lights
were replaced by the matching stimuli of the colorimeter in one half of the
field and by a test stimulus in the other. The matching stimuli were then
adjusted to give a match of the test colour when both were seen periodically during the one second exposure; changes in adaptation were thus
revealed by changes in the colour match settings.
MacAdam (ref.26) has discussed the results or these experiments in relation to colour pictures seen by projection and by television, just as
Newhall (ref. 27) has discussed the change in perceived colour with angular
size in relation to the angular subtense of a colour picture. Clearly,
with these and the other examples in mind, we can say that there is a
demonstrable need for subjective colour measurement,and indeed that a very
significant amount of such measurement is taking place. Unfortunately, however, unless we adopt some standard system of viewing to which all subjective measurements are referred, it is impossible to correlate the results of
one· laboratory with those of another. If we wish, for example to make some
cross-reference to hhe measurements of, say, Moreland, MacAdam, Winch,
Hunt, and Burnham, Evans and Newhall, we cannot do so because of differences
of field s1ze, adaptation level, time of exposure, etc., which they used for
the comparison field.
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A SCALE OF SUBJECTIVE COLOUR MEASUREMENT
IT would seem that the only immediate action required to establish a scale
of subjective colour measurement is to agree on a standard set of viewtng
conditions for the comparison field. The subjective colour would then be
expressed by the C.I.E. specification of t~e stimulus that had the same
appearance, when seen under the standard conditions, as the test colour
seen in its particular environment. There would be no occasion to adop~
one method of comparison in preference to another, at least in the initial
stages. Experience might subsequently demonstrate that one technique for
(56753)
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subjective colour matching had marked practical advantages over another,
but it would be unwise to restrict the matching to that method alone.
As a basis for discussion at the 1961 meeting of the C. I.E;, the following viewing conditions were proposed by the author (ref. 28): angular subtense of comparison field - 4°; angular subtense of surround· - 15°; nature
of surround- a white or llght..:.grey surface .with luminance factor 0.75,
llluminated by source SA to an lllumination level of 10 lumens per sq.
root; eye adapted to luminance of surround. The main arguments in support
of these conditions were: (a) the comparison field ·was sufficiently large
to avoid small-field effects, but not so large as to· play a major role in
the adaptation of the eye; (b) the size and luminance of the surround was
sufficiently high to produce reasonably quick and complete adaptation;
(c) ~he luminance of the surround was sufficiently high to permit easy
representation ·or dark and near-black colours; · and (d) the use of an .
illuminated surface for the surround might contribute to the stablli ty of
the viewing conditions through the operation of the phenomenon of colour
constancy. The 'comparison field itself might be derived from the m~tching
stimuli of a colorimeter, the colour s8.mples of an atlas· or by any other
'convenient means of presenting a stimulus or known · d. r.·E.' specification.
The reaction to these proposals has not been particularly startling; in
fact, · there does not appear to have been any reaction at all! Perhaps 1r·
someone would submit a countel-proposal, it would stimulate interest and ·
hea:Ititly argument. :t.t is in the hope. that the climate or opinion may now be
more allye to .the importance of ·subj'ec'tive colour measurement and_ the exte?t:
to which lt is now being practised, that attention · has again been drawn to .
the possibility of establishing a standard procedUre.
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PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF PAPER 13
PROFESSOR w. D. WRIGHT summarised his pax;er (13). He added that Mr. Belcher,
at the Imperial College, was at that time making some subjective measurements on the colours of small patterns seen against coloured backgrounds.
The slight colour changes seen in large contrasting test patches became very
considerable at small angular subtenses. It was thought that any or all of
entopticallY scattered light, simultaneous contrast, and eye movements might
be contributory factors in the phenomenon. So far, measurements had been
done by comparisons With Munsell patterns seen under standard conditions,
but it was intended also to use the Wright colorimeter.
DR. J. D. MORELAND gave further details of his subjective measurements on
peripheral colour vision mentioned in Professor Wright's paper. He showed,
on the Breckenridge-Schaub diagram, the collapse of the spectrum locus as
the test field was placed successlvely at eccentricities of 15°, 30° (where
an almost straight locus indicated dichromatic vision), and 40° (where an
almost point locus indicated monochromatic vision). By assuming that the
number of colours discriminated was proportional to the area enclosed by the
spectrum locus, and that the number of cones covered by the test field was
that given by Polyak, it had been possible to derive an almost linear
relationship between these two quantities and to deduce that the minimum
number of cones required for the beginning of discrimination was 300, or,
allowing for lateral convergence and like effect, perhaps 30.
DR. M. H. PIRENNE referred to a classroom experiment in which an incandescent filament with red and green filters was viewed at an eccentricity
of 90°. The colours could be distinguished, which suggested that the periphery was not monochromatic. But the observation was not concluzive, as
other sensory clues might help the judgment. THE CHAIRMAN (PROF. Y. LE GRAND)
suggested that stray light reaching the fovea was perhaps a sufficient
explanation.
Detailed criticisms of the standard conditions proposed by Professor
Wright for subjective colour measurement came from DR. R. w. G. HUNT and
DR. D. B. JUDD.
DR. HUNT considered that the comparison brightness level of Professor
Wright's proposed standard conditions was not quite hlgh enough and DR. JUDD
wondered why illuminant A rather than llluminant C was proposed. To the
latter question, PROFESSOR WRIGHT replied that the greater practical convenience of source A had Influenced him, but any suggestions Which would forward
the main idea he welcomed.
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PAPER 14

THE PHYSIOLO GY AND
PSYC HOLO GY OF
COLOUR RENDERI NG
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14. THE PHYSIOLOGY AND PSYCHOLOGY
OF COLOUR RENDERING
By B. H. CRAWFORD

PHYSIOLOGY is placed before psychology because physiology, in the sense of
a vital mechanism, must exist before psychology, ·in the sense of perceptual
processes, can come into action. But in the study of colour rendering it
would seem that psychology bulks larger than physiology, al tl1ough the
physiology of colour rendering is not quite what can be predicted from
previous knowledge of the colour mechanism of the eye. Before going into
the detalls, however, of how much is physiological and how much psychological, it is necessary to be as definite as possible as to what colour
rendering is. The general definition of colour rendering may be taken as the
appearance of objects, in general coloured,. under a given llluminant. We
now have to define, or at least try to understand, what we mean by appearance. Appearance is usually qualified in some way, pleasant, unpleasant,
like this, like that, truthful, distorted, and so on. In other words,
appearance ends up in the brain in a state of being compared .with something
else, either directly or indirectly. So we now have reached the point that
appearance is to be judged by comparison: it only remains to decide on the
manner of the comparison, or, 1f necessary, to classify the sorts of comparison which are appropriate to the various practical problems of colour
rendering.
The following classification of visual comparisons is proposed:
(~ Purely spatial comparisons. This is the sort of comparison which is
made in visual photometry and colorimetry, in which two small fields are
closely juxtaposed with an imperceptible line of division. Under these
conditions an observer is able to make comparisons with the minimum
uncertainty and maximum precision. The human processes involved are as
much as possible physiological, any psychological effort being reduced
to a mi nimum.
(b) Spatio-temporal comparisons. In this class I include all comparisons
in which the visual fields to be compared are separated spatially, by an
amount large or small, so that the observer's eyes, or even his whole
person, must t :ravel from one field to the other over an intervening space,
which in itself may be either neutral or distracting. It is obvious that
a tremendous range of conditions is included within this class. At one
extreme it can be exemplified by the photometry of · point sources by
direct comparison of one with another at a small angular .separation on
an otherwise uniform field of view. The precision of such a comparison
(56753)
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is somewhat less th at that or a class (a) comparison, owing to the fact
that the intensities of the point sources have to be remembered, albeit
for a brief interval only. It is plain that the importance of the psychological factor may be continuously increased by increasing the angular
distance between the things compared (e. g., lighthouses on opposite
compass bearings), or even making it necessary for the observer to move
bodily rrom one place to another in order to make his comparison (e. g.,
comparing the lighting in two d1fferen,t rooms not slmul taneously visible
from the same place): memory, the psychological factor. ccrnes more and more .
into play. In fact, the spatial separation can be made so wide that the
comparison merges into class (c).
(c) Pure memory comparisons. It is difficult to find a neat and accurate
name for this class of comparison, but it is intended to include only
those cases in which the observer first looks at, and becomes statically
adapted to, one field, then repeats the process for another field, with a
sufficient interval between the two observations to remove all sense or
temporal or spatial change. Or, in other words, the observer is r equired
to compare the two fields by an effort of memory only; the psycholo gical
factor is now a maximum, the precision of the comparison a minimum. This
is the principal domain of colour rendering. It has been investi gated
very little so rar. The precision or measurement being so low makes t he
investigations the more difficult, of course, and for this reason,
perhaps, unattractive, but the precision is by no means zero, and with
patience and the necessary precautions useful measurements can be made.
Having classified comparisons from the aspect of their psychological
content, we must now come to some decision re garding the classes of comparison which are significant in colour rendering. It would seem justifiable
in the first place to exclude class (a) as this is used for hardly anything
else but photometric and colour matching, usu allY as part of a measurement
technique. One possible exception might be a camouflage scheme, but t his is
very specialised and may be left out or a general consideration of colour
rendering.
Passing over class (b) for the moment, it is obvious that class (c)
comparisons are or major significance in colour rendering, as they r epresent
the case of most general interest, th at of livin g under a given lighting
installation and finding it satisfactory, or not, for itself alone in the
absence of another installation for comparison. What might be termed
"absolute satisfaction" is involved, with memory as the only crit~rion.
Class (b) comparisons, comprising as they do all the intermediate
gradations between (a) and (c), form a very debatable group. It is likely
that no agreement will ever be reached on precisely how much of class (b)
falls within the purview of colour rendering, but at least one should be
prepared for all eventualities by realising how the various possible
practical conditions can resemble each other and yet differ from each other.
(56753)
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For every practical problem of colour rendering it must be presumed to be
possible to determine a set of tolerances within which a lighting installation must lie in order to conform to its type or be suited to its purpose.
As the problem changes, so the tolerances will change, but they will always
exist, though they may be difficult to determine. It is this existence of a
set of tolerances which connects together all conditions of colour rendering observation. The differences will lie in the magnitude and also in the
character of the tolerances. Magnitude is an obvious difference; the more
indirect and remote the comparisons involved in the problem, the greater
will be the tolerances. A less self-evident difference is the character of
the tolerances, for instance, the degree of mutual dependence between them.
A certain amount of evidence, both technical and scientific, already exists
regarding mutual dependence between tolerances, but not enough yet to enable
generalisations to be formulated. Whether this mutual dependence is psychological or physiological is not yet clear; it may well be the latter, and
this brings us to a consi de ration or the general physiological aspect of
colour rendering.
It is almost axiomatic that the known colour reception mechanisms of the
eye are operative in colour rendering, but there is evidence that these
mechanisms are at least modified in colour rendering. For example, the
tolerances of colour rendering may be expressed as a sort of hue discrimination diagram, but the minima are not in the usual places. There may be a
purely logical reason for this, but at least it shows that the physiological
mechanisms or colour rendering cannot necessarlly be predicted from existing
knowled ge .
Again, the mutual interdependence of colour rendering tolerances,
referred to above, hints at a mechanism, physiological or psychological,
which is not evident in colour matching, though it has been assumed in
various systems of colour nomenclature, namely, the circle of hues of
Ostwald and later workers. This gives the same reality to purples, as
sensations, as to all the other hues which exist as spectral colours; colour
renderin g experiments for their part show that red and violet are mutually
interacting to the same extent as the other pairs of hues which are actual
neighbours in the spectrum. This would indicate that the realm of purples
between spectral red and violet is just as real psychologically, perhaps
physiolo gically, as any of the spectral regions.
SUch results hold out the hope that colour rendering experiments are not
only of practical use in the design of lighting installations and the
specification of illuminants, but will also contribute to our knowledge of
the visual mechanism.
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23. COLOUR THRESHOLDS WITH MONOCHROMATIC STIMULI
IN THE SPECTRAL REGION 530-630 m~
By M. DAGHER, A. CRUZ and L. PLAZA
SUMMARY
A technique is described for determining the thresholds of colour perception with monochromatic stimuli. With this technique the thresholds for
three observers with normal colour vision have been measured for spectral
stlmull from 530 to 630 m~ (at each 2 mJ..L) and for stimulus sizes, 2° and i5'.
The absolute thresholds for the same observers and for wavelengths in
the same part of the spectrum have also been determined. By comparing the two
sets of data the photochromatic interval or factor has been obtained for
each observer.
The perception of chromaticness for each observer is given as a function
of the wavelength and the relative energy of the stimulus, for the 2° and
15 1 stimuli.

I. INTRODUCTION
IN the literature there are not many papers on the determination of the
photochromatic interval or factor (refs.l,2,3) and thinking it would be
interesting to obtain more data on the subject, some experiments using
direct measurement were done at the Institute 1n 1948 (ref.~). At the same
time, and us1ng the same experimental conditions, the hues of the sensations
when the energy of the stimulus was near the threshold were determined for
a few wavelengths.
These experiments were repeated in 1953 with more wavelengths and using
a new and more refined apparatus. The results were presented at the International Colloquium on "Problemas Opticos de la Vision it held in Madrid ' in
April of that year. This paper was not published because the results showed
firstly, the necessity for a better control of the size and presentation
time of the stimulus, and secondly the possibility of more accuracy in the
naming of the perceived colours.
A year ago new experiments of this kind were started, and in this paper
are presented the results obtained for the first region of the spectrum
examined.
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II. TECHNIQUE

THE experimental problem is this: to present to an observer (in determined
conditions of adaptation and fixation) a monochromatic stimulus of known
wavelength and energy, and .to record the colour perceived. The experiment
is to be repeated, with the greatest possible number or wavelengths and
energy levels, and with different s·timulus sizes.

(AJ Stimulus.
The apparatus used to obtain the stimulus fs shown in fie.l. A double
monochromator of subtractive dispersion is the principal element. Its
entrance slit, R1 , receives light from a ribbon filament lamp, M1 , of
6v. lOOw., through the condenser C1 • At the other end or the monochromator
a condenser, C2 , forms an image of the exit slit, R3 , on the point o,
where the pupil of the observer is situated, so that he receives a
Maxwellian view of the condenser C~. The condensers C1 and C2 have the
same aperture as the collimator lenses 1 1 , 1 2 , 1 3, 1 4 • The three slits of
the monochromator were always of the same width and !or the experiments this
was such that the purity of the stimulus varied only from 3 to 6 mp.

F1g.1.
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(i) variation or the stimulus wavelength.
This is done by the displacement or the central slit. R2 • through the
primary spectrum. A linear scale and the drum T measure this displacement.
wavelength calibration was carried out with spectral lamps or Hg. Na. Cd,
Kr and Ne. More than 50 spectral lines or known wavelength were used. An
initial calibration was made visually. but later a photoelectric cell was
placed at the exit slit and the scales were read at the point of maximum
response for each line. The calibration curve obtained was checked against
other known spectral lines and the results show that the maximum deviation
for the spectral region studied is 0.2 mt4
(ii) Variation of the stimulus energy.
The range of variation or the energy of the stimulus must be very big
(from less than the absolute thresholds to more than the saturated spectral
colours) and it was necessary to use 7 neutral filters, FG' about O.i
transmittance each. placed before the entrance slit of the monochromator.
For the continuous variation of the energy between the steps corresponding
to the filters. a photometric wedge, W, was used. It is placed immediately
after the exit slit and its lateral position is measured on a linear scale.
The calibration of energy proceeded by the following steps.
Determination of the relative energy that woUld reach the eye of the
observer if there were neither filters nor a wedge. This calibration was
made placing a thermopile at the point o. Its response was amplified by a
primary galvanometer and two thermocouples in opposition. and finally
recorded with a second galvanometer. · This calibration was repeated several
times to check on any variation during the period of several months occupied
by the exPeriments. The total energy that passed through the entrance slit
was controlled by the photoelectric cell P, and the voltage applied to the
lamp was constant and also checked continuously.
Determination or the spectral transmittance or each of the 7 filters and
of the wedge. These measurements were made with a Beckman spectrophotometer
with a modified sampleholder in the case of the wedge.
(ill) Variation of .the stimulus size.
This was obtained by placing circular diaphragms D1 • before the condenser C2 , and two of them were used such that the stimulus size was 2°
or 15 1 •
(iv) Region of the retina stimulated.
A system of fixation assured that the fovea was always the region
stimulated. The system is composed of a lamp M2 • a red filter FR. a stop D2
with 4 holes in it, a very thin glass plate .and the condenser C2 • The image
of the lamp filament is formed . at the same point 0 as the image of the exit
slit and the sizes of both images are about the s~~e (so that when the
(56753)
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observer sees the fixation points he ls sure that the energy of the test
stimulus will also reach his retina). The 4 fixation points aPpear to the
observer around the tes·t stimulus and their lntensl ty ls regulated by the
same observer.
(v) Duration and frequency of presentation of stimulus.
As the thresholds depend on the duration of the stimulus, this must be
constant thrOugh all the e:Xperlments. It should be short to avoid, as much
as possible, the effects of chromatic adaptation, but must ' be long enoUgh
to perm! t percep tlon of chromatlcness. A dura tlon of 3 seconds was used.
on the other hand all reasons are ln favour of a long interval between
the presentation of two stimuli, but one too long would not allow many
observations to be made. ln one session and the experiment woUld be too
tiresome. A period of 9 seconds was selected.
In practice th.ls was done by means of the sector S, the aperture and
velocity of which were regulated to obtain the times of 3 and 9 seconds,
respect! vely.

(BJ Observers.
The authors were the observers and all three show normal ·colour vision
with the -Ishihara test, and are trained for this sort of observation.
M.D. ls 28 years old, A. c.. , and L. P., 34.
(C) Experimental procedure.
A session began wl th half an hour of dark adaptation and then about an
hour ·of observations. Sometimes the observer rested in the middle of the
session for a while to avoid. fatigue.
About 12 wavelengths were selected for each session. The presentation
was ln random order, first with a very low level of energy that was raised
a l1 ttle after each run of wavelengths. In order to connect the results of
the different sessions (changes ln retinal sensltlvlty), a determination of
the absolute threshold for one or two wavelengths was also made ln each
session.
The head of the observer was fixed with a chin and head holder (lt was
not possl ble to use a den tal impression be cause •the observer had to name
the colour that he saw.). The observer could, at his will, make the red
fixation points disappear. A system of sound signals was used to indicate
the moment just before the stimulus began (at that moment, the observer
made the fixation points appear) and the moment lt finished the observer
made the fixation points disappear so as to remain 1n complete darkness
for the next· 9 seconds. Fifty-one wavelengths were used (each 2m~), i5. to
20 levels of energy were . necessary for each wavelength and the experiments
were repeated several times for e.ach. observer (each wavelength at least 6
times in a session). Taking all into account, 5,500 observations were made
(56753)
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for each observer and each size of stimulus.
Apart from the determinations or absolute threshold made during the
ordinary sessions as a control, the values of the curves given in the
results were obtained in special sessions. Wavelengths were used in
these measurements (each 10 m~) and each wavelength was presented at least
50 times at each of the 4 levels of energy to allow the application of the
statistical method or fixing the thresholds. The complete experiment was
repeated 3 times.

III. RESULTS

FIGS.2,

3 and ~ represent the results for each observer. The left-hand side
corresponds to the 2° stimulus size and the right-hand side to the 15' one.
The curves of absolute threshold are an average of those obtained in
each of the three independent experiments.
The thresholds of chromaticness have · been derived from the data or the
6 experiments with a criterion or 50%. For example: at the wavelength of
570 m~ the point of separation of the two zones A and yg has been taken at
the level or energy in which the observer said three times "achromatic"
and three times "Yellowish-greenish".
In general there is a good agreement between the response to the same stimulus in different sesstons.
In the zones marked with the initials ot the colour perceived, the
saturation increases with the energy. The dotted lines or the figures mark
the energy level at which the observer considered the colour was saturated.
The photochromatic interval was computed as the difference between the
first threshold of chromaticness and the absolute threshold and in fif.5
is represented for each observer and stimulus size.

IV. COMMENTS ON THE RESULTS
THE complete discussion will be made when the results for all the
spectrum have been obtained. For the moment it is interesting to note:
1. The results or two of the observers (M.D. and L.P.) are in generally
good agreement and present the following characteristics:
(a) The curves of absolute threshold for 15' have the characteristics
of cone vision, but those corresponding to the 2° stimulus seem more
like rod vision.
(b) The curves corresponding to the first perception of chromaticness
all have a maximum around 570 m~ (tritanopic vision for levels of energy
below this maximum), The energy of this maximum is higher for the 15'
stimulus but the difference is not very significant.
(56753)
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(c) In opposition to the results obtained in 1948 (perhaps because at
that time not enough wavelengths were used) the yellow appears as t he
flrst colour seen in a narrow band of wavelengths (around 5 mJL wide)
near 580 mfk The yellow zones are vertical and this indicates that for
these wavelengths there is no Bezold-Br~cke effect.
(d) The photochromatic interval has a maximum around 570 mJL and is zero
at 630 m1-4 For the 15' stimulus it is very small in the re gion of 530mf-4
(For the observer L.P. it is almost zero).
2. The third observer, A.C., agrees with the others on the question of
the yellow, but presents the following differences:
(a) The curves of absolute threshold are very similar for the 2° and 15'
stimuli.
(b) The curves of the threshold of chromaticness do not present a clear
maximum.
(c) He is less able to distinguish hue.
(d) In the zone 530 to 570 mJL he needs much less energy to perceive
li ghtness and chromaticness. In that zone the first colour perceived is
~greenish" instead of the "bluish" of the other observers.
(e) The photochromatic interval has no maximum. For the 2° stimulus it
is practically constant from 530 to 590 mJJ.
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16. SPACE VERSUS TIME DISTRIBUTIO~S OF
CHROMATIC STIMULI"'
By ADRIANA FIORENTINI and LUCIA RONCHI
INTRODUCTION
DURING the last years some researches have been carried out at the
Isti tuto Nazionale di Ottica of Florence on the visual response to a more
or less rapid variation of the stimulus intensity either in space or in
time {refs.1,2,3,~). As is well known, a time variation of retinal illumination may have as a consequence an enhancement of brightness ·sensation.
A variation of illumination from point to o point on the retina produces a
contrast effect, and in some cases also an enhancement of apparent brightness. It is possible that a correlation may exist between the two phenomena
(ref. 5). If eye movements are taken into account, it is clear that a nonuniform illumination on the retina makes the stimulation at a given
receptor vary in time.
Previous work has been carried out with white light.
The research has now been extended to coloured stimuli. The effect of a
t~me variation of the stimulus intensity has been investigate d both by the
electroretinographic method and by a psychophysical experiment with
flickering light. The simultaneous contrast effect produced by a space
gradient of luminance which presents a sharp variation has been investigated
by psychophysical experiments.
I

I. ELECTRORETINOGRAPHIC

INVESTIGA~ION

TWO different sets of experiments have been made on the electrical response
of the human eye. In the first set, light stimuli of practically unlimited
duration have been used. The shape of the stimulus was varied by changin g
the time of rise of the luminance. In the second set of experiments stimuli
Of finite duration and different shapes have been used.
The electroretino grams (ERG) have been obtained by means of standard
equipment, where the corneal electrode was borne by a contact lens. Three
normal observers took part in the experiments. Each subject was dark
adapted for 30 minutes before the experiment.

* This

research has 'been sponsored by the Office of Scientific Resea rch of the
Air Research and Development Command, United States Air Force, throu gh its
European Office, under Contract AF61(514)-634C.
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The responses consist of a scotopic b-wave. A set of 3,000 records has
been analyzed and the following three characteristic quantities of the
b-wave have been measured for each record: height h (in microvolts), slope
s (in microvol tstmsec) and latency time t L (in msec).

J

to=

to= 100 muc

40 mnc

Fig.1- Stimuli or practically unlimited dUration, having the same !lnal level
and a di rreren t time or rise.

(a) Responses to Stimuli of Practically unlimited Duration
The stimuli used in the nrst experiment are represented in fi~. 1, where
retinal illumination is plotted against time. The final luminous level is
the same for the three stimuli, while the time of rise t 0 is 2 msec,
40 msec and 100 msec, respectively. White, green and blue lights have been
used. In the experiment with white llg}'lt the flnallevel of retinal illumination ranged between 1 and 73 luxes.
Let us call h to and s to the average hei gJ.1 t and slope of the b-waves
obtained with the time of rise t 0 , and hioor s 100 the two corresponding
quanti ties obtained with 100 msec time of rise. In order to compare the
responses obtained with stimuli having the three different times of rise and
the same final level, two quantities Eh and £8 have been computed accordin g
to the formulae:
hto - h1oo . -.
Eh - --"
-- ' E8
~ (ht
+ h1 00 )
0

sto - s1oo
~

(st

0

+ s1 oo)

In fi~.2, Eh and E8 are plotted against t 0 • The bottom diagrams represent
the latency time t L as a function of t 0 • Each curve of fi ~. 2 is characterized
by the final retinal illumination.
From fi ~.2 we can see that at low l evels of retinal illumination, an
increase in the time of rise of the stimulus leaves the height and the slope
of the b-wave practically unchanged, while the latency increases. At high
l eve ls, the only effect of increasin g t 0 is to make the b-wave slope
decrease, while both height and latency remain practically constant.
In order to discuss these results it has been necessary to check the
variation of the b-wave with respect to the illumination level, using
stimuli of short time of rise (2 msec). The height, slope and latency of the
(56753)
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b-wave are represented in fig. 3 as rullctlons of log retinal llluminatiqri~ ...
The height reaches its maximum value at about 40 luxes; no saturation fs
found for s when the lllumination is in the range considered.
For a tentative interpretation of our data it is necessary to recall
the results of an ·experiment made with stimuli of finite duration. Jol:u}son
. and BaFtiett (re!.6i "iound. tha.'t
dur~tlon i.s
. . . ...... untlla certain critic.al
reached, the amplitude of the submaximal b-wave is determined by the product IT= C0 of intensity and duration of the stimulus. Beyond the critical
duration, the amplitude is determined solely by the intensity, If our
interp~etation of the e:x:perimental results of these authors is correct, the
latency of the b-wave (which· does not depend ·on stimulus duration~ but
decreases when intensity is increased) should be of the same order as the
critical duration.
This means that when rectangular flashes of different energy are used,
the height Qf the response depends on the energy received by the eye
~
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during the latency time and is not affected by the energy received after
this time.
Looking now at our results, (fi~.2J, we find that at low levels (below
saturation of the b-wave), the 40msec stimulus should in a sense be
regarded as more effective than the 2 msec stimulus, as the energy supplied
during the latency time by, the first stimulus i~ about half that supplied
by the second stimulus which gives rise to the same response.
'Ihe 100 msec stlmulus lias a latency of about 100 msec. In this case the
energy received during the latency time is the same as for the 2 msec
stimulus: the two stimuli are 'equally effective. The only effect of the
illumination gradient is to reduce the slope of the b-wave.
At ·hi~h levels, (not far below or above saturation) where the latency
1s the same for each or the three stimuli, we find the same increase of
effectiveness from t 0 = 2 to t 0 = 4 msec, while from t 0 = 40 to t 0 =
100 msec, only the slope of the b-wave decreases. It seems likely that for
the slowest stimulus (t 0 = .100 msec) also the energy received after the
latency time con tributes to tb,e response.
The same exper1men t has be~n performed w1 th green an cf'o lue-v1olet l1gh t.
Light from a high pressure mercury lamp was filtered either with a narrow
band filter with maximal transmission at 5461A 0 or with a cuS0 4 solution
wh1 ch cuts off the lines above 4916 A0 •
Only three green and three blue stimuli have been used. The three
s ttmuli of the same colour had the same final 1n tens! ty, the time of r1 se
being 2 msec, 40 msec. end 100 msec respectively. The two quantities E,., and
Es as well as the latency time of the b-wave are reported 1n Table I, both
for green and blue lights. These results seem to agree w1 th those obtained
with white stimuli of fairly high level, and we may therefore draw the
same conclusions about the effect of the 1llum1nat1on grad! en t.

TABLE I
Green

to
msec
2
40
100

Blue-Violet

E,.,

Es

tL

-1%.
9%
0

21%
21%
0

42
50
42

to
msec

Eh

2
40
100

6%
-5%
0

Es

tL

44
28%
48
26%
0 _____:_8_j

(b) Responses to Stimuli of Finite Duration
The results .of the experiment with unlimited stimuli cannot be regarded
as conclusive about the effectiveness of a slow rise of the stimulus
intensity because it is not well known 1n what way the energy received
(56753).
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after the latency time may contribute to the response. The results of the
second set of experiments obtained with two stimuli of finite duration are
much more important.

red.

s.~.

s~.

st.

Fig.4a - Stimuli of equal energy but different shape.
Left, the rectangular stimulus (rect. st.);
righ~ the saw tooth stimulus (s.t. st.).

Fig.4b - Stimuli of equal energy but different shape.

The two stimuli are shown in fi~.~a; the first is a rectangular flash
lasting 25 msec, the second is a saw-tooth flash lasting 50 msec. As the
final in tens! ty of the two flashes is the same, they supply the same total
energy to the eye. The exposure times were chosen greater than 20 msec, in
order to avoid some rapid components dUe to cone reaction appearing in the
response (ref. 7), and not exceeding the critical duration in our conditions,
which was determined by a preliminary exper1men t to be 60 msec (ref. B). In
fi~.5 the mean values of h, sand tL from records obtained with (a) white,
(b) green, and (c) blue-violet lights are plotted against the log luminous
level. Solid curves refer to the rectangular flash, broken curves to the
saw-tooth flash.
With white and green light, higher and steeper b-waves are obtained with
the saw-tooth flash than w1 th the rectangular flash.
W1 th blue-violet light, the b-wave produced by the rectangular stimulus
has about the same amplitude and is somewhat steeper that th~ produced by
the saw-tooth stimulus. Moreover, the former has a shorter latency time
than the latter.
A third kind of blue stimulus (Bin fi~.~b) has been used and the
response compared with those of the two previous stimuli. This stimulus
has the same energy and duration as the saw-tooth stimulus mentioned before
(A in fi~.~b) while its shape ls different. The b-wave obtained has the
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same amplitude as those obtained with the two other stimuli, while its rate
of rise has an intermediate value.
From these results it seems possible to conclude that a variation of the
intensity during stimulation enhances the activ~ ty of the mechanisms which
are responsible for white and green scotopic sensitivity. This seems not to
be true for the blue mechanism,whose responses tend to be smoothed out and
delayed by an increase of the time of rise of the stimulus 1n tensity.

II. PSYCHOPHYSICAL INVESTIGATION
SOME psychophysical experiments have been carried out, with the purpose
of investigating vision of time or space gradients of chromatic luminance.

(a) EXperiments on the Influence of FUlse Shape Upon Critical Flicker
Frequency
The effect of the shape of a single light pulse upon fusion of a
flickering ligpt has been investigated by a psychophysical experiment

(ref.

9).

Two normal observers took part in the experiment. They were dark-adapted
for 30 minutes and then pre sen ted with a field sub tending 1° at the eye
intermittently illuminated with a light-dark ratio equal to unity. Two
kinds of pulses ("rectangular" and nsaw-tooth" pulses, fig.lJa) and four
different lights (white, blue-violet, green and red) have been used.
The white light was that emitted by a tungsten filament lamp. The light
emitted by this lamp was filtered i) for blue-violet, through a cuso4
filter which cuts off all the light above 4916 ~; ii) for ggeen through a
narrow-band green filter with maximal transmission at 5461 A; iii) for red,
through a filter which cuts off all the radiations below 6100 ~.
The frequency was set at a predetermined value and the luminance varied
until fusion was obtained. The measurements were performed foveally as well
as at 7°, 10°, and 15° from the fovea.
The results were expressed in terms of the critical luminance, defined
as the mean value of the field luminance at critical fusion. In order to
facilitate the comparison of the results obtained wlth the two intermittent
lights of different shapes, the followin g quantity has been computed
L,..- Ls

E =
~

where Lr and Ls are the critical
saw-tooth stimuli, respectively.
saw-tooth stimulus ls fused at a
r ectangul ar s timulus of the same
(56753)

(L,.. + Ls)

fusion luminances for the rectangular and
A positive value of E indicates that the
lower mean luminance level than a
frequency.
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The results obtained with white and green lights are reported in

Table II and 1able III respectively. The first column shows the duration
of a single light pulse, the second column the frequency, the third column
the angular distance from the centre of the fovea, the fourth column the
value of E in percent.
As is seen, E is zero in foveal vision, and assumes increasing positive
values when the distance from the fovea increases.
The situation is different in the case of blue or red light, where the
critical flicker luminance both in foveal and extrafoveal vision seems to
be independent of the shape of light pulses, at least for the frequency
considered.
TABLE II
1:

f-1

msec

sec

30
25

17
20

00
00

30
25

17
20

7° nasal
70
"

25%
26%

30
25

17
20

10° nasal
10°
"

72%
25%

30
25

17
20

15° nasal
15°
"

72%
25%

30
25

17
20

15° upper
15°
"

50%
49%

E%

7]

0
0

TABLE III
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1:

f-1

msec

sec

30
25

17
20

00
00

30
25

17
20

7° nasal
70

25%
25%

30
25

17
20

10° nasal
11
10°

13%
25%

30

17

10° upper

50%

E%

7]

0
0

"
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(b) Experiments on the Vision of a Non-Uniform Field with Coloured
Li~ht

TWo
visual
The
effect

experiments have been carried out in order to investigate the
response of a spatial gradient of a chromatic stimulus.
purpose of the first research was to determine whether the contrast
due to a line of discontinuity of a luminance gradient (Mach band)
(refs. 1,5) depends on the colour. The observer was presented with a field
whose luminance is constant along a given direction and varies perpendicularly according to the diagram of fi~. 6. The light of a 500W filament
lamp (fi~. 7) was passed through a filter F (Wratten filter No.61 for green,
No.25 for ~ed) and produced a diffUsed 1lluminat1oh of the field D by means
.of a square opa.l glass G. Screen s, having a straight edge parallel to one
side of G projects its shadow on D, so that tM light distribution of fi~. 6
is obtained.
The luminance L 1 of the brighter part of the field is about 3 nits; the
luminan.ce L 0 of the darker part does not exceed 10- 2 nits. These levels
were the same for both red and green light, The visibility of the bright
Mach band which is seen by the observer along the . border A· was measured by
determining the maximum width of zone AB at which . a band is still visible.
No appreciable difference has been found between the results obtained with
red, green or white light.
The second research had t1.1e purpose of investigating whether any contrast effect occurs when the field has uniform luminance and only the
colour varies along a given direction. TWo fields of different colour (say
red and green) were superimposed, as shown in fig·. a. The luminance of each
field is such as to yield a uniform overall luminance.
.
The resultant field shows a uniform green , zone and a uniform red zone
separated by a zone where the 90lour varies slowly from green to ·red,
The field luminance was about 0.4 nits. The two beams are emitteq by two
monochromator slits; several different pairs of colours (red-green, greenyellow, blue-red, blue-yellow) have been examined. No colour contrast
effect comparable with the luminance contrast has been found.

III. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
THE main result of the ERG experiments seems to be that a white or green
stimulus with a low time gradient of luminance is more e ffec ti ve than a
rectangular stimulus, while no such effect occurs with blue light,
Very similar results are obtained with intermittent stimulations of
different shapes.
The ERG results refer to the scotopic mechanism. The psychophysical
results obtained from observations at different r et inal locations probably
(567 53)
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involve both scotopic and photopic mechanisms. Anyhow. the rods partlclpa4e
ln the extrafoveal vlslon of pulsing lights at fairly hlgh levels. as
pointed out by Brooke (ref. 10). If we assume. as suggested by Granlt
(ref. 11) that the rod system ls not homogeneous. the hypothesis may be
advanced that one kind of rods. the so-called !deal rod~ are more sensitive
to a slowly rlslng stimulus. while the rods which are intermediate between
!deal rods and cones should be equally sensitive to equal amounts of energy
received within a certain time limit. no matter what the energy distribution may be. This hypothesis agrees with Granit's descript~on of the
chromatic properties of the intermediate rods. which are supposed to be
mainly sensitive to the short wavelengths. The results of the flicker
experiment ln the fovea with white and green light and also in the periphery with red light. seem to suggest that the cone response ls not particularly enhanced by a light gradient. Thus the intermediate rods seem to
behave more as cones than as rods from this point of view.
These results seem to contradict the well known difference of response
velocity between rods and cones. one would have expected that the classical
law of the integration of the energy received within the critical time
would be valid rather for the slow rod mechanism than for the faster cones.
The results of the experiments on flickering stimuli of different shapes
may be compared also with those on vision of a space gradient of chromatic
luminance.
When a field of the kind of fig.6 is imaged on the retina. some of the
retinal receptors undergo an oscillating stimulation. due to eye mbvements.
Eye movements seem to be one of the main factors in causing the vision of
the Mach band. as was pointed out in previous researches (ref.5). Thus. the
two experiments agree 1n showing that foveal receptors do not present any
difference with respect to os~1llat1ng stimulations of different colours.
Perhaps a different effect would result lf the experiment were repeated
extrafoveally. But. ln this case. quantitative measurements of the brightness distributions would be necess~ry ln order to make a comparison
possible. such measurements have not yet been made.
The experiments on vision of a "linear gradient of colour" and of its
discontinuities. show that the mechanism which is responsible for the Mach
band is not effective when only the colour of the stimulus varies.
This result seems to agree with the fact revealed by electroretinographic researches that a slow variation of the stimulus wavelength does
not produce any electrical response. if the stimulus intensity is constant.
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15. EYE-MOVEMENTS IN RELATION TO
PERCEPTION OF COLOUR
By R. W. DITCHBURN
SUMMARY

SEVERAL investigations have shown that certain involuntary rotations of the
eye-ball persist even when the subject fixes his eye as steadily as
possible upon a well defined target. Owing to these rotations and also to
residual head movements, the image of the target is constantly moving
across the retina. By methods previously described, it has been possible to
arrange that the eye-movements control the movements of a target so that
its image remains on the same part of the retina even when the eye moves.
The image so produced is called the stabilised retinal image.
It is found that, with moderately good stabilisation, the perception of
form is impaired and that with very good stabilisation the whole field first
becomes grey and then goes dark. Normal vision may be restored by introducing controlled movements of the retinal image or by using intermittent
illumination. These experiments appear to show that the information by which
we distinguish form is conveyed to the brain through on-off signals. These
signals may be generated by movement of the edges of a pattern across, the
retinal receptor mosaic or by intermittent illumination of a stationaryi
image.
It is found that there is an effective desaturation of all hues when the
subject views a stabilised image and under certain conditions of imperfect
stabilisation all colours are seen as white even when perception of form is
still fairly good. It is, however, much easier to produce desaturat1on of
blue and green than of red and there is other evidence that the discrimination of re~ is based on a process very different from that which is operative for blue and green. An attempt to detect small local clusters of
receptors with special properties has given a negative result.
The way in which eye~movements may affect perception of hue is discussed.
The possibilities and the difficulties of further investigations are
surveyed.

I. INTRODUCTION
IT has long been known {refs. 1,2,3,~) that small involuntary rotations of
the eyeball persist even when a subject attempts to fix his gaze as steadily
as possible on a well defined target. These rotations, and also translations
(56753)
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of the head, cause the !mage of any object to move across the retina.
Though these movements h~ve been ~gnored ln most ~heorles of visual perception, lt has been suggested* that the passage of the !mage of an edge of an
object across certain retinal receptors may generate on-and-off signals ln
the associated nerve fibres and so produce the information required for
visual dlscrlmlnatlon. In order to see whether eye-movements affect visual
dlscrlmlnatlon, an apparatus for producing an !mage which remains on the
same part of the retina even when the eye moves was devised. The !mage
which remains always on the same set of retinal receptors ls called the

stabilised retinal image.
The dlscr1m1nat1on of shape and of contrast ls very much poorer with the
stabilised !mage than 1n normal v1s1on. We shall see that d1scr1m1nat1on of
hue and of saturation are also greatly impaired.
In the following discussion, angular movements .o f the eye are e~pressed
ln minutes of arc (abbreviation: mln.arc) and distances on the retina are
expressed ln the same unit, l.e. by equivalent angles ln the visual field.
The lntercone distance ln the fovea ls of order 0.8 min.arc. The mean
diameter of the sensltlve regions of the cones ls probably about 0.4 mln.
arc.
II. EYE-MOVEMENTS
THE eye-movements which remain when the subject ls fixating as accurately
as possible lnclude:(1) An irregular rapid oscillatory movement called a tremor;
(11) sharp saccadic movements called 'flicks' (excursus up to 60 mln.arc;
the movements. take about 0.03 sec. and occur at intervals which vary
from o.o3 .to 5 sec.);
(111) a slow drift at a rate of a few min.arcjsec. during the 1nterfl1ck
period.
Fender fref.9) has used electronic methods to amplify the' tremor which can
only just be detected ln the drum-camera records. Harmonic analysis of hls
records, one of which ls shown ln fig.l, gives a 'spectrum' extending from
20 to 150 cps with a maximum at about 35 cps and a median excursus of
0.2 mln.arc.
By analysis of records lt ls possible to construct a map showing how the
image of the point of fixation moves across the retina (see fig.2). The
joint effect of flicks and drifts is to keep the image within a region
corresponding to 25 minutes of arc in the visual field, l.e. to the central
part of the fovea. The tremor ls an irregular movement superposed on the
*Hering (1899), quoted by Y. le Grand ('nij.5), put forward this idea. It has been
independentlY svggested by several other authors (~efs.6,7,8).
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min. arc

10 min. arc

Fig,1,

t-I

I

0

0·2

Records of Tremor, Lower curve shows direct drum camera record and
upper curve the electronically ampll fled tremor.

lntrrcon~
Fig,2.
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Movement or image or rtxatton point across the retina. Tile diameter
or . the circle is 10 min. arc. The numbered dots indi cate posft10\lS ,
at intervals or 0.2 sec. Tile tremor is not shown. Over this short ·
period the fixation point has remained within 10 min. arc. Over a·
longer period a somewhat greater ·~ander• occurs.
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drift movements. Thus during a period between flicks the image of the point
of fixation drifts steMlly ·across the retina at such a rate that it
advances across a few cones in one second. Superimposed on this movement is
.
a rapid irregular oscillation' whose mean excursus is about a quarter of the
intercone distance. The saccadic movements move the point of fixation
through distances which range up to 100 intercone distances, i.e. effectIvely to new part of the central fovea. It is probable that in normal
vision, the tremor oscillates the edges of the image of a pattern across
certain retinal receptors and so fires the on-off action of these receptors.
If .this were the only eye-movement certain receptors would be strongly
stimulated and others would be idle when a particular pattern was viewed.
The drift moves the region of strong stimulation to new sets of receptors
and to the associated nerve pathways. This . should increase the efficiency of
vision but the drift would graduallY move the point of fixation away from
the central fovea. A restoring action is needed and this is provided by the
flicks.

a

III. METHODS OF PRODUCING A STABILIZED IMAGE
IN the experiments to be described three different pieces of aPDaratus have
been used to produce the stabilised image:
Apparatus A. Interference Nethod (ref. 10)
A contact lens (ref. 7) carries a stalk on wh1Ch ls mounted a sllce of
crystal between two pieces of polaroid (fig. 3). The subject sees a

pattern of coloured rlngs and grey brushes. The central rlng is about 4°
diameter and the whole field covers about 15°·. The choice of pattern is
llmlted. One cannot get sharp patterns or a bipart'i te . fle:).d. This
apparatus is probably exceedingly good for eliminating slow movements.
Apparatus B. Reflecting iifirror¥·

A be.am of light ls reflected from a mirror attached to a contact lens.
When the eye rotate15, the b~am turns through twice the angle. It passes
through an optical system which produces an angular demagn1fication so
that the subject sees an image whose angular movement is the same as that
of his eye (fig.tJJ. Early designs (refs.2,3) of thls type gave partial
stabilisation in respect of movements in 'one plane. An advanced design
used by Fender (refs.IJ,9) gives stabilisation better than 99.9% in
respect of both horizontal and vertical rotations. It requires severe
fixing of the head. A field of up to 2° is used.
Apparatus C

This is similar in principle to apparatus A but gives optical stabilisation for translational movement of the head as ~ell as for rotation of
*See. ref.9 for a general account of methods of thls cype.
(56753)
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POLAROID

~l/

POLAROID

CONTACT LENS

Fl g.3.

Apparatus for Method A.

the eye. This apparatus is at present fitted with a crude bipartite field
colour matching apparatus. A field of 5° is available.
It is intended to use apparatus C for detailed colour work when it is
fullY developed.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS
IT would appear that the apparatus described should be used for at least
two kinds of experiments on colour vision: (i) small scale exploration,
(ii) colour matching.
( i) Small Scale Exploration (Nethod B)

It is possible to explore the fovea. with a small spot of light which m~
be white, blue, green or red. If there exist small regions in which one or
the receptors of the simple trichromatic theory (say the green receptor)
predominate, we might find local variations of sensitivity and of hue
discrimination. It is possible to hold the image o! a point source steady
on the retina to within about O.i of the intercone distance and then to
move it slowly across the retina in steps which may be only a few times the
intercone distance. A pilot experiment (ref.6) of this type has been carried
out using a spo t of light which was so small that if the image on the
retina were limited only by diffraction, then 70% of the light would sometimes fall on one cone and most of the remainder on ab out 5 cones. Probably
(56753)
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Apparatus for tie thod B. The method lllus tra ted ls an early ·
design glvlng stabllisatlon 1n one plane only. A more
elaborate meth od ls described ln ref.~ .
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failure of accommodation, aberrations, the effect of the pulse on the
position of the retina and similar effects spread the light so that most
of it fell on about iO cones. About iO more cones would get a much weaker
illumina t ion and there would be a still more feeble illumination of the
rest or t he retina due to scatter in the optic media. White, blue, green
and red spots (Ilford "spectrum" filters) were used in this experiment.
Within the fovea no local variations (such as those suggested by Hartridge .
(refs. 11,12» were observed. These results have been discussed with
.
Professor Hartridge who suggested tha t the spot might have been so bflght
that the "spill" of light around the geometric image was sufficiently
strong to fire receptors of all kinds. This is a valid point and the
experiment ought to be repeated with weaker illumination and wlth spots of
varying size. However, so far, the evidence in regard to small scale local
varlatlon of properties is negative.
(ii) Colour discrimination
It is easy to design on paper a series of experiments in which the
subject ls asked to vlew stabilised !mages and to report on hls ability to
dlscrlmlnate differences of {a) brightness, (b) hue and (c) saturation.
One may design further experiments on colour matching with a stabilised
bipartite field. The phenomena observed 1n experiments on brightness
d1scrlm1natlon (l.e. determinations of contrast threshold) in a white field
wlll now be described.
When the subject vlews a stabilised !mage he has normal v1slon for .a
period of 1 or 2 seconds (refs.JO,J~. Then he suffers marked loss of
ablllty to dlscr1m1nate form for a period of up to 20 seconds. Vlslon then
suddenly improves for a few seconds but soon deteriorates agaln. The
fraction of time for which the subject ls able to see moderately well
varies wlth luminance and with many other condltlons. Wlth a luminance of
order 5 ml. and good stabilisation the fraction may be less than iO%. It
can be restored to near 100% either by intermittent illumination at a
suitable frequency or by introducing controlled movements of the retinal
image (ref. 13),
With moderately good stab111sat1on {98% of the natural movements
annulled), the contrast threshold increases a great deal. In a series of
experiments at luminances in the range 5 ml. to 50 ml. using a field of
about 1°, the observer could perceive the contrast 50% of the tlme when
one half or the field was twice as bright as the other. In normal vision
a one or two per cent difference ln luminance would have been observable.
When the stabilisation ls still better (99.9% annulment or natural
movements), a thick black line (8 mln.arc wide on 1° field of brightness
15 ml.) disappears. The whole field goes grey and then black. Uslng the
interference apparatus (A) with the wide field of about 15°, artd a
luminance of 50 ml. (whlte light), the fringes disappear after a few
( 56753)
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seconds leaving a grey field, which later goes black. After a time which
varies up to 20 sec the eye moves sharply and the fringes reappear. At
lower luminances of 5 ml. or 0.5 ml. the fade to black is obtained more
easily. Partial regeneration of pattern is reported by some subjects
without any obvious accompanying eye-movement.
Since, with very good stabilisation, there is a total failure of the
light sense there can be no possibility of colour matches. We must begin by
making qualitative observations of coloured patches of light seen against
darkness or in juxtaposition with other colours. Later, we may be able to
do colour matching under conditions where the "black out" is prevented
either by introducing small controlled movements or by intermittent
illumination.
The results so far obtained with observations of coloured patches are:Apparatus B
Using a 1° patch and a luminance of 5 ml. blue and green patches both
appear as a faint bluish grey. They are indistinguishable from one
another and almost indistinguiShable from white. Red patches remain
subjectively red so long as they are seen at all. Disappearance of shape
is less pronounced with red than with white or blue or green. Normal
vision may be restored by using intermittent illumination. White, green
and blue have an optimum frequency at about flicker fusion frequency.
With red, the effect of flicker is always less and is also much less
frequency-dependent.
In the~e experiments, Ilford narrow cut spectrum gelatine filters
red, yellow, green, blue were combined with Chance neutral filters.
Transmission was calculated from manufacturers' specifications (including correction for thickness of Chance filters), and C.I.E. photopic
visibility factors. Final fine adjustment of luminance was made with
polaroids.
Apparatus A
Using the i5° field 1t was found that at 50 ml.,
(i) with white light, the fringe~ disappear and the field goes greycrown and occasionally black;
(ii) with red (Chance's OR 1 or OR 2 or cinemoid 14), the fringes
disappear leaving a subjectively red field. The frin ges regenerate
from time to time;
(iii) with green (cinemoid i9), the fringes fade leaving a green field
which goes black after about. 2 minutes;
(iv) blue (cinemoid 24) behaves in a similar way to green.
At 5 ml.,
(i) red fades first to a red field and then to a "colour" which the
observers refuse to describe- it is not red, it is not a true grey.
It cannot be described in terms of any normal colour. After about
2 minutes the field goes black;
(56753)
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(ii) blue, green and white behave as -with 50 ml. but the period with
black field is longer.
At 0.5 ml.,
an colours fade · to black. Intermed.iate stages are not easily
observed.
It is found generallY that disappearance of fringes happens less
with red than with the other colours. The flicker fusion frequency is
normal within experimental error.
Apparatus C
When patches of different hue* are juxtaposed with luminances in
ranges 5 to 20 ml. we find:(i) discrimination of hue is difficult if photopic brightnesses are
nearly equal;
(11) momentary interruption restores hue discrimination temporarily;
(11i) rapid voluntary movements of the eye generate colour localised
at the boundaries of the stimulus patch;
(iv) the after-images are abnormallY vivid and of the complementary
hue;
(v) sometimes the maximum loss of hue or brightness discrimination
occurs at the same time as loss of shape - sometimes these two
effects occur separately.
This last effect is related to some observations on brightness discrimination in which two parts of a bipartite field were separated by a thick
dark line. The luminances in the two parts were roughly in ratio 2:1. Sometimes the black line disappeared while the difference of brightness
remained clear. At other times the two parts of the field appeared to b.e of
equal brightness but the black line was seen clearly. A similar effect
occurs when two coloured patches are separated by a black line. Disappearance of the line occurs, disappearance of the hue difference also occurs
but not necessarily at the same time. When the hue difference disappears,
one hue may appear to spread across the whole field, for example a bright
green and a bright yellow placed side by side may appear all yellow. There
is a general tendency for the patch with higher luminance and area to
"dominate" when these differences are large.
Dark Adaptation Curves (Apparatus BJ
A number of dark adaptation curves were obtained for foveal vision using
the 1° patch. The sensitivity of the eye fluctuates widely. The low sensitivity end of the fluctua tion cannot be obtained- even a bright field goes
black. The high sensitivity end with very good stabilisation is 40 times
less sensitive than normal vision, i.e. the threshold is 40 times higher
than the normal photopic threshold. Measuring on the maxima of sensitivity
and using about 99. 9% stabilisation, dark adaptation curves for red and blue
*Produc ed
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were obtained. The form of the curves was the same as that obtained for
normal photopic adaptation and the ratio of ·sensitivity for red to that of
blue after 10 minutes adaptation was the normal photopic ratio. Thus, in
respect of dark adaptation, foveal vision wlth t he stabilised image has
some of the features of normal photopic vision.
DISCUSSION
FROM the results reported two points should be emphasised:(i) The negative result of the attempt to flnd local variations in the
fovea.
(ii) The difference between the observations with red on the one hand
and with white, blue, green on the other.
The latter result may be related to the work of Rushton (ref. 1~). It
appears that in stabilised vision with the fovea the subject perceives "red"
when only one of the two pigments found by Rushton is bleached and perceives
a faintly bluish grey when both pigments are being bleached. It appears that
the discrimination of blue, green and white from each other depends on eyemovements in a different way from the discrimination of red. Also the
discrimination of form 1n a white, green or blue field is more affected by
partial stabilisation than it is in a red field. When the colours are
viewed in a wide field of 15° (with the smallest rin g in the pattern of
diameter 4°) there is still a difference between red on the one hand and
blue, green, white on the other but not the same difference.
The sensitivity of the eye when the subject views a moderately well
stabilised image ls much less than norm~l but the loss of discrimination of
form, brightness and colour ls not explicable ln terms of a loss of sensitivity. Vision with the s tabilised i~~ ge is not the same as normal vision
with a dark filter or a diffusing glass interposed,
We have shown that the natural eye-movements have a signification
fUnction ln relation to discrimination of brightness, hue and saturation.
We are very far from having the data on which to form a theory of how eyemovements affect these functions.
Our original programme was to measure visual performance (including
colour matching) usin g the best possible con ditions of stabilisation. Since
we have found that, under the best condition the fie l d goes black, we must
modify this programme by deciding to "spoil" the stabilisation in some way.
We may either:(a) adjust the apparatus to leave a certain percentage (say 2%) of
natural movements
or
(b) introduce movements of the retinal i mage which are controlled. These
can be fast or slow and undlrectlonal or oscillatory
or
(c) use intermittent 1llum1nat1on.
(56753)
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Some experiments on the effect of (b) and (c) on perception of form in a
white field have been carried out (ref,9), It is hoped to extend these to
colour matching.
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26. A TEMPORAL FACTOR IN COLOUR DISCRIMINATION
BY D. FARNSWORTH

SUMMARY

THE C. I.E. colour mixture diagram has been converted to the uniform chromaticity data reported 1n three major studies to facilitate comparison and
scientific and commercial applications.
Analysis of the three studies of colour spacing shows that they are not
incompatible and that their differences may depend upon the duration of
observation used in obtaining each.
Evidence has been presented to show that the ability to discriminate 1n
the blue dimension of colour space reaches a maximum in a fraction of a
second and is subsequently less effective relative to red-green
discrimination.
It was not found that a non-Euclidean space was necessary for the
description of colour differences 1n the chromaticity plane.
It appears that studies in colour scaling and redetermination of systems
of chromaticity differences should be made under controlled durations of
visual fixations and that systems intended to describe colour tolerances
should be related to the conditions of observation obtaining in t he intended
scientific, aesthetic, industrial or commercial application.
A TEMPORAL FACTOR IN COLOUR DISCRIMINATION

THE standard C.I.E. Mixture Diagram was not intended to be a uniform
chromaticity scale diagram, that is, one in which equal space differences
represented equal sense differences. Shortly after ·its publication, various
attempts were made to find linear transformat ions which would r ep resent
equal chromaticity differences per unit of space. On the whole, they failed
so completely it became evident that no rectilinear solution could be
expected. Among the best known of these simple "perspective" type conversions are Judd's RUCS and Adam's chromatic space. Each has t o make
sacrifices in parts of the diagram in order to be approximately useful in
others.
Assuming that the C.I.E. Mixture Dia gram was even approximately accurate,
it appeared that tl1e colour mixture processes could not be directly or
s imply related to chromatic! ty discrimination of the "mixes''• and the r efore
(56753)
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C.I.E. values fitted to Munsell radial spacing. The 0.02 grid covers
approximately the area reported by the o.s.A. Committee; periphe ral
areas are extrapolations.
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A curvilinear conversion of the c.r.E. Diagram best fitted to Wright's
chromaticity discrimination data. A few lines have been omitted for
clarity. Parellel lines are ·those for Obs. W.D.W. and !or the average
or his other observers.
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A curvilinear conversion of the C. I.E. Diagram on which MacAdam' s
ellipses plot approximately as circles or the same s ize. Small
central circles are the size of the mean standard devia tion of the
matches. Large circles are ten times the ·standard deviation. Small
circles bordering the large circles are ten times the o · value s shown
by MacAdam in his figures 23-~7 (rej.3).
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it would be necessary to accumulate independent data on equal sense differences of stimuli which would then be spec Hied point-by-point in the c. I. E.
System. Thre e large scale studies appeared in 1941-1943.
The Munsell Color System represented the first comprehensive attempt to
set up a psycholo gical system of equispacin~ Irregularities in the original
spacing were improved by the work of the Optical Society of .America Subcommittee v.~hich r eported in 1943 (ref. I). w. D. Wright had published in 1941
(ref.z). MacAdam's study appeared in 1942 (ref.3), and was followed by
similar investigations from the Eastman Kodak Research Laboratories by Brown
and MacAdam in 1949 (ref.~), and Brown in 1957 (ref,5).
The three systems of Munsell, Wright and MacAdam were all arrived at by
widely different observational techniques and the data was presented in
highly diverse fashions. Inspection suggested that the differences were
extreme and it became generallY accepted that they were irreconcilable.
The questions raised in this paper resulted from an attempt to compare
the results of the three studies. For this, the c. I. E. co-ordinate lines
were adopted as the common metric; that is, the C.I.E. diagram was distorted
to fit each of the three systems. Comparison between the forms of the C.I.E.
grids indicated the extent of agreement - or disagreement - between the
systems.
Before making the comparisons let us examine the method and the estimated
degree of reliability of each of our conversions. Fie.I shows the shape of
the C.I.E. diagram when the corresponding values are plotted on the Munsell
radial network at Value 5, The O.S.A. Committee's report does not specify
the shape of the spectral locus which, therefore, had to· be approximated by
extrapolation. The extrapolations were made by continuance of the progressive change in chroma steps as they were shown in the report. The hue
curvatures were simply continued freehand to the spectral limits. Since part
of the Committee's report was extrapolated, this further extrapolation must
not be taken too rigorously, but it is convenient in order to find the
general configuration of the whole region within the spectral locus for
visualization. However, the final comparisons will be made only with the
region actually studied by the Committee which is the central area of the
figure divided into 0.02 co-ordinates. Since the diagram is a point-to-point
transformation it is precise within this area.
The problem of how to convert C.I.E. co-ordinates to Wright's data was
much more difficult. Wright represented obtained Noticeable Differences by
short lines which lay in pathways between spectral loci on the C.I.E.
Diagram. Mathematical and geometric analysis proved to be of little help
and the following method was finally used, The area within each square
formed by 0.1 differences on the x and y axes was treated separately. The
average of the length of the discrimination lines for each section of pathways within each 0.1 square was determined. The reciprocal of these values
divided by the cosine of the angles of the pathways determined the
(56753)
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approximate shape of the 0.1 squares which were then drawn to scale and
assembled. These parailelograms were then adjusted to fit by trial and
error seeking the minimum deviations from the data for all the 187 pathway
sections. When this point was apparently reached !t- was found that 171, or
over 90% of the sections fitted the c.I.E. grids with deviations of no more
than 20%. This construction and proof is shown in fig.2.
The MacAdam data was obtained from colour matches made around 25 centres
and the standard deviations of the matches were calculated. When plotted on
the C.I.E., these points formed a series of ovals. When these dimensions
were mathematically converted by Dr. Silberstein to c. I.E. spacing so that
the ovals became circles of equal size, and these areas were assembled and
pasted up in paper they produced the famous Easter bonnet which was
exhibited to the Optical Society of America ln 1942. Based upon this artifact, and Silberstein's computations (ref.6), MacAdam repeatedly maintained
that his data could not be subsumed on a flat surface: "The impossibility
of flattening this surface without rupture or distortion is quite evident
and the curvatures computed by Silberstein constitute a rigorous proof of
this conclusion" (ref. 7).,
If vie accepted this view it would be difficult to compare the MacAdam
data with other systems. Upon inspection, the supposed evidence supporting
th8 need for a three dimensional chromaticity plane did not appear conclusive. It is our belief that a rigid and too elegant mathematical treatment
of inherently variable data was responsible for this view. The error was in
ignoring the natura of psychological functions. It is too much to suppose
that MacAdam's observer was free from observer variability, In fact, subsequent experiments (refs.~,5), supervised in part by the same investigator,
using similar techniques, in the same laboratory, resulted in discrepancies
from the original data of several hundred percent. It is only necessary to
permit a latitude of 20% in order to fit the MacAdam d.a ta to a construction
on a flat plane.
In fig.3 is shown a conversion of the C. I.E. Diagram upon which the
radial diameters of all the MacAdam ellipses plot on circles of the same
size with no error of greater than 20%. In fact the majority plot within
10% of the circles. 238 points are_ shown, Since MacAdam's data has been
mishandled in the past, we have presented the calculated points in detail
on this diagram in order that the conversion could be given a point-by-point
check by unbelievers,
This is not evidence that a three dimensional space is not required for
plotting equal chromatic differences, but it is evidence that within reasonable limits of variability the MacAdam data does not prove that a three
dimensional space is necessary.
The skeletons of the three conversions are shown in fig.~ for . comparison,
arbitrarily reduced to a size in which the dimensions from 500 millimicrons
to 700 millimicrons are about equal • . Inspection certainly indicated that
the three studies reported highly different facts.
(56753)
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Angles at which the diagrams were tilted to secure best visual coincidence.
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Various comparative analyses were attempted without success until the
following procedure was used. The diagrams were transferred to sheets of
Plexiglas and these were tilted and moved about until the best agreement
was obtained by visual si ghtin g. A rather surprising fact then resulted:
the best agreement was obtained for all three when all were orientated
along the violet-greenyellow axes and tilted so that the latter were reduced in various proportions to the red-bluegreen axes. The sketch in
fi~.5 will make the procedure clearer.
Placing the t1acAdam chart in a vertical position the best agreement was
obtained with Wright when it was at 32° to the MacAdam and best for the
Munsell chart when it was at 60° to the MacAdam. The charts were then
photographed in this position with a telephoto lens in order to reduce
perspective effects so far as possible.
1"\.scAda..m

Wrigh.t

y

]C.

Fig.6.
(56753)

View when Wright diagram is inclined 32° to the MacAdam.
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In fig.6 are shown those portions of the C.I.E. charts which Wri ght and
MacAdam Investigated in common. The Wf1ght diagram stands at a 32° angle to
the 11acAdam; thus the vlolet- greenyellow axis of the Wright diagram Is reduced to 85%. The coincidence Is excellent for this type of data, and
remarkable in that onl y one, un iform treatment was needed to bring about
this agreement.

}

~l

y

Fig.7.

View when Munsell diagram is inclined 60° to the MacAdam.

In fig.7 are shown the results of photographing the Munsell slide at an
angle of 60° to the MacAdam which reduces the Munsell vlolet-greenyellow
axi s to exactly half. Only thos~ parts of the C.I.E. diagram are use.d which
were actually investigated by both. The spatial discriminations are here
reduced to a remarkable coincidence except in the upper left hand corner of
the diagram. It is evident that both studies are, as psychologists say,
measuring the same thing.
These demonstrations indicate that all three studies are compatible
except for systematic differences in chromaticity discrimination in the
vlolet-greenyellow dimension of the colour mixture diagram as compared
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to the red-bluegreen dimension. Why does this occur and what significance
has it in the study of perceptual colour differences and in the
standardization of colour tolerances?
The first possibility that comes to mind is a difference in the eyes of
the observers. Fifty observers participated in the Munsell renotation; t he
MacAdam data is based on the eye of one individual; Wright's on only four.
However, I was one of the observers in the Munsell experiment, and did not
differ significantly from the mean of the other observers; therefore, I took
the opportunity to act as observer in the other two situations. Through t he
courtesy of Dr. w, D. Wright, the late Dr. L. c. Thomson ran me on three of
the principle lines of the Wright experiment at the Imperial College , and
the results were in substantial accord with their four observers. The MacAdam
apparatus was not in a state or readiness at that time, but an equivalen t
set-up at the Medical Research Laboratory did not give radically dif fe r ent
results for my eye at matches around one point 1n the diagram. We therefore
concluded that the major differences were not due to extremes bet ween t r.e
observing population for each.
TABLE I

Physical conditions of observation and size of
chromatic interval in the three studies
Test field

I

Size
MacAdam

20

Brightness

surround

i5 ml

42°
7.5 ml

PUpil
Art !f.
2.6

mrn

Size of
interval
0

of
match

Ill.C
Wri ght

20

75 - i25
photons

dark

artlf.

Noticeable
Difference

Munsell

20 - 30

20 - 50
footcandles

white,
gray,
black,

natural

large,
and
various

Tabulation of the psychophysical conditions in each study 1n Table I
indicates that most of the physical stimuli were similar. The stimulus
patches were about the same size 1n each study and the luminance levels were
similar. The surrounds were various, but are not believed to affect chromaticity discrimination importantly; variation of surround brightness produced
no si gnlflcan t change 1n the magnitude of the Difference Limen 1.n chromatiel ty in four psychophysical methods studied by Sperling (ref. aJ. The re
were extreme differences 1n the. size of the intervals upon which t he t hree
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studies were based- very small scalar steps, slightly supr&-liminal
differences and large psychological intervals - but the work of Halsey
(re/.9) does not show evidence of incompa tibility of liminal and supraliminal scales. It is true that both of the above references are suggestive
rather than conclusive, but we are without any evidence for the contraryand
less likely hypothesis, - that psychophysical methods are differentially
selective in different chromatic regions, or that small intervals are proportional to large intervals in one chromatic direction but are not in
another.
The only major dlffert:nce which remains between the three studies is the
times of observation. In the Munsell study each of over 2,000 colour patches
was observed in relation to a surrounding array, 3,000,000 judgments were
made by 40 observers. Obviously considerable rapid! ty of eye movements were
necessary in order to ge t the job done within a lifetime. We may safel~
assume that the eyes rested for a duration of only one or two fixations on
each colour since the problem involved the relationship of the test colour
to the surrounding array, Also, since the colours were mounted on white or
grey or black backgrounds, the eyes passed over a change of colour with
each saccadic movement, A normal fixation 1s from a twentieth ·of a second
to not more than a fifth.
In the Wright study the observer made settings on noticeable differences
between the colour patches in a bi-partite f'leld, . As Wright points out,
attempts to make judgments on just noticeable difference introduces "something akin to a sporting instinct" and takes more . time. Therefore the
duration of each Wright observation was probably of the order of a second
or two.
At the other extreme in the MacAdam experiment the object was to repeatedly make a complete match to the same colour. The eye stared at the
same test colour for indefinite periods of time, possibly 10 to 15 minutes,
with momentary change in one-half of the field as the match 1-1as upset
between settings,
Now, these times of observation correspond to the rank order of the
yellow-blue dimension in the charts which have been presented. Was length
of exposure the responsible factor for the major differences? Are the
differences related to the times of rise and decay of colour sensation?
This is an old field in psychology. Bills (re/.10) has reviewed and added
to the work of scores of earlier inve s tigators. The phenomena are apparently related to subjective colours, flicker and desaturation with time of
exposure. Much of the data appears contradictory. No application -appears
to have been made to conditions of colour discrimination.
The most clear-cut experiment relating to our inquiry is found in a
study by Ferree and Rand (re/.11) from which fie.e is reproduced. It is
selected as most applicable since their criteria was by the method of just
noticeable difference. Under the conditions of their experiment, blue li ght
(58753)
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Curves showing the rise or sensation to the maximum for white, red,
yellow, green and blue at 12.5 metre-candles (from rej.ll).

showed the most rapid rise and dominated during brief presentations of
stimuli. In fact, for the period of exposure of up to 1/6 of a second t he
blue predominated over all the other hues. It is noteworthy that upon rurther
exposure there was a rapid decline in the effectiveness of blue and
domination by red,
This confirmatory evidence suggested that a specific test should be made.
I am indebted to Prof. Jane Torrey of Connecticut College, working under an
Office of Naval Research contract, for the following results from an experiment designed to check the hypothesis directly. A white light was produced
(56753)
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in a bi-partite field by a mixture of red and bluish green li gh ts and by a
mixture of bluish violet and greenish yellow., Four observers participated,
using t he method of constant stimuli. Judgments of just noticeable differences were made in the red- green dimension and".in the blueviolet-yellow
dimension, with exposures of 1/5 second and of 2 seconds. The results are
summarized in Table II.
TABLE II
Thresholds of discrimination of change in a white
li ght varied between red and bluish green and between bluish
violet _and greenish yellow with 2 durations of exposure.
Average of 4 observers. Data in arbitrary scale units.
2 sec.

1/5 sec.
r edgreen

violetye llow

1.72

1.97

Ratio

redgreen

violetyellow

.54

.so

1.14

Ratio

Ratio
1/5 to
2 sec.

1.48

1.30

The dat a are in arbitrary scale units. Thresholds of dlscriminations, of
course, ar e hi ghe r for all 1/5 second exposures, but the significant result
is t hat the t hr esholds for viol et-yellow differences are relatively higher
t han t he red- gr een dif fe r ences for the ionger durations by 30%. This r atio
of 1: 1. 3 is between t he MacAdam- Wri gh t r at io of 1:1.18 and the MacAdamMunse ll ra tio of 1: 2. 00 and is in the s ame direction.
One i s t emp t ed to discuss the possibili t i es at l engt h, but there is space
fo r onl y a f ew commen t s.
The uniqueness of t he violGt or blue sensation is evident in several ways.
The manne r of inheri tance of tritanopi a is different from t hat of deut eranomal y or prot an omal y. The mal e-to-femal e r atio is di s tinc t . Effects similar
t o t rlt anomaly are r eportedly associated with diseases of the retina,
esp ec ially those connected with "macular degeneration", and separation of
l aye r s of t he retina.
The author has previ ously discussed t he tritanomalous effect in the area
x in te ns ity relationship (ref.l2) in which minimal stimuli _in e ither _factor
ar ouses the blue sensation r elatively less than the red + green sensation.
I t woul d or dinarlly follow that minimal time factors would arouse the blue
sensation less than the red + green, but we have seen that the opposite
phe nomenon holds at least over certain temporal ran ges. This apparent anomaly
may be better visualized 1f we consider the retina and associated mechanisms
(56753)
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as a computor system with a three-channel input, each of which has a
different speed of assimilation, different thresholds and different rela tive
weightings per energy level.
Finally, for those who hopefully strive to reconcile colour mixture with
colour discrimination in one simple diagram, there is but one possibilitythe present C. I.E. system may be considerably inaccurate. But even in that
even t a complete resolu tion of the two systems will require that the data
for Doth be taken under the same psychophysical conditions.
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17. THE EFFECT OF TEST SIZE AND ADAPTING
LUMINANCE ON FOVEAL CRITICAL
FUSION FREQUENCIES
By R. A. WEALE, with the technical assistance of MARGARET R. BRI GHT
INTRODUCTION
GRAHAM and Margaria (ref. 1J have emphasized the importance of examining
human visual functions with small test-fields. This has recently been confirmed in experiments on dark-adaptation (Arden and Weale, (refs. 2, 3))
when it was found that the absolute thresholds (for white light) of small
numbers of rods and cones respectively were of the same order (cf. Stiles
and Crawford, (ref. IJ); Craik and Vernon, (ref. 5); Baumgardt, (ref. 6);
Riezler, Esper, and Meurers, (ref.?); Weale, (ref. a), but see Barlow,
(ref. 9 l J.
·
An interest in the areal variation of the critical fusion frequency
naturally stems from these experiments, and as it has engaged also Hecht's
attention (Hecht and Smith, (ref. 10 ), 1t may be appropriate to report on
some related studies on this occasion.
This problem has received repeated consideration (cr. Lloyd, (ref. 11) •
The earliest systematic study appears to be due to Granit and Harper
(ref.12), who used field sizes (A) ranging in diameter from 21' to eo. They
examined both the fovea and the perifovea at 10o. The relation between the
critical fusion frequencies n and logA was linear (n = c logA +d) over a
portion of the range examined. Since, for a constant field size, n and
the stimulus luminance I are related by the expression n = a log! + b
(the Ferry-Porter equation), Granlt and Harper suggested t!ta t the general
relation between n, A and I was given by
n = a log[. log A + 13. log[ + y. logA +b ...... ...............
(1)
where a, 13, y, and o are constants.
Pi~ron (ref.26) concentrated his attention on the fovea; he used testfields of angular diameter ranging from 0,5 to 30' at three luminance
levels, and observed that the slope dn/d(logA) increased with flel.d -stze A•.
Hecht and Smith iref. lOJ state: "Under the circumstances or possessing the
same surround, a nine-fold increase in area of the test-field hardly
changes the relation of critical frequency to intensity so far as cone
function is concerned." 11ore recently, the effect or A on n was examined in
grea t detail by Lloyd (ref. 11) and Kugelmass and Landis (ref. 13). The
former measured n as a function or I with 1° and 2° fields in the fovea and
at 20° above the fixa tlon area. The periphery was examined also with 6° and
14° fields. The effect of A on then-log[ curves was consistent in that
larger areas always gave higher n-values, I bein g constant. A slmllar flnamg
u
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was made by KUgelmass and Landis who were particularly concerned in
correlating discontinuities in the n-log-4. curves with rec eptor population.
THE PROBLEM
FROM the above papers it may be concluded that, for a given value of I, an
increase in A is accompanied by one inn, But there is a dlfrlculty in the
interpretation of this result. While it is true to say that n and logA
values were compared for constant values of I, no attention was paid to
the integrative faculty of the retina. This is important especially where
small areas are concerned (cf. Graham and Margaria, (ref. 1 ). Thus, if a
test-field of size A and luminance I produces a threshold sensation, an
increase in A will give rise to a supra-liminal sensation. In general,
the two quanti ties are linked, for a threshold sensation, by the expression
I x AP = constant ....
.
(2)
where p may be regarded as a measure of retinal integration, the latter
being perfect when p = 1, and non-existent when p = o"
This raises the question of whether, due allowance being made for its
limitations, the Ferry-Porter law does not represent a special case of a
more general relation, namely
n = k.IogQ + k' ............................ ............ . . . . ... .................................. (3)
where Q, measured in threshold units, is the effective quantity of light,
given by the expression
(4)

I and A have their previous meanings, t represents the time of exposure,
and p and rare the indi ces of spatial and temporal integration respectively.
k and k 1 are constants. Keeping t constant, (3) can be written
n

= k.logi + kp.logA + k'

.......... ....................... . ..... .

(5)

which, it is suggested, replace s (1).
Two predictions can be made from (3) and (5). First if the quantity of
light Q is kept constant, the critical fusion frequency n should be independent of A. Secondly, a comparison of dn/d(log[) with dn /d (logA) should
yield a measure of the index of spatial integration p. This can also be
estimated from threshold measurements and hence provides an independent
check for the validity of (5).
Kugelmass and Landis (ref. 13) have published data which show that,
within limits, dn/d(logA) = 7. and dn/d(log[) = 11. Thus p, the index of
spatial integration, is approximately 0.64. over the range of validity
of (4), therefore, it should be possible to plot loci of constant numbers
of threshold units 0 these should be horizontal in fig. q taken from
Kugel.mass and Landis' paper, i.e. for Q constant, !:n = O. Several such
plots (fig. 1J show that, within limits, the prediction is fulfilled.
(56753)
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represent loci or constant values or the product I x A0.64.

The limits are, indeed, wider than would be expected from the known r~nge
of applicability of (2).
It remains to be shown whether the converse experiment, in which the
stimulus is measured in threshold units, gives rise to horizontal lin€s ,
when n is plotted against A.

PRESENT EXPERIMENTS
{a) APParatus. The test source (fig. 2a) consisted of a neon tube (type:
T47HES), N, which was imaged by the lens 11 on a circular aperture,
A1 (dia. = 0.075 em) . This, in turn, was imaged by the photographic lens
12 in the plane of t he observer's ri ght pupil Pr, the image being 2 rom
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(a) .Apparatus. For details see text.

in diameter. The intensity, I, was controlled by means of a step wedge, S,
and a neutral density wedge, w1• the time of exposure by a Compur shutter,
c. L2 carried a rotatable disk with five circular apertures, fixed
eccentrically, so that the centre of any one of them could be macte to
coincide with the optic axis of the arrangement. The diameters of the
apertures subtended at the eye angles of 2.5, 5, 10, 20, and 40'
respectively.
The incandescent lamps, B1 and B2 (12V 36W) controlled fixation and the
level of adaptation. Like N, they were each enclosed in a light-proof
box. The small. apertures, A2 and A3 1 were each covered with a piece of
ground glass, and the photographic lenses L3 • 4 formed images (dia. =2 mm)
of A2, 3 in the plane of the observer's left and right pupils, Pl,r'
(56753)
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respectively. In front of each lens, 1 3, 4, there was a photographic slide
(angular dia. = 5°) with a black ring: the left slide had a black dot
above, the right one. below the ring (firl• 2b), the fused linage appearing as
a single ring (angular dia. = 1.5°) with a black dot above and below the
ring. The test-field appeared at the centre of the ring, the superposition
being effected for the right eye with the mixing cube M. The luminance
levels of the adapting fields were the same and controlled with neutral
density wedges, w2, 3, and filters, F2, 3. In front of the observer's eyes
there was a carrier, supporting two red filters (Ilford 204) and spectacle
lenses, which Imaged the test and adapting fields on the retinae. The
power of the ·lenses depended on the ada,pttng .luminance. The voltages,
supplying both test and adapting sources, were under constant control,
B1 and B2 being underrun at 9V~:
The neon lamp was driven b~ a relaxation oscillator, designed for relay
operation (Attree, cr. Dlckt~son, (ref. 11/.)), the relay being replaced by
the lamp. Resistoi'-COlllclepser banks were incorporated so as to give a 1:1
light-dark ratio, accurate to 5% or less (cr. Crozier and Wolf, (ref. 15)),
and enabled one to alter the flicker frequency in steps of approximately
2 cfs in the range of 6. 7 -. 33.4 cfs. The flicker properties of the
stimulus were calibrated with an RCA/931A photomultiplier tube, the output
of which was fed into a Cossor oscilloscope. The resulting trace and an
a. c. 50 cfs trace were recorded cinematographically (fig. 2c). · The shutter c
was calibrated In an analogous manner.
The linearity of the wedge Wi was established, arid Its slope determined In the usual manner, as were the densities of the neutral density
filters and the step-wedge (cr. Weale, (ref. 16)}. · The luminance levels of
the test and adapting fields were measured with an S.E.I. photometer.
(b) Procedure. ·At the outset, differential thresholds for continuous
stimuli of different areal subtense had to be established. This was done
by determining, for adapting retinal illuminations of 950 trolands (H)
and 9.1 trolands (L) in turn, that setting of w1 and s, which for a given
time of exposure t. and fleld-slze A, elicited a nseenn response twice In
three consecutive presentations. The times of exposure ranged from 0.004
to 0.895 s. A and t were varied at random. Every threshold determination
was' repeated on three or four different occasions. The experimental data
follow their usual course (cr. Pieron, (re.J:. l.l?) ) In spite of the fact that
they represent differential Instead of absolute threshold measurements. It
was, therefore, thought legitimate to assume that, for exposure times of
1.3 s, as used In the flicker experiments, the variation of log6[ with A
would be the same as·for t = 0.9 s. A subsidiary experiment showed that the
threshold did not depend systematically on the rate of flicker In the
range tested, namely 6.7- 18.1 cfs. It also confirmed that the light output of N did not vary with the !requenc¥ or flicker.
It has often been emphasized (cf. Mahneke, (ref. 18» that the thresholds
from fusion to flicker and from flicker to fusion respectively do not.
(Ef3 753)
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(b) The adapting Uelds as seen by each eye separately and rused.

(c) A sample or the osclllographlc calibration record tor tne
neon-lamp.
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coincide. There appears to be no merit in preferring one to the other,
and, although the average of the two was used in a subsidiary experiment
(vide infra), a forced choice method was employed in the main study. The
observer was presented with a stimulus and had to decide whether or not
it flickered.
Three types of experiment were performed. First, the dlfferen tial
threshold iuminances were increased by 0.2 log units. These stimuli, one
corresponding to each test-area, _were presented at a number of flicker
frequencies in turn, so that the re gion of fusion might be established.
This done, four neighbouring frequencies in the relevant range were presented five times per area in each session. Secondly, the luminance was
kept ,fixed at the threshold + 0.2 log units corresponding to the 5' field
at level H, and similarly for the 2,5 1 field at level L. The procedure
for determining ranges of fusion and presenting flickering stimuli within
them was followed again. Fifteen to twenty presentations were made in all
for each frequency, area, and luminance level. The critical fusion
frequency, . n, was de fined as the frequency .corresponding to 50% of "fused 11
responses.
Thirdly, for the test-fields of angular diameter 5, 20, and 40',
n--log6J data were collected at both luminance levels over the luminance
range as limited by the threshold on the one hand and the output of neon
lamp on the other. In this case, the more orthodox method of "bracketing"
was used, i.e. the critical fusion frequency was approached from the
extreme ends of the gamut in turn, and the average defined as 1n. This was
done on five different occasiohs for each level with the 20' field, and on
three occasions with the 5 and 40' fields. There is no doubt but that the
former method is sounder because the observer does not use his memory.
Considering, however, that the change in test-frequency is discontinuous
in the present method, and that the change ofn. with l'ogJ is large, the
second procedure seems prefera~ le because it saves time.
All the tests were done in a dark-room, after about two minutes• darkadaptation.
(c) The observer. one observer (R.A.W., 34 years old) was used throughout the study. His small refractive errors were fully corrected. Artificial pupils were not used as the images of the light sources were only
2 mm. in diameter. The observer was carefully placed with respect to the
three light beams, and his head supported with a dental impression,
attached to the Kee-Klamp scaffolding which carried the optical apparatus.

RESULTS

(a) Lnfferential threshold luminance measurements. These are shown in
fig.3, where log 6l is plotted against logA for the L (@)and H (o) levels
respectively. The gradient d(log6[)fd(logA) decreases as the adapting
(56753)
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log threshold luminance as a runction or log stimulus
area.
log Dl = 0 is equivalent to retinal illumination or
4420 trolands.
log~ = 0 corresponcls to an area or angular diameter
equal to 2.5•.
(o): data obtained with an adapting retinal illumination or 950 trolands;
(e): data obtained with an adapting retinal illumination or 9.i trolands.
+ and X represent data obtained !rom fig.5 !or
fl = 14 C/8.

i uminance is raised. This may be interpreted as a decrease in p. the
spatial integrating power of the fovea, and agrees wlth other studies (cf.
I.Ythgoe, (ref. 19)).
(b) Measurements of n as function of A at constant threshold. These
are shown in fi~. ~. The data for the H level (o) lie on a hor izontal line,
corresponding to n = 15. G c/s, those for the L 1e·1el (e) lie on a line of
small slope, and correspond to an avera ge n of H c / s. The inset shCMs an
example of a frequency-of-fusion curve (level H, area of 20' dia.),
(c) Measurements of n as a function of A at constant luminance. These
are also shown in fig. l4 , J. representing the H data , and T the L data. The
(56753)
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Critical fusion frequency as a function or log area. LOgA = o
corresponds to an area or angular diameter equal to 2.5'.
Constant threshold data for an adapting retinal illumination
or 950 trolands (o), and o1 9.1 trolands (e); constant retinal
illumination data (700 trolands) ror an adapting retinal
illumination of 950 trolands (l) and or 9. 1 trolands (T).
Inset: a typical •rrequency-or-rusion• curve, obtained with
the 20' field and an adapting retinal illumination or 950
trolands

co1nc1dence of the twu sets of data ls fortu1tous· end arises from the fact
that the 'L-threshold Of the 2.5' !1eld happens tO be equal GO the H-threshOld or the 5' field (cf. fie. 3). As mentioned above, these luminance
levels, increased by 0.2 log units, provided the constant values IH,L
respectively.
(d) Measurements of n as a function of LoeM for constant A. The data
!or this experiment are reproduced in fie. 5 with the usual symbols. It ls
noteworthy that Student's t-test reveals a statistically significant
difference (s) between the two sets or data (20') in the log6J range from
2.3 to 1.0. The difference between the general trends or the two curves
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Critical tusion frequency as a runction or luminance.
Log ~ = 0 represents a retinal illumination or 4420 trolands.
(o): data ror an adapting retinal illumination or 9.1 trolands.
(o): data ror an adapting retinal illumination or 950 trolands.
The angular diameters or the test-fields are indicated. Samples or
the standard error or the mean are shown; a statisticallt significant difference being indicated by s. Each point represents the
mean or three observations ror the 5' and 40' field, and or rive
observations ror the 20' rleld.

eontlrnu: a previous finding (~thgoe and Tansley, (ref. 20)). (This agreement may be partly fortuitous because their test-patch was larger, and not
superimposed on, but surrounded by, the adapting. field.) The agreement
between the n-values for the threshold region as given 1n this figure and
fig. IJ respectively 1s good for the L-level, but poor for the H-level. Trre
difference 1n the methods of determining n may perhaps account for this.
DISCUSSION
THE linear part of the data obtained by Kugelmass and Landis (ref. 13) shows
a slope of dn/d(log[) ~ 11. This 1s nearly independent of the size of the
test-fleld, which ranged from 1.27° to 14.60°. dn/d(logA) 1s approximately
7, 1n general agreement with the trend of the data, obtained by some of
the authors quoted in the Introduction. It follows from (5} that the index
of spatial integration p equals 0.64. Baumgardt (ref.21) derived a
(56753)
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theoretical value of 0.63, which was closely approached in his measurements of the absolute threshold as a fUnction of A. The theoretical value
was assumed to apply to the whole or the dark-adapted rod-free part or
the fovea. Therefore the remarkable agreement between Baumgardt's result
and that derived from Kugelmass and Landis' data should be treated with
reserve.
The present data do not lend themselves to an estimate of slopes
because neither n-losbJ nor n-logA are linear over sufflcient portions or
the ranges examined. They can, nonetheless, be used in testing the validity of (5). Clearly, when n is constant, Qmust be. It is thus possible
to select from each of the n-loml data (/if. 5) a value of loro.I, which
corresponds to a fixed value of n. When this is done for each of the three
test-areas for which n-log6! data were obtained, log6/ can be plotted
against logA. As the critical fusion frequency selected (n = i-4, c/s ) is
low, this plot should be comparable in shape with the data shown in /if.~
The points so derived for the l and H levels (+ and x) are seen to agree
with the original differential threshold values. This implies that the
retina integrates sim1larly in the two cb.ses.
Kugelmass and t.andis and other authors have tentatively ascribed di.S""
continuities in n-logA curves to regional changes 1n the receptor population, probably because such correlauions are generally made in analogous
curves involving other visual functions. The range here examined is too
11m1ted to throw much light on the nature of these discontinuities, but
the inflexion observed for the 20' field is noteworthy. KUgelmass and
Landis state that some kind or break might be expected in this region
because the central foveal bouquet or slim, elongated cones covers just
such an area (in one or two histological preparations). Indeed, Allen's
(ref. 22) and one or Pieron•s (ref. 2B) sets or data show some discontinuity
for test-fields or this angular size. It is not clear why such breaks
should be due to transitions from one variety of cone to another (cf.
Hecht and Verrijp, (ref. 23 ); other factors may be operative. Autrum
(ref. 2~) has shown that, in the eyes or the dragon-fly Aeschna and its
larva, n is a fUnction of the distance between the photo-receptor and its
bipolar cell, being high when the distance is short and vice versa. It is,
therefore, conceivable that the increase in n for areas larger than 20' in
angular diameter may be partly due to the fact that the test-field covers
cones with much shorter cone-bipolar distances than those of the central
cones. An analogous hypothesis offers a simple explanation also for the
observation that, at high luminance levels, peripheral cones give rise to
higher values or n than do foveal ones {Lythgoe and Tansley, (ref. 2oJ;
Lloyd, (ref. ll). Cone size may also matter (vide infra).
While a consideration or the effective quantity of light rather than
its intensity has gone some way towards harmonizing sets of flicker data
which, at first slght, appear to be unconnected, lt does not provide a
complete explanation. This becomes obvious when one examines the n-logQ
C56753)
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ranges on each side of the rectilinear portion. It is conceivable, tor
example, that when A is kept constant, the factor governing n for small
values of I is the rate at which a visual sensation ts built up. But, at
large stimulus 1ntens1t1es, the decisive factor may be the rate ~t which
the sensation falls off. Entirely different effects operate when A is
varied. When the test-field ts virtually a point image at or near threshold ·
level, the observa tlons are impeded by Troxler• s phenomenon (cf. Clemrneson,
(ref. 25)}. This may be due to physical or physiological causes, or both; but
the fact that even a physically constant source appears to fluctuate in
luminance continuously and at a relatively rapid rate tends to set a lower
limit to the frequency at which the light pulses of a minute flickering
source can be 1\laed. The result will be that dn/ d(logA) approaches zero as
A approaches zero. For large values of A, another effect has to be considered, namely the dlscontlnutty of the receptor system. If a uniform
field of light ts imaged in the retinal periphery, e.g. in measurements of
the absolute threshold of rods, about 30% of the light flux is wasted
because it falls on cones or interstitial areas. Such wastage must, of
course, be allowed for. Similarly, 1f the eye is adapted to a high luminance level in the course of flicker experiments and the test-field, fixated
centrally, is lncr:eased we'll beyond the rove~U- boundary, the number of
receptors stimulated will in no way .increase in proportion. Hence
dn /d(logA) would be .expected to approach o also for large values of A.
The fact that the rectilinear relationship between n and logA persists for
larger values of A than would be expected on the basts of this crude picture. may well be due to the retinal periphery being more sensitive to
flicker than is the centre; a possible reason for this has already been
advanced. Other factors, such as regional and areal variations of the
latent and ret.ra~tory periods, differential sensitivity, and persistence
of vision also enter the problem, but cannot be considered with profit at
:pr:esent.
In conclusion, however, one or two comments may be made on the difference between the trends of the n-log6l data for the H and L levels respectively (fie.5J. The fact that the H data lie below the L data is explained
most easily by assuming n to be a function not of Q but of t:i).. An intense
source of light may appear to flicker when superimposed on a background of
low luminance, whereas the eye may be unable to follow the alterations in
luminance when tlle background luminance is high. Then ruston will prevail.
SUch an effect is illustrated in fie. 5. When I is large as compared with
the adapting luminance, n ts high. LYthgoe and Tansley's (ref.2o) foveal
data show a progressive increase in drfd(log[) with the 1um1nanc.e level of
the surround. This suggests that the differential of (5), namely
~

= f (6Q/QJ ..

............. . ....... (6)

ts a more general description of flicker data. Whether or not (6) can be
(561753)
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integrated to give (3) depends on the conditions of the experiment. It
would not follow from such a step that "the Ferry-Porter equation and the
Granit-Harper equation are special cases of the Weber-Fechner equation"
(Kugelmass and Landis, (ref.l3)) because n cannot be identified with a
sensation. In actual fact, there is an increase in value of dn/d(log6J)
with the luminance level of the adapting surround in a luminance range
where, in the absence of a surround, dn/ d (log[) is constant. This suggests
that 6n is not necessarily additive and supports the view that the similarity between (8) and the Weber-Fechner equation is merely formal.
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PAPER 12
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12. A STUDY OF NORMAL 'AND DEFECTIVE COLOUR VISION
By M. A. BOUMAN and P. L. WALRAVEN
Sl:JMMARY
MEASUREMENTS were made of saturation discrimination of normal and colour
defective subjects with illuminant A as reference colour.
The colorimeter used in the experiments was of a special design developed
for easy use by untrained persons.
The results for normals are not quite in agreement with the data of
MacAdam. Diffe r ent; expe rimental conditions are probably responsible for the
diffe rences.
In the results for the colour defective subjects there is a tendency for
protans to have a decreased ability for detecting saturation differences in
a part of the spectrum to the short~wave side of the places in the spectrum
where deutans are seriously handicapped. The confusion directions in the
C.I. E. diagram for dichromats seem not to have much meaning for the corresponding anomalies.
The overall impression from the results so far obtained is of a more or
less random distribution of peaks in the saturation discrimination curves
of colour-defectives, in the red- green re gion of the spectrum.
Two deuteranomalous observers whose mothers were sisters had a peak at
the same wavelength.
The achromatic zone in colour-naming experiments in the dark-adapted eye
for a normal and a deuteranomalous observer exhibits a dependence on wave;_
len gth corresponding to that shown in the measurements of saturation
discrimination.
INTRODUCTION
THERE is an urgen t need for information on the colour discrimination of
people with defective colour vision in order to evaluate their potentialities
for specia l jobs. SUch evaluation can only be made effective in the development of selection procedures when the corresponding data for normal people
are al so available. In consequence of these needs, and highly stimulated by
our interest in colour. vision theories and by the recommendations made by
important investigators in this field on several occasions, we started some
research in this subject. For these studies a special trichromatic colorimeter was developed by us. The instrument had to be easy to handle for
untrained subjects in order to obtain in a short time sufficient data with
acceptable accuracy.
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EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT
THE measurement of ability to discriminate colour is made by comparison of
stimuli presented simultaneously ln adjacent parts of the visual field \-Jlth
unaided and unrestricted binocular vision from four to five metres distance.
In the instrument a test plate painted matt white has its central part
perforated by a great nlli~ber of holes of equal area. The centres of these
holes are so close to each other that, when observed from beyond about fot:r
metres, the holes cannot be distinguished separately, (fig.l).
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The front of the plate is illuminated by light of adjustable colour e 1
and brightness 8 1 • Through the holes. light from a second painted white
plate behind the first one is incident on the eye. The second' illumination
is also adjustable(e 2 and 8~.If a is the fraction of the central area,
covered with holes, the resulting brightness in this area is 8 = (1-a)8 +
1
a 8 2 and, in colour space, the resulting colour is determined by

a B2

B1 = ee1 : CC 2 and, 1f B1 = 8 2 , by

( i- a)

:

a : 1-a =

cc 1 : ccz'

Uniform illumination of the two plates was obtained by making them part of
the walls of two integrating spheres. The front plate was perforated in
several strips with various ~values. Through a window in the front of the
front sphere three strips at a time were presented to the observer. We were
able to present i2 combinations of strips by changing the position of the
plate {jif. 2). Each a-value was presented several times, ~he value a= 0
being included. The subject's answers seen and not-seen were recorded
automatically. The registration apparatus calculated the chance for
detection for each ~value separately. The apparatus is operated by the
subject pressing buttons for strips seen.
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The front plate. By changing tne position or the plate,
three other strlps can be shown.

In tne spheres, white light and spectral li ghts are mixed. The white
light is produced by headlight bulbs with colour temperature of about
2848° K. The spectral lights were obtained with the aid of a special projector containing a lamp of 750 Watts, a special mirror, and interchangeable
interference filters which had to be effectively cooled with a water cell.
For A= 650 mtJ. we could reach a brightness of 30 cdjm 2, for A= 440 mu about
5 cd;m 2• With this projector the brightness of the unfiltered (white) light
was 6000 cdjm 2 in the 40 em· diameter spheres! An illustration of the
apparatus is shown as fif.3.
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Fig.3.

The apparatus. One can see the plate with the strips between the spheres.
The observer views rrom the right side. In the registration apparatus a
rrequency or seeing curve is recorded.

The window in t he front sphere is surrounded by a large white s creen
1 x 1 metres. This screen can be illuminated with white or even coloured
light for the elimination or inducement of adaptation effects from the
sur~oundings. The window itself is closed by a blind shutter which is made
part of the large white screen just mentioned. For the test observations
this shutter is opened for about a second for each judgement • The strips
were 6 x 1.2cm (viewing angle 48 1 x 8 1 ) , the square window being 1° in
diameter.
. PROCEDURE
TWO different procedures are used. The choice between them in an actual
experiment is guided by the relation between brightness-and colour discrimination for the particular subject. If the just noticeable colour step
in terms of variation of the colour component is at least three times the
just visible brightness step the simpler method can be used:
1. Both spheres are first made white of equal brightness, the subject
checking that the strips are invisible. Next the brightness of the
(56753)
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second sphere is decreased. The strips with sizeable a-values are
visible. Now the subject has to regulate the brightness of a spectral
light in the second sphere such that a strip with a certain a is
invisible again. The brightnesses in both spheres are then equal
again and other a-values can be shown.
2. In this case instead of the brightness of the spectral light in the
second sphere that of the white is varied until a strip with a
special ~value is invisible. The brightnesses in both spheres are
now equal and the sensitivity for the spectral light in relation to
white is known from the difference in brightness of the white of the
front- and back plates.
The second procedure is not as convenient as the first one. The variation of brightness by current regulation of a lamp as is done in case 1
for the spectral colour is easier than the variation with the aid of a
diaghragm, The latter is necessary for the white variation in method 2.
When colour discrimination is as good as or better than brightnessdiscrimination, as in the blue and red end of the spectrum for normal
people, the second procedure has to be used. For less good colour discrimination the first procedure is sufficiently accurate. After all, the actual
setting- whether by regulation of the white or the spectral light- must
be determined by a brightness match and not by a subjective compromise in
colour- and brightness difference in order to obtain minimum overall
difference in appearance between the strip and the front plate.
The ratio of the contributions of spectral light and white in the second
sphere has to be such that the ~value, for which the chance for detection
is approximately 50%. is in the middle of the region of ~values covered by
the test plate. The chance for a yes-response increases with increasing
a-value from o - 100%. For the brightness used in the experiments in this
paper, 30 cd{m 2, the frequency of seeing curve is approximately independent
of the subject and of the colours. The 10% level is reached at a colour
step about 0.7 times the step for 50%; the 90% at about 1.3 times the step
for 50%. When the frequency of seeing curve does not extend over a suitable
region of ~values in the test plate the experiments are repeated with
another ratio between colour and white in the second sphere. Otherwise the
accuracy is not as good as possible.
Reproduceablli ty and accuracy are poorest when brightness- and colour
steps are of approximately the same size, but deviations between repeated
experiments are still on the average below 15 to 20% in the colour discrimination step. Determination of the sensitivity by flicker is not
preferable. Firstly, this must be done with another apparatus, and that can
introduce errors. Secondly, when white and spectral light are flickered
against each other one is not sure that the resulting sensitivity for the
spectral colour is the same as when it is mixed with a considerable amolult
ot white.
(56753)
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RESULTS
SATURATION discrimination curves around the 2848° K white for two normal
subjects were first determined. The results are given in ji~·4· For comparison NacAdam's data are also represented. He did not measure around
2848° K and his ellipse is obtained by interpolation between neighbourin g
ellipses. The axes of our ellipse and his are not quite the same and our
ratio of the short and lon g axes is greater. The difference in size of
test area in our experimental s.et'-up and hi9 could be the cause for this
effect. In our arran~ement, the test area is sma ller and some small-field
tritanomaly could be introduced in these results.
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Saturation discrimination ability around the 2848° K-point !or two
normal observers plotted in the C. 1. E. -diagram, together with
MacAdam' s data.

In a preliminary study we measured the saturation discrimination curves
as a function of A for i 2 colour defective subjects for a restricted number a'f
A's. These results are shown in fi~.5.
Points with arrows indicate that the percentage spectral light had to
be greater than could be obtained. The classification of the colour
defectives is based on the combined use of pseudo-isochromatic plates and
the anomaloscope. The accuracy of these results is not as good as in the
previous figure.
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The decrease in discriminating ability is not mainly restricted to
special hues. We expected that colour defectives sh'b.uld be especially
handicapped in accordance with the confusion lines for deuteranopes, protanopes and tritanopes.
In a subsequent study for seven colour defectives, the saturation. discrimination curve was obtained by more extensive measurements. For comparison the ellip ses of fi~.IJ are represented together with these data in
fi~.6. The sharp peak at 595 m~ for two weakly deuteranomalous observers
whose deficiency could hardly be detected with the plates is striking, as
is the double peak of the protanomalous observer. The -two deuteranomalous
subjects are cousins, both on their mothers' side. For one of the
deuteranomalous observers and for one of the normals, determinations of
the size of the achromatic zone for monochromatic lights with small and
large fields are available (ji~. ~.
The achromatic zone is that region of intensities wh ere a light gtves _
only a colourless sensation. Fi~. 7 shows, as a function of A, the ratio of
the intensity at which the chance of getting a coloured sensation is 60%
(colour threshold) to the intensity at which the chance of getting any
sensation at all is 60% (absolute threshold).
These results make it evident that the remarkable peak at 595 m~ is not
an artifact in the measurements of saturation discrimination for the
deuteranomalous observer. The achromatic zones are determined with colournaming experiments in the dark-adapted eye, without reference colours in
the background.
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ADDENDUM
TO check the idea of small-field tritanomaly being the cause for the
difference in size of our ellipses and that of MacAdam, we measured the
saturation discrimination ability as a function of diameter. Instead of
strips we used round test-patches of diameters ranging from 1 to 60 min. of
arc. The results are represented in fig. B. The total spectral energy is
plotted against the diameter, instead of the saturation-degree. The total
spectral energy is the saturation-degree times area, this last expressed
here in units of (min. of arc) 2• In this manner t he occurrence of a Riccore gion is shown in a convenient way: the visibility of the test-patch up to
about 3 1 is determined only by the total spectral energy, for the two normal
observers H.J.L. and P.L.W., as well as for the deuteranomalous observer
M.A.B. Also here, of course, the energy is chosen according to the luminosity curve of the particular subject.
For yellow and oran ge the relationship is not represented by a straight
line for the l ar ger diameters, as is the case for red, green and blue. For
example, for the observer P.L.W. in a region of 6 to 15 min. of arc. for
~ = 583 ~. there is scarcely an increase in energy for an increase in
di ameter, showing very clearly the tritanomalous effect for small diameter.
For the deuteranomalous observer M.A.B. such a re gion is missing for
~ = 583 m~, but it is clearly seen at 595 rnu, notwithstanding the low
accuracy of the measurements for l arge diameters. So the remarkable peak at
595 rn~ of the lowest of the thick-dashed curves of deuteranomalous observers
(M.A. B.) in fi g.6 can be caused by small-field tritanomaly, the neutral
point in the spectrum being shifted to lon ger wavelength.
A second remarkable point is the variation of the slope of the curves as
a fUnction of wavelength. It is not so easy to speak about a slope for the
yellow ana orange, but for red and green it is clear that the average slop es
are very different, the averages of the three observers being 1. 07 and 1.40
respectively. This seems to be of gre at importance, because it indicate s so
cl early the dependence on s timulus diameter of the MacAdam ellips es in the
colour di agram. Hence it seems t hat ex t ensive studies on transformations to
equicontrast colorimetric systems are fruitl ess, without a good understanding, as Farnsworth has already indicated, of the effects of the diameter and
perhaps of bri ghtness.
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RESE ARCHES ON DICHROMATIC VISION AND THE SPECTRAL
SEN SITIVITY OF THE REC EPTORS OF TRICHROMATS
By N. D. NUBERG and E. N. YUSTOVA
SUMMARY

THE method of investigating dichromatic vision by t he use of all the three
colour co-ordinates is described. Emphasis is placed on the essential
advantages of this method in comparison with the use of only two colour
locus co-ordinates in the chromaticity diagram. "Def1cient 11 colours of
protanopes and deuteranopes are determined and the simple procedure of
direct experimental test of the correctness of these determinations is
explained. Spectral receptor sensitivity curves are calculated both for
the case of the correctness of the 11 fall-out 11 hypothesis f'or all the three
types of dlchromasy, and for the case when the 11 fusion 11 hypothesis for
deuteranopia is adopted. It is pointed out that there are no reasons for
the adoption of the latter hypothesis.
i.

GENERAL

DICHROMATIC vision complies with the followin g:
(a) Any match made by a normal trichromat is also acceptable to a
dichromat;
(b) Grassman•s additivity law holds true for dichromats; it reads: "If
any two radiations e 1 (A) and e 2 (A) are visually indiscriminable, the
radi atlonse/ (A)= e 1 (A) +e 3 (A) ande/ (A)= e 2 (A) +e 3 (A) will
also be visuallY indiscriminable, whatever the nature of' the radiation
e 3 (A) added to the two radiations. 11
It is therefore possible to maintain, that if A1 and A2 are some two
colours different to a t richroma t , bu t i nd i scriminabl e by a dichromat ,
then a dichromat will always acce~t the following colour equalities:

*

d

B

=B+

k (A 1 - A2 )

= B+

kD

(1)

whe re B is an arbitrary colour, and k is an arbitrary number.

* Th!s

is Just the most strict formulation of this law, and the ver1flcat.ion of its
correctness should indispensably pre cede the introduc ti on of any system of
numerical colour characteristics. There is no evidence of deviation from this l aw,
as lt is here formu lated, which indicates that all numer ic al deviations from the
rule of addi t!vlty represent nothing but expe rimental error.
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Here and later we regard colours as vector quanti ties of three d1rnensions
and designate them by bold type, as used for vectors in mathematics.
Scalar cpan ti ties are printed in ordinary type. Colour equations should
always be understood to be ordinary vectorial equal! ties, but by no means
to be "unit equations."• as in tradUced by· some authors irr colorimetry... . The
letter d above the sign of ecpali ty indicates that the corresponding
equal! ty refers only to a dichromat.
The vectorial equal! ty ( 1), in which B and k are variable parameters, is
the well-known vectorial equation of a beam of parallel lines in space.
Therefore it can be stated, that colours which are located in colour space
on parallel l!nes of a certain direction are 1nd1scr1m1nable by a dichromat.
All the other colours are discriminable by him, otherwise he would not be a
dichromat, but a monochromat. The direction of the above-mentioned lines is
determined by the direction of the vector D, which is the vector-difference
of any two colours 1nd1scr1m1nable by the given d1 chromat.
In a central projection of the colour space on a plane, 1. e. in a colour
triangle (chromatic! ty diagram), the l!nes parallel in space will form,
generally speaking, a beam of straight lines in tersect1ng ·at one po1n t (a
perspective view), namely, at that point where the extension of the vector D
intersects the plane of proj ect1on. If, by chance, the plane of projection is
parallel to the vector D, the point of intersection may be at infinity. In
this particular case the lines parallel to the vector D in space will be
parallel also in the proj ec t ion plane.
The question as to whether the lines in the colour tr1 angle intersect a t
on e or another finite or infinitel y distant point (parall el lines) i s , i n
fact, of no PhYsiolo gical significance and depends entirely on the method
of proj ect1on of the colour sp a ce on to the plane. In a central proj ect1on
the po1n ts at in f1ni ty in the plane of projection do not d1 ffer in the
least from the finite points. The parallel!sm of the lines has nothing to
do with the colours which are assumed to be "the pr1rn ary PhYSiological
colou rs", as the orienta tion of the plane of projection has no rel ation to
the physiologi cal interPretation of experimental data.
Some authors (refs. 1, 2), referring to Helmholtz (ref. 3), a ttach a
physiological sign! fican_ce to the parallelism of l!nes in the colour
triangle, which is a sheer misunderstanding, for in the corresponding
pl ace ( r ef.3 VII pp.1 23-i25J ther e i s nothing bu t a mathema tic al demons tration absolutely s imilar to our de duction of the formula (1).
For brevity we shall fUrther call the lines in colour space, or 1n the
colour triangle, on which lie the colours 1nd1scr1m1nable to a certain
dichromat- "the lines of this dichromat". Vector D, corresponding to the
direction of these lines 1n space, will be called "the deficien t" colour of
the d1 chroma t. ·
As shown, all the differences between normal and dichromatic colour
equations are determined entirely by the direction of vector 0 in colour
( 56753)
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space, which is given in the equality:
k 0 =

A~- A~

(2)

where A1 and A2 are t....o colour vectors, corresponding to · any t....o colours,
1nd1 scr1m1nabl e to the g1 ven dl chromat.
'Ibis fonnula (2) directly Indicates the simplest method of dichromatic
vision research. It is the same method by which Maxwell detennined the
deficient colour of one protanope (ref. If}. The same method has also been
adopted as the basis of the present experimental investigation.
2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

A colour sample. {colou-red glass) was mounted in a trichromatic .color1~
meter* in the visual field of the test subject• A no.rmal _tr1Chr..omat matched the sample colour F to a mixture of the three primary colours of
the instrument A,. Ag, Ab:
(3)

where f.,., fg' fb ·are the readings of the three scales or the instrument.
This equal! ty was acceptable to a dichromat.
Having recorded the readings we sharply changed one of them (the red .._ .J-,.ln a protanope test, or the green .. fg- ror a deuteranope). This resulted rn
a defin1 te match breakdown for the nonnal trichromat. It was a breakdown
also for the dichromat, as the primary colours of the instrument cannot
coincide wlth the deficient colours of dichromats. Therefore the dichromat
was asked to re-establish the match, wl thout altering the reading previously
changed by the experimenter. Tire dichromat was always able- to do this only
by changing the other two mixed primary colours. '!be match obtained by the
dl chromat wlll never be a match to the nonnal observer. Designating the new
1
readings as.f1 ,.. f 1g, f 1 b' the d1 fferences ·d.,."' f.,.- f 1.,., dg .;; f g- f g and
db-= fb- f 1 b will obviously be the components of the difference vector of
the t....o colours 1ndlscr1m1nable to the dichromat, 1. e. the components of the .
deficient colour. 0, In the primary colour system of the instrument. If the
colorimeter .is calibrated, 1 t is easy to compute the co-ordinates of ~he
colour D in any other system, for Instance, the X Y, Z system. Then the ·
location of the point DIn the colour triangle may be found.
Since 1 t is possible in the experiment to change the corresponding reading arbitrarlly, the numbers d.,., dg and db can always be obtained sufficiently large, so that the direction of vector Dis detennlned with a fair
degree of accuracy. FUrthermore, if without changing the initial test field
colour F, a dichromat (a deuteranope, for instance) is asked to establish a
field match for several different values f1 , f 11, f 111g, etc., a number
of points o-r the. same straight line In the ~olou/ space wlll be obtained,
*Most or the tests have been verrormed on a Donaldson colorimeter.
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and by employing the least square method, the direction of the line and
consequently that of the deflcien t colour vector, will be determined with
greater precision.
A number of independent determinations of the vector D directions was
made for each dichromat, taking for F different colours, 1. e. in the colour
space a whole range of parallel lines was found. Each line was usually
drawn through several points (from 5 to 12 points). Tests were conducted on
10 protanopes and 12 deu teranopes.
Firs. 1 and 2 illustrate the data for one protanope and one deuteranope.
These figures represent, instead of a central projection of the colour
space (colour triangle), the parallel projections on the plane (A,., Ar) of
the primary colours of the instrument. .SUch pro j e c ti on s are qui te common in
descriptive geometry and mechanical drawing for representation of spatial
objects. A complete picture of spatial correlations is provided by tyw
projections of this kind, of which we made use when the case required.
In parallel projection of space upon a plane, the parallelism is preserved so that it is easy to judge the degree of possible error in determining the direction of the deficient colour vector, by the presented
charts, The drawing of such projections is exceedingly simple, as it only
requires the plotting on the axes of co-ordinates of the trrs·trnment scale
readings obtained in the experiment.
This method of determining the deficient colours of dichromats which we
used following Maxwell, presents great advantages in comparison with the
method of determining the intersection po!n t of the dichromatic lines in
the colour triangle employed by Pitt (ref.l). In our experiments, for one
independent colour trial only one dichromat match is required, that ts, half
the number required to determine the intersection point even of only two
lines. Besides that, ~he precision of our determinations is much greater,
especially in tests with deuteranopes, for a small discrepancy in determining the direction of two lines may be a source of considerable error 1n
determining the point of their intersection. We attribute these advantages
to the fact that the problem is regarded as a SIJatial one, and all the
three colour co-ordinates are. made use of, instead of two, as is the case
when solving the problem on a plane.
According to our data the deficient colours; R for protanopes and G for
deu teranopes, .have 1n the colour space the following component characteris~
tics in the XYZ system:

x,.

:= 0.75,

Yr

xr

=· - 1.,70,

y = 0.70;
r

0.25,

z,. o.o;
zr

o.o;

The loci of the corresponding points in the colour tr1angl e will be:

Yr

r = 1.70,

Yr

X
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where q = x + y + z is the third co-ordinate of the baricentric system,
which, unfortunately, is usually neglected by modern authors.
The signs of the spatial and planar co-ordinates for G are inverse,
because the positive direction of vector G does not intersect the plane of
the triangle X Y z, and the point G in the triangle X Y z is the trace
from the intersection of its plane by the extension of vector G made in
the inverse (negative) direction. This is indicated by the sign of the
third baricentric co-ordinate
(qg

= -1.0 <o).

The use of all the three co-ordinates also has the advantage that it
facilitates a very simple test of the correctness of the dichromatic
deficient colour determination, and of the similarity of this colour for
all the dichromats of a given type.
For this purpose, it is most convenient to use the components dr, dg, db
of the supposed deficient colour 0 in the primary colour system of the
instrument. Having invited the dichromat observer to establish a colour
match acceptable to him, some quantities proportional to dr dg, db
should be added to the readings set by the dichromat on the instrument
scales (the "addition" here is algebraic as one, and often, two of the components dr, dg, db are ne gative). If the deficient colour is determined
correctly, then such alteration of tne instrument scale readin gs should
never cause a breakdown of the dichromat's colour-match.
As the values of R and G cited above were obtained by averaging the data
of different observers, we tested each of them. The results were positive.
In the same way we examined Judd's assumption (ref. 5), according to which:

xg = o.o,

Yg = 1.o,

zg = o.o.

All deuteranopes tested, without exception, definitely rejected the
equalities which they should have accepted if Judd's assumption had been
correct. Hence it follows, in par~icular, that the visibility curve for all
the deuteranopes available to us differs essentially from the standard
visibility curve for normal trichromats.
The checking procedure cited is exceedingly simple and can be performed
in any laboratory equipped with a calibrated trichromatic colorimeter. It
is greatly desired that verifications of our data, as well as of other
experimental data, should be carried out by different experimenters.
3. DETERMINATION OF SPECTRAL SENSITFITY OF RECEPTORS
OF NORMAL TRICHROMATS

As has long ago been pointed out by Helmholtz, it inevitably follows from
the theses 1. (a) and (b) that the spectral sensitivity curves for · the receptors of dichromats in the most general case can only be linear combinations
of spectral sensitivity curves for receptors of normal trichromats:
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(4):11

where sd (1\) .1s the spectral sensitivity curve for any one of the dichromat's receptors,
(1\), st 2 (!-.), s~ 3 · (X) are the three curves for a
trichromat, and a 1, a 2 , a 3 are numerical factors. The simplest particular
case or formula (4) occurs when both receptors or a dichromat just coincide
with two of the trichromat's receptors, while the third normal receptor of
the dichromat for some reason is not functioning ("falls outn). This kind
of dichromatism can evidently be or only three types, and, in fact, there
are only three types of dichromat.
If it is assumed that the "falling out" of a receptor is the cause of
dichromatism of all the three types, then the knqwledge of the deficient
colours for all the three types of dichromatism R, G, B will suffice to
determine the spectral sensitivity of the receptors, which in this case are
the same in dichromats and in trichromats. For this purpose tpree deficient
colours R, G, B should be taken in terms of which the equal-energy spectrum

s\
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Spectral sensitivity curves for normal trichromat's receptors .

r (A), g (A),

b (A) -in case of correctness of the
"fall-out" hYPOthesis.
-- o -- o -- r 1 (A), r 11 (A) -spectral sensitivity of the "red"
receptor ln case ·of assuming the "fusion" hypothesis for
explaining deuteranopia.
---o--o---

colours for different values of A should be expressed. In vector fonn we have:
S =

r(A)R

+

g(A)

G+

b(A)

B

(5)

r(A),

~(A), b(A) are coefficients of the vectorial colour equation (5),
which when regarded as functions of wavelength Will be the desired spectral
sensitivity curves for the receptors.
As we had no tritanopes at our disposal, we have detennined only R and
G. As far as B is concerned, we made use of the data of other investigators,
and some general considerations forming a consistent whole. Thus we have
assumed:

xb = o.17, Yb = o.o, -zb

=

o.83.

The calculated spectral receptor sensitivity curves are seen in Table 1 and
in fif.3. If the assumed vector B components proved tope incorrect, we
would have to add to or subtract from the functions
(A) or i (A) the
(A) multiplied by a certain coefficient. But in this case curves
function
\'lould be obtained either wl th two maxima, or with negative ordinate values
for some wavelengths. Therefore it is most likely that the vector B components adopted here are close to the truth,

r

o
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The calculation of spectral receptor sensitivity curves is also possible
if it is assumed that these curves for the dichromat's receptors are combinations of normal curves. It is merely necessary to know the corresponding
coefficients of formula (4).
Some authors (refs.1,2), adopting the 11 fall-out" llypothesis for the
explanation of protanopia and tritanopia, hold that in deuteranopes one of
the receptors is a fusion of the normal "red" and 11 green 11 ones. Though these
authors do not indicate clearly enough the coefficients of the formula (4),
these can be calculated from the components of the 11 whi te" radiation, which
is of great importance for this hypothesis. But it is necessary to indicate
exactly which radiation is considered as 11 white 11 ("equally-stimulating" all
the three normal receptors).
The authors mentioned computed the spectral sensitivity curves, taking
different radiations as the "white" one. In all cases the adoption of the
"fusion" hypothesis leads to the red receptor having negative ordinat.e s.
Fig. 3 shows such curves adopting as 11 wh1te" the source C (giving the least
negative values). To eliminate negative ordinates it would be necessary to
take as "white" a radiation much more "greenish" than the source C.
Even apart from these calculations the above mentioned version of the
"fusion" hypothesis seems to have little validity. It does not explain the
existence of only three types or dichromatism and presumes for one of the
three types, which from a general standpoint are quite analogous to each .
other, an absolutely different physiolog~cal cause than for the other two,
though there is no necessity for it.
The ar~ents for advancing this hypothesis seem from our point of view
to be certainly erroneous. The "parallelism" of the lines of dichromats, as
has been seen, cannot fundamentally be related to the physiological causes
of dichromatism, and in Helmholtz's work, to which reference is usuallY
made, there is no proof of the reverse.
The coincidence of the deuteranopic "visibility curve" with the normal
one, suggested by Judd, is refuted by experiment, as we have already
mentioned; but even if such coincidence had taken place (if point G should
lie on the al,ychne): it would mean that the "primary green" has zero brightness and its "falling out" is not contrary to the invariabUity of the
visibility curve for deuteranopes. Though at the present time, after the
recognition of the non-additivity of heterochromatic bfightness, the qtl€Stion
of the linear connection of the visibility curve with spectral receptor
sensitivities no longer arises.
In addition we should like to refer to the following experiment which
was carried out for testing the "fusion" hypothesis. If the ngr~enn receptor
does not "fall out", but is only "fused" with the "red" one, then adaptation
to a green or red stimulus, suppressing either one or the other of the fused
receptors, should alter their resultant spectral sensitivity curve. In particular, adaptation to green light should convert a deuteranope into a
protanope, . or bring him closer' to the latte.r •.
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In any case deuteranopic matches unacceptable to the trichromat after
green or red stimuli adaptation should also be unacceptable to the
deuteranope. Experiment shows that this is not the case. Deuteranope colour
matches are not altered by adaptation.
We think there is no sufficient reason to consider the physiolog1cal
cause of deuteranopia essentially differing from that or the othe.r two
types of dichromasy. Experimental data contradict, rather than confirm,
such a hypothesis.
For a more detailed account of our experimental data see ref, 7.
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34.

A NEW ANOMALOSCOPE AND THE CLASSIFICATION .
OF COLOUR VISION FORMS
By G. N. RAUTIAN
SUMMARY

A description of an anomaloscope is given which makes it possible to determine four quantitative indices, three of which assess the acuity of discrimination characterising each of the three systems of foveal receptors,
while the fourth indicates the normality or abnormality of the spectral
sensitivities of these receptors, after Rayleigh. The investigation of
several thousands of persons with such an anomaloscope showed new peculiar
forms of colour vision. A new scheme of classification that embraces all
the variety of phenomena observed is proposed •
. A NEW ANOMALOSCOPE AND THE CLASSIFICATION
OF COLOUR VISION FOFMS
THE new anomaloscope, developed in recent years, was constructed according
to the idea of the presence in the fovea of three systems of lightsensitive
cellular receptors, differing in their spectral sensltivi ty p(f..J, y(A), ~(A:),
The concrete values, used by us, of these important magnitudes of the
science of eolour had been obtained by E. N, ~ustova (ref. 1) in her work,
carried out according to the scheme proposed by N. D. Nuberg · (ref.2). ~e
may note that her values received in our apparatus a complete practical
approbation, while our early attempts to use the Judd curves (ref. 3),
showed the latter to be groundless (ref. IJ) "'.
It is possible to make four (or five)** tests by means of the anomaloscope. Three of them are concerned with colour discrimination. By means of
these tests the problem of the separate trial of each of the three systems
of retinal receptors is solved. This is an original feature in which our
apparatus differs from all other anomaloscopes.
During the first test we have an estimation of discrimination acuity,
controlled by the system of receptors, the spectral sensitivity of which
*Although Walls' and Heath's (ref.5) recent work was made under unfavourable
experimental conditions it gave the results that confirmed Yustova's data for
deuteranopes, and for protanopes data which differ by 1 ml-(.
**According to whether or not a test on tritanomaly is introduce~
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we designated as p(A) and which ls impaired ln protanopes. In the second
and third tests the discr1m1nat1ve acuity evaluated is that connected with
each of the other two systems which are characterized by y(A) and S(A) and
which do not operate in deuteranopes and trltanopes.
The idea of these tests is as follows. Let us take some colour C1 wl th
the co-ordinates pl. yl' sl' of the basic physiological co-ordinate system,
and another COlOUr C2 Wl th co-ordinates p2, 'Yl' Sl' that 1S Which· lies
together wl th C1 on a line parallel to the corresponding co-ordinate axis,
Which ls always possible. When proceeding from C1 to C2 across the intermediate colours the action or radiation upon t he first system of receptors
will change ( p1 f. · p.j, while the action on the two others remains constant
(yl = y2, sl = Sd· In spite of the great difference between cl (blue- gr een)
and C2 (red-purple), lt comes about that we distinguish these two colours
only because of the obj ective difference of signals from the first system
p{A). If these receptors do not operate, as ln the case of protanopia, the
Observer Will fall tO perceive the WhOle difference between C1 and C2
rr1 = Y2• ·s1 = ~2l •
If, ln general, we determine what change (6p) of the action on the first
system takes place at the threshold of our perception, we get a measure
of acuity of colour d1scr1m1nat1on connected with, and characteristic of, the
first system. We may accomplish the same for two other systems and so
analyse the quality of functionin g of each of them separately.
The scheme of the apparatus is shown in fig. 1, and its outward appearance ls shown ln the photograph (fig.2). The lamp L ls ln the white enclosure,
a portion of the back wall of which, in fact, serves as a light source. The
twin objectives o-o projectS on the white screens e-e and give on them
coloured light-spots, because between o-o llghtfilters F-F are inserted
which always fill the square aperture of dlai?hragns D-D, which are also put
between o-o. The light-spots on e-e fill with light the reflecting-surfaces
of the prisms P-P, that face the field lens o1 and are observed through the ~
ocular tube. The filters between o-o are situated on rotatable disks. The
change of filters is carried out by the drums B1 and B2 (fig.
The disk
to the right can be put, apart from rotation, in translational movement by
means of a divided drum B0 • Owing to this movement a transition from the
colour cl to the colour c2 ls realized ln the right part of the field of
vlsloh, while the left part of lt keeps its own colour cl constant (the
colour of the spot at the left screen).
The person tested must give a signal as soon as he perceives the beginning of the change of colour at the right half-field while the controller
rotates the measuring drum B0 smoothly and slowly, moving by this means the
right disk between o-o and gradually substituting the filter F• by F" ln
th~ aperture of the diaphragm D. The test, repeated 3 or 5 times, allows
one to obtain a reliable average value (mi) or the threshold expressed in
divisions of the drum B0 •

v.
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Fig. 1

Fig. 2
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The graduation of the intervals (Ci-C.j in thresholds made step by step
on a specially constructed instrument (paired anomaloscope) allows one to, _
evaluate the acuity of colour discrimination by the index ni = 1/Ni,
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where Ni is the number of normal thresholds {fie. 3) lying within the interval (mi) of the scale divisions which correspond to the threshold obtained.
For the complete dichromats in corresponding tests (i = 1, 2,31, the limit
of the scale is reached without their perceiving any difference in the
colour of the half-fields. Thus, our instrument operates in its three first
tests according to a specifically threshold method, that is by statements
of inequall ty.
The fourth test coincides in the main with Rayleigh's as the colour of
a yellow monochromatic lightfilter is equalized with a mixture of two
colours- red and green- obtained by means of glass filters. Thus, the
fourth test * is a colorimetric one, that is it uses the method of equality
and shows whether the spectral sensitivity of receptors is normal, that is,
typical for the majority, whether there are some deviations from the normal
course of the curves p(f..) or yff..) (ref. 7) in what sense and by how much.
'\' The same as the f1 fth.
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Thus, this test serves for detection and estimat ion of anomalies of
colour vision. As is known, it may also serve for the detection of dichromasy - on the basis of multiple matchings of any mixtures of red and green
with the yellow of suitable lightness (regulated by the drum B) .
As a result, we can see that the method of investi gation carried out by
means of the instrument allows the differentiation in a simple way of the
forms of colour vision, characterizing them quantita tively and in diverse
ways. It leads to a new, more distinctive classification .of these forms and
to a corresponding terminology.
At the present time, the number of persons tested by the anomaloscope
exceeds 3,000. The data obtained reveal a great variety of colour vision
forms (ref. B), much more extensive than that known before and provided by
the usual classification scheme (ref. 9).
A very important regularity can be mentioned: each of the three systems
of receptors can vary in its functioning independently of the other two, and
within wide limits .
The discrimination acuity of any one system of receptors may be superacute, two- three times as high as the normal. Simultaneously, for the
other system it may be at the normal level or l owe red i n various de grees down
to its complete disappearance, that i s down to dichromatism . It happens, and not
so seldom, that both systems have a lowered acuity of colour discrimination
and to a different extent. There are also cases of lowering (sometimes to a
very large extent) of the discrimination acu ity of all the three systems.
As to the anomaly, that ts the distortion of the course of the functions
p(AJ, y(A), S(A), we may affirm that varying within vast limits, it is more
or less independent of the variations of colour discrimination. Sometimes it
happened that all three thresholds were normal or even less than the norm
(super-acute colour discrimination), while the fourth test (n A) showed a
clearly expressed anomalY* (ref. 11). On the contrary, sometiiTB s the threshold
being very high, the index of anomaly nA was .about 1, that is normal.
It is necessary to point out that such relations were correctly noticed
by Rayleigh (ref. 12), a t the time he discovered the phenomenon of the anomaly
1 tself. Later on, however, rather confused ideas about the anomaly as an
intermediate form between normal vision and dichromasy were formed. According
to this point of view, the anomaly suggests a deterioration of colour discrimination and, at least, it leads to dichromatic colour blindness**

(refs.

9, 13, llJ, 15).

- - - - - - - - - ·- - - - -- - - -- ·
* In their recent article on anomalous colour vision D. Jameson and L. Hurvich
(rej.21J ) reckon me among thos e who suppose the anomal y to be caused by redt:ced
spectral sens i t ivity of some kind of receptors. Such a point of view has always
been considered by me as completely wrong. Cited by Jameson and Hurvich, my
article (rej. IJ) deals exclusively wi th t he thresholds of colour discrimination,
anQ if the faCtS Of the reduction of CO~OUr discrimination we re mentioned there,
this is by no means the reduction of the ordinates or the spectral sensitivitY
curves of t he receptors.
** -And it is in spite of tne fact that common dichromats approve colorimetric equations or normal trichromats.
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The truth is, that some authors' statements (refs. 16,17,18,19), which
were suggested by experiment, contain elements of disapproval of this
point of view, as there are indications of the absence of direct· correlation
between the anomaly (alteration). _and lowering of ~e colour discrtroinatton
(reduction). However, the clear statement that the combined manifestation
of both must be considered as an accidental superposition, but not as an ·
obligatory correlation, has not been made exactly by any one. The reason
for this we see in the character of the instruments which were at these
investigators' disposal and which were designed in the main to detect the
anomaly, while the colour discrimination manifested itself only accessorily
in the "breadth" of the scatter of the readings.

F1g,4

A new system of c1assif1cation of colour vision forms (fif!.
by us, is in accordance with the facts observed. (ref. 20.1.
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IJ),

proposed

It assumes a fundamental possibility of various combinations of different levels of colour discrimination acuity of the several receptor systems
with a normal or abnormal course of their spectral sensitivities. The arrows
in fig. IJ show this scheme.
The new classification le galizes the terms "colour weakness" and 11 colour
weak" whi ch are used in the literature {ref. 21) and sometimes. in the practice of physicians.
The classification based on the new anomaloscope (ref .. l7) makes possible,
for instance, such diagnoses as: 11 a trichromat with a high discrimination
acuity along the axis (3n, "a protanomalous, colour weak along the axes p
and Y11 , "a trichromat, colour weak along all the three axes P, y, (3n ,
Finally, there are possible cases of 11 abnormal dichromasy of this or that
kind" and also of 11 monochromasy 11 when there is no possibility to determine
the indices rip and ri(3 {ref. 22) .
The adoption of such a classification puts, in the first instance, the
question about the symptoms of its types and especially to indicate (in
quantitative form) the boundaries between normal and defective, suitably
adjusted for different professions. Joint efforts of many investi ga tors are
necessary for the accomplishment of this task*.

* The
He

first step in this direction Is to be seen In A. B. Flekkel's work (~ej.23).
laid down the doubled value of the threshold readings as the limit of the
norm for persons showing some deviation.
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PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSI ON OF PAPERS 14, 23, 16, 15, 26, 17, 10,
12, 32 AND 34
IN the absence of Dr. Crawford,who was 1ndisposed, his paper (14) was read
in title by the CHAIRMAN,PROF. Y. LEGRAND. DR. L. PLAZA summarised the
paper by Drs. M. Dagher, A. Cruz and L. Plaza (23), and DR. ADRIANA
FIORENTINI summarised the one by herself and Dr. Lucia Ronchi (i6). Papers
15 and 26 were presented by their authors, PROFESSOR R. w. DITCHBURN and
CDR. D. FARNSWORTH respectively.
PROFESSOR R. GRANIT stressed two points. Firstly on the nature of sensory
clues, 1t was clear that both static and dynamic components of sensation
must receive attention and that there were differences in the dynamics for
different colours. Such facts as the faster conduction of red-sensitive
elements in the optic nerve, and the slower conduction of blue, established
electrophysiologically, were very relevant. In the second place, eye movements 1vere evidently essential to ·the visual function, and the eye musculature had a special system for maintaining them - that had recently been
proved. A successive extension and relaxation occurred - which could be
observed as a spluttering discharge in the signal picked up by a microelectrode.
DR. R. w. G. HUNT showed diagrams he had made representing the MacAdam,
Wri~1t and Munsell discrimination data, in attempts at uniform chromaticity
transformations. The diagrams brought out the point made by Cdr. -Farnsworth
about a relative foreshortening of the discrimination contours in the blueyellow direction, the foreshortening showing a progressive change in going
from the MacAdam, through the Wright to the Munsell data.
DR. R. A. WEALE presented his paper (17) and at the same time added a
comment on the relative sensitivities of rods and cones, as the size of
stimulus diminished, a point discussed in Session 2. He thought that there
were reasons for thinking these sensitivities of the same order if certain
allowances were made.
THE CHAIRMAN considered that there was reallY no answer to the question
of the comparative sensitivities of a rod and a cone beyause their spectral
sensitivities were entirely different.
PROFESSOR M. RICHTER, in summarising his paper (10), said that he had
started from the proposition that the anomalous subject had just one fundamental response curve different from the normal. For the deuteranomalous he
had assumed that the spectral transmission of the photosensitive element
whose absorption of light produced the stimulation of the "green" mechanism
equalled the spectral transmission of the normal "green" raised to a certain
power c. He had mad~ a colorimetric study of a deuteranomalous subject by
two methods and the results pointed to a value of c greater than 2 and
perhaps lying between 3 and 4. The Yustova fundamentals for the normal were
taken as basis. He thought it might be possible to characterise any
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deuteranomalous subject by hls c value and to predict on that basis hls
colour-matching properties.
DR. M. A. BOUMAN explained that the work by Ing. P. L. Walraven and himself was directed ultimately to flndlng the aptHude of anomalous subjects
for practical tasks 1n Industry and 1n the Services. They had therefore
concentrated on colour discrimination of different kinds. After outlinin g
the paper (12), Dr. Bouman gave some later results. (These are Included as
an Addendum· to the paper).
PROFESSOR E. N. YUSTOVA, through her Interpreter MRS. MILNER, made the
comments which follow on the paper by herself and Professor N. D. Nuberg (32).
She said that they had carried out a series of lnvestlgatlons of the colour
vision of dichromats using a trichromatic colorimeter. They were thus able to
define the exact directions alon g which protanopes and deuteranopes dld not
distinguish colours. The method of measurement was described 1n Dr. Nuberg's
report. Ten protanopes and twelve deuteranopes were tested. In the C.I.E.
system the directions were characterised by the followin g spec1f1cat1ons:
for the axis B, x=0.750, y=0.250; for the axis G, x=1.70, y=-0.70. The
direction of the axis B was defined by the position of the points Rand G
and by the position of the plane of the alychne, . as shown by Dr. Nuberg. The
main value of thelr investi gation was that they had defined the exact direction of the axis G. Other authors encountered certain difficulties when
determining · these directions because they used the chromaticity triangle
instead· of the colour space. The specifications of x, y for the direction of
the axis G obtained by the speaker and Dr. Nuberg differed substantially
from those obtained by other authors and were rather similar to K~nig's
results. With regard to the determinations of the axes R and B, there was no
disagreement.
It was known that there were two hypotheses explaining the dlchromasy
phenomenon: the hypothesis of the absence of one of the dichromat receptors,
and the hypothesis of a fusion of two receptors into one. Both had their
supporters. However, the first hypothesis enabled them (the authors) to
.Identify the directions found in the course of experiments with dichromats,
as the axes of the b~sic physiological system of the Young-Helmholtz receptors, and to determine the spectral response curves of these receptors. The
second hypothesis did not give this possibility. They stood for the first
hypothesis, and she (Professor Yustova) wished to take advantage of her
presence there to say something in its favour, as many of her colleagues
stood for the hypothesis of fusion, using it to explain deuteranopy.
Naturally, colour experiments did not give the possibility of penetrating
into the essence of colour vision phenomena but they gave criteria of
validity for any physiological hypothesis.
I. Dlchromats confirmed the colour matching of normal trlchromat s; that
meant either that the two fUnctional dichromat receptors were similar to
those of normal trlchromats, or that the fusion system must be according to
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the linear law and could come about in only one way. If this were not so,
there would be several forms of deuteranopy. They (the authors) considered
the fulfilment of these two conditions to be rather unreal.
II. They thought that there was no value in considering deuteranopy as a
speci al case conflicting with protanopy and trltanopy. There was no difference in pr inciple ln the experiments on the determination of axes R and G.
They considered that the tendency to specialise deuteranopy arose from the
difficulty of determinin g the axis G.
III. There was an important fact, refuting the fusion hypothesis, that was
the postulate of the lnvar!ance of the colorimetric equalities of deuteranopes in different conditions of eye adaptation. They were convinced of that.
In the fusion case, the change of adaptation would change the direction of
the axis G.
The data obtained by them (the authors) independently of any interpretation were useful as they enabled one to develop rational tables, and
anomaloscopes for colour vision tests.
The paper of Professor G. N. Rautian (34) was presented in title.
DR. w. A. H. RUSHTON remarked that ln the fusion hypothesis discussed by
Professor Yustova there could either be ln the dichromat a fusion of two
classes of receptors each containing one pigment, or the normal might have
one class of receptors containing a mixture of pigments. In the latter
case, symmetry amon g protanopes, deuteranopes and tri tanopes would be
preserved ln the sense that they au lacked one class of receptors. On the
mixture of pigments view, adaptation to very high intensities of red lightprobably about 100,000 trolands- would be needed to modify the colourmatching properties of a deuteranope !n the direction of protanopia.
DR. RUSHTON found surprising Professor D!tchburn's result .that the
stabilised !mage of a large uniform field ultimately went black; 1t did not
seem to agree with what one saw when laying on one's back gazing at a cloudless blue skY. DR. R. w. DITCHBURN replied that the observation referred to
a wide field with diffuse edges.
DR. G. s. BRINDLEY mentioned two points. Some earlier experiments on the
subject by Dr. de Vries did show changes ln a deuteranope's colour-matching
after intense adaptation of the kind expected by Dr. Rushton. Dr. Richter's
hypothesis on tqe modlflcatlon of the "green" fundamental curve ln
deuteranomalous subjects might, he thought, coincide with that proposed by
Dr. F. G. H. Pitt ln the Cambridge Conference of 1947. DR. RICHTER said he
had not had acc,e ss to Dr. Pitt's paper. Behind his hypothesis was the idea
that concentration changes of the photosensitive pigment might be the
important factor, but, on that ln terpretation, the deuteranomalous would
have a higher concentration than the normal, and he found lt dl fflcult to
reconcile that with lower sensltlv!ty.
PROFESSOR w. D. WRIGHT commented on a remark ln the paper by Professor
Yustova and Dr. Nuberg !nslst!ng that the VA curves for normals and
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deuteranopes were different. He would say that, as an experimental finding,
they were very similar. DR. D. B. JUDD recalled, on this question, observations by Dr. Willmer which led him to distinguish two kinds or deuteranope,
one with the normal VA. curve, the other with a VA. curve displaced a little
to longer wavelengths.
On Dr. Richter's paper, DR. JUDD said that the model used would imply
that a deuter~ope would accept the matches or a deuteranomalous subject,
and he wondered whether the author had considered other hypotheses for
explaining the colour-matching properties of deuteranopes. There was a
suggestion by some Dutch workers (Dr. Schouten) that in anomalous vision the
altered function was not centred on the normal R or G but lay somewhere in
between and was broader. They thought that protanomalous and deuteranomalous
subjects mlgbt both possess a curve centred there, but with its breadth
modified 1n different cases by raising the "curve" to various powe.rs, on the
llnes of Dr. Pitt's view.
DR. WEALE could not accept Dr. Moreland's suggestion or the complete
monochromasy of the peripheral retina at, say, 40° or 70°. He thought the
level or ada~tation must be taken into account. He also observed in reference to Cdr. Farnsworth's paper, that the blue mechanism in the periphery
was very labile and adapted very rapidly, as shown by Auerbach and Wald.
Dr. Moreland ~d Pro~essor Wright quite agreed that it could not be said
that under all conditions of adaptation the extreme periphery was
monochromatic.
DR. J. M. BURCH men~ioned an experiment in the N.P.L. colour-matching
work which might be thought to support Cdr. Farnsworth's suggestion that, if
the red receptors had a bimodal spectral response, the primary and secondary
peaks might show different temporal effects. A colour match between two
stimuli was made flrst in an ordinary 10° bipartite field, and then with a
single field in which the stimuli alternately replaced each other at a
controlled frequency. At frequencies of about one cycle per second, threecontrol matching was fatiguing but gave accurately repeatable results. In
highly metameric matches, as when spectral blue-green with desaturatlng red
, was compared with a mixture of green and blue, the two methods gave
different results: a match made under one condition was not accepted under
the other, and it was the red control which required the greatest change.
PROFESSOR G. A. FRY said the dark field observed by Professor Ditchburn
was presumably obtained in one eye, with the other eye covered. He would
suggest that this might be a case or optical rivalry, and that what was seen
was the field presented to the covered eye. PROFESSOR DITCHBURN replied that
the difficult experiment of stabilising both refined images in binocular
vision had been tried, and that the blackout did occur. Answering Dr. Pirenne,
he sald that measurements of increment thresholds as such had not been made,
but cortical flicker frequency appeared to be unchanged by stabilisation.
PROFESSOR YUSTOVA, through her interpreter, said that the identity of VA.
for deuteranope and normal would be inconsistent with the direction of the G
axis she had found. It would be possible only if the G axis lay on the
alychne but that was not so. ActuallY the direct determination of VA. was based
on a quite different method of investigation than that of colour-mixture.
PROFESSOR WRIGHT thought that conclusions on this polnt rested on one's theory of
colour vision.
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PAPER 18

ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY OF VISION;
INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -------

By R. GRANIT
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Ragnar Granit is Professor or Neurophysiology at the caroline
Institute in Stockholm and Director of the Nobel Institute for
Neurophysiology which is a department of the Medical Nobel
Institute. He obtained his M.D. from Helsinki University, where
he was Professor or Physiology. In 1940 he was invited to
Stockholm. He holds honorary degrees from Oxford and Oslo, .and
is Lecturer at the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research,
New York.
His neurophysiological work began at oxford where he spent
two years in the laboratory or Sir Charles Sherrington. He also
spent two years as Fellow in Medical Physics at the Johnson
Foundation, University or Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. His early
work was chieflY devoted to vision and the retina. Later on, his
interests turned towards general neurophysiology, chiefly to
mechanisms for control or movement and posture as well as brain
control or sense organs. The latter work has included muscle
spindles and the retina. He completed in 1945 a monograph on the
retina (Sensory Mechanisms of the Retina, Oxford University
Press, 1947) and in 1954 delivered the Silliman Lectures at Yale
University, published under the title Receptors and Sensory
Perception (Yale University Press, 1955) reviewing and discussing the electrophysiological contributions to sensory
physiology.
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18. ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY OF VISION;
INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
By R. GRANIT

THE ~sycho~hysical relationship between stimulus and sensation may be a
simple one, yet the intermediate mechanisms - as ~roved by physiological
research - ~re very complicated ones, and probably have to be complicated,
or the final result could not be simple. one example should suffice: the
sensory overlap at all stages, retina, geniculate body and visual cortex is
stupendous, in s~ite of which the eye is a marvellous instrument for differentiation. This principle of ·overlap is general for the sense organs.
Thus the olfactory bulb consists of secondary neurones to each of which
some 25,000 olfactory receptors project. Nevertheless olfactory discrimination is of extraordinary acuteness.
With regard to the now universally applied techniques making use of
ca~illary microelectrodes of high resistance and tip dimensions below 0.5~,
as introduced by Gerard and Ling, one of the major difficulties in retinal
work consists in arriving at reliable criteria for identification of the
site of recording. This technique was first successfully applied to the
central nervous system by Professor J. c. Eccles and hts colleagues in
Canberra and they succeeded ln making an important contribution in terms of
intracellular records.
Let us consider how in their case the electrode site was identified, as
it throws light on the problems facing those applying similar techniques to
the study of the retina.
The Canberra group analyzed the responses of the large motor cells in
the ventral horn of the spinal cord whose axons run out in peripheral
nerves to muscle. BY maintaining slow, repetitive, antidromic (or backward)
stimulation with shocks applied to the motor nerves, they could make an
impulse enter these cells from the •back end• in response to each shock.
Now, when the microelectrode is gradually advanced into the spinal cord, it
would, when penetrating the membrane of a large motor horn cell, give the
following cues for identification: (i) a sudden large shift of level of
potential to something of the order of -70 mv; (ii) the antidromic impulse
entering the cell would, at the same time, become very large and positivegoing, in fact, of the order of 80-100 mv, and 'thus enormous in terms of
what is customarily obtained with extracellular recording (a few millivolts); (iii) the reflex impulses set up by any normal or orthodromic input
system would behave similarly; (iv) further criteria are provided by a
formidable background of knowledge of general reflexolo gy.
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With this method Eccles and his colleagues have proved to the hilt -as
since confirmed in many laboratories and also with other types of cell that exci~ation generally coincides with depolarization, inhibition with
hYper- or repolarization of the cell membrane.
Now, consider the retina. Firstly, the cells are not very · large and the
experience from other organs tends to show that small cells mostly explode
with a burst of impulses producing a •scream' in the loudspeaker while at
the same time the membrane potential breaks down so that the instrument
again records base line level. The ventral horn cells are 70~ across, the
cones only a few ~ The horizontal and the ganglion cells wo~ld make a
better target and the latter in particular could be tested antidromically.
But if a cell does not produce an impulse, how is one to known where the
tip of the microelectrode is located? A sudden relatively stable and large
shift of level of potential does not as such suffice for identification
because, as Brindley points out in his paper a t this Sympos ium, such shifts
take place .across the high internal resistance of his R-membrane which, he
suggests, is to be identified with membrana limitans extema. Let us, however, assume that a successful penetration of a cell has been carried out.
What would, under the circumstances, opposite chan ges of potential signify?
In the first instance one is forced to consider Eccles's results, confirmed,
as I said, in many laboratories, that depolarization and hyperpolari zation
are electrical signs of excitation and inhibition respectively. I do not
mean to say that other explanations are excluded, merely that new r esults
in the first instance would have to be critically gauged against ava ilable
knowledge from related. fields of study.
Again, if no definite evidence establishes a record as intracellular,
extracellular reversals of potential seen with different stimuli can be
interpreted in many different ways unless further results are accumulated
to show precisely how sinks and sources are distributed with respect to
the pick-up electrode.
This should suffice to show that the problem of identification of
electrode site is a formidable one and not solved by reading off a micrometer screw and asserting that the record is intracellular. Brindley has
tried to attack it with the aid of his R-membrane and Tomita with a double
microelectrode one of which is set at a distance from the other in the
axis of penetration. MacNichol et al. have tried staining through the
electrode.
The work of Donner and Rushton introduces new aspects to an old and
well-known approach. Separation of cones from rods with the aid of the
Stiles-crawford effect seems to establish once more the physiological
reality of the special blue-sensitive rods of Schwalbe and Kuhne while
Donner's application of Stiles's method of analysing colour reception by
difference thresholds indicates great similarity of colour reception in
the cones of frog and man.
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PAPER 19

WORK ON THE ELECTRORETINOGRAM

By G. S. BRINDLEY
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DR. G. s. BRINDLEY is a University Demonstrator in
Physiology at Cambridge. He was Ophthalmic House Surgeon
at the London Hospital in i950-1951, and worked at the
R.A.F. Institute of Aviation Medicine from 1952 to 1954.
His work, mostly published in the Journal of Physiology,
includes paper$ on colour vision, the quantum nature
of visual threshold, the site of electrical excitation
of the human eye, and the electrical activity of the
frog's eye.
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19.

WORK ON THE ELECTRORETINOGRAM
By G. S. BRINDLEY

SUMMARY
1. Analyses of the human electroretinogram have clearly separated its
photopic and scotopic components, but have not with certainty subdivided
the photopic response into those of distinct colou~sensitive mechanisms.
The responses analysed are those of large areas of the retina, and it is
very unlikely that it will be possible to separate the response of the
fovea from that of the peripheral retina.
2. Electrical responses to illumination recorded with micro-electrodes from
within the frog's retina provide evidence that the whole of the e.r.g. in
the frog is generated by a single layer of the retina, very probably the
rods and cones. Electrical responses of comparable time-cours~, but
apparently contributing nothing to the e.r.g., are generated in other
layers of the retina. Components of these responses probably due to the
horizontal cells and the bipolar cells can be distinguished, and there may
perhaps be other components contributed by the amacrine cells.
3. The uses and limitations of the slow electrical responses of the retina
as a means of investigating mechanisms of colou~discrimination are briefly
discussed.
THE SLOW ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY OF THE RETINA AND ITS APPLICATION
TO THE STUDY OF MECHANIEMS OF COLOU~ DISCRIMINATION
WHEN the eye of any vertebrate is illuminated, a change can be detected in
the difference of electrical potential between the front of the retina (or
any point in good electrical contact with it, such as the cornea) and the
back of the eye or any remote part of the animal's body. This electrical
response to illumination is known as the electroretinogram (e. r. g.). The
greater part of it, 1f not the whole, certainly arises from the retina,
for it can be recorded from the isolated retina in the absence of any other
part of the eye {refs. 1 ,.PA). It has been extensively investigated by a
variety of methods during the past 60 years, but until recently there has
been no fully satisfactory evidence to decide what structures in the retina
produce 1 t. The present review d.escr.ibes first some observations on the
human e. r. g. which provide limited information about mechanisms of colou~
discrimination, even in the absence of sure knowledge of which structures
in the retina generate the response; secondly, a number of recent exPerimental results which provide strong evidence that in the frog the whole of
the e.r.g., with the possible exception of the extremely slaw part known
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as the c-wave, is generated by the rods and cones; and thirdly some speculations on the kinds of additions to our knowledge of colour-discrim~nating
mechanisms which may be expected to come from further study of the slow
electrical activity of the retina.
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F1g.1.

Electrical response or the human eye to steady illumination lasting
3 seconds. Arrows mark the beginning and end or the stimulus. Compiled
from the string galvanometer records or Hartline (ref.2).

THE HUMAN ELECTRORETINOGRAM
THE form of the electrical response of the light-adapted human eye to a
light stimulus of three seconds' duration is shown in fiR. 1. The beginning
of the stimulus is followed, after a latency of roughly ten milliseconds,
by a quick diphasic change in electrical potential, the cornea becoming
first negative and then positive in relation to an "indifferent" electrode
on the forehead, cheek or ear-lobe. The initial cornea-negative deflexion
is known as the a-wave, and the immediately following cornea-positive
deflexion as the b-wave. The b-wave is followed by a very much slower
cornea-positive deflexion known as the c-wave. At the end of the stimulus,
the potential declines slowly towards its resting level. In many vertebrate
eyes, including that of the frog, extinction of the stimulus is followed,
after a brief latency, by a third cornea-positive deflexion known as the
d-wave, of similar time-course to the b-wave. In the human ey~. d-waves are
never conspicuous, and often, as in the records of Hartline (ref. 2) on which
fiR. 1 is based, they are absent.
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Electrical responses or the hUman eye to brief nashes or light or
various colours. From Adrian (ref,3),

· In recording the human electroretinogram, movements or the eyes or eyelids may cause artifacts as large as, or larger than, the response or the
eye in which the experimenter is interested (see fig. sJ. The longer is the
stimulus, the more likely are these disturbances. Because of this, and of
the practical convenience of using condenser-coupled amPlifiers unresponsive
to very slow changes in potential such as the c-wave, brief flashes of light
have been used as stimuli in the greater part of recent research and in all
clinical applications of electroret1no_g_raP.hy, and attention has been concentrated on the relatively rapid parts of the response. Responses to brief
flashes of light of various colours recorded by Adrian (ref. 3) with a condenser-coupled amplifier and ink-writing oscilloscope, are shown in fig.2.
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Changes during dark-adaptation ln. the responses to brier flashes of llght•
.A: blue llght. B: orange-red llgbt. From Adrian (ref.3),

In the light-adapted eye the responses for all colours are brief and
dlphaslc, a very small cornea-negative deflexlon being followed by a larger
cornea-positive one. The response to deep red light Is the same In the
dark-adapted eye as In the light-adapted, 'b-g-t with. blue and green s t1mul1
the brief dlphaslc response given by the light-adapted eye Is replaced or
masked, In the dark-adapted state, by .a slower and much larger corneapositive deflexlon. Orange-red and yellow flashes give, In the darkadapted eye, two-humJ;>.ed' responses such as might be expected lf the types of
response produced by blue and by deep red light were being provoked
simultaneously. D1st1nct1ons between these two types of response are
clearly shown during the course of dark-adaptation (fig. 3), and When a
number of flashes are presented In rapid succession (fig. q); In the latter ·
case the slow component of the response Is much larger for the first than
for later flashes, but the fast responses are approximately constant.

Orange-red

Blue
Flg.4.

Responses to series or flaShes at a frequency or about twelve
per second. Pupil dilated with "paredrine". From Adrian
(ref,3),
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The effects of wavelength and of dark-adaptation strongly suggest that
the slower responses in Adrian's expertments are produced by the scotopic
mechanism of the eye, and the faster responses at least mainly by the
photopic. More recent experiments, which have been mu ch facilitated by
L. A. Ri ggs's device of mounting the corneal electrode on a contact lens,
have conf irmed this distinction, but introduced some mod1f1ca.tiona. If
stimuli of high intensity are used, it is possible to produce an initial
cornea-negative deflexion even with blue light in the dark-adapted eye
(ref. IJ).

In the response of the eye to bright flashes, this initial corneane ga tive de flexion often consists of two clearly distinguishable troughs.
For t he second of these, which is much depressed by light-adaptation, the
spectral sensitivity curve obtained by measuring the amount of light at
different wavelengths required to produce a constant deflexion agrees,
•t~hen the correction of Boynton (ref. sJ for the greater scattering of light
of short wavelengths within the eye is applied, with the scotopic luminosity curve. The first trough has roughly the spectral sensitivity curve
of photopic vision, and is very little affected by light-adaptation; it
presumably corresponds to the initial cornea-negative phase of Adrian's
brief diphasic response.
Fie. 5 shows the double initial cornea-negative deflexion. It also indicates how both parts of it are greatly increased in comparison with the
cornea-positive deflexion by increasing the strength of the stimulus. This
e f fect of the ·intensity of the sttmulus on the relative size of two
deflexians, the second cornea-negative, (called the a2-wave by
Auerbach and Burian, (ref,tJ)), and the cor.nea-posi tive or b-wa.ve, both of
which have the spectral sensitivity curve of scotopic vision, is only one
of the ways in which the electrical response of the scotopic mechanism can
vary under varying conditions. The records of Riggs, Berry and Wayner
(ref. 7) show that degrees of light-adaptation insufficient to convert the
spectral sensitivity curve from the scotopic to the photopic are nevertheless sufficient to alter the shape of the b-wave making it shorter. This
agrees with the known properties of other vertebrate eyes: in the
guinea-pig, the form of the e.r.g. is much affected by the state of lightadaptation of the eye (ref. B) although the retina ccm-t ains very few cones,
and no Purkinje shift can be detected (ref. 9), SUch variations 1n the
response of a single mechanism make it very difficult to analyse the
records obtained when more than one mechanism is active, even if it ls
assumed, (as cannot be knoW'l a priori, though there is now some experimental justification for it in the frog), that each such record is stmply
the sum of those that would be obtained from the several mechanisms concerned if they could be isolated from each other. However, even without
any such analysis, a little may be learnt about mechanisms of colourdiscrimination from study of the electroretinogram, In protanopia, the
{56753)
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Responses at the dark-a'dapted human eye to different
intensities of White light. The figures opposite the
curves are the densities ot neutral filters inserted
in the stimUlating beam. At the arrow in the fourth
record ls shown the artifact produced v.tlen the subJect
bUnkS. Time-marks 0.1 sec. From Annlngton, Johnson ·
and Riggs (rej.IJ).
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Bpectral sens1 ti Vi cy curves ror the electrical response. to a stlmUlus
!lickering at twenty !lashes per second superimposed on a steady
adapting !ield. From Armington & Biersdorr (rej.1~).

response to red light is much smaller than normal (refs. 10,11). This
clearly establishes that protanopia involves a retinal abnormality, and is
not a defect of the central part of the visual pathway only.
Johnson and Comsweat ·(ref, 12) and Armington (ref. iar have made use of
Adrian's observation (see fig. ~), that the sc:o.toprc resJ;>onse is much
reduced by giving a number of flashes 1n quick succession, to obtain SJ;>ectral sensitivity curves ror the photopic component of the e.r.g. with very
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little contamination from the scotopic. The shape of the responses to
twenty brief flashes per second is not detectably influenced by wavelength, and the spectral sensitivity curve for these responses has its
maximum at about 550 miJ. Armington and Biersdorf (ref. liJ) have examined the
effect of superimposing the .flickering stimulus on a steady coloured
adapting field. Their results, some· of which are shown in jig. 6, indicate
that the colour of the adapting field has little if any effect on the
shape of the spectral sensitivity curve. On reducing the frequency of sti- ·
mulation to four per second, the responses were found to have two distinguishable cornea-positive peaks, of which the first had the same spectral
sensitivity as the responses at 20/sec., and the second approximately tha t
of scotopic vision. An attempt was made by Armington and Biersdorr to detei'mine the effect of coloured adapting fields on the spectral sensitivity
curve of the first peak. 1n contrast to the results at 20/sec., the shape
of the curve was altered by adaptation, and differently by different
colours; but the difficulty of separating by inspection two independently
varying components in a compound response make the interpretation somewhat
uncertain, and the effects of adaptation in these circumstances may perhaps
result m'l!rely from differential effects on the photopic and scotopic
mechanisms - at least no evidence 1s put forward by the authors which
excludes this.

THE STRUCTURES WHICH GENERATE THE FROG'S ELECTRORETINOGRAM

THE retinae of most vertebrates contain, besides the rods and cones which
are the light-sensitive elements, four principal kinds of nerve cells. Of
these, the ganglion cells, whose axons are the fibres of the optic nerve,
form a distinct layer close to the anterior surface of the retina. The
cell bodies of the other three kinds of nerve cells, the horizontal,
bipolar and amacrine cells, together form the "inner nuclear layer". The
bipolar cells make synaptic connections with the rods and cones behind
them and with the ganglion cells in rr·on t, and alrnos t certainly provide
the only direct link between them. The horizontal cells make synaptic
connection with rods and cones, and possibly also with bipolar cells. The
amacrine cells have processes which ramify in the "inner plexiform layer"
which lie he.tween the inner nuclear and the layer or ganglion cells. They
probably make synaptic connection with bipolar cells and with ganglion
cells. Fig. 7 shows these four kinds of cells in the frog 1 s retina, the
bipolar and ganglion cells . being shown in the upper figure and the horizontal and amacrine in the lower. It also indicates the distances of the
several layers from the anterior surface of the retina and the resistance
of certain structures to currents flowing perpendicularly to the surface.
All of these nerve cells, as well as the rods and cones, must be considered as possible contributors to the e.r.g. Evidence was., however,
(56753)
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Nerve cells in the frog's ret1nli. The upper !1gure shows ganglion cells,
bipolar cells and the cell bodies of sollie rods and a cone, the lower
!1gure amacrine cells, a horizontal cell, and the cell bodies of some
rodS, a single cone and a double cone. The rods and cones proper are
au tted !roa both !1gures. Compiled from the draWings of Ca.Jal (ref.32).

provided by Granlt and Helme '(ref. J5) that the ganglion cells do not make a
substantial contribution, since antidromic stimuli to the optic nerve,
whether given before, during, or after illumination of the retina, have no
influence on the form of the e.r.g. recorded. The insignificance or the
ganglion cells was even more clearly shown by the observation of
Ottoson and Svaet1Pb1n (ref. 16) .that all spikes in the optic nerve (and hence
presumably all activity or the ganglion cells) could be abolished by
cocaine or urethane. without producing any change in the e.r.g.
Experiments clearly distinguishing responses of the cells of the inner
nuclear layer from those of the rods and cones have only been possible
since methods have been available for recording wlth a very fine electrode
(56753)
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from within the retina, and for determining where in the retina the tip of
the electrode lies. The first such experiments were those of Tomita
(ref. 17) .and of Ottoson and Svaetichin {refs. 16,18). Tomita, in recording the
responses to uniform illumination of the whole eye, with a microelectrode
inserted into the retina of an opened excised frog's eye from its anterior
surface, found complex changes in the form of the response ·with the depth
of the electrode. Ottoson and Svaetichin, in an almost identical experiment,
obtained a very simple pattern of responses: the e.r.g., recorded when the
microelectrode lay in front of the retina, diminished in size and finally
disappeared as the electrode was advanced through the retina, but nowhere
changed in shape. Later experiments (refs. 19,20) have made it clear that
both patterns of response can readily be obtained with the same experimental technique, the Tomita pattern being that of an eye in a nearly
normal physiological state, and the Ottoson and svaetichin pattern. that of
an eye which has lost many of the properties that it has in the living
animal, but which retains a normal e.r.g. The two patterns of response are
shown in fi~s. 8 and 9. With the microelectrode at the surface of the retina,
a typical normal e.r.g., with a-, b-and d~waves is recorded. In the simple
pattern. or responses ( fi~. e) this remains unchanged, except for a small
decrease in size, until the electrode reaches a depth of 250 ~. when it
suddenly decreases ·almost to nothing. In the complex pattern (fi~. 9) the
on-response of the e. r. g. is replaced, at d.e pths or i55 arfrl 20-s: !J., by a
slow negative-going response upon which regular oscillations -at about
i2/sec,are superimposed. The off-response is at the same depths replaced by
a large brief negative-going deflexion. As with the simple pattern, there
is a sudden great decrease in the size of the response at a depth which in
this experiment is 255 ~. and in nearly all experiments is between 200 and
275 11-. Fi~. 9 also shews the potential pulses recorded at each depth in the
retina when square pulses of current of constant size are passed through it.
Between 205 ~ and 255 ~ depth, the form of the potential pulse changes
suddenly, indicating that the tip of the electrode has passed through a
st:n;cture of high electrical resistance and capacity. The distance of this
structure from the anterior surface. Of the retina and from · the sclera makes
it very probable that it is the external limiting membrane. It is regularly
observed in experiments of. this kind, and always coincides with a large,
sudden decrease in size of response.
tt would _appear from superficial consideration of the records of fi~. 9
_that the response recorded between electrodes on opposite sides of the whole
retin~ must be the sum of a number of different responses generated in
different layers of the retina. There are, however, very strong arguments
against this conclusion, arguments which indicate that complex responses
such as those seen at depths of i05, 155, and 205 ~in fi~.9 make no significant contribution to the e.r.g., all or very nearly all of which is
_generated by structures which penetrate the external limiting membrane,
almost certainlY the rods and cones.
·{56753)
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Responses to unHonn illumination or the whole retina,
recorded with a microelectrode inserted !rom the ·
anterior surrace or the retina to the depths indicated.
In this and the !ollowing !!gures, the beginning and
end or the stimulus are shown by downward and upward
artHacts respectively. From Brindley (iej.33).
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Po.t ential IJUlses IJroduced by IJassing square current I>Ulses or
constant size through the retina, and resiJonses to unl!orm
illumination, recorded with a microelectrode inserted !rom
the anterior surrace to the deiJths indicated. From Brindley
(rej.33).
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1. A completely normal e.r.~. can be obtained from a retina all parts of
whi,ch five tbe simple P.attef'T! of resPonses.
It is essential for this argument that the simple pattern (i.e. that
shown in fif. B) be present at all Points of the retina, for it would otherwise be possible that any point giving the simple pattern was an inactive
region in a retina of whlch other regions were active, and generated an
e.r.g. which was electrically conducted to the inactive region containing
the recording electrode. Some evidence that the simple pattern could be
present at all points of a retina was given by Brindley (ref. 19). Tomita &
Torihama (ref.20) seem to have observed the same phenomenon, for they write:
"The focal potentials are very susceptible to ageing at higher temperatures.
At 17°C and above, they usually disappear ln 10 minutes or less, while the
e. r. g. does not change much, 11 and later: nOnce the focal potentials have
disappeared at one site, punctures or other regions of the same retina
usually fail to detect them, or, if detected, they are very feeble." The
point was established beyond reasonable doubt by the work of Brindley
(ref. 21J, ·tn whlch, with special precautions to make the Whole of a retina
accessible to the microelectrode, as many as 25 points, scattered all over
it, were investigated in detail, and in the majority of experiments the
simple pattern of response round at all of them.
The possibility of obtaining a normal e.r.g. from a retina which gives
the simple pattern or responses everywhere, even though such a retina is
admittedly .in some respects abnormal, implies that the complex responses
seen at depths of 105, 155 and 205 ~in fif.9 are not necessary for the
production of the e.r.g., and m~ke no con~ribution to it, or at least no
contribution which has any effect on its shape. It also implies that when
the complex responses are lacking, a change of potential or the same timecourse and nearly the same size as the e.r.g. appears across the structure
or high electrical resistance and capacity (R membrane of Brindley,
(ref. 22» which is probably the external limiting membrane. The current
which crosses this membrane in order to produce the change of potential
must be carried by structures which penetrate it. In mammalian retinae, ' the
only cells which penetrate the- external limiting membrane are the rods and
cones. In the frog1 however, it is also penetrated by processes or the
bipolar cells, known as Landolt's clubs, five of which can be seen in fif. 7.
If the identifi~ation of the R membrane with the external limiting membrane
is correct, the current which polarises it with the time-course of the e.r.g.
must be carried either by the rods and cones or by the Landolt's clubs of
the bipolar cells, and the cells which carry the current presumably also
generate it: if they passively carried current generated by other structures,
these structures should also reveal themselves in the pattern of electrical
responses. It is very unlikely that in experiments like that of fii. 8 the
observed potential change is the sum of responses of different time-course
generated by the rods and cones on the one hand and the bipolar cells on the
(56753)
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other, for 1f so, the very different extent of these ce:Us ln front or the
external llmitlng membrane should caus:e some SI>a tlal set>ara tlon or the two
responses.
Strong conflnnatlon that the R membrane ls not any structure in front of
the external limiting membrane Is provided by the observation that the
retina has no elect.r ical cat>acity when the choroid and I>lgment epithelium
have been stripped from It {ref.21). Tomita and his colleagues Interpret a
feature (sudden great dlminutlon ln the size of the response,), which ln
Brindley•_s: experiments always corresponded to the R membrane, a~ occurring
when the tip of the electrode ·was some 80 1-J. behind the external limiting
membrane. It seems probable that this Is an error arising from failure to
allow for shrinkage In making histological I>ret>aratlons; but If lt were
correct, It would strengthen rather than weaken the conclusion that the.
nerve cells or the retina make no contribution to the e.r.g.
2. Alteration in the, streneth of stimulus has a simPle effect on the e. r. f· ,

but a very comPLex effect on the Tomita pattern of intrcrretinal
resPonses.
The effects of varying the strength o! stimulus on the responses to
unlfonn Illumination recorded from within the retina are shown ln fie. 10.
The e.r.g., that Is the response recorded at the anterior surface of the
retina, Increases steadily In size with Increasing intensity and alt.e rs
very little ln shape, excei>t for a steady decrease in the latency of both
on- and Off-effects, The COmi>lex reSI>OnSeS recorded at det>~hS Of 100, 150
and 200 1-J., on the contrary, alter in shat>e with Intensity in a manner lllhich
differs for the on- and off-effects and for different det>ths: the large
dit>haslc off-eff~ct I>resent at 100 and 150 1-J. with high-intensity stimuli is
absent at low intensity. No trace of it ai>I>ears ln the e.r.g. at any
intensity. The negative-going responses at 200 1-J, are larger at the intermediate Intensity than at the high or low. Again no corresponding phenomenon
ai>I>~ars in the e.r.g. This comt>lexlty in the behaviour of the Intra~retinal
. responses without any counterpart in the e.r.g. provides fUrther SUI>I>Ort
for the conclusion that they make no 1mportant contribution to it.
3, The e. r.f. obtained on illuminatine a number of re~ions of the retina
simultaneously is the sum of those obtained on illuminatin~ them
seParately.
This Is true whether the regions are contiguous or not, provided that
the effects of stray light are ellminated by sut>erimt>osing the test fields
on steady background or lower Intensity; thus the rest>onse to Illumination
of a given tqtal area or retina (confined to a region whose prot>erties are
unifonn) Is the same 1f that area Is made UI> of many small fields as 1f It
Is concentrated In one large field {refs.21,23,2~). SUch additivity Is to
be ext>ected if the structures Which generate the electroretinogram do not
Interact with each other, provided that the I>assive electrical properties
(56753)
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Errect or varying the intensity or the stimulus on the e.r.g. and on the
responses to unirorm illumination recorded with a microelectrode inserted
rrom the anterior surrace or the retina.
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of the retina are linear and not substantially altered by 1llum1nat1on.
The linearity of passive electrical properties has been verified for the
retina as a whole, and the change 1n impedance of illuminated areas of
rettna has been found to amount to no more than about 0.1% (ref.22). The
electric currents produced by active areas of the retina are 1nsuff1c1ently
large to modify to a detectable extent the electroretinogram produced by
neighbouring areas (refs. 15,21). Add1t1v1ty 1s thus expected 1f the generating $tructures have no nervous connex1ons allowing them to interact (as 1s
likely, though not certain, for the rods and cones), and 1s unexpected 1f
such nervous connex1ons are present, as 1s certainly true for all classes of
nerve cells 1n the retina. The expectation of non-add! t1v1ty for the nerve
cells 1s greatly strengthened by the conspicuous spatial interaction found
1n the ®lite potentials produced both by ei3ilglion. cells (refs.25,28) and by cells
of the inner nuclear layer (ref. 19), and especially by the large departures
from add1t1v1ty found 1n the slow responses recorded from the neural layers
of the retina. A typical example of these departures from add1t1v1ty 1s seen
1n fi~. 11. Illumination of a small spot centred on the electrode produced
large negative-going responses at "on" and "off". An annulus surrounding the
electrode produced smaller responses of roughly s1m1lar shape. When spot and
annulus were 1l~um1nated simultaneously, the responses were much smaller
than the sum of those produced by the two st1mul1 s·e parately, and differed
1n shape, the peak of the on-response coming much later. Similar discrepancies between the sum of the responses to two non-overlapping s t1mul1 R.nd
the response obtained when both st1mul1 are given simultaneously are usual
1n the complex responses from all depths 1n the retina 1n front of the R
membrane (ref.21). They contrast strikingly with the add1t1v1ty found 1n the
el ec trore tlnogram.
1.1. The uniformity of the main features of the comPlex responses at 200 to
150!1-for different Points on the retina indicates that these must be
~enerated by bipolar cells, and hence Probably that the bipolar cells are
inactive when the comPLex responses are absent.
In some of the 1ntra-ret1nal responses to local 1llum1nat1on, negative-

going deflexions within the illuminated area are associated with positivegoing ones outside. Such responses must be generated, at least in part, by
tangentially orientated elements, probably chiefly the horizontal cells. In
responses to uniform illumination of the whole retina, however, the slow
negative-going deflexion at "on" and the faster and larger one at "off"
found at 150 to 200 !1- depth are present, if the retina is in good condition,
at all points (ref. 21.1). These therefore cannot be generated by tangentially
orientated elements. The only radially orientated nerve cells of appropriate
extent in the retina are the bipolar cells, and there seems to be no tolerably plausible alternative to assuming that they are the generators. The
failure of remote eleytrodes to detect the responses can be explained 1f
the generating structures act as approximately symmetrical tripoles, a sink
(56753}
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Responses, recorded by a micraelectrode inserted !rom the anterior
surface or the retina to a depth or 150 ~. to illumination or a spot
of diameter 180 ~ ceritred on the electrode, or an annulus of internal
diameter 680 1J., and external diameter 980 ~- surrounding it, and or
spot and annulus together. From Brindley (rej.l9).

for current lying between two sources; and since the response appears
across the R membrane, one of the sources for each bipolar cell must lie at
least partly behind the R membrane, that is it must be the Landolt ~ s club.
This identification -of the generator or the main part of the response at
150 to 200 ~depth in the complex response-pattern with the bipolar cells
provides a second reason for believing that the structures which generate
the response appearing across the R membrane in the simple response-pattern
must, if the R membrane is the external limiting membrane, be the rods and
cones. If bipolar cells were to generate this response as well as the co~
plex one, they would either have to be of two kinds, responding in very
different ~ays and very differently sensitive to the factors which cause
{56753}
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disappearance of the complex response-pattern, or be each capable of two
quite different kinds of activity, one of which could disappear without
affecting the other. Whether generated by the same or different cells, the
two kinds of aetivity would have to involve very different distribution of
current flow across the cell membrane, one inc}uding the whole extent of
the cell, and the other only its extreme posterior part. It is not altogether impossible that substantiallY uniform population of bipolar cells
should be capable of two such diveree activities, but it is a considerably
more .complex hYPOthesis than that tl:).e more stable activity is due to the
rods and cones, and there is no evidence specifically supporting it.

a

5· Sharply" localised responses of similar time-course to the e. r. ~. can be
recorded from the exposed, posterior ends of the rods and cones.
The sharpness of localisation of these responses (refs.l8,19) is i nconsistent with their arisin g from structures substantially in front of the
external limiting membrane, and accords much better with a generator which
comes into contact with the electrode than with one which only just penet ra tes the external limiting membrane, though the latter hypothesis cannot
be absolutely excluded in the absence of sure knowledge of the passive
electrical properties of the layer of rods and cones for tangential currents.
The polarity of the local responses is that of the e.r.g., and their timecourse very similar, so that they could be the basis of it. The y thus give
some further support to the hypothesis that the rods and cones generate the
e. r. g.

USES AND LIMITATIONS OF THE SLOW ELECTRICAL RESPONSES OF THE RETINA AS
A MEANS OF INVESTIGATING MECHANISMS OF COLOUR DISCRIMINATION
THE scope of correlations between electroretinographic and psychophysical
data on human colour vision is probably severely limited by the principle
that the maxlmtun electroretinographic response which can be obtained by illtunlnating
part of the retina is proportional to the area of retina llltunlnated, provided that
stray light is excl~ded, so that for fields of less than about 30° diameter
no detectable response due to the image of the ' te.s t field on the retina 1s
to be expected. This principle is likely to be inexact, to the extent
(probably slight) that different regions of the retina make di f ferent contributions, area for area, to the e. r. g.; but it is established as a very
go9d _approximation for the frog frefs.23,2~J. and is strongly supported by
the experiments of Boynton and Riggs (ref.27), Asher (ref.2B) and Boynton
(ref.5) for the human eye. If it is true, even very rough~y. it implies that
the colour discrimination of the fovea or of restricted regions of peripheral retina wlli never be accessible to electroretinograiJhic investipption:
the signal that such re gions produce is too small.
(56753)
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For the retina as a whole., the analyses by Armington a.ru:t Blersdorr
(ref. liJ) ot photopic responses isolated by flicker provided no ev1dence·
or separate mechanisms with different spectral sensit1v1tlas .wh·en .twenty
sttmuli per second were given; and the results obtain~d ~t tour sttmuli
per second are not tree from the possibility or scotopic ~ontamination.
The low gradient or the curves relating tne size or e.r.g. to the adapting
intensity for the human eye make the method or differential adaptation
relatively inefficient at separating mechanisms Whose spectral sens1tivities differ by as little as is probable for the human "red" and "green"
mechanisms, so that Armington and Biersdort•a !allure to .sepa.ate them 1n
experiments at twenty sttmuli per ,second does not necessarily imply that
all the receptors concerned in tbeir responses had the same spectral
senstt1vity. · The responses to sudden replacement of one colour by another
wo~d probably provide a more -sensitive test tor the presence of more than
one kind of photopic receptor in the peripheral retina; but it would not be
likely to do very much more than prove the existence or more than one
kind- exact information about their spectral sensitivities is scarcely to
be expected.
Slow electrical responses recorded with intra-retinal electrodes from
the eyes or animals ProVide the only objective evidence yet available
(though at present still fragmentary) about how the nerve cells or the
retina modify the information handed to them by the receptors before it is
transmitted along the fibres of the optic nerve to the brain. The message
transmitted by the optic nerve has been investigated in detail, but until
the experiments summarised here, it was not possible to make any but
histological observations on the cells of the inner nuclear layer. Exact
separation or the contributions made to the slow intra-retinal potentials
by horizontal, bipolar and amacrine cells is difficult but almost certa1nly
possible, and should provide a fairly detailed picture of the activity or
these cells and how it alters with the intensity, colour and spatial pattern
of the stimulus and with the state of adaptation. It may, however, give
little information on how the cells influence one another. It is unlikely
that such influences are wholly electrical, and the effects on retinal
nerve cells of currents produced by other nerve cells may well be of negligible importance compared with the effects or chemical substances
liberated by those cells. A few experiments designed to provide information
on such hypothetical chemical transmitters have been reported by Tomita,
F\ma1shi and Shlno (ref, 29) and Brindley (ref. 21), but ma1nly w1 th nega. ti ve
results; we know, for example, that atropine, which prevents the action of
acetylcholine at certain kinds of junction, has no effect on the slow
lnt:ra-.retlna:l potentials, even in very high concentration. It seems probable
that a systematic investigation of the action of applied chemical substances
on the slow 1nti'&-'I'et1nal potentials of a retina with lts blood supply
intact, using both uniform and suitably designed focal illumination, would
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provide, in conjunction with histochemical observations on the distribution
of enzymes likely to be concerned in the destruction of chemical transmitters (ref. 30, 31 and others), a great amount of information on the
chemical means whereby one retinal neurone may influence another.
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39. STUDIES ON SPECTRAL RESPONSE CURVES
FROM THE FISH RETINA
By E. F. MACNICHOL, JR., L. MACPHERSON and G. SVAETICHIN, with
the technical assistance of w. KRATIENMACHER
FISH CAUGHT AT A DEP'IH OF 30-70 METRES ARE COLOUR BLIND
THE spectral response curve shown in row 1 of fie.l represents a typical
recording obtained from the retina or a fish caught at a depth or
30-70 metres in the Caribbean Sea. The spectral response curves obtained
from fish inhabiting these depths were only or the Luminosity L type,
having just one maximum in the blue-green region or the spectrum. Since sea
water acts as a filter, which passes mainly blue-gree~ light at depths
greater than about 20 metre~, it is very reasonable to find fish that
possess a single receptor type having a single maximum in the blue-green
region of tlle spectrum. It is unlikely that evolutionary selection would
have maintained a mechanism or colour vision in a world where everything
appears roughly monochromatic. The L type or cone apparently represents the
receptor mechanism for achromatic vision. Further, it is a likely assumption
that an animal lacking colour vision - like a totallY colour blind human
cone monochromat - only possess the Luminosity L type or cone.
FISH INHABITING SHALLOW WATER POSSESS A COLOUR VISION MECHANISM
FROM all the different species of flsh investigated, \vhich inhabit shallow
water of about 1-2 metres, we obtained in addition to the Luminosity L type
or spectral response curve, a response that had maxima or opposite polarities in two regions or the spectrum (rows 2, 3 ana 4 of {. ~'ff· 1). Some
species of fish proved to have both the Red-Green R-G and ,Yello....-Blue Y-B type
or receptors (row 4 of fie.l), whereas certain species seemed to possess
only the Y-B (row 2 or fie.l) or R-G (row 3 of fie. I) type.
It is suggested that the R-G and Y-B spectral response curves are eXpres~
sions of the chromati~ity signals delivered by the R-G and Y-B cones, the
chromo-receptors which form the basic mechanism for colour vision, and that
the L type of cone delivers the signal for the photopic luminosity. Yellow
is the most luminous hue, a fact which well agrees with the observed close
coincidence of the maxima of the L and the Y spectral response curves.
The R-G and Y-B spectral response curves bear a strong resemblance to
the processes suggested by Hering in 1876 in his Opponent-colours theory.
The R-G and Y-B spectral response curves correspond to the opponent colour
(56753)
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pairs. The L type represents the separate photopic luminosity mechanism
corresponding to Hering's black-white substance.
The diagrams in fig.2 show the spectral location, polarity, number and
scattering of maxima of 498 photographically recorded spectral response
curves obtained from the retinas of four different species of fish.
The diagr8lll fig. 2A represents fish caught at a depth of 30-70 metres
having only the L . tYP~ of response (achromatic vision), the ~iagrams
fig.2B-D represent fish inhabiting shallow water (dichromatic vision
fig.2B-O, and tetrachromatic vision fig.2D),
Among the well over 1,000 spectral response curves recorded, we have not
observed any other type ·of curve than those presented here. The polari-ty of
the L type of response corresponded always to a hyperpolarization of the
cell membrane. The R-G and Y-B curves generallY shoWed a hyperpolarization
response in the blue-green portion and a depolarization potential in the
yellow-red end of: the spectrum, On a few occasions, in certain fish species,
response curves of the R-G or Y-B type showing a polarity opposite to the
one descrlbed above were obtained (fig.2D).
LOCALIZATION OF THE ELECTRODE TIP IN THE RETINA
A common problem for physiologists working with microelectrode technique
has been the accurate localization of the tip .of the microelectrode in the
nervous tissue. The total thickness of the fish retina is about 230 ~ and
the depth into which the electrode was inserted was originally judged from
the readings on the micrometer gauge fitted to the micromanipulator. However, this earlier method was far from satisfactory. In a series of
experiments the microelectrode was filled with crystal-violet solution,
which stain- after each typical recording electrophoretically was forced into
the tissue around the tip of the microelectrode. After fixation, the retina
was sectioned in the freezing microtome. Using a gelatine-glycerine
technique described by Fernandez-Maran (re/.1) i~ was possible to obtain
serial thin frozen sections of the material with a minimum of distortion.
In the micrographs presented in fig. a the centres of the violet spots seen
in the sections have been marked 1-1i th white crosses. The scale to the left
in fig. a is in 10 ~.
· It is concluded from these experiments that the L typ,e of spectral
response curves were recorded from the region of the large synaptic endings
of the cones and the horizd~tal cells, whereas the R-G and Y-B types of
response curves were obtained 20-30 ~ deeper, corresponding to the bipolar
cell layer of the retina. In collaboration with Dr. H. Fernandez-Maran
experiments are in progress for a more accurate loc~lization with the aid of
the electron microscope.
(56753)
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PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF PAPERS 18, 19 AND 39
TilE CHAI_FMAN, PROFESSOR R. GRAN IT, opened with a general introduction on
present developments in the electrophysiological work on vision (Paper 18).
He then called on Dr. G. s. Brindley to give ·the first of the two review
papers on this subJect.
DR. BRINDLEY presented his paper (19) · and added some :remarks on two
other contributions. He interpreted the results of Fiorentini and Ronchi
(Paper 16) in which they found differences in the height, rate of rise and
latency of the b-wave of the human electroretinogram as a function of the
peak intensity of the stimulus with white and gree~ as opposed to blueviolet stimuli, as differences between the scotopic and photopic mechanisms
instead of as manifestations of the differences between separate chromatic
mechanisms. Commenting on the paper by MacNichol, Macpherson and Svaetichin,
(Paper 39) he said that the spike responses of opposite polarity obtained
with different coloured stimuli were. obtained from a part of the retina
lying in front of the cones and are probably not intracellular. The results,
therefore, do not mean that the cones themselves produce opposite potentials
with stimuli of different wavelength but that these opposite potentials
arise in the 1n teracting nerve cells of the retina.
DR. F. H. c. MARRIOTT asked whether the off-response of the frog's
electroretinogram could be produced by Landolt's clubs, since off-responses
seemed to be a feature of cold-blooded eyes where Landolt's clubs were
present and not of mammalian eyes where they were not. The off-response
suggested nervous interaction and would therefore be unlikely to arise in
receptors themselves.
DR. BRINDLEY replied that Professor Svaetichin had recorded an electroretinogram with an off-response from the exposed posterior ·surface of the
retina and under those circumstances 1t was improbable that he vras picking
up from interacting structures. The off-response was unlikely to be
produced by Landolt's clubs.
DR. KA 'ffiERINE TANSLEY said that a large off-response could be recorded
from pure-cone mammalian eyes in the squirrel family in which there appeared
to be no Landolt's clubs. PROFESSOR G. WALD wished to know why, in
Dr. Brindley's opinion, the responses obtained with lntraretlnal electrodes,
were not intracellular, what was the reason for the hyperpolarisation
obtained for some recordings by MacNichol, Macpherson and Svaetichin with
short wavelength stimuli, and why Svaetichin's responses were graded ones.
DR. BRINDLEY said the responses seemed not to be intracellular because
Tomita got similar results which were unaltered by movements of the electrode
too large to make it probable that the microelectrode could have remained
within a cell. On the second point, it was true that the spinal cord hyperpolarisation and depolarisation tended to represent inhibition and excitation
and by analogy this was probably their meaning in the retina, but one could
(56753)
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not be certain. The fact that MacNichol, Macpherson and Svaetichin got
graded responses with different wavelength stlmull presented no difficulty
if the recording electrode was extracellular as it probably was.
PROFESSOR GRANIT quoted experiments done by Elenius in which dark adaptation was followed by means of the electroretinogram in man. In normal
subjects there was a long pause before the electroretinogram began to
appear. In cone-blind (rod monochromat) subjects there was no such delay.
This suggested that at the beginning of dark adaptation the cones inhibited
the rod response and that the rec~ptors were "set" by some horizontal interaction in the retina. D~ BRINDLEY wondered whether cone-blind subjects were
reallY lacking in cones or only in cone function. If it was cone function,
it might be possible to influence the delay in normal subjects by the use of
red llght which would stimulate the cones but not the rods. D~ w. A. H.
RUSHTON said that one might test the suggestion that the cones inhibit the
rods at the beginning of dark adaptation by comparing the effects in normal
eyes when llght adaptation was to blue and yellow lights matched with regard
to their scotopic value. In this situation the effect of the two adapting
lights would be equal for the rods but not for the cones. If the dilay were
'ciue to an inhibition of rods by cones the effect would not be the same for
the two adapting lights. His guess was that the effect would be the same.
PROFESSOR GRANIT, reverting to a previous point, said that if the
records obtained w1 th intraretinal mlcroelectrodes in fact represented
intracellular potentials then opposite signs in the potentials would represent excitation and inhibition. If the records were extracellular ones we
should have, . at present, no means . of knowing whether a change in sign meant
a change. from
excitation to inhibition "or not.
.
PROFESSOR E. MARG mentioned that Sjostrand had described large, closelypacked horizontal cells in a fish, the perch. In that retina it would appear
to be impossible to record from that region of the retina without penetrating
the cells.
'
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20. THE SPECTRAL SENS.I TI VI TY OF
VERTEBRATE RETINAL ELEMENTS
By K. O. DONNER

smt1ARY

1. The or1g1n or the impulses recorded by the mlcroelectrode technique from
the surface or the retina Is discussed.
2. The spectral sens1t1v1ty or the retinal elements can be described 1n
terms or scotopic and photopic dominators, with broad spectral sens1t1v1ty
curves. In addition, narrow-band modulator actlvtty can be recorded in a
number or elements, in some animals by direct threshold measurements, 1n
others with indirect methods.
3. Utilizing the directional sensitivity of the cones, cone and rod contributions can be separated• . This can also be done by the two-colour threshold
technique as used by Stiles.
4. The nature or the dominator and modulator curves is discussed. The scotopic dominator shows agreement with known rod pigments, whlle the photopic
dominator appears to represent the summed effect or at least two cone
sensitivities. Neural processes seem to be responsible for the narrowness
or the modulator response, but thelr spectral location probably indicates
·regions of maximum sensitivity for different types or receptors.

THE MICROELECTRODE TECHNIQUE

ALL the work on the spectral sensitivity of single retinal units so far
published has been carried out with the microelectrode technique ·ot ·'
recording as first used by Granlt ana . svaettchin -(ref. J) : .The exper:lmeats
have been performed on opened eyes, lacking lens and cornea; with coldb:looded animals on excised eyes, with birds and mammals on anaesthettl!ledcor
decerebrate animals. Thus l!rrtra~ocularpressure has been removed and in
excised eyes the blood supply has been cut orr. The similarity between
the results obtained With this technique and those from microelectrode
experiments on Intact eyes (refs. 2,3,1J) suggests that the retina reacts
in a normal way also in an excised and opened eye.
Gran! t in.troduced the term "retinal element" for the apparently single
cell discharge-s recorded by the microelectrode from the surface of tl!e
retina. D1 rect_ evidence as to the origin o.f . this; discharge was · given by
(56753)
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Rushton (refs. 5,6) who showed that the large impulses recorded from the
eat's retina were in their properties consistent with the notion that they
were derived from single cells. By a combination of histological and
physiological. techniques he was able to demonstrate that the impulses most
likely were generated in large ganglion cells, 30 - 50 f.L in diameter, with
branches spreading over a circle about 1 rom in diameter. This e-stablished
that the message recorded was that of the opt1c nerve fibres - the retinal
ganglion cells being the source of these fibres. Later, Barlow (refs. 7,8)
has examined this question and come to the same conclusion for the frog's
retina. Two types of impulses are recorded from this retina: a fast triphasic and a slow diphasic impulse (compare also ref. a, for the cat.'s'
retina). The slow type was shown by Barlow to be excited by a small spot
of light near the tip of the electrode and was · apparently prOduced by
ganglion cells. The fast type probably originates ·from optic nerve fibres
pass~ng to the optic disk along the surface of the retina, since their
receptive fleld is at some d,ista,nce from tbe tip of the electrode and
alway$ in a direction away from the optic disk.
There is thus good evidence that what actually is recorded ts the discharge from single .ganglion cells. However, according to histological
e~idence (ref. 10J there are several varieties of ganglion cells, possibly
with different functions and of different size. In microelectrode experiments there may be a selection in favour of the large ones, which can be
expected to give a better isolation of the discharge. This criticism is
probably to some .e xtent Justified for the cat• s eye, although Kuffler .
(ref.
concludes from the frequency with which ganglion cell responses
can be recorded rrom a restricted area that the selection cannot be
extreme, probably only the very small · cells are omitted. Barlow (ref. aJ
has also observed 'that in the . frog's eye ganglion cell impulses can be
recorded from almost any point of the retina.
When trying to compare the results obtained with the microelectrode
technique with data on the human eye, it must be observed that the results
mainly refer to tbe periphery of the retina. However, Kuffler (ref. W
found no essential difference between the elements in the periphery and
those from the central area of the eat's eye. But a true fovea is absent
in the cat and it is thus unlikely that single foveal ganglion cells have
ever been studied, that is to say the midget ganglion cells connected to
ronn private pathways for single foveal cones (ref. 10).
The tenn "retinal element" as used by Granit thus refers to the retinal
ganglion cell (or optic nerve fibre). Both on histological grounds (ref.10)
and from physiological experiments (refs. 2,3,1J,ll ,12) it is evident that
a very large number of receptors connect to the ganglion cells studied.
The fields, inside Which a small spot of light elicits a discharge {the
receptive field) is mostly about 1 rom in diameter, the centre of this
rteld being mucb more sensitive than the periphery.

w
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SCOTOPIC SENSITIVITY
THE typical result when spectral sensitivity curves are determined under
fully dark-adapted conditions, measuring . the threshold of the discharge
at different wave-lengths, is shown in figs. 1 and 2. Fig. 1 gives the
spectral sensitivitY of a single, particularly stable on-element from the
eat's retina (circles) (ref.13) • . The curve given for comparison is the
absorption curve for rhodopsin (ref.liJ). 'rhe second set of data (dots)
gives the average scotopic sensitivity of the tench (ref. 15) compared with
Dartnall's rhodopsin curve displaced to give maximum sensitivity at .533 ~
(compare ref.l~). The tench ~ye is. known to contain visual violet
'(porphyropsin) with ;\max at 533 ~ according to Dartnall (ref. H) and
522 JJt.L according to Wald (ref.16).

2
0

600 mp.

400

Wave-lenglh
F1 g.1. scotoD1C sens1t1v1ti for DUre on-element (circles) from the eat's retina
(ref.l3) comDared with absorDt1on curve for rhodoDsin (ref.l~). Dots:
average scotODiC sensitivity for the tench eye (ref.l5), Dotted 11ne:
Dartnan• s temDlate curve diSDlaced to give maximum at 533 m}k Sensi t1v1t1es 1n terms of rec1Drocal quanta in this and all the following figs.
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sen~sitivity or tully dark-adapted trogt s eyes, dissecte·d in red
light (average tor 4 elements). Line in tull: absorption curve tor rhodopsin
or density 0~75 at 500 ~ DOts: sensitivity ror eyes dark-adapted 1.5 hours
arter excision (average tor 4 elements). Dotted line: absorption curve tor
rrog rhodopsin (~ej.l~). Data rrom Donner & Rushton (~ej.17).

'Fig. 2. Circles:

Fig. 2 show# ' the '· s~otopic sensitivity of frog retinal elements (ref. 17).
The dots refer to eyes dissected in daylight and dark-adapted after
excision for 1. 5 hours, the dotted curve is Dartnan• s absorption curve for
ff9g_ rhodopsin (V~ P. 502). 'nle circles show. the average scotopic sensi ti vi ty
for 4 elements, .from eyes dark-adapted not less than 24 hours before the
eye was exci!3ed. The diss.e ction was perfonned in red light. The density of
5QQ rrfL o'f .. r~odopsin in the rods ought in this case to be o. 75 as shown by
Denton & Wyllie (ref. 18). The curve (line in full) gives the spectral
· absorption of rhodopsin at density 0.75 calculated from Dartnall's curve
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(comJ;>are ref. 19). Zewi (ref. 20) measured the regen~ration or rhodopsin in
the frog retina. From his data it can be concluded that those eyes, dark~
adapted only after excision for 1.5 hours, would have a rhodopsin density
of about 0.2 - 0.3 at 500 ~· This value would give an absorption curve
. nearly identical with the curve for infinite dilution.
Scotopic sensitivity curves showing a similar agreement with the
rhodopsin absorJ;>tion curve have been obtained for guinea pigs (ref.21) and
for the pigeon (ref. 22). Less exact agreement is shown by, the. results fOil
albino rats (ref. 23) and albino rabbits (refs. 21J, 25). In albino eyes, lacking
retinal pigment, it is possible that absorption by haemoglobin and. oxypa~
globin modffies the spectral sensitivity; in the rat, Granit (ref, 2~
assumed that blood in the vitreous body caused the narrowness of the
scotopic curves obtained.
Granit (ref. 26) found that in many cases the retinal elements of the cat
did not show any change of the relative spectral sensi_tivi ty after adaptation with coloured lights. This is consistent with the interpretation that
the scotopic sensitivity curve in pure rod or rod-cone eyes is mainly
determined by the properties of a single visual pigment- rhodopsin,
porphyropsin or other: ·s1If11Iar-.sulJstances. However, 1n many elements; t~: example ·
in the cat• s retrna, scotopic sensitivity deviates significantly from the
simple curve shown in figs •.1 and 2 . (compare fig. 13) and is thus"not . referable
in the above-mentioned simple way to the properties of ,rhodopsin alone
(ref. 13).

Results such as those shown in figs. 1 and 2 also demonstrate that there
are no absorbing substances present in the eyes used, that could modi ~y the
response- an important point when the more complicated results obtained
under photopic conditions are considered.
Broad spectral sensitivity curves based on rod reactions and t>hotopigments
as described above, have been called scotopic dominators (coniJ;>ar.e. "ref; 2lJ.).
PHOTOPIC SENSITIVITY: PHOTOPIC DOMINATORS
UNDER photopic conditions the majority or retinal elements of mixed rod-cone
eyes (cat, frog, pigeon, tench) and pure cone eyes (snake, tortoise) are
maximally sensitive in the region 550- 600 ~· The most common spectral
sensitivity curve obtained in the light adapted condition is the photopic
dominator.
/is shown in fig. 3, two main types ·have been recorded: (i) curves with
maxilnum ·;sensl't.1vity at 560 I1fL found in eyes giving the rhodopsin distribution
of sensitivity in the scotopic state, the curves showing agreement with the
human photopic visibility curve; (11) curves with maximum S'en:S1.1i.t\tt t;y at
620 I1fL found in eyes (tench, tortoise) giving the porphyropsin distribution
of sensitivity ln the scotopic state.
In fig. 3 photopic dominators ar e compared With the absorption curves
for iodopsin (A max. 562 ~. chicken) and cyanopsln (A max 620 ~).
(56753)
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F1g.3. Photopic dominators. Circles: cat (reJ.52); dots: snake (rej.15); hal rfllled circles: tench (rej.15). Line in run: photopic dominator or frog
(rej,30). Dotted curves: absorption curves for iodOpsin and cyanopsin
(rejs.16,28).

According to Wald (ref. 16) and Wald, Brown and Sm1 th ( ref•.28)•these art cune
pigments corresponding to rhodopsin and porphyropsin respectively. Whereas
iodopsin gives a fairly good fit to the common photopic dominator of cat,
frog and snake, cyanopsin does not fit the data for the tench equally well .
Dartnall (ref. 1~ concludes that the photopic dominators are too narrow to
fit his template curve that on a wave-frequency abscissa might be expected
to reproduce the absorption curves for broad-band visual pigments, irrespective of the location or their maxima.
In the eye of the pigeon Granit (ref.29) found a photopic dominator with
its maximum at 580 ~· He recorded the spectral sensitivity of the massed
discharge from the retina, the result was, however, later confirmed for
single elements by Donner (ref.22). The cones in the pigeon's retina contain
red, yellow and green oil droplets acting as filters in front of the external limbs of the cones - thus the shift of the maximum from 560 to 580 rr~
can be explained, considering that the dark-adapted pigeon eye shows the
rhodopsin distribution of sensitivity, All other eyes of this type give the
560 ITI,U photopic domina tor.
(56753)
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PHOTOPIC SENSITIVITY: THE MODULATORS
IT has been stated above that the majority of retinal gangl ion cells, for
example in the fro g (ref.30),v·:hen l1gllt-adapted show the distribution of sensitiVity correspondin g to the photopic dominator. In many of the eyes studied
(com,a r e smnmari es by Granit refs.P-7,31,32), spectral sensitivity curves of
a narrower type were also obtained - the modulators. Such curves were first
recorded from the frog 1 s retina (refs.1,30). Later, similar results were
obtained for the eyes of snake (ref. 33), guinea pig (ref. 21), rat (ref. 23),
pigeon (ref, 22). As pointed out by Granlt the maxima of these narrow curves
are grouped in the regions 440 - 460 ~. 520 - 540 ~ and 580 - 600 rr~.
As an example, the frog modulators as recorded by Granit (ref. 30) are
shown in fi~. q, For comparison the scotopic and photopic dominators for the
frog eye are given below in the diagram. Although the curves shown prooably,
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represent sensitivities of single ganglion cell discharges, 1t must be
observed that in this work Gran! t .Partly used ex.Der1men ts where !sola t1on
was incom.Dlete and the activity of a restricted number of units was
recorded,
In many cases two modulator curves seem to be cou.Dled together in the
res.Donse from a single un1t, or there is irregularity 1n the sha.De of the
S.Dectral sensitivity curve 1n those regions of the S.Dectrum giving a low
sensitivity for that .Particular unit. As an illustration the "red" modula- ·I
tor of the snake (ref, 33) and the "blue" modulator of the pigeon (ref, 22)
a~e shown in fi~.5. As stated by Granit (ref,32, IJ,120J, 1t 1s actually
more likely that a res.Donse of the type shown in fi~. 5 is obtained from a
single unit, than to get narrow-band sensitivities without any indication
of a secondary hum.D. In add1t1on it has been round that the modulator
curves show a greater variability between the results for 1ndiv1dual elements than the results for the scotopic and .Dhoto.DiC dominators (refs. 22,32).

1

ot 7 series giving red
modulator with additional hump in the green (rej.33), Dots: pigeon,
single •bl ue • modulator ( rej,22).

Fig. 5. Circles: snake, average spectral sensitivity
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F1g.6. Method or selectlve adaptation usea to obtain cat modulators (rej.2B).
FUll explanation in text.

Anoth~r type of modulator was derived by Granlt (ref.2B) ln experiments
on the cat• s ·eye using selective adaptation. The method ls 1Jlustrated ln
fi[J. B. ~e scotopic sens1t1v1ty of a slngl·e element was determined by
threshol~ measurements, g!vlng a spectral sensl tlvlty curve of the scotopic
dominator type (fi[f.B, circles, line ln full). Then the retina was lllumlnated by a strong, coloured light, red, green or blue, which was left on for
some time. Thresholds were determined by Interrupting the adaptation l!ght
and g!vlng ~test flash of varlable .wave-length and Intensity. Thus a second
sensl tl vl ty curve for the unit uiltieT. !nves:tlga tlqn liias ob.talned. f.ti'[f. 6i
dots, dotted line). In about 60% of the elements lnve:stlgated the two curves
were of different shape. From the data obtained, Granlt calculated the
difference· between the sensltlvlty curves before and during adaptation, when
' the ordinates had been made equal for that region of the spectrum showing
the greatest decrease of sens1t1v1ty. The difference between the ordinates
1
was plotted against wave-length (fi[f. B, above). In this way three types of
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modulators were obtained, maximally sensitive at about 460, 520 and 600 ~
and very similar in shape to the curves obtained with the direct threshold
method. Later, experiments on electric polarization of the cat•s eye (refs.
3~,35) demonstrated that a rise or fall in the light threshold of an element
during polarization is observed and that this effect mainly occurs at the
points or maximum sensitivity of the modulators. Simllar modulator effects
were also found by Donner (ref.35) in a study of the time-frequency
relationship or the discharge from single elements. Indirect evidence for
modulator activity has been obtained by Motokawa, Iwama and Tukahara {ref.3~
and Tukahara (ref. 38).
·

DIRECTIONAL SENSITIVITY. ROD AND CONE EFFECTS
IN SPECTRAL SENSITIVITY CURVES
GRANIT (ref. 30) showed that the frog• s retinal elements gave two-branched
dark-adaptation curves, similar to the well-known curves obtained tor the
human eye, and shown by Kohlrausch (ref.39) to represent a separation or
rod and cone adaptation. Granit observed that the first part or the darkadaptation curve was associated with a spectral sensitivity maximal around
560 ~. and that during the second phase the sensitivity maximum shifted to
500 ~· He concluded that the first branch of the curves was determined by
the cones, ' the second by the rods. Donner and Rushton (fef• .} 7) repea1!ed
Granft• s experiment and con finned his results. Dark-adaptation curves for
single elements were recorded using different wave-lengths {fif. 7). From a
set of such curves for a single element, spect~l sensitivity curves can be
constructed at various times after the beginning of dark-adaptation. This
has been done with the data or fif. 7 (at points A, B, C and D), the result _
being shown in fif. 8. The dots indicate values obtained during the first
phase of dark-adaptation. Compared with Granit•s average photopic dominator
(potted line) there is good agreement. During the second phase spectral
s'e nsitivity changes and approaches the rhodopsin absorption curve (dotted
l~1zite, above).
i~~is association of rods with the scotopic dominator and cones with the
php~()J?i~ dominator provides an opportunity to test ·the directional sensitivity of the ganglion cell discharge in terms or rods and cones. Stiles and
Crawford (ref. ·IJO) found that light entering through the centre of the
dilated human pupil appeared to the · subject brighter than the same light
entering near the edge. Later, it was shown by Crawford (ref. IJl), Stiles
(ref. --IJ2) and Flamant and Stlles (ref. IJ3) that the effect applied chiefly to
the cones and courd therefore be used to distinguish between rod and cone
effects. Donner and Rushton (refs.17,1JIJ)) ,!ound that during photopic conditions a directional sensitivity is exhibited by the frog retinal elements
as shown in fif.9. In the photopic state the spectral sensitivity of this
element is that or the photopic dominator (dotted line, Granit, (ref. 30))
552
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but there Is a general reduction of sensitivity when the Incidence of light
Is made more obll.que. This property did not occur In the scotopic state
when spectral sensitivity Is determined by the rods (fig.a,B). These results
thus give additional evidence that directional sensitivity Is a property of
the c'on'es. It can be used to aniHyse the rod and· c'one 'contributions , to the
gangllon cell discharge. An example'
thiS Is ShOwn ln fig. 10, Whlf~e ·a more
complex sensitivity curve has ~ile.~ r.eeo'rd.~~"]for two angles of Incidence, the
circles referring to a more perpendicular Incidence. Curves B refer to a
state of less complete dark-adaptation, frequently . found I,n the frog• s eye.
This type of curve Is described by 'Granl i (ref. 3ol'; · who -q,:a.'rhcularly noted
the high and rapidly adapting blue-sensitivity. It is seen that a change to
a more oblique incidence of the light very much reduces the hump maximal

o'f
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around 530 ~ , whereas on the blue side no change is observed in relation
to sensitivity at 500 ~· The conclusion is that the "green" htnnp has been
produced by cones, the "blue" by a receptor not showing directional sensitivity. The rod properties of the St>ecial blue-sensitivity of many of the
frog• s retinal elements thus t>resent evidence in favour or tha lll'tet'Pl!'e:ta.t:ltOlll,
already suggested by Granit and Munsterhjelm (ref,I.J5) that this effect is
due to the green rods. According to the measurements of .Denton and Wyllie
(ref.lB) the green rods absorb light heavily in the regio~ 400 - 440 Illfl
and t>ractically none in 490- 520 Illfl· The ntnnber of . ~hese rods is by no
means negligible; Denton and Wyllie state that they ,cover 8% of the total
retinal area, the rhodopsin rods covering about 60%. It mtght be added that
Donner and Rushton (ref. 1?) showed that the blue-sensltivl,ty is depressed
by selective adaptation with blue light and is then probably due to a
special pigment.
Experiments like those shown in fifs.a and 10, .clearly demonstrate that
in the retinal elements investigated a cone sensitivity like that of .the
photopic dominator, by summation with the ·rod response produces intermediate
sensitivity curves, assuming that the spectral sensitivity of the cones .
does not change during the t>rocess of dark-adat>tation •.
THE TWo-COLOUR THRESHOLD TECHNIQUE
THE two-colour threshold technique, as used in work on the human eye
(refs. I.J6,1.J?,I.J8), involves measurement of the least perceptible intensity
(increment threshold) of a small test flash sut>erimt>osed on a large
conditioning field. Using . monochr:omatic lights of different wave-lengths
and t>lotting log (conditioning intensity) against log· (increment threshold},.
families of curves can be obtained which show a definite division into
branches allowing separation of rod and cone mechanisms (ref, I.J3) and a
division of the cone response into several component mechanisms (compare
summaries by St!les ref$;· 1J? ,I.JB). In pr_e liminary _experiments . this . techn1.que~
has been applied to single. re.tinal elements of the frog (ref.tJB). Although
incomplete, the results seem worth mentioning here because they show
essen tlally the same features as the results for the human eye and thus
seem to t>rovide a basls for the comparison between htnnan ·and electrophyslological results. Fif.1l shows typical curves obtained for a well isolated
unit using a conditioning field of wave-length 464 ~of variable intensity
arid determining the increment threshold for a test flash of variable wave- .
length. The data have here been analysed with the method used by Stiles.
As seen from the diagram evidence is obtained 1n this case for the
presence of two components: the low-intensity response apt)arently shows
the rhodopsin distribution of sensitivity, and the high-intensity component apt)ears to be maximally sensitive at about 550 ~· · The spectral
(56753)
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sensitivity of this process agrees well with Dartnall 1 s template curve
when placed to give maximum at 550 ~·
The fact that the shape of the second branch of the curves in fig. 11 is
not the same for all wave-lengths of .the test flash, indicates the presence
of a second high-intensity more red-sensitive component. Other less complete data show that with a red test flash on a blue condltlonlng field,
increment threshold curves with three branches can be obtained.
The two-colour threshold technique rests on the assumption that a conditioning field of a certain wave-length depresses the sensitivity of the
receptors maximally sensitive in that spectral region, and that the response
to the test flash ls due to stimulation of receptors or a certain receptor
not very much affected by the field. It was shown above {figs.B and 10)
that under certain conditions summation of the effects from rods and cones
occur. Under the present conditions summation would be seen as a less well
marked transition between the different branches of the increment threshold
curves (compare ref.tJ6) • . lbls :1n tt'act occurs ln many elements showing only a
very gradual change from one branch to another. On these grounds the 550 ~
curve ln fig. 11 cannot with certainty be said to represent a primary process
before more material has been collected. It is, however, noteworthy that _
its spectral sensitivity deviates significantly from the photopic dominator
{fig. 11, dotted curve).
In a less exact way the method can be used for a study of the homogeneity
of the photopic dominator curve. Using strong constant conditioning fields
and measuring the spectral sensitivity lt is seen that the photopic dominator
is ·changed (f{g. 12). The two uppermost curves refer to the same unit, and
give the sensitivity for a test flash superimposed on (1) a blue conditioning field (464 JTtl) of the maximUm intensity avaHa:.l:>le anc;t, J.11,) {dots); a s't111.
stronger blue field using an Ilford spectral blue filter. There is a clear
shift of sensitivity towards the red. The lowermost curve gives for another
element the result of the same experiment, illustrating the highest redsens1t1v1ty obtained. The two upper sets of data are compared with Granit•s
photopic dominator (ref.ao), the lower results with the 580 ~modulator of
the frog. Although the results indicate that a photopic receptor (cone)
exists ln the frog's retina with a maximum sensitivity at about 580 ~.
experiments of the type shown in fig.12 do not ailow the conclusion ~ that
the isolated and unmodified sensitivity curve of that receptor has been
obtained.
NA'lURE OF DOMINATOR AND MODULATOR CURVES
The scotopic dominator:

. Most_e:l!ements _ln .mlt!:ed rod-cone and rod eyes give
this response ln the scotopic state, and there is good evidence that the
effect is due to the retinal rods and is wholly determined by the spectral
properties of the known rod photopigments.
(56753)
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Fig. 12. Frog. Spectral sensi tl v1 ty measured with blue condit i on in g field.
Explanation in text.

Concernin g the origin of this t ype of sp ectral
sensitivity curve there are the followin g alternative possibilities:
(i) the curves recorded represent the properties of a single pigment, not
qu ite identical with thos e already known; (ii) the photopic dominator is
produced ·by summation or other kinds of interaction of two or more types
of cones with different .Photopigments; and (iii) there is a single type of
cone provided wlth a mixture of two or more pigments giving the dominator
sensi ti vi ty.
From the experiments on directional sensitivity (re!.l7), lt is concluded
that the photopic dominator is a pure cone effect. Granit (compare ref. 27)
found that the 560 m~ photopic dominator curve ln many cases has a notch
around 570- 590 ~~and suggested on these grounds that it is a compos ite
curve produced by summation of the modul ators. on the other hand t he re is
an approximate agreement with the absorption curve of Wald's iodopsin.
The results on the two-colour threshold technique suggest the presence
of two cone effects with different spectral sensitivities, with sensitivity
maxima at approximately 550 and 580 ~~. It also seems clear that the
The photopic dominator. '
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photopic dominator curve dependin g, for example, on the effect of a coloured
conditionin g field, is altered~ These results suggest that interpretations
according to alternatives (ii) or (i11) are more likely to be true, although
the main effec may be derived from the 550 nt.J. component.
In the frog•s retina there are found, according to Saxen (ref.50), one
main type of single cone and the double cone. The latter consists of a
component similar to the single cone and an accessory component, with a
large paraboloid and showing some rodlike features during 1ts development
(ref. fJlJ. Such double cones constitute about 10% of the total number of
visual cells. The accessory component is geometrically of a shape that would
be expected to give a rather low directional sensitivity. On histolo·gical
grounds an explanation a ccording to alternative (ii) would then seem natural
for the frog• s retina.
The modulators.
Here we are faced With two possibilities: (i) narrow-band
visual pigments are directly producing the spectral sensitivity curves; .
(ii) neural interaction is modifying the response of receptors with broader
sensitivity curves.
As pointed out above, there are signs in many of the experiments where
modulators have been recorded, of the participation of more than one kind
of receptor in the discharge as judged from the irregularities in the shape
of the ~pectral sensitivity curves recorded. Alternatively the modulator
curves have been derived by calculation from originally fairly broad
sensitivity curves.
What interaction can do is illustrated in fif.B, where the response
presumably is determined by cones, giving the photopic dominator response,
and the red and green rods. FUrther information on the transforming effect
of the neural layer$ of the retina on receptor sensitivity is given by
experiments where narrow curves with maxima at 500 ~have been obtained.
Granit (ref.23) f9und a narrow rhodopsin modulator in experiments on the
rat retina and similar curves were recorded for some elements in the darkadapted eat's eye by Donner and Granlt (ref. l3). These curves are essentially
narrower than the rhodopsin absorpt~on curve for infinite dllution (fif.l3).
Donner and Gran! t also observed that modest light-adaptation 1n some elements"
tended,to make the curves even narrower. As it is unlikely that such effects
are due to a change ·in the spectral sensitivity of the rods, one is left
with the conclusion that the scotopic dominator curve is changed by some
neural mechanism into a narrower sensitivity curve.
Donner (ref. 22) showed that the modulato.rs 1n the p1geen•:; gye .· .
were shifted towards the long wave-lengths as compared with the correspon~
ing curves for the frog's eye. This was explained as an effect of selective
absorption by the coloured oil droplets in the cones. These droplets absorb '
in the s:Oort wave-lengths and the l1mi ts of absorption coincide approximately with the steepest slope of the modulator curves on the short-wave
side of the sensitivity maximum. If this explanation is valid, one is
forced to accept that the spectral maxima of the modulators approximately
(56753)

Fig.13. cat. Scotopic sensitivity or pure orr-element. Dotted 11ne: rhodopsin.
(rej.13)

coincide with the spectral maxima of receptors responsible for the modulator
effects, since if the modulators were produced by such processes of interaction that their spectral location was very much different f.rom . the actual
receptor maxima, the relation mentioned would hardly have been obtained.
The evldence then suggests that the narrowness of the modulator curves
is essentially a result or neural interaction. But the fact that a modulator
curve is reco.rded in some part of the spectrum probably indicates that there
is a receptor type, maximally sensitive in that particular region, but
having a broader spectral sensitivity curve. Presumably such primary,
relatively broad cone sensitivities could either produce a broad photopic
dominator response or narrow modulator curves, depending on the type of
connexions to the ganglion cell.
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PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF PAPER 20
THE review paper (20) was presented by DR. K. 0. DONNER.
DR. R. A. WEALE said there was a discrepancy between the concentration
of visual purple found by Denton and Wyllie in situ in the frog retina and
the width of the sensitivity curve of the frog as measureq electrophysio~
logically. IDe curve was too narrow. Donner and Rush ton• s results suggested
that the frogs in the earlier electrophysiological experiments were not
sufficiently dark-adapted. There was a possiblli ty that not all the visual
purple was physiologically active but Donner and Rushton•s results had made
this less likely.
DR. MARGARET LENNOX asked what kind of units Donner used in his experiments. were they on-elements or off-elements, or what on/off ratio did they
have? In the cat, recordlng from the higher centres, there was no .evidence
that colour was determined by excitation and inhibition. On the other hand
there was evidence for a temporal factor.
DR. H. REMBERG noted that Dr. Donner had mentioned the experiments of
Granlt on the fUlly dark-adapted eat's retina (first published 1945; fig. 6
of Paper 20). These experimental data by no means proved the existence of
narrow-banded colour receptors, as would be seen from the argument which
followed. In these experiments the fUlly dark-adapted retina of the cat, was
illuminated with nearly spectral red, green and blue ad~pting~lights. The
effect of that illumination on a receptor unit which contained rods and
cones simultaneously had to be a PUrkinje shift of the sensitivity curve
towards the red end of the spectrum, and in such a way that the extent of
the shift was smallest for the red adapting-light, greater for the green
and greatest for the blue adapting-light. If the differences of the ordinates of the unshifted and the shifted (post-adaptation) sensitivity curves
were regarded as proportional to modulator sensitivity (as Granit assumed)
one obtained narrow-banded curves with maxima in different parts of the
spectrum as he (Dr. Remberg) had pointed out in 1953 in Pflugers
Archiv.
"
DR. H. B. BARLOW asked about Dr. Donner's measurements by the two-colour
threshold method. was he using short and small or long and large stimuli?
In the explanation of modulator curves, there was a third possibility, in
addition to those already mentioned. In retinas where lateral movements of
the receptors could occur (amphibians particularly), there might be a
shielding of receptors by other receptors containing the same or different
pigments. That would 11e a photic interaction not simply a neural one. Donner
and Rushton's curves on the effect of obliquity of the light seemed to show
that the magnitude of the effect was the same except when the curve changed
from one receptor response to another. If that were so it would be important
in the Stiles-Crawford effect in the human eye.
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DR. w. s. STILES asked Dr. Donner if there was a possibility or applying
the two-colour threshold method to animals possessing a rod-free fovea. In
the human eye it was the blue cone mechanism which was easiest to distinguish from other cone mechanisms by that method, but it was almost essential to work at the fovea to avoid the masking effect or rod response. on
the wavelength dependence or directional sensitivity mentioned by
Dr. Barlow, the eyidence for the human eye was that different cone types
gave effects or different magnitude, but, in addition, the effect for each
type did vary with wavelength.
Replying to the discussion, DR. DONNER said, as regards the elements
studied, that they were all on-orr ones and the mo~re sensitive component
(usually the on-effect) was used as the index. To Dr. Barlow, he would
reply that for the threshold-intensity curves the circular adapting field
was 2mm in diameter with a central test spot or o.zmm diameter. The duration or the stimulus was one second. Shielding effects were quite possible
since the retina was slightly de formed by the pressure exerted on its
surface by the electrode.
PROFESSOR GRANIT quoted rngvar• s unpublished work on the measurement or
spectral sensitivity in the optic cortex of the cat. The sensitivity curves
obtained (potential developed plotted against stimulus energy) differed
from the dominator curves obtained from the eye. The main variation was a
large narrow hump in the blue. These observations were made on the
ncerveau isole" or Bremer and the blue hump was destroy.ed by anaesthesia.
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21. COLOUR THEORIES AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS
IN COLOUR VISION
By Y. LE GRAND
SUl1MARY
THE general features of colour theories are reviewed and the most probable
mechanisms d·lscussed at the three main levels (retina, transmission line,
cortex).
COLOUR THEORIES AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS IN COLOUR VISION
IN every theory of colour vision, it is necessary to postulate at least
three successive mechanisms:
(1) a peripheral "colour unit", that is the smallest retinal area the
stimulation of which gives a fully developed colour .sensation;
(2) a transmission line, with possibilities of ampllflcatlon · and mod1f1cat1ons of the signal;
(3) a cortical "colour receptor", the spatial character of colour
necessitating at least as many receptors as there are peripheral units.
In addition, there are certainly co-operation phenomena, either positive
(facilitation) or negative (inhibition); although they are of great importance ln colour perception, we shall neglect them for the sake of simplicity.
COLOUR UNIT
FROM Aubert onwards it has been known that a very small coloured object on
a neutral bacKground of the same luminance appears colourless (it is not
true for point sources ln the dark, owing to aberrations and scattering).
This fact suggests that a colour unit must contain a rather large number
of cones, some of them presenting individual differences as regards spectral
sensitivity.
These differences may be due to various photosensitive pigments, or to
physical filters with one single pigment (coloured oil droplets like those
of birds and tortoises, or laminated structure or the outer 11mb producing
interference phenomena); the first hypothesis seems most probable and
explains the approximate invarlance of colour sensation when light strikes
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the retina at various obliquities, for example by transcleral illumination
or after di rruslon by the blind spot.
As to the number of different types of cones, it is at least three for
normal subjects (experimental trivariance of vision) but any number n is
mathematically possible if we suppose n - 3 additional relations between
the n responses. However, the stability of colour matches over a fairly
large range of illumination values and of adaptation conditions supposes
that linear laws (such as Grassman's and von Kries') are, at least approximatel;J', valid for the 3 independent responses. It is easy to understand why
a linear law governs the initial action of light on photosensitive substances, but linearitY is lost as soon as a nervous message is sent from
the cone to the bipolar cell; it then seems necessary to suppose that the
n - 3 relations are of a physical and not a physiological kind; the only
way of obtaining such relations by physics seems the mixture of 3 different
photosensitive pigments into each cone: if the maximum absorption of each
pigment remains low, the relations .are very nearly linear.
It is easy to understand why all the experimental laws of colorimetry
result immediately from the existence of three pigments, whatever is the
mixture made with them: equivalent stimuli are such that the three initial
photochemical actions are identical, and anything which occurs afterwards
cannot alter this identity. As all colorimetry is founded upon equivalent
stimuli and not upon colour sensations, it is unaffected by any mixture of
the pigments or ·by nervous phenomena. This distinction has been frequently
ignored; in particular it was missed by Helmholtz who thought that the
transmission of the three elementary responses of Young's theory to the
brain ought to be free from any interference.
We see that trivariance of vision may coexist with the presence in the
retina of any number n of different kinds of cones. In particular n may be
infinite (more exactly equal to the total number of cones in the retina) if
mixing of the three pigments is made at random between the cones; the
colour unit will t hen contain a majority of cones in which the three pigments are mixed approximately in equal concentrations; their spectral
response will be roughly the photopic luminous efficiency curve (Granit's
"domina tors"); a small number of cones would contain a relatively high concentration of one or two of the pigments ("modulators") and, although the
spectral sens itivity of such elements varies continuously, in a first
approximation it would be possible to classify them into 6 groups.
TRANSMISSION LINE
II is known that the passage of a stimulus along a fibre of any sensory
neTve is as soc i a ted with a series of spike potentials, all of the same
amplitude, only their frequency varying with the intensity of the stimulus.
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This fact is hard to fit into any schema of opponent-colour theories such
as Hering's, and the only physiological basls for two retinal mechanisms ln
opposition mlght be looked for in the duality of the 'on' and 'off'
responses that certain modern researches in electrophysiology ascribe to a
slngle retinal receptor.
The maln question that ls stlll open about the visual transmission line
ls the following: ls there any pecullar.i ty of a fibre in the optic nerve
that might indicate that this fibre transmits the response from one type of
modulator rather than from another? Erlanger thought that lt might be the
diameter of the nerve fibre, the red modulators making use of the thickest
fibres (this would also explain the smaller latent perlod of the red sensation, as found by Pieron). Troland suggested that the splke potentials may
succeed with .a rhythm peculiar to each type of receptor. Other suggestions
have been made, but none settled by experlmen t.
If there were such a "colour characteristic" of a nervous fibre or of
its response, it would moreover be necessary to explain how lt may be ellcited merely by the fact that a given cone contains more of a glven pigment.
For example, Polyak suggests that the photochemical decomposition of the
pigments produces different changes in the cone, these being accepted
electively by the different bipolars.
I am not sure that lt ls necessary to postulate anything about the nervous fibre of the transmission line. This problem bears some analogy with
the famous problem of the "corresponding points" in the retinae. The old
concept of a "local sign" transmitted to the cortex has been abandoned;
experiment shows that there exists an innate geometrical correspondence
between a given point on the retina and some neurons of the "cortical
retina", the corresponding projection area in the brain; in addition, there
are slight ·P hysiological and perhaps anatomical adjustments that allow the
extraordinary precision of binocular vision; these adjustments are made
d~ring the development of space perception in the young child, as studied
in particular by Piaget. It is now generallY agreed that location in space
with all its complexity may be achieved by these rather simple means. Why
should not location in "colour space" follow the same lines? We will now
examine this last point.

COLOUR RECEPTOR
EXPERIMENTAL evidence about colour phenomena in the cortex (electrical
records) has until now been rather poor, and we are reduced to hypotheses.
If it seems necessary to put colorimetry at the very beginning of the vlsual
chain, in the cones themselves, it remains ·uncertain how to interpret the
psychological laws of colour vision, i.e. for monochromatic radiations: the
apparently simple character of certain radiations, their varied saturation
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and the Bezold-Brucke effect; for complex radiations: the neutralization,
partial or complete, of the attri,bute of colour, variations of hue and the
effects of adaptation. As the retina is a peripheral part of the brain, and
a very compl~cated one, it would be equally plausible to locate either in
the cortex or in the retina some of the interactions that are the physiological basis of these psychological laws; the only difference would be that
the activity of the optic nerve may or may not reflect something of the
trivariant nature of the first luminous reaction.
In the correspondence between any retinal colour unit and its associate
cortical receptor, spatial discrimination is achieved by luminance differences much more than by colour phenomena, as has been demonstrated by
experiments undertaken for colour television; so it is unnecessary to
postulate that the response of a single cone specially sens i tive to long
wave-lengths (for example) would by itself be sufficient to arouse the
sensation of red; 1t is much simpler to suppose that colour sensation is a
differential effect due to the cortical synthesis of messages coming from
all the cones of the colou~unit. The objection that red seems a simple and
direct sensation and not a complex perception is or no value: depth also .is
an intuitive and familiar notion, "a specific experien t ial response - a
sensation- directly arising from physiologic s t imuli "(Ogle), and yet we
know that it involves the differences of t he two retinal images. In modern
psychology, the old distinction between sensations and perceptions has
quite faded away. All laws of "colour constancy" show that the naive colour
sensation is actually a complex phenomenon and 1t seems reasonable to exo.
plain the psychology of colour vision by integration or all responses
coming from the colour unit (and from the others also to a smaller extent).
There still remains a difficulty which we have already met: 1f there is
no "frequency code" nor other means of giving a colour specification to
each nervous message, apart from its retinal origin from a given modulator,
how can "red" sensation correspond to some of these messages and not to
others? Amongst the ways of solving this problem, the most biological is
perhaps to think in terms of embryogeny: even 1f the visual system of a neWborn .child were definitively settled (which is not the case), we must
remember that it is only the end of a long development in which heredity
plays an important role (colour anomalies). Let us suppose, for example,
that at a certain stage of foetal development all nervous cells are in
place, from the cones to the last neurons of the visual chain, but that
there is still no photopigment in the retina. Then a first pigment begins
to appear, and is fixed at random, some of the cones being rich and others
poor, perhaps because of slight anatomical differences.
We know from
electrophysiology that, even in total darkness, there is a spontaneous
activity all along the transmission line. It is plausible to imagine that
the presence of a large amount of pigment in some cones gives to them the
possibility of sending to the cortex nervous infonnatlon and, 1n this very
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labile state of the brain, t hese messa ges may build the necessary synapses
between the terminal neurons and the "red" centre, for example, Possibly
also, some of these building processes might continue after birth, and
psycholo gists agree generally that red is the only colour that the newborn
baby seems to perceive.
I give this schema only as one among many possibilities, but it involves
facts that are not biologically absurd, because we know that mechanisms of
the same kind exist in vision for the stereoscopic sense. Although colour
vision is a very old field of work, . it is still a mystery and undoubtedly
this helps to increase our interest in the problem.
•
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25. BEAT-FREQUENCY HYPOTHESIS OF COLOUR PERCEPTION
By

D. L. MACADAM
SUMMARY

PRODUCTION of beat f~equencies, accompanying combinations of trains of
visual nerve impulses that originate in a "trichromatic" retina, is
suggested as a possible origin of the phenomena invoked by the "opponent"
.
colours" theory and by the second stage of the Muller
zone theory
of
colour vision. The present hypothesis offers unified explanations for
diverse and apparently conflicting phenomena, such as: persistence of
metameric colour matches, chromatic adaptation, colour discrimination, the
'
" effect, the Abney effect, and the failure of the Abney "law"
Bezold-Brucke
of additivity of heterochromatic brightnesses.
BEAT--FREQUENCY HYPOTHESIS OF COLOUR PEMEP'lt'cm

THE following hypothesis of visual response combination is based on the
premise that nerve impulses are essentially as described by Hartline -trains of pulses of constan~ amplitude (ref. 1). In some cases, , their
frequency increases rapidly to a constant value that is maintained
throughout the period of constant stimulation. This constant frequency is
related, approximately logarithmically, to the inten's ity of the stimulus.
At the end of stimulation, the frequency decreases rapidly, but not
abruptly, to zero. In other cases, a brief burst of pulses occurs at the
beginning of stimulation, followed by inactivity, despite continuance of
the stimulus, until the end of stimulation, which is followed by another
brief burst of pulses. In these cases, even slight changes in stimulation
cause bursts -- the greater the change, the more numerous the pulses in
the burst. In other cases, no pulses are recorded at the beginning, or
while the stimulus continues unchanged, but a brief burst of pulses occurs
only at the end of stimulation.
The essence of the present hypothesis is that; when two simultaneous
series of pulses are combined, their beat frequency plays an important
role in perception. ·According to this hypothesis, the initial result ,or
photostimulation is of Hartline's first type - constant frequency (after •
a brief build-up) -- continuing so long as the stimulus continues at
constant intensity. According to the hypothesis, the second type of
response -- "on-off" -- is the beat frequency between two identical trains
of pulses, originating in the same .Photosensitive cell but transmitted
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along two different paths which differ slightly in transmission time. Or,
some combination of synapses may (1) regenerate the incoming train of
pulses with time delay, (2) combine the regenerated train with the Incoming
train, ·and (3) relay the beat frequency to subsequent stages of the visual
nervous system. The process might be described as 100% negative feedback.
The intricacy of synaptic arrangement {Polyak (ref. 2)) suggests ample
possibilities for such fUnctioning. As Hartline wrote, "the Importance of
this type of response Is obvious."
The third type of response described by Hartline would result If the
Incoming signal Inhibited the relaying synapse. After the Incoming signal
ceased, the lagging end of the regenerated signal would be transmitted.
Hartline mentioned that this "off" burst can be cut short by quickly
resuming the stimulation, which, according to the hypothesis, would renew
the 1nh1b1t1on.
Since the pulses are not even approximately sinusoidal, the concept of
"beats" is not strictly appropriate. The same effect, so far as this discussion Is concerned, would be produced If each pulse from either train
Inhibits a synapse in such a manner that the 1nh1b1t1ng pulse and also the
ne xt succeeding pulse of the other train are both blocked, and If a second
and all succeeding pulses of either train are transmitted, so long as no
pulse of the other train Intervenes. The "off" type of response described
by Hartline would result If the pulses of only the earliest train could
initiate this 1nhib1 ting effect. The "off" burst would then consist of the
second and all succeeding pulses of the delayed train, after any one of the
decreasingly frequent inhibiting pulses, and, finally, all the delayed
pulses after the one Immediately following the last Inhibiting pulse. An
"on" effect, sometimes reported, In which a brief burst accompanies the
beginning of stimulation, but In which there are no pulses during or at the
cessation of stimulation, would be produced If only the delayed (or
regenerated, or "feedback") train of pulses had the Inhibiting effect.
Although "difference-frequency" would, strictly spea;K1ng, be more appro.
'th~ term "beat" seems
priate with reference to such inhibition of pulses,
more descriptive and will be used.
Beat frequencies resulting from the combination of the steady type of
response of neighbouring receptors would be concentrated along contours of
spatial variation of stimulation. This would have the effect of Increasing
the not1ceab1lity of slightly different neighbouring luminances. Similar
functions have been proposed and used to some extent In television systems,
where the effect Is called "crispening" (refs. 3, IJ). However, some expert·
ments indicate that the noticeab1lity of slight luminance differences may
be largely dependent upon eye and head movements. When the retinal image
is stabilized by optical compensation for such movements, then, after tlle
initial few seconds of observation, no steady pattern can be seen
(refs. 5, 6). This suggests that beat "frequencies between trains of pulses
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from ne~balr1ng visual receptors play no role in visual-form-perception.
But the possibility may be mentioned and the question kept open until
further research finally establishes for vision the absolute necessity of
retinal image motion.
The most interesting possibilities of the beat-frequency hypothesis
relate to colour vision. Regardless of how they originate, at least three
spectrally differentiated responses from each elementary area of the retina
are necessary to account for normal colour vision. If "steady" trains of
pulses, whose frequencies are roughly logarithmicallY related to the "red"
and "green" stimulations, are combined, their beat frequency would be an
indication of the "redness" or "greenness" of the sensation. Consequently,
!f that beat frequency is low in comparison with the separate "red" and
"green" frequencies, and if the "blue" frequency is also low, the perception
should be of "yellow". High beat frequencies would indicate greenness or
redness, more or less free of yellowness. Which or' the two opposed. hues
would be perceived would depend upon which of the two frequencies was high
and which was low.
It may be that beat frequencies are produced in the retina, or they may
be produced only as part of the functioning of the central nervous system.
In any case, the "inhibi tion."'l or any other process that pro~uces such
beats, need not preclude transmission of the original "steady" trains also,
along separate channels, to the perceiving centres. Nor need separate beat
frequencies be produced for each elementary area of the retina, since
colour discrimination in fine-grained patterns is very poor (ref. 7), and
chromatic differences, in the absence of luminance differences, provide
very low spatial acuity (ref. 8).
According to the present hypothesis, the sum of combined frequencies
plays no role in visual perception. On the basis that the frequencies are
approximately proportional to the logarithms of the stimulations, such a
sum of frequencies would violate the Abney law of additivity of brightnesses in the sense opposite to the discrepancies ·from that law which are
actually found (refs. 9, 10). On the other hand, acc.ording to Wlllmer
(ref. 11), "there is evidence obtained from recording the ganglion cells
in the frog that stimuli given to different parts of the receptive field
of a ganglion cell can sum together on a linear or almost linear basis"
(refs. 12; 13). He suggests that "it is sim~ler to imagine that the
polysynaptic bipolar cells collect their information on a strictly additive
basis." According to this conception, the additive combination of the red
and green stimulations would subsequently produce a frequency or pulses
approximately logarithmically dependent upon the sum of the red and green
stimulations. Slight departures from strict additivity could account for
the observed discrepancies from the Abney brightness-additivity law.
In the case of yellow, just discussed, this frequency would have to be
high compared with the "blue" frequency. When these two frequencies are,
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in turn, combined, their beat frequency would be an indication of the
"Yellowness" or "blueness" of the sensation. A low beat frequency, 1f
associated with low "red-versus-green" beat frequency, might correspond
to white or gray. If associated with high "green" frequency, such low
"Yellow-versus-blue" beat frequency would correspond to a sensation of
"non-yellowish" green, or cyan. If associated with high "red" frequency,
low "yellow-versus-blue" beat frequency would correspond to a "nonyellowish" red sensation, or magenta. High "Yellow-versus-blue" beat frequency, associated with low "red-versus-green" beat frequency would
indicate either yellowness or blueness. Which hue of the two would be perceived would depend upon which of the two interfering frequencies was high
and which was low.
It may be noted, that, if the original frequencies were strictly proportional to the logarithms of the stimulations, even if only within a
restricted range of stimulations, then the two beat frequencies would be
constant for any one chromaticity, regardless of its intensity, within
the aforesaid range. Departures from a strictly logarithmic relation would
result in a dependence of the beat frequencies on intensity for any one
chromaticity and presumably in variations of the chromatic attributes of
" phenomenon. Departures from a
the resulting sensation--the Bezold-Brucke
strictly logarithmic relation between frequency and stimulation would also
account for the curvatures of most loci of constant hue (Abney effect).
Those well-established loci may provide the most useful data for determining these relationships and other parameters in a quantitative formulation of the present hypothesis.
If, for any reason, neighbouring receptor cells have slightly
different spectral sensitivities, and if their responses are combined,
then the beat frequency produced would have a spectral dependence proportional to the difference of the log spectral sensitivity curves of the
neighbouring cells. If those spectral sensitivities were nearly alike,
the spectral dependence of the recorded beat frequency would be quite
narrow, resembling the spectral sensitivities of the "modulators" recorded
by .Granit (ref. 1~). Chromatic adaptation data, which indicated a fourth
(ref. 15), a fifth, and even a sixth receptor (ref. 16), with spectral
sensitivities not linearly related to the three required for a ''trichromatic" retina, may also be accounted for in the same manner. Such an
exp;lanation would eliminate the apparent conflict (ref. 16) between the
results of studies of corresponding colours for different chroJnatic
·a~aptations and the persistence of metameric colour matches for a wide
variety of chromatic adaptations.
Modes of functioning essentially like that postulated could arise from
many conceivable arrangements and behaviour of nerves and synapses. The
complex phenomena of consciousness and mental . life must result from
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intricate arrangements and functioning in the central
nervous system, Whereof the postulated manner of combination of visual
nerve pulses wouid be a potent and not exce ~ sively fantastic representative. The pres~nt hypothesis, however, does not assert that such is the
manner of combination of visual nerve pulses. The present suggestion is
merely that this hypothesis seems to unify many previously incoherent
facts about vision in general, and colour vision in particular. This
hypothesis seems to simplify thought and suggests unified explanations
for previously unassimilable data, such as those of metameric colour
matching, chromatic adaptation, colour discrimination, the Bezold-B~cke
effect, the Abney effect, and the failure of the Abney "law" of
additivity of heterochromatic brightnesses.
This hypothesis shares many features with previous theories. It
suggests a mechanism to account for functioning such as "is descri-bed by
the Muller
zone theory of colour v.ision (ref. 17). Like the Muller
theory,
"
"
the present hypothesis attributes to the initial, photosensitive stages
of colour vision a structure and function resembling those postulated by
the Young-Helmholtz trichromatic theory and, ·. to the later sensory or
interpretive stages, functions similar to those postulated by Hering's
opponent-colours theory (ref. 18). The '!red-versus-green" beat frequency
is analogous to the chromatic value . Wx - Vy) employed by E. Q. Adams
(ref. 19), who used the Munsell value function in the role assigned by
this hypothesis to the relation between pulse frequency and photoreceptor
stimulation. Simi lar nonlinear functions were invoked by Stiles (ref. 20)
and by LeGrand (ref. 21) in their attempts to account for colour discrimination. SUch convergence of the best thoughts of many workers towards a
unity suggested by a single, relatively simple hypothesis may indicate
that we are approaching a basic understanding of the processes responsible
for the diverse phenomena of colour vision.

· unbelievabl-y~
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SUPPLEMENT
MUCH or the material in my ~receding ~a~er, which seemed sensible when
submitte~now seems unacceptable.
However, even after it became apparent _that the beat-frequency hypothesis is untenable, I appl1ed ideas suggested by it to several previously
baffling problems of colour. In the first place, I attempted to account for
the curvatures of constant-hue loci in the chromaticity diagram, such as
those published by the Optical Society Sub-committee on the spacing of the
Munsell colours (ref.2~. Second, I attempted to account for the shapes and
variations with lightness of the Munsell constant-chroma loci. Finally, I
tried to account, in a manner which I think should be more acceptable to
Dr. HuiJt (ref. 23) than my original attempt, for the systematic discr~pancies
of results o,f chromatic adaptation experiments (ref. 2/J) from predictions
based on the von Kries coefficient law.
These attempts were surprisingly successful, especially in view of the
unacceptability, on neurophysiological grounds, of the hypothesis Which
suggested the successful analysis.
Fif.l Shows constant-hue loci com~uted by a straightforward and relatively
simple mathematical embodiment or the beat-frequency hypothesis. These loci
are remarkably similar, not only in sha~e, but also in separation, and in
variation with lightness, to the subjectively determined constant-hue loci
or the Munsell system (ref. 22). Fif. 2 shows constant-saturation loci
computed on the same basis. Again, the shapes, separations, and variations
with lightness are quite .similar to the Munsell constant-chroma loci.
Fif. 3 shows chromatici ties or the discre pancies or corresponding colours
for adaptations to tungsten and dayltght, as predicted by the beat-frequency
hypothesis; from _those predicted by the von Kries coefficient law. These lie
close to a straight line, in a manner very similar to the discrepancy chromaticities found experimentally.
Finally, fif.IJ shows chromaticity-discrimination ellipses computed on the
same basis.
Now, having perhaps piqued your curiosity, I should outline briefly the
specific manner in which I employed the beat-frequency hypothesis to get
these results. Then I shall tell you why I consider the beat-frequency
hypothesis untenable and which features of it must. be shared by any hypothesis that purports to inherit its good fortune. Finally, I shall call
attention to experiments which seem to provide physiological basis for such
a hypothesis.
I assumed that there are three independent retinal responses t o colours,
equivalent to the three primaries shown in fif. 5. The "red" primary is the
same as that which Judd determined as the common intersection o r confus ion
loci for protanopes ( ref. 25) . The 11 blue 11 primary is that which J udd
suggested as the common inter section of confus ion loci for tritanopes. The
(56753)
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"green" primary is rather far from the point (at 1.0 on the x-axis) which
Judd suggested as the common intersection of confusion loci for deuteranopes.
Those loci are nearly parallel, and aQ~ittedlY they do not clearly indicate
. any common intersection. Tl.'le "green" primary I have adopted agrees rather
well with those l'lhich Walters (ref.26) and Wright (ref.27) deduced from
adaptation experiments. This resemblance is not apparent on examination of
Wright's publication, because he used a different projection of the chromaticity diagram. But when the suitable transformation is applied to locate
Wright's "green" primary on the customary C.I.E. diagram, it is found to be
at the point rv shown in fie. 5, in comparison 'tJi th the "green II primary I
assumed, The unconventional locations, and the differences among these
suggested green primaries are, perhaps, exaggerated by the C.I . E. diagram.
The locations and separation between Wright's primary and mine are possibly
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shown better on the Breckenridge and Schaub diagram, which Wright used
(fir.B). The earlier results of Walters are also shown, in excellent agreement with the primary I assumed.
As a set, my three primaries imply spectral sensitivity curves, fir.?,
consistent with Segal's three-layer hypothesis of colour vision (ref.28),
Segal postulates that the 11red" receptors, which he believes are buried in
the pigment epithelium, are, by themselves, uniformly sensitive throughout
the visible spectrum, but that the light incident upon them is filtered by
the overlying layers of macular pigment, rods and cones, so that they have,
in effect, practically no sensitivity to wavelengths shorter than about
520 ~· Segal postulates that the cones, which he thinks are only the
"green" receptors, are sensitized by relatively dilute rhodopsin, which
doe s not absorb and which therefore cannot produce sensitivity, for wavelengths longer than about 650 ~· Segal suggests that the light reaching
the cones is filtered by rather dense yellow materials, including macular
pigment and transitory orange, so that the cones cannot be appreciably
stimulated by blue light, but have their maximum sensitivity shifted from
505 ~. the wavelength of maximum absorption of rhodopsin, to about 555 ~.
the maximum of photopic luminosity. Segal suggests that the "blue" receptors
are the synaptic boutons of the cones, which extrafoveally constitute a
sharply defined, compact, single layer about 1/10 mm in front of the layer
of rods and cones. He believes that, in the light-adapted eye, they are
sensitized (by transient orange) to the very low degr·ee that any nerve
tissue Is sensitized by .any light-absorbing constituent. Transient orange
does not strongly absorb wavelengths longer than about 500 ~. and therefore
it can produce no appreciable sensitivity for longer wavelengths.
I have worked with tristimulus values based on these spectral sensitivities, or, in other words, based on the set of primaries shown in fir.5. I
have, furthermore, assumed that, very early in the visual process, the
independent colour stimulations of three such classes of receptors are
converted to signals whose intensities are related to the corresponding
tristimulus values in an only· quasi-logarithmic manner. If this dependence
were truly logarithmic the resulting loci of constant hue would be straight
lines and would be independent of lightness. I have used formulas of the
type p = a + b RP, where R is a tristimulus value representative of the
stimulation of one of my primaries, p is an exponent whose value lies
between 0.25 and 0.50, p is the intensity of the transmitted nerve signal,
and a and bare constants that provide the best least-squares fit of p to
the Munsell value function. Hunt (ref.29) and others, as far back as
Plateau about 1872 (ref,30), have proposed cube-root formulas, correspondin g to P = 1/3. Ladd and Pinney (ref, 31) have shown that the Munsell value
function from V = 1 to V = 9 is best f1 tted, with O"y = 0.018, when p =
0.352. They have also reported that for p = 1/3, O"y = 0.029; that for
P = 1/4, O"y = 0.12; and that for p = 1/2, O"y = 0.17. Ladd and Pinney report
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that if V is assumed to be of the form a + b. log R, then ~v = 0.43. I have
tried various values of p, ranging from 1/4 to 1/2, and have obtained the
best results for p = 1/3 for the responses p and ybased on the stimulation
of the red and green receptors, and p = 0.42 for the response p based on
stimulation of the blue receptor.
I then assumed the difference(p- yJto play the role which I originally
descrite d as the "beat frequency" resulting from the combination of th~
red and green responses. As in the original form of the hypothesis, the
resultant, (p - y), is zero for all nongreenish, nonreddish colours. These,
of course, include yellow, blue, white, gray, and all their subjective
intermediates. I computed a similar difference (L- (:3). where L was the
response (p = 1/3) to a pseudolinear combination of the red and green tristimulusvalues, R and G. I tried alternative formulas for this "Yellow"
stimulation, including linear, quadratic, and cubic combinations of the
"red" and "green" tristimulus values. The formula that proved most S\1-ccessful in matching the curved cyan to magenta, i.e., the nonyellowish, : nonbluish
locus, was found to be
G + R [0.288 (p - y) - 0.0287 (p - y) 2].
It is of interest to note that the coefficient of R is zero along the "blue"
'
and "yellow" loci, forwhichp-y= o. The coefficient ofR .is positive
for
"reddish" colours, p - y > o, and negative for "greenish" colours, p - y < o.
Attempts were made to flt Munsell constant-chroma loci, by computing
chromaticities (at constant luminance) for which the sum of the squares
(p- y) 2 + (p- L) 2 is constant. It was quickly found that equal differences
of (p - y) and (p- L) are not equallY noticeable. The closest fit was
obtained by multiplying (p - y) by 3. This factor is very simllar, in effect
and magnitude, to the factor 5, suggested by T. Smith at the Cambridge
Discussion on Vision a quarter of a century ago, when he discussed the
properties of' the constant luminance, (X,,Z) diagram (ref.32). He expanded
the scale on the X-axis by 5 to obtain ·a diagram which he considered to be
subjectively uniform in spacing colours. In 1942, E. Q. Adams, who antici. pated several features of the present hypothesis, employed in ·the construction of his chromatic value diagram (ref.l9) a factor 2.61, very similar in
effect to the factor 3 used here. At the last meeting of the Optical Society
of America, Farnsworth (ref.33) suggested that such factors, Telating redgreen differences to yellow-blue differences, depend upon the time of
observation. He reported factors ranging from 2 to 5. For caiculating the
colour-discrimination ellipses shown in fig.~. I modified my ;factor from 3
to 6.4. That change was r _e quired for the best ~it of the calculated ellipses
with the experimental ellipses I published some years ago (ref.3~).
It may be mentioned that Adams applied the Munsell value function directly
to the C.I.E. tristimulus values, a procedure that is not equivalent to t he
present, in which approximations for the Munsell value function are applied
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Saturation specifications of twenty hues, subjectively
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to modern estimates of the actual stimulation of the photo-receptors
involved in human colour vision. Also, at the last meeting of the Optical
Society of America, Glasser and three co-authors described a ncube-root
colour co-ordinate system" essentially the same as Adams•s, except for the
replacement of the Munsell value function by a cube-root formula (ref. 35). ·
Taguti and Sato (ref, 36), in Japan, have also used "exponential functions",
in which, however, the exponents depend upon the c. I.E. tristimulus values,
to replace the Munsell value function in the construction of Adams's
chromatic-value diagram.
Exhaustive trials, making use of an unpublished set of specifications of
equally spaced hues of equal saturation, selected by the OSA Committee on
Uniform Color Scales (D. B. Judd, Chairman) indicated that the differences
(p-y) and(t -f3J are not unrelated subjectively. After application of the
factor 3 to the differences (p-y'r, it was found that it was necessary in
effect, to plot them at 70 degrees to the (t - /3) differences, in order to
fit a circle as closely as possible through the supposedly equally saturated
and approximately equally spaced hues. Specifically, saturation was computed
as
l/J = {[3.2 (p- y) +cot 70° (L-,8)]2 + [L -.BJ2}1/2,
where 3.2 is approximately 3/Sin 70°. The hue angle was computed as
¢
tan- 1 { [3.2 (p-y) + cot 70° ( L-,8)]/( [t-.B.l }.
The results for the twenty colours selected by the OSA Committee are
shown in fifs. · 8 and 9. The nearly circular distribution of the twenty
colours, on the diagram in which 3.2(p -·y)+ cot 70° ( L- ,8), ( t-,8) are used
as co-ordinates, is shown in fif. 10. On this diagram are also shown the
curved loci of constant C. I.E. chromaticity co-ordinates, x andy. ·
It is to be noted that the formulas for lj.;, ¢,- and the coloul"-discrimination ellipses shown in fif. ~ are all based on the assumption that equal
colour differences are represented by equal distances in this nat diagram.
I have previously published data which indicate that equal colour
differences cannot be represented by equal distances ·in any flat diagram
(ref, 37). · That conclusion applied to diagrams in which the C. I.E. (x, y)
co-ordinate network is either curvilinear or straight. The inadequacy of
the present assi.unpt1on of a flat diagram is indicated by the ovoid appea!'ance of the locus of the twenty equally saturated colours, shown in fif. 10.
The same inadequacy was indicated by the rather large disagreements between
the ellipses in fif. q and the corresponding experimental ellipses, and also
between these computed loci of colour metric coefficients shown in fifs. 11,
12 and 13 and those derived from errors of colou!'-matching (ref. 38).
Evidently, even the curvilinear co-ordinate sys tern canna t be flat 1f 1t
is to represent equal colour differences by equal distances. Therefore,
this is as good a place as any at which to state that I re gard the
present investigation and results as preliminary, tentative, and subject

=
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to Important mod1f1cat1ons. The ovoid shape of the locus ln fi~. 10 seems
consistent with a suggestion by von Schelling that any successful diagram
should have negative curvature (ref.39). The effects of applying von
Schelling's suggestion to the present hypothesis, spec1f1callY on the
constant-hue and saturation loci, and on d1scr1m1nat1on ellipses, have yet
to be computed.
To the same extent that I was not competent to suggest the "beatfrequency" hypothesis, I am not competent to cr1t1c1ze lt. The best I can
do ls to quote from a letter that I received from H. K. Hartline, ln
response to a copy of my first contribution to this symposium. After a
very kind first paragraph, Dr. Hartline wrote:
"It ls ln the speculations about the detailed mechanism of these
interactions that I find myself less w1111ng to go along with your
ideas. I do not look upon a neurone as a device that r~sponds spec1r1callY to each 1nd1v1dual Impulse fed into lt, w1th effects sometimes
reinforcing, sometimes cancelling, impulse for impulse. A neurone does
not emit or fall to emit an Impulse as the rate of each Incoming
Impulse ls decided. Rather, 1ncom1ng impulses produce effects (excitatory and/or 1nh1b1tory) that far outlast their own transient presence
at the fiber term1nat1ons. As trains of impulses, arriving asynchronously over converging pathways, 1mp1nge upon a neurone , a state of
excitation is built up (or ls torn down, when antagonistic 1nh1b1tory
influences prevail), and the neurone responds at its own rate of
f1r1ng. This rate ls determined by the net excess of excitation over
inh1b1 tion, averaged over times that may well comprise many impulseIntervals for most levels of activity. SUch a picture leaves little
opportunity for "beat frequencies" to develop. The notion of the
nervous system as a sort of digital computer has, I believe, no basis
in fact. I believe that most experimental neurophysiologlsts would
favor the Interpretations that I have just given.•
Although the remainder of Dr. Hartline's letter is somewhat more
favourable to the beat-frequency hypothesis, I am ready to abandon that
hypothesis, while pointing out that lt has been highly suggestive and
fruitful, and therefore successful ln the best sense that any hypothesis
can be said to be successful.
How pan we hold our gains, despite the apparent collapse of their foundation? The first thing to note ls that the mathematical model dld not make
any use of the features by which the "beat-frequency" hypothesis got Its
name. The accomplishments of the mathematical model would devolve upon any
concept of colour perception that postulates:
1. Three kinds of photosensitive receptors.
2. Nonlinear (and not strictly logarithmic) responses to photostimulations, Including a fourth "yellow" response dependent on some
"pseudol1near 11 combination of red and green stimulations.
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3. Subtraction of two pairs of such nonlinear responses, e.g., red from
green, and blue from yellow.
4. Constant hue determined by constant ratio of those net responses.
5. Saturation' determined by some quadratic combination of the net
responses.
6. Perceptible colour differences determined by a ' threshold value of
some quadratic combination of increments of the two net fesponses.
7. Adaptation according to a "coefficient law" applied to the pseudologarithmic responses, such that the four responses are all equal
for the stimulus to which the retina is adapted. Incidentally, this
adaptation hypothesis (7) fully ~ccounts tor the linear dis tritiutions
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in the chromaticity diagram or discrepancies between predictions or
the von Kries coefficient law and the results or adaptation exPeriments (re/.2~). One example is shown in fif.3. Fifs.l~ and 15 show
two otpers, one !or the corresponding colours observed with pink and
green adaptations, and .the other for green and white adaptations.
Fif.l6 shows constant-hue and constant-saturation loci for adaptation
to C.I.E. illuminant A, computed by use of the new adaptation
hypothesis. The success or this hypothesis, the general idea of which
I owe to Dr. Hunt (re/.23), enables me to abandon my earlier hypothesis or five or six receptor processes, independently subject to the
von Kries type of adaptation (re/.2~). · This abandonment eliminates
also my question concerning the invariance or metameric colour matches
(ref.~).
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Is there any evidence that colour vision \-Jorks ln the ways I have postulated? Recent publications by Svaetichin (refs. ~o.~l), on electroretinograms
obtained by use of microelectrodes in contact with individual cones, indicate that in the eyes of some fish the components of electrical potential
are:
1. DifferentlY dependent on the spectral distribution of the sti~ulatlng
light.
2. Nonlinearly related to the Intensity of the stimulus.
3. Subtracted before further transmlssl~n.
Svaetichin suggests that human colour vlslon ls similarly mediated. This
hypothesis is consistent with the mathematical model I have described. If
Svaetichin' s hypothesis is tenable, it could inherit some or the gains •.·mn
by the defunct "beat-frequency" hypothe.sis and would not be inconsistent
with the others.
Even more recent publications by Hartline (ref. LJ2) report that in the eye
of Limulus (horseshoe crab), the impulse frequency caused by stimulation of
one visual cell is reduced as a function of ~he impulse frequency arising
from stimulation of a nearby cell. flartline proved that this redu~tion is
not directly dep endent upon the stimulation of t he other cell, but upon its
(567 53)
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impulse frequency. He did not report whether or not the reduction was
proportional to the "inhibiting" frequency. But, as Willmer confided when
he told me of Hartline•s disclosure of his discovery, "I have been hopplng
about with joy ever since."
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colour metrlcs.
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35. THE EQUICONTRAST COLORIMETRIC SYSTEM*
By D. A. SHKLOVER
SUMMARY

THE principles of a colorimetric system, using the reactions or the three
receptors as the main co-ordinates, are expounded. The system takes Into
consideration the non-linear dependence of receptor reactions on radiation
intensity, and establishes the connexlon between the receptor reactions and
the sensations or hue and saturation. It ls shown that the new colorimetric
system conforms to requirements of equlcontrast, and helps to explain
Bezold-BrUcke 1 s phenomenon and Abney•s effect. I~ the particular case of
high Intensity and colours of low saturation, the chromaticity diagram of
the new system ls connected with the standard chromaticity diagram XY by
projective transformation.
1. The standard colorimetric system C. I.E. (1931) allows the solution of
problems of colour classification and colour mixture, and the calculation
or the colour of radiation according to spectrum data. However, the colour
space of the C.I.E. colorimetric system has only affine properties, not
metric ones. In the XYZ colour space and ln the chromaticity diagram XY,
the distance between points corresponding to given colours ls not proportional to the degree of the difference (colour contrast) between the colours.
on the other hand, a great number of facts of colour vlslon, e.g. the
dependence or chromaticity on luminance (Bezold-Brucke•s phenomenon), the
change of hue by dllutlon of spectrum colours with whl te light (Abney• s
effect) etc., cannot be explained by this system.
A great number of experimental and theoretical works (refs. 1,2) have been
devoted to the problem of the metrics of colour space ln the C.I.E. system
and to the development of a new equlcontrast colorimetric system. Nevertheless this problem ls not yet completely solved.
The principles or development of a colorimetric system based upon modern
conceptions of the colour vlslon mechanism and free of the deficiencies of
the C.I.E. system, just mentioned, are given below.
2. In the C.I.E. system the colour of radiation ls defined by trlstlmulus
values, giving the amounts or the three primaries or matching stimuli
required to give a colour match with the measured radiation. In contrast
with the C. I.E. system the suggested system uses the reaction values of' the
three receptors as Initial co-ordinates. or course, lt ls Impossible to
consider all the variety of the three colour receptor properties while
developing such a colorimetric system.

* First

commun-icated at the Fourth Conference on Physiological Optics in Leningrad,
_octobE!_r 1955.,
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we consider that the following data of colour vision should be taken as
the basis of the rational colour system:
(a) spectral response curves of the three receptors (r,e,bJ;
(b) a certain non-linear dependence of receptor reactions on radiation
in tens! ty;
(c) a certain hypothesis on the mechanism of the second transformation
in the process of colour vision, which should explain how a single
colour sensation, characterized by hue, saturation, and brightness, is
formed out of three receptor reactions.
None of the colour vision characteristics mentioned above can be considered at present as completely clear. However it is worth while trying
to develop a metric system based upon the most probable suppositions,
having in mind the possibility of its later revision.
It ls known that the fundamental response curves should be connected
with distribution coefficients of the standard C.I.E. colorimetric observer
by linear relationships. For determination of the relation coefficients
mentioned above the results of the study of dichromatic colour vision
(refs.~,5,6) experiments on colour adaptation (ref. 1), colour contrasts
(ref. B) and others are used. Tile results obtained by these methods g1 ve
non-coincident curves. We consider that the poss1b1l1ty of development of
the most simple metric system on the basis of such curves is the criterion
of the correctness of these curves.
Tile question of the dependence of receptor reactions on radiation ln tensity has been studied in detail only as applied to brightness sensation.
This dependence for the three receptors was studied only in Rautian•s work
(ref. 7). He showed, for a particular case, an approximation to the WeberFechner law for cine receptor and some deviations from this law for two others.
s. o. Maisel (ref. 3) developed a theory founded upon Gran! t' s experiments
showing that receptor reactions are the electrical impulses, the frequencies
of whl ch depend on the in tens! ty of radia tlon reaching the eye.
In the first approximation in conformity with the Weber-Fechner law, a
logarithmic dependence of impulse frequencies (VR, VG, v8J on the intensity
of stimulation can be assumed as:
(1)
VR ·= lg (R + CJ; R =fit... r-ctA.
(2)
VG = lg (G + CJ; G =fit... gdA.

v8

= lg (B + CJ;

1J =

)It... odA.

(3)

where It... ls the spectral intensity distribution of the perceived radiation.
The constant C in equations (1), (2) and (3) can be considered as a
"dark-current" the value of which is the same for all three receptors. In
the case of high intensity, when R, G, B ~ C, lt can be neglected, and then
we have a simple logarithmic dependence.
The colour space metrlcs, expressed ln co-ordinates analogous to v , VG,
v8 we re first presented by Helmholtz (ref.9) and were then carefully 8studied
in a new wa.y by Stiles (ref.lO).
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The question of the connexion of chromaticity and brightness sensation
with the receptor reactions mentioned above is very important for an
explanation of the colour vision mechanism as well as for the development
of a colour reaction metric.
The chromaticity sensation 1~' usually considered to be unchanged when the
intensity changes within certain limits while· the relative spectral com- ·
position of the radiation _remains unchanged. ln this connexion the
chromaticity sensation is often defined by certain ratios of receptor
reactions. However this is true only, in case of linear (or powen dependence
of receptor reactions on intensity.
It is easy to show that lf, there is a logarithmic dependence the signals
characterising the chromatici-ty of radiation, [Va and V~ can be obtained by
a subtraction of the eye receptor signals (reactions):
K1 lg (R + CJ - K1 lg (G + CJ = K lg ~1
G+ C

(4)

g

(5)

Vi3 = K2 (VB - VGJ = K2 lg (B + CJ - K2 lg (G + CJ ;. K2 lg ~ :

When the impulse frequencies VR, VG and VB are close together, the form~
tion of difference frequencies can be explained by the emergence of beat
frequencies as a result of a simple summation of oscillations.
It should be noted that the differences of receptor reactions were used
for an explanation of the colour vision mechanism in Hering and Adams'
theories (ref.ll).
.
Equations (4) and (5) show that when stimulation is great enough (R, G,
B. )>. CJ the signal values Va and V13 are proportional to the logarithms of
the tristimulus value ratios and consequently do not depend on the intensity
of stimulation:
Va - - + - K1 l g RIG

(6)

v13

(7)

K2 l g BIG

3. In accordance wlth the theory discussed the c~romaticity of radiation can
be represented as a point on the chromaticity diagram in the co-ordinate
system Va, V(3 (ji~.lJ. The ·a.chromatlc ligh t (the · s tandard c.o lorimetric source EJ for which R = G =Band Va = V13 =. 0 will correspond to the
point at the zero. Negative values of Va and V13 for some regions of the
chromaticity diagram have only a conditional meaning and show that the order
of subtraction of reactions should be changed 1n these regions.
Constant hue lines will be represented in the diagram as straight lines
originating in the zero. Thus constant hue sensation (K = const.) corresponds
to an appropriate value of the chromaticity signal ratio, Va to V13:
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The chromatlclty dia gram (Va,• V[3>

K

K

= V~ = 1
Va K
2

'B +·C ·

l

gG+C

l ~ R+C
g G+ C

(8)

The value of the colour saturation (HJ in the adopted CO':"'CJTidl nat e sys tem
is proportional to the root mean square of the chromaticity signal values:

Lines of constant saturation will then be represented in the diagram .
V~) as concentric circles with centre at the origin. So this diagram is
to be a uniform chromaticity one.
To any point of the new chromaticity diagram corresponds a quite distinct
..chromaticity sensation characterized by a certain hue (K) and saturation (H).
In contrast with the . standard chromaticity diagram the naw diagram
explains Be zol d-Briicke' s phenomenon and Abney's effect. Le.t us transform
equations(8) and (9) usin g component r atto values a and S:·,

(Va,
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T3 + CIG
K l g--1
1 + C!G
K= - - - - a + C/G
K lg - - 1 +

C/G

--\ / ( a+ C/G ) z
H = / \K1 l g 1 + C/ G
+

~K

2

'there a

=

gand 13 = g.

2

(10)

13 + C/G)2

lg - - - 1 + C/G

(11)

Equations (10) and (11) show that when the absolute 1nten~1ty of the
radiation changes, whi le the relative spectral composition remains
unchanged (a= const 1 and 13 = const.), the sensations of hue and saturation
wil l change .
There are only three directions in the chromaticity diagram for which
the hue does not depend upon the intensity of radiation:

a = 1;
13 = 1;

K

a

K

=

K

13:

=
R = G;
'
= o; B = G;
=-K1 ·• R = B.
K2
<X>

It is not d1 fflcul t to see that these directions correspond to . those wavelen gths of the spectrum where the fundamental response curves of the
receptors lr,g and b) intersect.
For all other PO.i nts of the chromaticity diagram, the hue sensation
changes w1 th increase of in tens! ty so that 1t approximates to the three
points of the spectrum men tlon·ed above. When the in tens! ty r1 ses, the
colour sa tura tlon rises simultaneously w1 th the change of the domlnan t
wave l ength .
Fbr colours of low saturation, when the levels of the intensity are high
(a, 13 ? CIGJ, there are no changes of the chromaticity sensation of the
kind mentioned above. It is obvious that the straight lines in :the diagram
(x, y J passing through the white point, will be rep res en ted in the dia gram
(Va• V13J in general as curved lines. Consequently the hue sensation will
chan ge by dilution of the given spectrum colour with achromatic light.
Thus the present system of colour evaluation gives qualitatively
Bezold-Brucke•s phenomenon and Abney•s effect.
A specification of the colour sensation must include besides the signals
Of chromatic! ty Va and vl3' the signals of brightness:
Vy

= K3

lg (y +

CJ;

where Vr... is a visibility curve.
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y

= fi;,_

V;,_ df...

(12)

Thus the value of the colour contrast in the colour space is defined by
the equation:
(13)

4. In order to correlate the above mentioned metric relations with the
results of experiments on colour discrimination it is first necessary to
adopt appropriate fundamental response curves.
We will show the results of calculations for the case of the spectral
curves which we used for photoelectrical colorimeters (ref. 12).

3

'\

\

\
\

- ·-·-·
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sDIJ
600
1oo
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Fig. 2. The satura t1on of spectrum colours
_
accordin g to the diagra:.:n (Va• Vf3) wllen C/y = 0.5
_ , _ , _ accordin g to the diagram (Va• V(3 ) when C/y ·= 1.0
_________ accordi ng to Priest, Brickwedde and PurdY's data
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r = xn = o.s33X

The peculiarity
(ref.~) is that
SUbstituting
assuming K1 = 1

+ o.5)i - o.167z

(14)

g=y

(15)

""b=z

(16)

of these curves as well as of the curves accepted by Judd
curve e coincides with the average visibility curve y.
the values r,e and "5 into equations (4} and (5) and
and K2 = 0.2 we .have:

3

•

.

..

'

'

..

0~--~~--------~~------~~~~------~
'100

SOD

600

) "'?~"

700 ./1.

Fi g.3. The sensitivity of the eye to a change of .hue
_ _ _ according to the diagram (Va, VS) when C/y = 0,5
- ·- · accordin g to the diagram (Va, VB) when C/y = 1.0 ,
• • • • • • according to TYndall, Koenig and others, average data
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c = lg a+ ' C;y
c .. 1 + C;y
+c
(3 + c,Y

va =

K1 1g X n +
y +

v(3 =

z
K2 lg y + C

= 0.2

lg 1 + cfy

(17)

(18)

Spect~Jm colour curves on the diagram (Va, V(3) at two luminance levels
are sho\~ in fi~.1. Figs.2 and 3 show the saturation curves of spectrum
colours and the curves representing the eye sensi~vity to a change of hue
of spectrum colours. These curves are derived on the supposition that the
colour contrast value in the diagram (Va, V(3) is proportional to the
distance between the corresponding points of the diagram. It is interesting
to plot on the chromaticity diagram (x,y) the lines of constant hue and
saturation of the diagram (Va, V(3). Figs.~ and 5 show the appropriate lines
for two luminance levPls. It is very convenient tQ use for such constructions

Ql

!:1
J20

Q8

0.7

0.6

as
a¥

F1g.4.
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the set of llnes of constant values of a and S plotted on the chromaticity
di agram (x,y) (ref.12) or to plot the lines x = const. andy= const. on
the diagram (Va, VsJ. .
An examination or the curves obtained shows that they are in qualitati ve
correlation with the results of colour threshold investigations as well as
with determinations of the lines of constant hue and saturation (refs.l3,1~).
It is not \~rth carrying out a more detailed correlation of these data as we
have no standard fundamental response curves, and because of a considerable
difference between the experimental data of different investigators.
5. Let us examine the metrics of the chromaticity diag~am (Va,VsJ for the
particular case Of COlours Of lOW saturation (a, s~1J at high brightness
levels where a, S ~ C/ y. Expanding t.he logarithms in series we have for the
first approximation:

F1g.5. -The lines of constant' hue and saturation when C/y = 1.0
(56753)
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vex ;

lg

ex ; ex -

1

=x +

o. 5y - o .167

- - - - - -- -1

y

. Vs ;:

0.2 lg

S';;-

~- -

1
o.2(S- 1) -- 0.2 ( ·- - _xy_ - "~~

·t)

I

vex

=

x- o.5y - o.167

(19)

·Y
0.2
(20)

Equations (19) and (2Q) show that the chromaticity diagram (Vex, Vs) can
be obtained by a projective tr.ansformation of the standard chromaticity
diagram (x,y) when the alychne is transformed into an infinitely remote
straight ~ine. Thus the projective transformations of the chromaticity
diagram (x,y) obtained by Judd and other investigators are but a particular
case of a more general relationship and can be used only in a limited region
of chromaticities at high luminance levels.
Note. In

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

~11

'

equations, lg denotes exponential logarithm,

~
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28. INTRINSIC NOISE OF CONES
By H. B. BARLOW

SUMMARY

1. A theoretical explanation is sought for the shape of the curves relating
incremental threshold and adapting field intensity.
2. The simplest physical model which approximates to the behaviour of the
eye is a photocell with constant quantum efficiency of photo-emission, and a
dark current.
3. The eye follows the model quite accurately when its increment threshold
is measured with a short duration, small area test stimulus; · this is snown
to be true under conditions where the red (rt 5 ) and the green (rt 4 ) m.echanisms
are operat1 ve.
4, When long duration, large area stimuli are used, the eye gives a perfonnance closer to that predicted by Weber's law, with the addition of dark
light to account for the levelling off at low background 1ntens1 ties.
5. The value of the dark light (analogous to the dark current of the model)
of four of Stiles' mechanisms is derived from his results, and is compared
with that or rod~t they all have dark lights about 10 4 times that of the
rods.
6. Quantum efficiencies are calculated from Stiles' data; cones have lower
overall quantum efficiencies than rods, and that of the blue mechanisms is
much lower than that of the red and green mechanisms .
JNTRODUCTION
STILES (refs.l,2,3) has shown that the increment threshold of the eye
depends upon one out of six almost independent mechanisms. The threshold of
the whole eye is that of the most sensitive mechanism, and which this is
under any particular conditions depends upon; (i) the spectral sensi tiv1 ty
curves and (11) the threshold versus intensity (t.v.i.) curves of the
mechanisms in the re tlnal loca tlon being used. The 1mpo rtance of the
spectral sensitivity curves for colour vision is obvious, and Stiles'
analysis has mainly been concerned with their determination. The possible
importance of the t.v.!. curves is less clear because one does not know what
makes them the shape they are. The first part of this paper 1s · an attempt to
answer this question by finding the simplest physical model which would give
curves of a similar shape. In the second part of the paper 1t is sho1-m that
t.v.!. curves can be obtained under certain conditions which match the
performance of this model, though under other cond1 tlons the eye is considerably less efficient than the model predicts. In the third section I have
(56753)
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derived values of the "dark lights" of the cone mechanisms from Stiles'
results, and have tried to relate these values to the thennal stability and
pllotosensitivity of the photochemical substances of the receptors, In the
final section I have made estimates of the quantum efficiencies of the
different mechanisms from Stlles' results.
I. THE PHYSICAL !10 DEL
{a) Photoceil with zero dark current.
Rose {rej.IJ) and de Vries {ref. 5) suggested that the eye should be compared
with an ideal detector, and their model was a photocell without any dark
current. Suppose that light from a field of intensity I and area a (de grees 2)
falls on the cathode and causes a current i. It is convenient here and
subsequently to measure currents in elecironic charges/sec, and the light
intensity, I, in quan ta/!sec. degree2 )~ reaching the cathode. Then

i = Fla
where F is the fraction of incident quanta which cause the emission of an
electron. Because of the shot effect the current will fluctuate, and the
least increment, Oi, that can be detected in t sees is given approximately by ·

6i = k (i/tJ-2

( 1)

where k is a constant de);)ending on the number of false positiv·e responses
allowed. If the increase in current is caused by an increase in I, then the
smallest such increase that can be detected is given by

6I= k{I/Fat) 1

(2)

Hakin g the plausible assumptions that k, F, a, and t stay constant, this
would not look at all like the relation between increment threshold and
field intensity for the eye; on the usual doub le lo garithmic plot 1t is
simply a straight line which continues to go down when I is decreased,
whereas the threshold of the eye levels off at the value of the absolute
threshold. It might be suggested that the similarity would be increased if
the approximations involved in equation (1) were improved or eliminated. The
basic idea is that, to be detected, the current must be higher than a certain
value which is set at a level which will rarely be exceeded in the absence
of the incremental light; 1f the current is low its valu~s in successive
sampling periods will be distributed according to the Poisson, not the
Gaussian, dis~ribution, and the exact performance can be found from tables
of the cumulative Poisson function {see ref,6) by lookin g up, for a given
mean rate (cathode current), first the number of even ts which is exceeded
with the desired rarity, and then the mean rate wh ich will exceed th is
number on 50% of occasions: the difference between the mean rates is then
the required increment. In fig.l the approximate formula (1) is compared
(56753)
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EXPERIMENTAL
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Fig.1. Double logarithmic plot of four relations between least detectable incremen t
(61:) and average intensity (i). From the bottom upwards: (a) approximate formu la
for photocell without dark cu rrent; k = 3. 3: (b) exact relation when less t han one
false positive allowed i n 1000 trials; Pi(c) < o.-001, and the value of c incr eases
in steps from i to 133: (c) approximate formula for Dhotocell with dark current;
arbitrarilY placed: (d) St iles' experimental curve of increment threshold versus
background intensity; arbitrarilY placed.
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wl th the exact result obtained ln this way for a de gree of rel1ab111 ty
allowing 0. 1% of false positive responses, which ls equivalent to a value o f
~ = 3.3. Using a double lo garithmic plot, the mean increment r equired to
ral se th e mean rate on 50% of trials to a value whl ch 1t would have exceeded
on less than 0.1% of trials lf the mean rate had been unchanged (no increment
ln light ln tens! ty), are plotted for various values of the 1n1t1al mean rate.
Steps occur as the value of photocurrent which must be exceeded increases ln
steps from that corresponding to 1 electron to 2 electrons, then 3 electrons,
and so on. Below this ls shown the straight line .co~pondlng _to equation (1),
whilst the uppennost curved line shows one of Stiles' experimental curves
relating increment threshold and background illumination. It is true that the
exact theory deviates from the approximate theory 1n the right direction, and
th e deviations would be even greater lf the reliability demanded had been
higher (correspondin g to a larger value of k-), but there is still a considerable difference between lt and the experimental curve, which levels off much
more sudqenly. In addition, it should be observed that the theoretical curve
can only become completely level when the th reshold has come down to one
quantum~ and the threshold of the eye ls not as low as this.
For these reasons the noiseless detector has been rejected ·as a model, and
a source of nois e has been introduced. In the followin g treatment the
approxima tion which was involved ln equation (1) has been relied upon, bu t lt
may be noted at th is point that replacing 0.5 by 0.4 l n the exponent of this
equation would improve th€ appro ximation 1f the condition for seein g a
stimulus corresponds to the absorption of between 6 and 100 quanta, and 1!
the de gree of rel1ab111ty allows 0.1% o f fals e positive responses; and that
1f the th reshold number lay below 6, a fUrther reduction v.rould be neede d.
(b) Effect of intrinsic noise or dark current.
Since the eye does not behave like a detector with no 1ntr1ns1c noise, lt
s eems rea sonable to introduce this complication. It would certainly be
encountered ln any physical system which had a sensltlvlty of the s am e order
as that of the eye, and arguments have been given elsewhere for the view tha t
an 1ntr1ns1c source of noise limits the sensitivity of the rod mechanism
(ref, 7). Many of these arguments would also apply to the cone mechanisms.
Intrinsic noise of this sort could be in t roduced into the model in a number
of ways, and that followed here is not an inevitable choice. It ls ·assumed
that the recep t ors are acted on by the intrinsic source of noise in a manner
1nd1 stinguishable from the way they would be acted on by a constant, even,
retinal 1llum1nat1on, which will be called the 'dark light'. This as~~ption
has three a priori advantages: (1) there is a simple physical interpretation
for 1t - thennal decomposition of the photosensi tl ve molecules; (2) there is
a simple method o~ estimating the intensity of the dark light from psychophysical measurements; and (3) 1 t is conceptually simple because it is so
closely an alo gou~ to the dark current of a photocell.
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Proceeding from the Ideal detector, equation (1) can be modified by
supposing that there Is a dark current x, so that the total current Is
i 1 = i + x, and the least detectable Increment, 6i, detectable In t sees,
Is approximately
(3)

This relation is shown on the double logarithmic plot of fig.l, and is
appreciably closer In shape to the experimental curve~ though there are still
Important differences which are considered In the next section.
Since we want to apply this theory to a detector, the output of which
cannot be measured directly, it would be mo re convenient to wrl te the equation
for themodelinunits applicable to the eye, i.e. li ght intensities. Tnis is
easily done, taking i = F I and 6i = F. 6 I, and gives

F. M

=

k(Fl

:+-

x)~/ (at) i.

Only x remains as a current, and this can be converted to 11 gh t units by
supposing a dark light X, which is related to the dark current, x, in exactly
the same way as the real light intensity, I, is related to the photocurrent,
i. 'Iben the equation for the model becomes:( 4)

It will first be shown that. this equation does describe the changes of
increment threshold I>Jhen background in tensity is varied under certai n experimental conditions, and 1f it is assumed that k, X, a, t, and F stay constant,
Values of X and F will then be derived from Stiles• results.
II. INCREMENT 'THRESHOLD OF THE EYE

Fig.l shows that there is still a big difference between the theoretical
curve of equa tion (4) and Stiles• experimental curves, and this is probably
the facto r whi ch has discouraged people from pursuing t.~e ide a, put forward
by Rose (ref.IJ} and de Vries (ref. 5), that visual thresho lds are limited by
signal/noise considerations. 'lhe difference is that tl1e sloping parts of the
experimental curves tend to show close agreement with Weber's law (6I rxl),
whereas the theory predicts a square root law ({jirxi~). and this divergence
between the model's behaviour and that of the eye needs to be accounted for.
In the case of the rod mechanism it has been shov.n (ref. B) t.ha t Weber• s
law holds for lon g duration, large area, stimuli, whereas the square root
law holds for short duration, small area stimuli. It is true that the
reasons for these differences are not well understood, but an agreement with
the model's predicti!lns is sufficient to encourage one to pursue lt, and 1t
is here shown that the same conditions of stimulation that were previously
report ed to give such an agreement for the rod mechanism in the periphery of
the retina also give agreement in the case of the red (rt 5J and green (rt 4)
cone 1nechanisms at the fovea.
1(.56753)
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Nethod,
Thresholds were taken . by a s_elf-se.t ting technique in an apparatus similar
in essentials to that described previously_ (ref,B). This allowed a test
stLr1ulus of . variable area and duration to be superimposed in the middle of a
un1fonn bacKground f1 eld sub tending 13°. The required colours of backgroun d
and test stimulus were obtain ed with Ilford 'Spectral' filters 608 and 604,
The points of figs. 2 and 3 are the means of four settings, and the usual
precau tlons were taken ln deciding the order of taKin g the readin gs, in
avoidin g any but v18ual cues · as to the settings of the wedges, and ln
allowing time for the eye to adapt to each field intensity so t hat the
thresholds were stable. Foveal · fixation was obtained with an incomplete
cross, toe test stimuli appearin g ln the missin g part a t the intersection of
the anns. Ttte cross appeared black at high background l n tensl ties and was
dimly illuminated at low intensities. Thewr1te.r was the subject for both of
the experiments reported here.
Results.
(a) The Red mechanism (rt 5 ).
Fig.2 shows an experiment ln which the increment threshold for a red
light added to a green background was detennlned at the fovea for two types
of stimulus. The upper set of points was obtained with a test stimulus of
duration 7. 3 .m:s and area o. 0058 degrees 2 · ( dlam. 5.16 mlnu tes): the lower
set with a stimulus duration of 1 second and area 4.83 degrees 2 (2.48°
diameter). Each poln t ls the mean of four settings, and this mean was
estimated to have a standard error of 0.05 log units. It is immediately
obvious that, as the background intensity is raised, the lower set of
points rise more rapidly than the upper set, so that the sets of points
approach each other and the threshold ln tens! ties for the two types of
stimulus are less widely separated; there is apparently less temporal
summation, or less spatial summation, or less of both, at high than at low
background ln tens! tl es. This benavlour ls similar to that of the 'rod
mechanism.
The ·equation of the curve drawn through the upper set of points (short
duration, . small area stimulus) ls that of the suggested model, equation (4).
It ls only a moderately good fit, since two of the points lie more than two
standard errors from the line, but this curve certainly fits the points
better than el ther of tile other two curves which will be considered. The
curve through the lower set of points ls 6I .cc(I +X), which ls a formula
suggested by Fechner to explain the deviations from Weber's law at low background lntensltles. It will be noticed that the value of X required to give
a good f1 t ln this fonnula ls the same as that used in fitting fonnula (4)
to ·the upper points; these values of X are the values of I at the intersection of ·the two asymptot es of each curve, and these · points are indicated
thus +, The middle line ls Stiles' averaged t. v.l. curve for the red (rt 5)
mechanism detennlned with a stimulus of 0.2 sec duration and 0.79 degrees 2
(56753)
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Fig.2. Threshold versus intensitY curves for the red mechanism isolated by using
a red stimulU$ on a green background. Bottom curve - stimulus 1 se .c duratlon_. and
4.83 degrees2 area. Middle curve - Stiles' avera,ge curve _for rr5, stimulus 0.2 sec .
duration and 0.79 de grees 2 area. TOD curve - stimulus 7 ms duration · and 0.0058
degrees2 area.
:
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area (1°· diameter) in a 10° diameter field• The posltioping or this
curve relative W the other two is arbitrary, but it will be seen that the
intermediate stimulus conditions have given lt a shape intermediate
between the other two. It looks as though the shape of a t.v. i. curve
depends on the area and duration or the test stimulus used, but that this
shape Will lie between the extremes indicated by the formulae 6I oofi + XJ
and 6I q; (I+X) ~. It seems likely, however, that the value of X is not
dependent on the type of test stimulus used. These conclusions are rather
tentative because there are two complicating factors involved in interpreting the curves of fi g.2. First, the red mechanism ls possibly composed of
low and high intensity components (re/.3). Second, the theoretical curve
depend$ upon the approximation of equation (1), but -a more exact curve
cannot be used until one knows the order of .magn.iltude of the number of
quanta absorbed.
(b) The green mechanism (rrlJ},
Fig.3 shows an experiment in which a green stimulus, observed foveally,
was added to a red background. These col!ldl.tfons: should isolate the green
mechanism (Stiles' rr 4), and the 'figure shows tha~ as with the rods and the
red mechanism, the type of stimulus used affects the slope of the rising
portion of the t.v.!. curve. The stimulus for the lower curve was rather
smaller than for fig. 2, since it was thought desirable to reduce the danger
of contamination by the rod mechanism by 'confining the stimuli to the
central fovea. The upper curve has been shifted down 1 log unit relative to
the lower curve. Stiles• curve for n 4 is very similar to that for n: 5 and
it has not been reproduced.
The continuous lines are the same as in fig. 2; 6 I ct (I+X)~ for the
upper, and 6 I ex: (I+ X) for the lower set of points. Again, the same value
of X has been used for both curves, and the fit is moderately satisfactory
in both cases.
Attempts to repeat this experiment under conditions which isolate the
blue mechanisms have not been successfUl because of the difficultY of
getting a rising 11mb on any one mechanism which is lon g enough to enable
one to judge its slope.
Conclusions.
The conclusion draVll from these experiments is that the model represented by equation (4) is adequate to describe the performance of the eye
\oJhen the test stimulus is of short duration and small area. Some other
factor must be enterin g in the case of long du ration, large area stimuli,
and it is presumably this factor which is responsible for the ubiqul tous
tendency for Weber• s .law to a ppear. It might be .DOssible to devise a model
which would mimic the behaviour of the eye for all types of test stimulus,
but it would involve a good many arbitrary .f eatures. and at the mcment it
(c)
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GREEN STIMULUS . ON
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Fig. 3. 'ttlreshold versus intensity curves of the green mechanism isolated
by using a green· ~timulus on a red background. Lower curve - stimulus
0.65 degrees 2 area (55 minutes diameter) and 1 second duration. Upper
curve - sttmulus 0.0058 degrees2 area (5.2 minutes diameter) and 7 ms
duration: this curve has been shifted down i log unit relative to the
lower curve. Both scales in arbitrary intensitY units.
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seems preferable to stick to the "photocell with dark current" model
represented by equation (4), adding the proviso that the eye is less
efficient than the model predicts when the stimulus is of lon g duration.
or of large area, and probably also when the background intensity is high,
These deviations compl!ca te the estimation of F, for the values obtained
by substituting measured values of I and 6. I in equation (4) depend upon
the particular values of a and t used in the experimental detenninations of
threshold. It is, however, possible to obtain unique values of the dark
light, X, for each mechanism, since the same value seems to be required
both in the photocell model, and the nWeber•s law with dark light 11 model
(6. I= (I +X)) which was used to fit the lower curves of fi~s.2 and 3.
These values are derived from S tiles• results in the next section.
III. INTRINSIC NOISE OR DABK LIGHT OF OJNES

(a) Va lues.
Equation (4) plotted on double lo garithmic co-ordinates has two
asymptotes:
when

I>> X,

and when I<<

6. I -..::;;;,k {J/atF)!
6.I ~k (X/atFJ-!

X,

The intersection of thss'e asymptote's , occurs at I= X. This point is marked
by a cross on fi~s. 2 and 3, and the value of the dark 11 gh t could be read
off as the ordinate at this point. Rather than relying on these results,
which were obtained from a single subject, it seemed preferable to make use
of Stiles• curves (rej.3) which are based on extensive measurements on four
subjects. He gives the intensity of background required to raise 6I to ten
times the value of the absolute tnreshold for the mechanism under consi deration. Some uncertainty is i ntroduced in deriving the value of the dark li ght
from this f1 gure; if 6.I oo:t (J + A?., it would be 1/10 this in tens! ty, whereas
1f 6. lett (I+ XJ~ it would be 1/100. In fact the slope of his curves in the
relevant region seems to lie about half way between these (see fi~.2J, and
I have therefore taken the dark light to be 1/31.6 of the intensities of
background given by Stiles. This figure cannot be out by more than ~ 0.5 lo g
un1 ts. These figures, together w1 th those previously reported fo r rods
(ref.B} are shown in Table I.

(b) Interpretations.
It will be seen first that all the eerie inechanisms have a dark light
about 103 to 10 5 times as high as the rods; the "high intensity" mechanisms
would presumably have even higher dark li gl1ts. This is, of course, just
another way of saying that cones are l ess sensi tive than rods, but it is
rather mo re sp ecific t6 say tllat they have a higher dark light, just as i t
might be more specific to speak of one photocell having a higher dark
(56753)
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TABLE I
Dark. lights of rods and cones, together with wavelengths of
maximum sensi ti vi ty (A. max. ) , calculated dark. lights (see
text for method), and approx.i mate overall quantllm efficiencies
r------------.---------.--------------------------~,-------------··

Mechanism
involved
Rods

A max.
507

Dark lights in
quanta (A max) 1sec. degrees 2
Measured
Calculated
2 X
3 X

Photopic
Sensi ti vi ty
Q.lrve

555

Stiles
Stiles

1t 1

445

1t 3

440

Stiles

1t 4

542

Stiles

1t 5

573

10 2 to
10 3 (b)

Approximate
Overall qlian tum
Efflcl ency
5 x 10- 2 (a)

5 x 10- 3 (a)

1.05 X 107
4o5 X 10 7

2.9 X 10-3
7. 2 X 10- 4

3.1 X 106
3.6 X 10 6

2.6 X 10 5
7
2. ,8 X 10

5 X 10- 5
1.4 X 10- 5
3.8 X 10- 3
3.7 X 10- 3

All the figures are derived from Stiles (rej.3) except
(a) Rose ( ref.liJ) and
(b) Barlow (ref.B}.
current than another. FUrthennore, since t.he value of the dark. light does
not depend on the type of test stimulus used, this measure of sensi ti vi ty
avoids the paradoxical conclusion, reached by Arden and Weale (ref.9) .as a
result of measurements using a small area, short duration, stimulus, that ,
cones are as sensitive as rods. According to the present view, their
finding results from central cones having an advantage over peripheral rods
in de tee ting small qtum ti ties of light because the nervous pa tb.ways to .
which they are connected do not summate over such a large area or time, and
therefore collect a smaller quantity of retinal noise.
It has been suggested (ref.lO) that dark. light results from the thennal
instability or the photosensi tlve substances in the receptors, that the
rate of thennal breakoown depen<;ls upon the energy required to activate the
molecules, and that this energy controls the posl tion cit the peak of the
spectral sensltivity curves. It was hoped that a kriowledge or the dark
lights of the different ,cone mechanisms, . together with knowledge of their
spectral sensitivity curves, m1gh~ be ,used to 'test the validl cy. or this
conjecture. In the fourth column of the table. are given dark. lights for
the various mechanisms calculated on the following basis:
.'
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1. Rods , have a .d ark light o,f 1000 hv(507 m~J,)/s. degrees 2•
2. Each sx>ecies of cone contains a substance similar to rhodopsin
except for its activation energy,
whi ch is such as to cause maximum
absorption at the wavelength shown in column II.
3. All the substances, tn situ in the retina, have the same
photosensitivity.

e.

The calculations were made from the expression {rej.ll)

f

= exp{-E/kTJ

where k is Boltzmann's constant, T the absolute temperature, and f the
fraction of molecules with energy grea,ter than the activation energy. It is
obvious that the dark lights calculated on this basis are very different
from those observed. The individual sensitivity curves and dark ll ghts do
not, therefore, support the suggested relation between the two; but 1 t will
be noticed that the dark lights of all\ the cones are close to that exx>ected
from the overall photopic sensitivity
curve 2 (max.
sensitivity 560 miJ,,
6
,,
calculated dark light 3 x 10 lw/s. degrees ) . It is almos.t . certainly~ · ·
wrong to assume that all the substances have the same photosensitivity in
situ in the retina; for example, Brindley {rej.12) found evidence that the
red mechanism had a photosensi ti vi ty iB times that o f rhodopsin. A tricolour
system in which the three components had very different dark lights might
give rise to curious illusions at light intensities which were insufficient
to bring in all components, and it is possible that a light concentrating
mechanism has been evolved to increase the x>ho tosensitivity of the red
mechari1sm, and a screening pignent to decrease the x>hotosensit1vity of the
blue mechanism, thus bringing their dark llghts closer together. Quantum
efficiency might be expected to vary with photosensitivity, so the low .
values for the blue 'mechanism shown in the final column of the table appear
to SUI>I>Ort this' suggestion, but very much greater differences would actually
be needed. The idea that there is only a single photopic pignent whose
spectral sensitivity was varied by coloured screens might flt in with the
observed dark lights, and so might a system in W1ich contributions from
different receptors were combined at a low level in .the OI>tic pathways.
IV. QUAN'IUM EFF1CIENCIES OF CONES

P' in the equa,tions ···for the model was defined as the fraction of quanta
incident on the I>hOto.cathode Which caused emission Of an electron. The
corresponding quat+ti.ty for the eye would be thE fraction of quanta sent
through the x>u:Dn 'wtiich are "effectively absorbed" by the photosensi tlve
materials subservi~g the mechanfsm under consideration, but ·a d1ff1cul ty ·
arises in deciding \oilat to understand by the words "effectively absorbed".
In the case of rhodopsin a quantum can be absorbed without bleaching the ·
molecule, and even 1f bleaching occurs it is by no means certain that the
I
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rod is always activated. FUrther, 1f th~ rod is activated, 1t is still not
certain that this 1nfonnat1on is successfully transml tted to the place Where
the t hreshold decision ls made. It therefore seems desirable to accept as
"effectively absorbed" only the minimum number of quanta required to account
for the perfonnance actually achieved by the eye. F' ls then the overall
quantum efficiency~ that ls, the smallest fraction of the quanta sent into
the eye Which v.~Juld enable 1 t to perfonn the task which 1 t does perform.
'Ibis quantity will, of course, always be smaller than the fraction of quan,ta
actually ab.sorbed, but 1 t might approximate to it ln the case of a task to
which the eye ls well adapted. One might hope to subdivide the overall
quantum efficiency into the eff1c1enc1es of the various steps - absorption,
excl tatlon of receptors, transmission to the central nervous system, tnc., but this ls clearly not .DOSslble until information becomes available about
the stages 1ntenned1ate between the light entering the eye and the subject
g1 vlng his res.Donses.
The overall quantum eff1c1enc1es shoWl ln Table I were calculated from
Stiles' results ln the following way. Equation (2) was used rather than (4)
because 1 t was thought better not to make any allowance for the dark light
ln the first .Dlace; k was assumed to have a value e.f 3.3, which corres.Donds
to a degree of reliability which allows the subject to give 1/1000 positive
responses to zero stimuli; a and t were the area and duration of the test
stimuli (0.79 degrees 2 and 0.2 sec); and the values of b. I and I were taken
from the t.v.!. curves at the .DOint Where p ls greatest, Which is the .DOint
where the curve (.Dlotted on double logarithmic coordinates) touches a line of
slo.De ~.
'Ibe overall quantum eff1c1enc1es are low compared with that of rods (e.g.
O.Cfl derived from Hecht et al 1Et flgqres (r:ei_, .l3), . and 0.05 from Rose (ref.liJ/)';
allowance for the dark light would increase the figures by a factor of less
than 2, and they might be further increased by the use of more favourable
areas and durations or stimulus. 'Ibe fact which emerges quite clearly ls that
the blue mechanisms have very low quantum efficiencies com.Dared with the red
and green mechanisms.
GENERAL CONCLUSION
'TifE photocell with dark current .Drovides a fairly satisfactory physical model
Which mimics the .Drlnci.Dle features of the perfonnance of the eye ln
detecting incremental stimuli. It ls suggested that each of the mechanisms
se.Darated by Stiles has a characteristic dark light. analogous to the dark
current of a .Dhotocell, and a characteristic quantum efficiency, ln add! tlon
to its characterlstlc S.DeCtral sensitivity CU~Ve. 'Ibese WOUld account for
the shape and position of the t.v.i. curves under some conditions, but a
feature of the performance of the eye which is not mimicked by the model ls
the decrease in quantum efficiency that occurs when the test stimulus is
made larger and longer, and when the background ls made brighter. This
(56753)
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feature leads to the appearance of Weber's law when long duration, large
area, test stimuli are used, and causes reduced temporal and spa t1al
summa t1on at higher background in tens1t1 es.
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PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF PAPERS 21 , 25 1 35 AND 28
PROFESSOR Y. LE GRAND presented his paper (21). DR. W. A. H. RUSHTON said
that as it had been established that the deuteranope, li ke the normal, had
two pigments it would seem to him that deuteranopy arose from a loss of
organi sation. Professor Le Grand had mentioned an alternative view on
which the normal had a random distribution of two pigments. In that case,
the deuteranope would have increased the organisation and in such a way as
exactly t o eliminate the possibility of colour discrimination.
DR. H. H. PIR8NNE referred to the cone connexion scheme with which
Professor Le Grand had illustrated the possibility of colour integration
at the r etinal rather than the cortical stage. As a basis for discussion
he presented a lantern slide, showing retinal corrnexions, from Polyak's
contribution to the 1947 Conference on Colour Vision held at Cambridge.
l1R. J. ClJILD also referred to Professor Le Grand• s suggestion that each
cone might contain different concentrations of three light-sensitive pigments. Twenty-five years ago, he (Mr. Guild) had suggested* that one
possible way in which the three-dimensional behaviour of vision in matching
experiments could arise might be the following. 'Ihe individUal receptors
(of which many were involved in the perception of colour) might differ
among themselves 1n spectral sensitivity, the differences being, possibly,
a mere random variation from a norm, and there might be three cortical
centres (or three types or cortical centre) whbse relative excitation
determined the colour sensation evoked in the cognitive element of the
observer. If the probablli ty of any retinal receptor being coupled to one
or other of these cortical centres was determined in some way by the
position in the spectrum of its maximum sensitivity, the whole collection
of receptors in operation at any one time would operate as three independent receiving systems with distinctive spectral sensitivities. In that
paper, he was not concerned with physiological or biochemical implications;
his analysis was whollY schematic. If Professor Le Grand's hypothesis were
correct, the random variation of the concentrations of the three photosensitive substances in each cone would provide the kind of variation of
individual receptors from a norm which he (Mr. Guild) had mentioned, and
the relative concentrations in any given receptor might quite possibly
determine the probablli ty of the receptor being coupled to a cortical
element of one or other of the three types involved in colour cognizance.
'IHE CHAIRMAN (DR. w. s. STILES) remarked that he had found the conception of lability of the brain in the development of colour vision, mentioned by Professor Le Grand, most usefUl at least as a simple model in
*"Some problems or visual reception" contribution by J. Guild to "Joint
Discussion on Vision", Physical and Optical Societies, June 1932,
Cambridge University Press.
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tryin g to understand the colour-naming properties of persons with normal
colour-vision in one eye and defective colour-vision in the other. The name
applied to a stimulus to the defective eye would be the one that had the
greatest probability of agreeing with the name applied by the more discriminating eye, and this association of names and stimuli would be
acquired when the coiour "learning" of the child was in a very early stage.
In introducing his paper together with the supplement, (25),
DR. D. L. MACADAM said that its title should perhaps be changed to "A NonLinear Hypothesis": it had features in common with several other contributions to the Symposium including that of Prof, Shklover.
THE CHAIRMAN asked whether the non-linearity introduced had got rid of
the original discrepancies which Dr. MacAdam had found ln his colour adaptation results (ref. 16, Paper 25).
DR. MACADAM said that the computers were workin g on this but had not
yet provided the answer.
THE CHAIRMAN then asked Professor s. G. Yurov to read the paper by
Prof. D. A, Shklover (Paper 35) together with ·the latter•s comments on
Dr. MacAdam• s contribution.
PROFESSOR YUROV explained that Prof. Shklover had returned to Moscow
only recently and had immediately mailed him the following comments:
"The problem of the mechanism of formation of hue, saturation and
brightness sensation and the adjacent problem of the development of an
equicontrast colorimetric system are very important for present-day
colo rime try.
Of all the papers presented at the Symposium which we have had the
opportunity to get acquainted with, only Dr. MacAdam's paper (especiallY
the supplementary material) and my own are devoted to these problems.
An equicontrast colorimetric system cited in my paper was first communicated at the Fourth Conference on Physiological Optics, Leningrad~
October 1955, and was published in the form of theses. We were very
pleased to learn that Dr. MacAdam had recently arrl ved at a solution of.
this problem which was in principle very close to ours.
In Dr. MacAdam's first paper sent at the same time as ours, there
was proposed a very interesting attempt to explain the great major! ty of
the facts of visual processes with the help of the "beat-frequency"
hypo thesis.
In the supplement to his paper sent ln July this year Dr. MacAdam
reflects thi~ hypothesis previously proposed by him and develops a
purely mathematical model of the colour vision process, the principles
of which are expounded by him in the form of seven main statements of
the theocy. It is of interest to point out that the "beat-frequency"
hypothesis and all the main statements of Dr. MacAdam's theory (with
the exception of the point 7, relating to the problems of adaptation
which we did not touch upon) are also formulated ln my paper.
(56753)
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But though the main statements are very similar yet the theories
differ in the concrete forms of the. solutions of the problems proposed,
That is why we consider that it would be worth while comparing the
results obtained by the two authors:
i. In both works definite spectral response curves of the three
receptors are taken as the basis for further development.
We used the curves
y and
In Dr. MacAdam 1 s work the curves;, ~. b, obtained as a result of
his experiments on colour adaptation were used.
Our calculations lately have shown that the best coincidence of the
theory with the results of experiments is obtained when the spectral
characteristics of the receptors found by E. N. Yustova are used as the
main curves. These curves were obtained on the basis of the investigation of the colour vision of dichromats carried out in accordance with
a new method suggested by N. D. Nuberg.
As our formulae state, the intersection points of the spectral response curves of the receptors correspond to those wavelengths for which
the constant hue loci in the colour diagram are straight lines. That is
why not only the form of the spectral response curves of the receptors,
but a correlation of their scales is important for th,~ results of our
calculations, In this connexion we consider the curves,
g, b, used
in Dr. MacAdam• s report, which for the white radiation ( "E" or ·"C'~ give
reactions differing to a large extent from each other, to be
unacceptable.
2. The second main thesis of both theories is the acceptance of a
certain non-linear dependence between receptor reactions and the intensity of the perceived radiation. ·
In our work there is used the logarithmic dependence:

x,

z.

r,

VR = log (R

+ C).

Dr. MacAdam in his report uses the power dependence:
VR = a + bRP, where P = 0.3 - 0.42.

With suitable assignments of the coefficients in the equations,
these formulae can give very similar dependences. Nevertheless we consider the logarithmic dependence to be preferable as it: (a) agrees
with the Webe~Fechner law and was used by Helmholtz and Stiles in their
Works on the metrics of colour space, {b) enables one to explain the
non-dependence of chromaticity sensation on brightness in a certain
range of intensities
(R ~ C; log R - log G = log Rt),

(c) leads, in the case of colours of low saturation and sufficientlY
high brightness to an equicontrast chromaticity diagram connected with
the standard ·chromat1c1ty diagram by linear equations.
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Dr. MacAdam states in his report that in the case or a strict
logarithmic dependence, loci of codstant hue must be straight lines, but
in practice it is not so.
3. Both theories under consideration hypothecate the formation of two
new signals (Va, V~, characterising the colour of the perceived radiation from three non-linear primary receptor responses.
These signals, according to our theory, are formed by subtraction of
three primary signals:
Va = 5 (VR- V0); V/3 = (VB- V0).
In MacAdam's work the formation of signals or chromaticity is also
connected with the formation of differences or receptor responses.
However in contrast with our work, MacAdam, besides the difference or
"red" and ngreenn responses, uses in his theory the difference of some
fourth "Yellow" (dependent on some · "pseudolinear" combination of red
and green stimulations) and "blue" responses.
Chromaticity signals are connected with these differences by the
following complex equations:
Va = 3.2 (VR- V0) +Cot 70° (i - V3 )
V/3 = i - VB

where- i = G + R (VR- V0) - 0.0282 CVp- V0).
It is of interest to note that the principle of the formation of
chromaticity signals proposed by us very closely recalls the well-known
eq~ation proposed by Adams in 1942 which is widely used at present in
.the practice of colorimetry. A substantial difference of our formulae
and Adams• equations consists, however, in the fact that instead of C.I.E.
tristimulus values, we use the spectral sensitivity curves of the tllree
receptors and that empirical correlation between responses and components
we replace by logarithmic dependence.
Already ln 1955 we had proposed a hypothesis on the possible mechanism
of formation o.r differences of receptor responses. This hypothesis considered a new differential frequency as a beat-frequency which is formed
as a resul-t of a simple add! tion of two series of corresponding impulses.
We think that notw1 thstanding the fact that the first MacAdam report,
widely using the beat hypothesis, raised objections, the use of the beat
hypothesis in connex1on with the problem of formation of chromaticity
signals is very penetrating. one of the difficulties connected with this
hypothesis ls that in such a case we don't deal with the sinusoidal
oscillations considered in the usual theory of beat-frequencies but with
trains of pulses. However, it is easy to prove that in the case of
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summation of two trains or pulses, the difference frequencies are also
formed.
These difference. frequencies in that case may be interpreted as
periodical "condensation" of impulses or as their periodical superposition, resulting in the doubling of th eir amplitudes.
We built an electronic model of the colour vision process which is
based on the theory propounded and which provides a colour diagram of
the new colorimetric system directly on the screen of a cathode-ray
tube. Fie. 1 gives some oscillograms which were obtained with this model

Flg. 1a

V1

= 25;

v=

V1

-

=

V2
13;
V2 = 12.

F1g.1b

= 27; v2 = 30;
v = v2 - v1 = 3.

v1

Fi g.1. - Oscillo grams , obtained on the electronic model, illus tratin g the process or formation or beat- frequenc ies by the summation of two trains
of pulses of different frequencies.
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showing the result of summation of two trains of pulses of different
frequencies. In these oscillograms we can clearly see the process of
formation of beat-frequencies. However, lt should be pointed out that
ln the case of great differences between frequencies of summed impulses
there are some difficulties both ln obtaining and in the fUrther
separation of beat-frequencies.
4. In both Dr. MacAdam's and our theories the forms . of the relations
between colour hue, colour saturation and colour contrast 'sensations
and the signals, characterising the chromatic! ty of perceived light,
are completely identical:
(a) The colour hue ls determined by the ratio of the chromaticity
signal values.
(b) The saturation of colours is determined by the root mean square
of the chromaticity signal values.
(c) Colour contrast between two colours is determined_by the root
mean square of chromaticity signal differences.
The comparison of final · equations for colour hue, saturation and
colour contrast sensations, obtained by Dr. MacAdam and by us, shows
that our equations are simpler and therefore the physiological interpretations are easier. on the other hand MacAdam• s equations including
more constants might give a closer fit to the experimental results.
However, owing to the inaccuracy of the data of the standard C.I.E.
observer on which all the calculations are based and also owing to the
uncertainty of experimental results, it is not now expedient to build
complicated empirical equations which have to reproduce experimental
data with great precision.
Though we agree with Dr. Hartline's opinion, expressed in his
letter to Dr. MacAdam, that the nervous system is not a sort of
digital computer, we must take into account experimental facts showing that the human visual apparatus is able to discriminate radiation
according to colour hue and saturation. Consequently the visual
apparatus must solve in an unknov.n way the mathematical equations mentioned above.
In this connexion the task of colorimetrists is to formulate the
simplest equations, describing, at least qualitatively, the experimental facts, while physiologists must find the corresponding mechanism
in the visual system and investigate its action.
For just this purpose the new equicontrast colorimetric system is
proposed. It is undoubtedly preliminary and subject to further
modifications."
DR. D. B. JUDD asked whether Dr. MacAdam's theory could be applied to
heterochromatic brightness matching. In reply, DR. MACADAM said he had
not so far developed its possibilities in that direction but the simplest
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procedure for bringing in brightness-matching would lead to non-add! t1v1 ty
in the reverse sense to the Kohlrausch effect, i.e., mixed (desaturated)
stimuli would come out too bright.
DR. H. B. BARLOW presented his paper (28). He concluded by speculating
whether the PUrkinje shift could be attributed to the large increase in
noise to be expected from thennal dissociation at longer wavelengths. By
using the "dark light" of the threshold-versus-in tens! ty curves for rods
and cones, quite good agreement with the peak shift of 560-505 mJ.l. was
obtained. On the ·other hand the blue cone mechanism was just as noisy as
the red mechanism and one might have to assume that noise could spill in
neurallY to the blue from the red mechanism. or that a system of overlying
pi!?Jllents might be involved.
PROFESSOR G. WALD said that noise was certainly fUndamental to the visual
process; 1 t could be generated thennally and added to the signal at any
stage of its journey to the cortex, and the possibility of !)lore central
origin should always be remembered.
W1 th regard to the PUrklnj e sh1 ft, he thought there were two factors
worth considering. Firstly the possible kinds of chromophore pigments had
absorptions in the ultra-violet and 1 t was d1ff1cul t to obtain from them a
visual. pigment w1 th a maximum even in the blue. On the other hand, the reduction of chromatic aberration made it worth while to move to the red.
DR. H. J. A. DAR'INALL said that cold-blooded animals, for whom thermal
noise would be much less important, were found to supply considerably more
visual pi!?Jllents to the retina; on the other hand the birds, who had the
highest body temperatures, had abandoned a variety of pi!?Jllents in favour of
coloured oil globules.
DR. E. BAUMGARDT favoured the theory that two quanta in a double h1t
were needed to excite a nerve fibre. The number two was implied by the laws
of Piper for areal summation and Pieron for temporal summation. Frequencyof-seeing curves suggested that the minimum number of quanta. required was
more like four, five, six or seven. It had been shown that the double hit
theory with the assumption of several double hits for threshold stimulation
involved no contradiction and predicted a toe for the threshold-versusintensity curves even if noise were absent. He himself would not wish to
deny that noise was present, and he agreed with Professor Wald 1 s suggestion
of cortical origin.
He had recently recomputed the equivalent number of dark quanta required
to explain the noise level, using the figures given by Graham and Margar1a,
and found that he could not agree with Dr. Barlow•s calculation. He had
consulted Dr. Graham on the interpretation of these figures, and was sure
that he had used them correctly. The number of available noise quanta was
too small to explain the results.
THE CHAIRMAN said that fUrther discussion on Dr. Barlow•s paper would be
reserved until the remaining papers had been read.
(56753)
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24. ADAPTATION AND THE TRICHROMATIC THEORY*
By R. W. G. HUNT

SUMMARY
THE trichromatic theory is examined with particular regard to its ablli ty to
account for certain phenomena connected with adaptation, such as the
constancy of metameric matches, the non-linearity of corresponding tri~ .·
s tlnulus values; and tire vatiatlori of saturation wU!h adaptation.
It is concluded that the trichromacy of colour matching is best accounted
for by the theory that there are only three basic photochemical substances
operating in photopic vision, and that they are present only in low concentrations. It is also concluded that there must be an adaptation-dependent
non-linearity in the visual system, and it is suggested that it occurs in
the compounding of two "colour difference" signals from the photochemical
absorptions. It is suggested that a luminosity signal is compounded from the
photochemical absorptions on a linear basis. It is concluded that the _
existence of a logarithmic signal-stimulus relationship cannot be properly
deduced from discrimination data, and, for luminosity, theoretical considerations suggest a power relationship which also has some experimental support.
INTRODUCTION
IT is becoming more and more appreciated that the visual process consists of
many stages, each linked to the other in complex fashion. As Thomson (ref. 1)
so ably put it: "Each mechanism is activated by the one before it not as a
line of goods trucks being pus.hed by an engine, ..... but as a number of
philosophers following each other in history. The wise men dlffer from the
trucks because they choose and transmit to their juniors according to
complicated, but nevertheless definite, laws only certain facts from the
knowledge received from their predecessors". In one sense this trend ln
outlook is a departure from the trichromatic theory, which in fact some
workers have abandoned altogether in favour of some form of polychromatic
theory .. The present paper is an attempt to show that the trichromatic theory
is still the foundation of colour vision, but can no longer claim to be the
entire edifice.
The directions from which the trichromatic theory has come under fire
include the following:
(1) the absence of any anatomical or photochemical basis for the three
colour mechanisms of the theory;
'\' Corr.mun1cat1on No; 1897H from the Kodak Research -Laboratories.
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(2) the existence of five, rather than three, distinctly different
colour sensations; red, yellow, green, blue, and white;
(3) the failure of the theory to account for certain colour changes
induced by varying adaptation; and
(4) the failure of the theory to account for the various forms of colour
deficiency.
Evidence can of course be marshalled from many quarters to defend the theory
on all these counts, but it is the purpose of this paper to examine chiefly
the testimony or adaptation and to attempt to build up a picture of the
visual process which does justice at least to this aspect.
THE CONSTANCY OF METAMERIC MATCHES

IT is convenl.ent to- start wtth one of the most remarkable of all visual
phenomena, the constancy of metameric matches. By this is meant that if a
colour match is made when the two halves of the field are seen under the
same adaptation condition, the match will remain a match when that adaptation
condition is varied. Thus, for example, with the eye dark-adapted, a spectral
orange may be matched by a mixture of spectral red and green; if the eye is
then adapted to red light, the spectral orange may no longer look orange at
all, but green, for instance; nevertheless the same red and green mixture
also changes in appearance in exactly the same way and by exactly the same
amount, so that the two halves of the field still match one another. From the
point of view of visual theory this phenomenon is crucial; it is also vltal
for the application of colorimetry, for most colour matching experiments are
carried out under conditions of dark adaptation, but the mixture curves thus
derived are used to predict metamers (pairs of PhYsicallY different but
visually matching stimuli) for a wide range of adaptation conditions. It 1s
curious, therefore, to find that the recent literature seems to have as much,
.or more, to say about the breakdown of metameric colour matches than about
their constancy (refs. 2, 3}.
The same is .t rue, however, of another basic phenomenon of colorimetry,
namely additivity. By additivity is meant that if two PhYsicallY different
stimuli, A and B, match one another, and are additively mixed with another
pair of PhYSicallY different, but visuallY matching, stimuli, C and D, then
the mixture of A and C will match the mixture or B and D. This phenomenon
also has far-reaching consequences for colorimetry and, as we shall see, for
visual theory also; but, again, recent literature deals mostlY with the
breakdown, or alleged breakdown of this conception (refs. ~. 5}, One reason
for this state of affairs, both with respect to metameric constancy and
additivity, is that when these phenomena occur there is nothing new to
report, the original concepts having been published years ago. It Is only
when there is a discrepancy that pen is put to paper. In the case or
additivity, however, Miss Trezona has recently re-examined the ccncept in
some detail (ref. 5) and found that large deviations from additivity only
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occurred under conditions of poor discrimination and that they were
generally within the just-discriminable colour step for the particular
conditions obtaining in the observation. A comparable modern vindication of
the constancy or ~etameric matches does not seem to be available at present
and the evidence for breakdowns at very high intensities seems incontrovertible; but the concept is still generally accepted (ref•. 6) as being
valid for most adaptation conditions. In this paper metameric matches will
be assumed to be constant with adaptation, and the conclusions therefore
will not apply to those conditions, such as adaptation at very high
intensities, where these matches break down.
What conclusions can be drawn from the phenomenon of metameric constancy?
There seems no escape from the conclusion that each basic :spectral sensitivity curve or the retina must remain constant in shape (apart from changes
made by multiplying all the ordinates by a factor independent of wavelength)
(ref. 7). From this deduction it follows that either the concentrations of
the ;Photochemt.cal!_ substances (upon which these spectral sensitivities
depend) are always very low, or that the concentrations do not vary. For if
the concentration of the photochemical substances were such that, for the
wavelength or maximum absorption, more than about 20% of the light were
absorbed, the spectral absorption curve, and hence the spectral sensitivity
curve, would show marked variations in shape as the concentration was
varied. A fixed photochemical concentration seems unlikely in view of the
large changes in spectral sensitivity which can be induced by adaptation;
and hence we conclude that the photochemical substances are present in the
retina in such a way that they absorb only a small fraction or the incident
light. This is, in part, an answer to the first of the criticisms of the
trichromatic theory mentioned above: that a photochemical basis for the
theory is lacking. If the photochemical substances are only present in small
amounts; they will clearly be very difficult to detect.
Brindley (ref. 8) has suggested that the breakdown of red-green rna tches
at very high adapting intensities is due to the "red" photochemical
substance changing in concentration from that giving a peak absorption of
about 70% at normal intensities to something appreciablY, lower at very high
intensities. A difficulty with this approach is that the shape of the
spectral sensitivity curve should change most at intensities near normal,
and least as the intensities become higher, whereas the reverse seems to be
the case: over a large range or medium intensities metameric matches hold,
but as very high adapting intensities are approached, the matches break
down, a little at first and then considerably. It seems therefore mor.e
satisfactory to attribute the constancy of metameric matches at normal
intensities to a low but variable concentration of photochemical substance,
and to seek an explanation for the breakdown of the matches at very hlgh
intensities elsewhere. For example, it has been s~ggested that the "red"
substance is composed of a mixture of two component substances whose
(56753)
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concentrations retain the same ratio, except at very high intensities where
one is perhaps rendered ineffective bef~re _the ~th~r. The hump in the
luminosity curve at 0.60 ~reported by Wright might be construed as evidence
ror the red substance having a composite nature (ref. 9).
THE NUMBER OF RETINAL MECHANISMS

DOES .tbe.. ¢onstan-ey or me-tame.ric matcl\e;s: throw any light on the question
or the number or independent retinal mechanisms? At first sight it may seem
that since colour matching can always be performed with only three matching
sti~li, there can be only three retinal mechanisms. But this does not
follow. SUppose for the sake or argument that there were five retinal
mechanisms. each dependent on a different photochemical substance. SUppose
two stimuli, 51 and S2, resulted in photochemical absorptions equal to r 1,
;1' Ot' Yt! wp_ an.¢ r 2, ; 2, ~b2, : ~.2' w2, respectively.. rr the conditions ror a
match were that each or these photochemical absorptions had to be equal.
then f1ve matching st1mul1 would be required. If, however, the condltlons
for a match were, for example:
it

rz- iz

(1)

b1 - Yt

bz - Yz

(2)"

wz

(3)

r1 -

w1 =

then only three matching stimuli would be required since the system, as far
as matching is concerned, would be one of only three cond~tions. Thus the
rive. mechanisms might give rise to sensations or redness (r), greenness (g),
blueness (b), yellowness (y), and whiteness (w), a colour match being
attained when the whiteness signals were equal, when the differences between
the redness and greenness signals were equal, and when the differences
between the blueness and yellowness signals were equal. It is the constancy
of metameric matches, and additivity, which make the above type or system
untenable ror the following reasons.
we have seen that changes in adaptation can only result in overall changes
1n the heights of the spectral sensitivity curv~s, the shapes remaining
constant. It therefore follows that if the two stimuli 81 and S2 are now
viewed under different adaptation conditions, the same fractional change,
say l, must occur in both r1 and r 2• SimilarlY, let m, n, p, and q be the
fractional changes occurring in the other four absorptions so that the two
stimuli will continue to match if:
l . r 1 - mc1
61 =. l r? - mc1
62
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nb1 - pyi = n,b 2 - f>y 2

(5)

qwl = qwz

(6)
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The constancy or metameric matches with adaptation means that these
equations should hold independentlY ot ·l, m, n, p and q. Clearly this is
not the case, except tor q.
If however the conditions for a match were as follows:
(7)
(8)
(9)

then changes or adaptation would not upset the match, tor

lr11mf1

(10)

lrzlmfz
nb 11py1 = nb2 1py2
=

,qw1 =

(11)

'7W2

(12)

clearly are independent or L;· m, n, p, and q. This system, however, denies
the concept or additivity. For if, in addition to ·s1 and S2, we have another
pair or stimuli "53 and s4 which also match one another, then additivity
experiments show that the mixtures S1 + S3 and S2 + S4 should also match one
another~ Thls lmplies that given:
(13)

it ought to follow that:
( r 1 + r 3 ) I (f1 + r 3 > = ( r 2 + r 4 ) I (f2

+ i4},

.• • •

(14)

and this is certainly not generally true.
It is thus clear that the constancy or metameric matches and additivity
are crucial facts in visual theory, and over the range or conditions where
they hold, there seems no alternative to the conclusion that there are only
three spectrnlly independent retinal mechanisms operating. It 1s natural to
ldentlfy these with three photochemical substances I>resent at low
concentrations.
Thls conclusion does not, however, necessarily limit the number or
I>Ossible .retinal mechanisms to three. For SUI>poslng a rourth receptor had a
spectral absorption curve whose shape could be exactly matched by adding
together c'ertain proi>ortions d, e, !, (which might vary with adai>tation) or
the three basic SI>ectral absorption curves. The absorption, w, say, of such
a receptor would clearly be given by:
w

= dr + er + fb

(15)

It would therefore follow that any two stimuli S1 and S2, for which
r1 = r2 , r 1 = r 2 , and b1 = b2, woul d give rise to absorptions k1 and 42•
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which would be equal. If the response from this fourth mechanism were added
to those from the three other mechanisms the conditions for a match might
then be, for example:
l ,.1 +

'1J>w1 = l '"z + '1J>Wz

(16)

"W1 + %Pw1

"Wz + %PWz

{17)

nb1 + %Pw1

nb2 + %P~i2

(18)

'These equations would be independent or l, m, n, and p whenever wi = k2• and
't tits wuuld occur whenever ,.i = '"z· ~1 = ~2' and b1 = bz· Thus, in these
circumstances there are only three conditions for a match, the matches are
independent of adaptation, and additivity holds; and yet there are four
different types or receptor operating. This can only happen, however, if the
fourth receptor has a spectral sensitivity curve which can be synthesized
from those of the other three receptors. The same arguments can be applied
to a fifth and sixth receptor or in fact to any number of receptors. The
general formulation of the position is as follows: the constancy or
metameric matches and the additivity of colour matches require that the
spectral sensitivity curves or all retinal receptors be any linear combination of three basic sensitivity curves, and that as the adaptation is
varied these curves either remain constant or change in such a way that the
new curves are always linear transformations of the old curves.
It now, therefore, becomes possible to postulate an answer to the second
criticism of the trichromatic theory, that there exist five, rather than
three, distinctly different colour sensations. By regarding the trichromatic
theory simply as a restriction on the variety of spectral sensitivity curves
permissible in the receptors, no limitations are placed on the number of
mechanisms or sensations~ For instance, it is not incompatible with this
form or the trichromatic theory for there to be five different types or
receptor, having different spectral sensitivity curves, sending messages by
five different routes to five different centres in the brain resulting in
five different types of sensation, such as red, green, blue, yellow and
white. It is only required that it be_ possible to synthesize linearly the
spectral sensitivity curves or the five receptors from three basic.curves.
It must be admitted, however, that the transmission of five different types
of signal from the retina to the brain contrasts a little strangely with the
economy usually found in Nature.
MATCHING COLOURS SEEN UNDER DIFFERENT ADAPTATIONS
SO ' tar,, aHbough .ada;pta:t.1on .n:as. been considered as a variable, we have
restricted our attention to the case where the two halves of a matching
field have always been seen under the same .l daptation conditions. Colour
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matches can, however, be made when the two halves of the matching field are
seen under different adaptation conditions, either by the binocular matching
techn'ique or by local adaptation of different areas of the retina. The
basic experiment usuallY consists of first matching a stimulus with a red,
green, and blue mixture in the ordinary way with both halves of the field
seen under the same adaptation conditions, and then repeating the match
when either the test stimulus or the mixture is viewed under a different
state of adaptation.
SUppose that under the first adaptation conditions the amounts of red,
green and, blue light needed to match a series of stimuli S, are represented
by R, G, B, and that under the second adaptation conditions the amounts are
R', G', B'. Because of the additivity of colour matches the photochemical
absorptions corresponding to each of these sets of tristimulus values must
be linearly related to them. Thus for any three of the photochemical
absorptions:

=

A'

(~:)
B' .l

(19)

where r, ~. b are the photochemical absorptions in the first state of
adaptation, r', ~'. b', those in the second, and A and A' are nine-element
square matrices.
Now if the conditions for a colour match are that the photochemical
absorptions for the two halves of the field must be equal, then

=

(r')
\ ~,
\ b' .

(20)

Hence, from equation (19):

(21)

which implies that the corresponding tristimulus values R, G, B, and
R', G', B', are linearly related.
Now it has been shown (refs. 10, 11, 12J that in fact the tristimulus
values R, G, B, and R', G', B', obtained under different adaptation conditions
are not exactly linearly related. A linear transformation represents a useful
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approximation to the results, but significant discrepancies not attributable
to experimental error do occur. MacAdam has sought to explain this state of
affairs by assuming more than three (actually six) basic spectral sen~iti
vity curves. In order to explain the non-linearity or the tristimulus
values, these spectral sensitivity curves must not be linear combinations of
three basic curves, and, as MacAdam admits, this denies the constancy or
metameric matches. It is important, therefore, to see whether there is a way
·or avoiding this position.
When the two halves of a matching field are viewed under the same
adaptation conditions it seems entirely logical to believe that the
condition for a match is equality or the photochemical absorptions; for
equality of adaptation implies identical conditions, in which it is hard to
!see how identical absorptions could give rise to different sensations. But-·
when the two halves of the matching field are viewed under different
adaptation conditions, it seems quite possible that .identical photochemical
absorptions m~ght give rise to different sensations because the signals
initiated by them might be differently processed in the two instances. That
this is, at least in theory, an adequate way out or the difficulty can be
seen by the following.
Suppose that the photochemical absorptions give rise to signals in the
optic nerve of magnitudes l, c1 , c2, in the first adaptation condition, and
l 1 , c1 1 , c2 ', in the second. The condition for a match would presumably be
equal! ty of signalrmgn,l tudes, that is: i L= l ', c1 = c1 ', and c2 = c2 '. If these
signal magnitudes were linearly related to the photochemical absorptions, we
should have:

B'

(22)

( ;;)
b1

;

where Band B' are nine-element square matrices. Hence, using equation (19),
the conditions for a match become:

B'A'

o:)

(23)

which again implies that R, G, B, and R', G', 31, are linearly related. As
we have seen, experiment shows that this is not exactly true and hence one
or more or the matrices 8, A, B'', A' must be non-linear.
We have already seen that additivity necessitates the linearity or the
matrices .4 and A', .therefore the non-linearity must be confined to the B
and B' matrices. Moreover these matrices must clearly not be equal to one
another, otherwise they would cancel from the above equation, and R, G, B
and R', G', 8 1, would again be linearly related. It is clear, therefore,
(56753)
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that what is required is an adaptation-dependent non-linear relationship
between the photochemical absorptions and the signals. It may be asked
whether such a non-linear relationship can be reconciled with the linear
chromaticity discrepancies found by MacAdam. There is no easy answer to
this question, but the linearities found by MacAdam might be consequences
of suitably formulated non-linear relationshtps, or they might represent
approximations to limited portions of relationships which in their entirety
were non-linear.
The data considered thus far give no clue as to what these relationships
might be, but it is perhaps as well to remember that luminances are
additive irrespective of chromaticity, at least approximately, and hence,
as Willmer has recently remarked (ref. 13), luminosity must presumably be
established on an additive basis. Furthermore, Wright (ref, 1~) has shown
that, at least in some conditions, when colours seen under different
adaptations match one another, the match is not upset by altering the
intensities of the two colours by the same percentage, Facts such as these
impose certain limitations on the form which the adaptation-dependent nonlinear relationship can take. But suppose a luminance signal l, and two
colour difference signals, c1 and c2, were compounded from the photochemical
absorptions, thus:
l = f( a1 r + a2 g + a3 b)
c1 = f 1 (r/~)

(24)

ez=

(26)

fz(t/b)

(25)

f. f 1 and f 2 being unknown functions. Suppose, further, that changing the
adaptation could be represented by:
l

I

c'1
I

c2

= f(a 1' r' + a 21
= ft'(r'lt')
= f 2 '<e'lb')

g' + a 3 1 b1 )

(27)
(28)
(29)

f 1 ' and f 2 ' being unknown functions. It is clear that luminosity is

established on an additive basis as required, It is also clear that if
l = L', c1 = c1 1 , and c2 = c2 1 , the multiplication of r, g, b, and r', g',
b', by the same factor k will not upset the equalities, because f does not
change with adaptation and the other two signals depend on ratios; hence
the match will not be upset by changing the intensities of the two matching
fields by equal factors. The required non-linearity between R, G, Band R',
G', B', is assured if either f 1 and f 1 1 or f 2 and f 2 ' (or perhaps both
pairs) are un.equal and non-linear.
In so far as luminances are not perfectly additive, and matches are sometimes disturbed by varying the intensit~ of both colours (refs. 15, 15), the
permissible forms of the above equations may be extended.
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The above arguments are 'not af,fected 1f further photochemical absor?tions w and y, for instance, are present, provided always, of course, that
their spectral absorption curves are alreadY related to the other three.
In equation 27 the c~efficients a 1 ', a 2 ', a 3 ' are not necessarily the
same as a 1, a 2, a3 of equation zq. If they were the same then changes in
chromatic adaptation would be fullY reflected in the spectral luminositY
runctlon. If, on the other hand, a 1 ~ ai_, a 3 ' and a 1, a 2, a 3 were so
related that a1 rta 11 r 1 ; a 2~!a 2 1 ~ 1 ; a3 b!a3 1b 1 , then the shape of the
spectral luminosity fUnction would be unchanged by changes in chromatic
function. Hurvich and Jameson (ref. 17) have shown that the spectral
luminositY fUnction is affected by changes in chromatic adaptation, but it
is not at present clear whether the effects are as great as would be
expected if these changes were fullY reflected. It seems better for the
moment, therefore, to retain the different coefficients a 1 ', a 2 ', a 3 ' in
equation 27, bearing in mind that it may subsequently be shown that they
are in fact equal to a 1 , a 2, a 3 of equation 24.
THE VARIATION OF

SATURA~ION

WITH ADAPTATION

THE marked variation of colour saturation with adaptation intensity (refs.
16, 18) is another phenomenon which requires relating to the trichromatic
theory. At first sight it might seem that the progressive lowering of colour
saturation as the adaptation intensity level drops, as shown in fi~.1,
should be expected as a result of the participation of the rods. But the
previous arguments make it clear that activity of a fourth receptor can only
be envisaged 1f its spectral abso'rption curve is a linear combination of the
three basic curves. The visua:l purple cur.ve, however, which so closely
resembles the scotopic luminosity curve, cannot be synthesized even approximately from a linear combination of any set of colour mixture curves, as can
be seen from fi~. 2, where an attempt at such a synthesis has been made.
Dartnall, however, has suggested (ref.19) that owing to the production of
indicator yellow when visual purple is bleached the visual purple absorption
curve moves to longer wavelengths when the eye is light-adapted and closely
resembles the photopic luminosity curve, which, of course, can be synthesized from a linear combination of colour mixture curves. The above
explanation, however, would imply that w.qen small field-sizes are used,
there being no rods in the central fovea, the varia t1on of saturation with
adaptation should be eliminated, or at least greatly reduced. This, however,
does not occur, as can be seen from fi~.3, where results for a 1° field are
shown fref.20); it is clear that the desaturation effect for a 1° field is
at least as great, if not greater, than that for a 20° field~
One explanation of this variation of saturation with adaptation requires
very little departure from the traditional trichromatic theory. ·I t 1s well
known that as dark adaptation proceeds, the luminosity of the adapting field
decreases (ref.21), so that even when the eye is fully adapted a dimly lit
(56753)
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means of a binocular matching technique, eight colours, having the
chromatic1ties shown by the ringed points, were matched at seven different
adapting luminances ran~ng from 100 candles/ ft2, (A), to zero (Z). The
changes 1n appearance were recorded in terms of a red, green, and blue
mixture seen at adaptation level C, 0. 75 candles/ ft2. The luminances of
the eight colours were varied with the adapting luminance, so that they
were always equal to it. The field size was aoo. The colour of the adapting
·Hght was standard Uluminant B throughout.
By
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attempt to synthesize the scotop.1c luminosity curve with a mixture or
likely "green-cone" and "blue-cone" curves. No mixture or these curves, or
or any possible colour-mixture curves, gives even an approximate synthesis.

An

scene appears less bright than a brightly lit one, Similarly, it could be
argUed that the saturation of the sensations produced by the signals in
three colour channels decreases as the intensity decreases. Thus a red
light, stimulating only the red mechanism, might look saturated when ' its
luminositY was high and desaturated when its lUminosity was low, simply
because that might be the way in which the brain interprets variation in
the scrength of the signal in the red channel. A re-examination of the dat~
however, renders the above explanation untenable. In fi~s. 1 and 3 the
luminances of the test colours were in all cases equal to those or the
adapting field, so that the luminosity would have decreased as the adapting
lntensitY was lowered. But in fi~.~. results are shown for t~e 20° field
when test colours were used having luminances such that the luminosity
remained approximately constant throughout. It is seen that saturation· still
de9reases with adaptation intensity.
(567 53 )
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What explanations, then, of this saturation effect are compatible wlth
. the facts? We have seen that provided only three basic sensitivity curves
are involved we are not l1mi ted to only three retinal mechanisms." One
permissible, and quite attractive explanation, is therefore to postulate
the existence ot a fourth "white" mechanism ln addition to the three colour ,
mechanisms of the trichromatic theory. Alternatively, as implied in the
equations for l, c1 , and c2 , given ln the previous section, we can regard
the white mechanism as one or the three, the other two being some form of
colour difference mechanism. The variation of saturation with adaptation 1s
tqen ~xpla~ned if the white mechanism for some reason becomes more and more
active relative to the colour mechanisms as dark-adaptation proceeds. The
limitation of only three baslc sensitivity curves could be ensured in a
variety of ways, but a plausible suggestion is that the white mechanism
(56753)
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contains a mixture of al l three basic photochemical substances~ ·There are
obvious similarities between this picture and the Dominator-Modulator
theory propounded by Granit {rej.22), so · t ha t it is not altogether without
some physiological backing.
The postulation of a "white" mechanism is not, howeve r, the only
poss ible explanation of the variation of saturation with adaptation. In
connection with an explanation for the non-linearity between tristimulus
values for corresponding sensations produced under different adaptations,
it has been suggested that there must be a non-linear adaptation-dependent
link somewhere in the visual chain between the brain and the retina. If
thts consisted Of a spilling over, or mixing, of the responses occurring
in the channels to the brain, and this became progressively greater as dark
adaptation proceeded, then a gradual desaturation of colour sensations
mi ght we ll result. This idea is shown diagrammat ically in fif.5. If this
(56753)
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Fig. 5. Schematic diagram or process proposed to e~laln the decrease in the
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were the true explanation a gradual reduction of visual acuity for fine
detail ought to occur as dark-adaptation proceeds and this, of course, is
the case. Moreover, histological examination of the retina shows many inter~
connections between one receptor pathway and those of its neighbours, so
that this picture can also claim some physiological backing, and has ' in fact
been suggested by a number of workers on various grounds (refs 23, 2q).
Of course, it is possible that both these pictures are true; that there
is a ~hite receptor, and that spilling over of responses occurs. But it has
been shown (ref. 25) that the changes in colour saturation with adaptation
take .place at much the same rates as other changes induced by adaptation
(completion of the phenomena taking some three minutes or so) and this
perhaps favours a photochemical explanation more on the lines of the white
mechanism. However, 1f the degree of spilling ove-r of responses was
controlled by the concentrations of the photochemi? al substances, the times
involved would be similar to those observed in other adaptation phenomena,
even though the effect was neurally rather than chemically operated.
THE STIMULUS-SIGNAL RELATIONSHIP
IT is of interest to see whether any light can be thrown on the form of the
functions relating the magnitudes of the photochemical absorptions and the
neural signals to the brain. The linearity and additivity of colour matching
and luminosity requires, as we have seen, that the photochemical absorptions
be linearly related to the stlmu~us intensities. But what of the rest of the
process?
It is frequently claimed that physiological studies reveal a logarithmic
relationship between stimuli and physiological responses. This ls an
empirical observation, physiological mechanisms with exactly logarithmic
characteristics not having been located. Moreover, the observations are
only approximately logarithmic and other functions sometimes fit the data
as well or better. FUrthermore, the case for a logarithmic relationship.has
often been bolstered up by arguments from discrimination data, which have
been severely criticized (ref. 26).
The problem may be Illustrated by the very Interesting results recently
published by Wlllmer (ref. 2~. Willmer has shown that protanopes and
deuteranopes have only monochromatic vision in the central fovea, and by
measuring their threshold sensitivity curves he obtained two curves, P and
D, which he suggested might together be the basis of the dichromatic colour
vision experienced by the normal observer for central foveal observations.
He discovered that lf he plotted the P and D curves on a logarithmic scale
the distance between the two curves correlated in a simple fashion with
both hue discrimination and saturation discrimination observations.
But ~an we deduce from this that there is a logarithmic step in the P
and D mechanisms? All that can really be deduced is that hue and saturation
(56753 )
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discrimination depend on the ratio of the P and D signals and not on their
arithmetic difference. Now it has been argued with some force (ref. 26)
that the reason for the finite size of the discrimination step in vision, is
that the signals received by the brain are subject to both physical and
physiological fluctuations. For instance, it has been shown (ref. 28) that
the Weber fraction 6I!I is inversely proportional to the square root of the
number of receptors operating in different field sizes, as would be expected
1f d1scr1m1natlon · were a statistical phenomenon (§ee fif. 6). If the
o~--r-------~------~------,-------,
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rr 11.m11nance discrimination is a statistical phenomenon &; I should be
proportional to 11v1g where g is the number of recept_ors operatin g in the
field of view. By plotting log 6!; I against log 1/Vg a very wide ran ge or
values is covered and it i s seen that the points lie closely on a straight
line at 45o as required. g was estimated rrom available data on the
topography of cones in the retina.
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magnitudes of the fluctuations were proportional to the si gnal magnitudes
then this alone would account for discrimination depending on the ra tio of,
rather than on the arithmetic .difference between, two signals. Thus if a
signal varying from 90 to 100 units had to be compared with one varying frcm
100 to 110 units in order to be discriminated, then a signal varying from
900 to 1000 units would presumably have to be compared with one varying from
1000 to 1100 units in order to be discriminated. If on the other hand the
900 unit signal only varied from 900 to 910 units, then presumably it would
be discriminated from a slgnal varying from 910 to 920 units. In the former
case discrimination would rest on the ratio of the two signal magnitudes,
and in the latter on the arithmetic difference between them. In the former
case, discrimination data such as Willmer's do not require a lo garithmic
step in the process, in the latter case, they do. Can we decide between
these two alternatives?
From arguments used earlier in this paper, it was suggested that a
luminance signal l might be related to photochemical absorptions r, ~. b by
an equation of the form:
(30)

variation in adaptation only changing the values of a 1, a 2, a 3• In the case
where changes of adaptation are confined to changes in intensity, the
chromaticity of the adapting light remaining constant, it does not seem
unreasonable to simplify the above equations to the form
(31)

where a is a parameter dependent on adaptation and represents all the
effects of adaptation as far as luminance is concerned, I is the intensity
of the stimulus, and F1 is any function. If, with constant adaptation, the
intensity of the stimulus I is now increased by a small increment 6[, the
corresponding increase in l will be given by:
6l

=

a.F1 (! + 6!)- a.F1 (n.

Where F2 is some unknown function we can in principle always write:
M!I = F2 ' { F1 (I+ 6J) - F{(JJ, F1 (I) }

(32)

(33)

Therefore:

M !I = F2

{

M,fa, L/a} •

(34)

·But, as can be seen from fi~.~ Craik (ref. 29) has shown that over a very
considerable range of intensities and adaptations, luminance discrimination
ls independent of adaptation. Over this range, therefore, the above
equations must be independent of a, and it can be proved (ref, 28) that the
equation may be rewritten:
(56753)
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Fig. 7. Craik' s results tor the errect or adaptation on luminance discrimination.
I is the stimulus intensity, and IA the adapting intensity. Adaptation
intensities giving log IA values or -0.4, -1.4, -2.4 and -3.4 (log e. r. c.)
were also investigated and gave curves indistinguishable rrom that tor darkadaptation. Thus tor adaptation intensities rrom zero to o. 6 log e. r. c.
luminance discrimination is almost independent or adaptation; at high
adaptation intensities, adaptation has some errect but it is generally small
provided the test stimulus intensity is not less than about 1% or that or the
adapting stimulus.
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(35)

where F3 is some other function.
Hence we come to the conclusion that over the range of adaptations and
intensities f0r which luminance discrimination is not affected by adaptation, it is dependent on the presence of a certain ratio between two
physiological signals and not on a certain arithmetical difference. Hence
discrimination results, at any rate for luminance, do not necessitate the
stimulus-signal relationship being logarithmic. Over the range of values
of. intensity and adaptation for which 6!/I is not only independent of
. adaptation but also constant, it follows from the above equation that
~l/l must be constant. It can be shown (ref. 28) that this leads to the
relationship
(36)
wher~ P is a constant, and l
represents any spontaneous physiological
0
response or dark current.
There is one · further experimental fact on which the stimulus-signal
relationship must have a bearing. It is well known that if a series of
grey cards is arranged so as to obtain a -·scale of greys from white to
black having equal visual increments, the position or any card in the
series is very far from being proportional to ·its reflectance. The
relationship is more nearly logarithmic, and, as with discrimination data,
this has been used to· support belief in a logarithmic stimulus-signal
relationship. A careful exam~tion of the facts, however, reveals that a
power relationship gives a much closer fit, as shown in fi~.B. In fact,
when the MUnsell scale of greys was first drawn up in 1920, the val~e, V,
or visual position of a grey between black (zero) and white (ten), ~as
defined simp~y as

v = 10~

(37)

where R was the reflectance of the sample (ref. 30). Subsequent investigations have shown that the exact form of the relationship varies slightlY
according to the luminance of ·the background, and for a middle grey
(reflectance 0.191),

V = 10(1.474R- 0.474~)i
I

(38)

is a closer approximation.
However, Judd (ref. 31), as recentlY as 1952,
I,
described the simple square-root relationship (and not a logarithmic
relationship) as a "convenient first approximation", and several other
workers (refs. 32, 33, 3~) have .also demonstrated the superioritY of power
relationships •.
The correspondence between this practical result and the theoretical
r:easoning given above is striking.
(56753)
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Fig. 8. Value V, (distance along a scale or unHorm visual steps from zero, ror

black, to ten, ror white) plotted against reflectance, R. (a) MUnsell
Renotation: (b) V = 10~; (c) V = 10 log 10~ (d) V = 3 + 7 log lOR. At low
reflectances the errors in value are very much higher for curve c (logarithmic
relationship), than for curve b (power relationship). The modified logarithmic
relationship or curve d is similar at high and medium reflectances, but is
worse than curve b at low reflectances.
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One set of stimulus-signal relationships, then, which would seem to
satisfy all the data reviewed is as follows:

l = (a 1 r + a2~ + a3 b)P

(39)

c 1 =J1 (r/~)

(40)

c2= ! 2 (~/b)

(41)

where r, ~. b rep;esent (as before) photochemical absorptions, linearly
related to tristimulus values.
Changes in adaptation might alter the forms thus:
l ,

(a

1

1

'r ' + a

2

1 ~,

+ a ' b ')P

3

(42)

I

c ,
1

! 1 '(r'I~'J

(43)

c ,

!2, (~,I b I).

(44)

2

As we have seen, the above equations ensure that matches do not break down
with changing stimulus intensity; 1f matches. do break down under these
conditions the possible equations are less .restrlcted in fOI}Il.
The above formulation has some mer! ts !If a general nature also., As we
have seen, the existence of a luminance signal separate from the colour
signals , makes the variation of saturation with adaptation very readily
explicab le, if , as seems most likely, (ref. , 35), one signal can sometimes
inhibit, or summate with, another. Moreover, as formulated above, the first
equati on might be responsible for "white-black" sensations, the second for
"red-green", and the third for "Yellow-blue", thus perhaps satisfying th·e
psychologis t .

SUMM~RY

OF CONCLUSIONS

(1) The trichromatic natur~ of colour matching means that there must be a
triple restriction somewhere in the visual process.
(2) The additivity and constancy of metameric colour matches means that only
three basic sensitivity curves can exif,lt ln the photopic retina. It is
natural to associate these with three ·photochemical substances, and the
constant shape of their absorption curves requires that they are present
only in small quantities.
(3) Some adaptation results could be very satisfactorily ascribed to a
white mechanism, which could be present alqng with two, three, or more,
colour mechanisms, provided always that no more than three basic sensitivity
curves were involved.
(4) The non-linearity between corresponding sets , of tristimulus values for
colours seen under different adaptati ons, requires an adaptation-dependent
non-linearity somewhere in the visual system.
(567l;i3)
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(5) In so far as the additivity or luminances, and the constancy or matches
with variation of stimulus intensity, take place, certain restrictions are
placed on the form which the adaptation-dependent non-linearity can take.
(6) Although logarithmic signal-stimulus relationships have often been.
proposed, they cannot be properly deduced from discrimination data, and a
few simple assumptions regarding adaptation lead to a power relationship. A
power relationship has , also been found to relate, to a good approximation,
the reflectances of a visuallY uniform grey scale.
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27.

CHROMATIC ADAPTATION WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE
TO THE BLUE-GREEN REGION OF THE COLOURMIXTURE DIAGRAM
By G. A• . FRY

INTRODUCTION
SEVERAL years ago the writer (ref.l) formulated a theory of colour vision
similar to that proposed by ·Houstoun, (ref. 2J, in which chromaticness is
subserved by independent red-green and blue-yellow mechanisms.
Each of these mechanisms involves two photosensitive substances. It is
proposed that the co-ordinates of the colour mixture diagram (u and v in
fif.l), 1f properly selected, can be defined as follows:

yI <fly
u

(1)

Bl¢8 + YJ¢ 1

and

Gl¢a
v=

R/cRR + GI 4e a

,

(2)

where R, G, BandY represent rates of decomposition of red, green, blue
and yellow photosensitive substances and where the .¢ values are constant
for a given state of adaptation.
According to this theory, the stimulus at each of the four corners of
the colour-mixture diagram {jif.7AJ excites one member of each pair of
substances. The stimuli on each side line of the diagram excite three
substances; but one of the stimuli on each side line excites the three
substances in such proportions that the two paired stimuli neutralize each
other leaving the third to determine what colour is seen. These four equilibrium colours, one on each side of the diagram, must correspond to the
equilibrium colours of the Bezold-Brucke effect (ref.3).
A certain whitesstimulus at the centre of the diagram excites the four
substances in proportions in which the two members of each pair of substances neutralize each other. This also constitutes an equilibrium
colour.
The process of chromatic adaptation involves primarilY a change in the
relative concentrations of the four exciting substances.
(56753)
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F1g.i, Colour-mixture data of G. A. F. expressed in terms of u and v
ro-ordlnates. This represents a · projecti~e transformation of
the diagram in jig.2. 'Ihe dotted lines represent the
equlli brium axes.

THE BASIC DATA

IN relating this theory to experimental data, onEj may begin by
select the proper co-ordinates · for the colour-mixture diagram.
must be expressed first in terms of working primaries and on a
this· basic data one can l o cate the corner colours of the final
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trying to
· 'Ihe data
plot of
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Fig. 2. Colour-mixture diagram for G. A. F. Luminance units have
been used in coml)uting the mlxture coefficients. Wavelengths 680, 520 and 468 m,LL rel)resen t the IJrimaries. The
co-ordinates are B520 J(BafiO + B520 + B48 e) and
-Beaoi(Baao

+ 85'.20 + B413al·

Fig. 2 represents the colour-mixture data of the writer obtained with a
bipartite 2° circular stimulus centrally fixated with a dark surround. The
primaries are monochromatic stimuli having wavelengths of 468, 520 and
680 Illf..l.. Each of the intennediate spectrally pure stimuli was depurifled
with one of the primaries and matched with a mixture of the other two
primaries. Luminance units were used in computing the tristimulus coefficients. The retinal illuminance was kept constant at 276 trolands. The
apparatus is described elsewhere (ref.~).
THE RED-GREEN AND CYAN-VIOLET SIDE LINES
THE spectrallY pure colours in the range between 680 and 520 ~ and between
435 and 460 ~lie on straight lines and on this account it is reasonable
to assume that these lines constitute side lines connecting comer colours.
THE RED AND GREEN CORNER COLOURS
A method has been described in a previous paper (ref. 5) for locating the
red and green corners (F and E) but the experiment has been repeated using
a monocular method (ref.~) similar to that devised by MacAdam (ref. e). The
rtght eye was exposed to the adaptation stimulus shown in fig. 3A for eight
seconds and then to the test and measuring stimuli shown in fig. 3B for
three seconds. This cycle was repeated over and over and the mixtures in
the two stimuli were adjusted until a match was obtained at the end of the
three second exposures. It follows from the theory outlined above that the
data (open circles) must be fitted as shown in fig.4 by a curve which confonns to the equation,

m'-n=¢ m-n
k

(56753)
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Adapted
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. F1g;3 •. St1mul1 used ln the s·tudy or chromatic adaptation. The
adjipta t!on s ,tlmulus su.b tends a visual angle of go. The
mea:surlng and test st1mul1 are segments or a circle ~
ln dla:meter and the Intermediate dark segment 1s
34' wlde.

In ,thls equation¢ ls a. constant which expresses the differential
adaptation of .the two patches of retina, and the lower case letters represent distances along the Une FE measured from the red primary (680 m,u);
h is .the distance to 'F, k the distance to E and m and m' are the distances
to two stimuli which match when applied to the two pat~hes of retina.
Distances toward the green .primary are positive and .those in the opposite
direction are negative. The green primary is assumed to lie at a distance
of one unit from tne red pJ;'imary.
From the data it may .be · assumed that the red corner (F) is located at
or near the red end of the spectrum locus and that the green . corner (E)
has a k value of i.02. This differs from the k value of 1,06 determined by
the binocular method, and this discrepancy Will require further study. In
this paper the 1.02 value has been assumed to be correct.
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m
Fig.4, Effect or dirrerential _adat>tation on matches between red-green
mixtures. The co-ordinates (m' and m) represent the fractions
of red in the red-green mixtures used as test and measuring
stimuli. The retinal illuminance I>roduced by the measuring
stimulus was ket>t constant at 276 trolands. The retinal
illuminance produced by the adat>ting stimuli are as follows:
red-white= 953 trolands; green-White and white-dark= 13,300
trolands. The light for the adat>tation stimuli comes from
a daylight incandescent bulb and is f11 tered through Corning
filters 4010 and 4303 to obtain green light, through Corning
filter 2030 to obtain red light, and through crossed I>Olaroids
to obtain white light.
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THE NEED FOR A DIFFERENT ME'IHOD FOR LOCATING THE CYAN AND VIOLET CORNERS
I'T is not possible to apply the same procedure to the stimuli on the
opposite side line because the stimuli between 440 and 460 ~which lie on
this line are indistinguishable from each other (ref. 7).

THE VIOLET CORNER
IN splte of the fact that an observer is dichromatic in the violet corner
of the mixture diagram (ref. 7) thls does not affect the mixture data,
because ln gauging the blue end or the spectrum the subject compares a
mixture of 680 and 468 m~with a mixture of 520 m~ and one of the colours
below 468 m~ on the wavelength scale. 'Ihese mixtures fall in the region of
the colour-mixture diagram where unique matches can be made, and hence one
can plot the colours at the blue end of the spectrum locus at different
places on the coloul'-mi xture diagram even though they cannot be differentiated from each other.
In the case of the writer the blue end of the spectrum locus turns backward and becomes tangential to a line through the red corner and 1 t ls
assumed therefore that this represents one of the slde lines of the
diagram.
In one subject investigated by the writer the blue end or the sp e ctrum
locus comes to an abrupt stop and the stimuli in thls region lie on a
straight line through 440 and 460 m~ In this case the line connecting th e
two ends or the spectrum locus may be assumed to represent the violet-red
slde llne.

THE INDIRECT METHOD FOR LOCATING THE CYAN CORNER
THERE appears at the moment to be no direct method of locating the fourth
corner Gf the diagram and hence it is proposed to use an indirect method.
Tills method ls based upon the assumption that the cyan-green and violetred slde llnes and the line through the white, blue and yellow equilibrium
stimuli all converge on a common point.

THE BLUE-YELLOW EQUILIBRIUM AXIS
THE white, blue and yellow equilibrium colours have not yet been determined
with anywhere near the precision that appears to be possible.
Wright (ref. 8) has demonstrated that a retina adapted to violet light
sees a 460 m~ test stimulus shifted toward green and that a retina adapte d
(56753)
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to green light sees a 460 m~ test stimulus shifted toward violet and finallY
tllat a retina adapted to blue l1 ght sees no shift for a 460 m~ test stimulus.
It may be deduced from thl s that the blue equlll brlum colour lies in the
region of 460 ~ Presumably Wright used low luminance levels, because at
high luminance levels discrimination between stimuli in the blue region of
the spectrum becomes very poor and the experiment is not possible.
The invariable blue of the Bezold-Brucke effect lies in the region of
475 m~ This means that the stimuli on either side of 475 m~ shift toward
475 m~ as the luminance increases.
The invariable yellow of the Bezold-Brucke effect lies in the region of
575 m/k
Although the experiment has not yet been carried out it appears possible
to apply a yellow stimulus to a patch of retina adapted to yellow light of
the same compos! tlon, and compare it wl th a mixture of red and green appll ed
to a patch of dark adapted retina. Immediately after the adaptation to
yellow light, the yellow test stimulus would appear desaturated and the subject would have to base the match on similarity in hue in the face of a
difference in saturation. This difference in saturation is not a serious
problem because the lines of constant hue through the yellows in the region
of 575 ~are reasonably straight and probably pass through the equilibrium
white.
An alternative procedure to this would be to use as a measuring stimulus
a mixture of red, green and 475 m~ or a mixture of 475 m~ and a selected
yellow.
Obviously the white equilibrium colour must be one which remains achromatic at different luminance levels. Another approach to the matter is to
use a whl te adapting stimulus and a test stimulus of the same compos! tion
and match it with a stimulus applied to a dark adapted retina. Various
whites could be tried to find the white which appears the same with and
without adaptation to the same white.
For the purpose of locating the yellow-blue equilibrium axis it suffices
to locate points which lie on this axis without determining where they lie
along the axis. This objective can be achieved by studying the effect of
whl te adaptation upon mixtures of red and green.
The data represented by the solid circles in fi~.~ show the effect of a
white adapting stimulus on red-green mixtures. The effect of white adaptation is compared with that of dark adaptation. Mixtures applied to a white
adapted retina almost match the same mixtures applied to a dark adapted
retina. The data are fitted by a curve which has a small value of~ SUch ·a
white may be assumed to lie near the blue-yellow equilibrium. axis. The white
adapting stimulus chosen for this demonstration happened to be one
immediately available and which had been arbitrarilY selected for use as a
standard white for comparing the effects of white adaptation to those
obtained with chromatic stimuli. This particular white which comes from an
(56753)
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incandescent daylight lamp and is filtered through a pair of crossed
polaroids can be matched colorimetrically with a mixture of 750 trolands of
582 m11 and 206 trolands of 475 mJ.l..
A more precise approach would be to use a series of whites rangin g from
greenish white to purplish white and to determine by interpolation which of
these has a zero value of ~

THE CYAN-GREEN SIDE LINE
TO illustrate the theory I have assumed that the line through 575 and 475 mf.Jrepresents the blue-yellow equilibrium axis. This line and the red-violet
side line converge at P in fi~. ~ I have also assumed that the green-cyan
side line passes through P and E.

THE FINAL DIAGRAM
THE diagram in fi~. 1 represents a projective transformation of the diagram
in fi~.2 in which the lines which converge at P and Q in fi~.2 are parallel
in fi~. 1. The alychne is located as indicated.

PREDICTION OF CHROMATIC ADAPTATTON EFFECTS
IT follows from the theory outlined above that the relative displacement on
the colour-mixture diagram produced by differential adaptation should be
predicted from the following equations ~efs. 5,9):
I
_u__

=

..j; - u-

1-u'

1-u

v'

v

(4)

and

~=¢1-'lJ

(5)

where a stimulus (u 1 , v') applied to a retina under one condition of adaptation matches a stimulus (u,v) applied to a retina under a different
condition of adaptation • ..p and¢ are constants which depend upon the two
states of adaptation.
'
A single match is sufficient to establish the values of ..p and¢ if the
proper test stimulus is selected. A white stimulus is a good one because
the shifts in the red-green and blue-yellow directions are nearly maximal.
(56753)
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Fig.5. Effect of red adaptation on monochromatic test stimuli in the range
between 468 and 520 m~. TheSe test stimuli (tails of arrows) have
to be depurified with 680 m~ in order to be matched with mixtures
of 520 and 468 m~ (heads of arrows) applied to a white adapted
patch of retina. The light for the adapting stimuli comes from a
daylight incandescent lamp and is filtered through Corning filter
2030 to obtain red light and through a pair of crossed polaroids
for the white li ght. The retinal illuminance produced by the
measuring stimulus was kept constant at 276 trolands and the
adapting stimuli produced a retinal illuminance of 953 trolands.
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USE OF' THE TIME FACTOR IN PRODUCING SHIFTS PARALLEL TO THE v- AXIS
THE adaptation changes in the blue-yellow mechanism are relatively rapid,
and by allowing an interval of time between the cessation of the adapting
stimuli and the time at which a match is made one can measure changes in
the red- green mechanism free from con tam ina tion of changes in the yellowblue mechanism, This is illustrated in fi~. 5 which shows matches between
stimuli applied to r ed and to white adapted patches of retina. The matches
represent those that prevail 3 seconds -after the cessation of the adapting
stimuli . The adaptation stimuli and test-measuring stimuli were presented
alternately for periods of 8 and 3 seconds. The shifts indicated on the
diagram are in general parallel to the v-axis.

SHIFTS PARALLEL TO THE u-AXIS
ACCORDING to the theory it should be possible to produce shifts parallel to
the u- axis by employing the equilibrium yellow as the adaptation stimulus
and adjusting the measuring stimulus so that a match is obtained betwe en
the test and measuring stimulus immediately after each exposure of the
adaptation stimulus. The adaptation stimuli and test-measurin g stimuli were
presented alternately for periods of 8 and 2 seconds. Fi~. 6 shows matches
between stimuli applied to patches of retina adapted to white and yellow
light. The yellow adaptation stimulus is a colorimetric match for 584 mf.i.,
but the white adap t ation stimulus is slightly purplish, and this probably
accounts for the failure to obtain purely lateral shifts.

SHI F'TS ALONG THE RED-GREEN AND RED-VIOLET SIDE LINES
THE effect of any adaptation stimulus on the red-green mechanism can be
convenientlY measured by test stimuli which lie on the red- green side line
because the shifts are along this side line, especiallY if the precaution
is taken to allow time after the cessation of the adapting stimulus to
avoid yellow-blue adaptation effects.
Finally the theory predicts that the effect of any adaptation stimulus
on the blue-yellow mechanism can be measured with stimuli that lie on the
violet-red side line because the shifts are confined to this line. This has
already been demonstrated to be the case for red and violet adaptation
stimuli {ref,g),
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Fi g.6. Effect of yellow adaptation on monochromatic test stimuli in the
range between 468 and 520 mJ.J. These test stimuli (tans of arrows)
have to be depurl fled with 680 mJ.L in order to be matched with
mixtures of 520 and 468 mJ.L {heads of arrows) applied to a white
adapted patch of retina. The light for the adaptation stimuli
comes from a daylight incandescent lamp and is filtered through
Cornin g f!l ters 3480 and 4203 to produce yellow light and through
a pair of crossed polarolds to produce white light. The retinal
illuminance produced by the measuring stimulus was kept constant
at 276 trolands and the adaptin g stimuli produced a retinal
illuminance of 1,035 trolands.
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SIMUL TANEOOS INDUCT! ON
ONE of the most important findings of this study is that the results
obtained with MacAdam 1 s monocular method of studying chromatic adaptation
(ref. 6) do not agree with the results obtained w1 th the binocular method.
The crosses in fi~.~ show data obtained with green and white adaptation.
An 8 second-3 second cycle was used, and the matches represent those that
prevailed at the ends of the 3 second exposures. The data are not f1 tted ·
by equation (~. The discrepancy is not the type of thing that can be
attributed to possible errors in the photometric measurements. The same
type of thing has been obtained repeatedly by two different observers.
FUrthermore,- the same kind of thing has been obtained at different luminance levels and in comparing a green adapted retina with a dark adapted
retina, and the only thing that remains to account for the discrepancy is
the fact that the test and measuring stimuli are applied to the same retina.
It appears, therefore, that the effect has to be accounted for in terms of
simultaneous induction. This explanation is supported by the purely qualitative observation at the green end of the curve that it is the measuring
stimulus which appears too green, and the test stimulus appears green as
it ought to appear. FUrthermore, if the subject is permitted to look at the
test and measuring stimuli for a long time following the green adaptation
stimulus , the green test stimulus appears green at the outset and remains
green and the yellow-green measuring stimulus which also appears green at
the outset changes to yellow-green.
It is planned therefore in future experiments to abandon MacAdam•s
monocular method and return to the binocular method.
POSITIVE AFTER-IMAGES
ANOTHER complication that has to be avoided in this kind of work is that
the adapting stimuli, 1f too bright, will produce positive after-:-images.

DICHROMATIC CONFUSION LINES
IT is interesting to note the relation of the confusion lines of colour
blind subjects to · the corners and side lines of the colour-mixture diagram
(refs. 1, 10). The confusion lines of protanopes and deuteranopes have been
found to converge at points on the extension of the red-green side line.
This means that both of these kinds of colour blindness can be explained
by assuming the absence of the blue-yellow mechanism. The difference
between the two types can be explained on the basis of a difference 1n the
luminosity curves and; or .the lum1nosi ty coefficients.
(56753)
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Fi g.7 Schematic colour-mixture diagrams for
normal and dichromatic observers.
The relation of red- green dichromatism to normal vision is illustrated
in figs. 7A and 7B. The co'lour-mixture diagram for the normal observer
indicates the photosensitive substances evoked by stimuli which lie on the
boundary and at the centre of the diagram, If the blue-yellow mechanism is
absent, the diagram for the red-green dl chroma t acquires con fusion lines
parallel to the v-axis.
Tritanopia appears to be best explained by assuming that Y becomes
transformed toR and B to G and the resultant is a set of confusion lines
parallel to the green-violet diagonal or converging at a point on this
diagonal. The confusion lines of the trl tanope converge at a point outside
the mixture diagram and the point of convergence lies very close to the
green-violet diagonal,
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37. VARIATION OF COLOUR SENSATION
DURING ADAPTATION TO THE COLOUR OBSERVED
By E. N. YUSTOVA
SUMMARY
THE variation of the sensation of a permanent stimulus due to the
adaptation of the eye was studied . colorimetrically.
For the experimental conditions used the adaptation state of one part of
the retina was continuously changing while the given stimulus was being
observed: the other adjacent part of the retina preserved permanent adaptation to the colour of a certain surround. Owing to this difference of
adaptation, the visual equality established initially under the conditions
of equal adaptation of the two parts Qf the r~tina to the colour of the
surround was destroyed.
From time to time the equality of the fields was restored by changing
the colour of the comparison field, that 1s the ci11'ferenqe produc~ by
adaptation was compensated by a difference of the stimuli. In these
circumstances the colour of the field of COJllP.arison progressively
approached the colour of the surround.
Thus, the continuing process of the adaptation of a certain part of the
retina to the colour observed was determined, using another part of the
retina adapted· to a def1n1 te surround.
After some successive measurements the process of variation of adaptation ceased and the v_tsual equal! ty of fields. that had been already
established was not further distur'\>ed. _
The process was resumed again, the stimulus observed -being replaced by
the stimulus of the field of comp~rison previouslY reached, and measure' ments continued to a n3w stationary state. After several replacem~nts the
process ended just when the colour of the field of comparison coincided
with the surround.
The results of measurements plotted on the uniform chromaticity diagram
reveal that the adaptation process reduces the extent of the domain of the
sensation of chromaticity by 15-20 thresholds and consequently the determination of _colour thresholds wlthout taking into consideration the state of
adaptation is senseless.
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VARIATION OF COLOUR SENSATION
DURING ADAPTATION TO THE COLOUR OBSERVED
IN the practice of visual colorimetric measurement we observe a
phenomenon of the relaxation of the saturation of the colour sensation
(discoloration) if the observation lasts for a considerable time,
Radiation affecting the eye being invariable, the cause of this relaxation lies in the variation of the adaptation state of the eye during
observation. This phenomenon is of interest for the study of colours in
connexion with the problem of defining colour thresholds,
We have investigated the character· of the variation of the colour
sensations during the observation~ For this purpose a pair of neighbouring
colorimetric fields of 20 visual angle with a large light surround has
been used, One of the fields of a constant colour has been observed
continuously, the other served for comparison. The latter was shielded by a
screen of a cdlour identical with that of the surround. The screen was
remo\ed only at the moment of measurement. Thus a part of the retina
changed continuously its adaptation state, while the other part,
preservin.g the adaptation to the colour of the surround, registered these
changes.
i.
The measurements were carried out as follows: firstly, both fields
were approximately equalized in colour and were shut off by a screen of
the colour of the surround for a period of 2-3 minutes, during which the
initial adaptation to this colour was established, Then one of the fields
was opened and the adaptation process began under fixation of the
dividing line of the fields, After a certain t~me the comparison field
was opened. Then the colour of 'the field under test seemed less saturated
than that of the field of comparison. Visual equal! ty .was restored
colorimetricallY and after this the field of comparison was screened once
more for a certain time (3-iO sec). The comparison field was opened again,
visual equality re-established, and so on.
After 4-5 measurements the process of variation or the sensations
stopped and the equality established remained invar1able · ~tthin the
limits of the measuring errors; for example, the red colour did not pass
the unsaturated orange, the violet did net pass the lilac, etc,
Then the colour of the comparison field taken and fixed in the last
equalization was set up in the test field. After this substitution the
discoloration process resumed and measure.ments continued up to a new stop,
and so on. Usually after one, two or sometimes three stops and relative
substitutions of the fields, any saturated colour became identical with
the colour of the surround and any variation of the colour sensation
stopped,
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As a result of these measurements we arrived at a number of colour
co-ordinate . values measured by the eye adapted to the colour for
arbitrarilY chosen and unfixed time intervals. The results obta1ned
characterized the process of adaptation to the colour observed.
Such measurements were carried out for a number of colours with five
different surrounding fields: that of daylight, of evening light colour, a
rose colour and of saturated red and blue.
Co-ordinates of the colours measured were expressed in the system of
the colorimeter colours.
Indices "l", "z" characterize the chromaticity, and the brightness ls
taken as the third co-ordinate.
The results of measurements ~re represented on fi~s. 1-3 in the colour
triangle of the colorimeter. In the diagrams the results of some measurements are given and mean curves are drawn, showing the course of the
variation of colour sensations during the observation of a corresponding
colour,
First of all we should note the continuity at the points of substitution
of field colours of the discoloration process In the colour space.

F1g.3
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Thls continuity is confirmed by the absence of fractures on the curves
at the substitution points. We also repeated the experiments substituting
the colours much earlier than the moment of the stop. Nevertheless the
discoloration process was obtained on the same curve (the dotted curve on
fif. 2 which corresponds to the discoloration of the violet aga inst the
evening light surround). This means that any colour of this curve can be
regarded as a test colour; then all the subsequent points which characterize
its discoloration will lie on the same curve.
2. Diagrams show {fif. 2) that during the adaptation process every colour
tends to reach the surround colour as a limit.
Variation of the colours of the surround involves a corresponding
displacement of the whole "spider" on the diagram.
Nevertheless, it would
be wrong to conclude that the variation of the colour sensation under test
is determined by the colour of the surround.
Practically, as far as we can judge by our impressions and memory, the
course of colour sensations always remains the same during the observation
for any different, even sharply, coloured surrounds. OWing to the complete
adaptation to the surround the colour sensation disappears completely in the
case of the daylight, evening li ght and rose-coloured surrounds. For the
sharply expressed red and blue ones the saturation becomes gre atly
relaxed. Similarly the colours under test lose their saturation without any
noticeable change of a colour tone.
It is quite evident that the influence of the colour of the surrounds
on the discoloration process is rerely an apparent effect. Taking a certain
definite surround we adapt our eye to the field of comparison and we
attribute the colour changes observed to this state of adap t ation.
For examp le, 1t is quite natural that the part of the . retina adapted to the
blue loses its sensitiveness for blue colours. That is why, while referring
our measurements to the state of adaptation, insensitive for the blue, we
should always increase to a great extent a portion of the blue in order to
get visual equality.
Hence it becomes clear why the discoloration curve when measured with
the blue surround in the course of its vari ation tends to the blue side.
3. Measurements have shown that the curve of the chromaticity variation
is determined solely by the chromati city and does not depend. on br.lghtness.
The curves of the chromaticity variation obtained for different levels of
brightness appear to be the same within the limits of measuring accuracy.
In fif. 3, black and white dots show the trend of the discoloration
process of the red, green and blue colours for the two levels of brightness,
which differ by a factor of six.
The brightness co-ordinate of the colour under test reaches the brightness
of the surround. If the surround is brighter than the colour 1mder test, then
during the ad~ptation process the colour becomes lighter; if the surround is
darker than the colour under . test, then the latter gets darker.
(56753)
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It is characteristic that the colour under test, brighter than that or
the surround, fully coincides with the surround both in brightness and in
chromaticity, whereas if it is darker than that of the surround, the
increase of its brightness is relatively more slow than the process of
equalization in chromaticity with the surround. In the latter case, while
attaining the equality in chromaticity, differences of brightness were
still preserved.
Thus, when a constant stimulus affects the eye, the adapting state of
the eye changes and consequently the colour sensation changes too. In its
change adaptation reaches a certain limit depending on the stfmulus, after
which the process of the change of adaptation stops and the colour
sensation remains invariable.
This process of the change of stimulus sensation measured by the eye,
which is adapted to a definite surround, is represented by a part of the
curve in the chromaticity diagram. The ends of this part are defined by
the initial and final sensation in the process of colour variation. If
we choose as the colour under test one of the colours lying on this curve
the discoloration process of this new colour will develop along the same
curve; but the limiting adapting state, depending on the stimUlus, will be
different.
The corresponding part of the curve, representing the discoloration
process in the chromaticity diagram, will be a continuation of the former
curve with partial superposition. Hence the limiting stimulus sensation
at the complete adaptation to it depends on the stimulus.
In those cases when there is a small difference between the stimuli,
their colour sensation can have one common limit at complete adaptation
to them.
From the phenomena observed we can draw the following conclusions.
As a result of adaptation, all the colour sensations tend to the colourless one and reach a certain limit. In fie.3 the dotted line connects the
points of the first stops for the saturated colours of the colorimeter
triangle. This closed curve characterizes the reduced region of the
perception of the saturated colours of the colorimeter, (measured by the
eye adapted to the daylight colour), at complete adaptation to them.
When the discoloration process develops (by means of the field substitution mentioned above) we at length reach the point corresponding to the
colour of the surround, which is seen by us as neutral.
Having drawn a dotted line connecting the points of the last stops,
we have represented in fie. 3 a region of colours which cannot be discerned
during adaptation to them.
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Actually this region must be larger; its dimensions in our diagram have
been .determined by a casual choice of initial colours. By special tests the
boundary of the colour regions converging to the same point during adaptation might be widened,

In fi~. ~ discoloration processes referriLg to the daylight surround
in the "equal distant" (uniformchromaticity) diagram, are represented, and
both the region of reduction of initially chosen saturated colours, and
the region of indistinguishable colours are marked,
As a result, it appears that during the adaptation process every colour
sensation changes by 15-20 chromaticity thresholds.
These observations once more confirm that the notion of the colour
threshold belongs in the domain of eye reaction. Thus the determination of
the colour threshold without taking into consideration the state of
adaptation is senseless.
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22. FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF A QUANTIFIED
OPPONENT-COLOURS THEORY
By L. M. HURVICH and DOROTHEA JAMESON

SUMMARY
THE basic postulates of the opponent-colours theory are briefly reviewed,
the derivation of the hypothetical photopigment distributions is considered, and the three-variable nature of the Hering concept is discussed.
The different rates of response increase with increase in level of
excitation of the paired chromatic and achromatic systems are related to
the facts of small field colour distortions in all retinal regions, and
experiments are reported which indicate that increased density of macular
pigment rather than loss of photosensitive material is responsible for the
differences in small field phenomena between the central fovea and other
retinal regions.
The roles of induction effects and of changes in excitability are discussed in relation to experiments on brightness and chromatic adaptation.
Recent results in neurophysiolqgy are reviewed and it is concluded that
the physiological concepts basic to the opponent-colours theory of vision
are consistent with present-day knowledge of nerve and sense physiology,

INTRODUCTION
"MORE is to be gained," wrote Selig Hecht in his discussion of colour
theory, 11 by the rigorously quantitative treatment of a small field in
a concrete manner than by the multiplication of vaguely general and
obviously inadequate theories (of colour vision) of which there are
already far too many" (ref.l). one can hardly take exception to this
opinion in view of the large accumulation of precise psychophysical data
relating to almost every aspect of colour vision. But where Hecht in his
own early and stimulating quantitative formulation based himself squarely
on the Young-Helmholtz three-receptor, three-primary s~nsation hypothesis,
we have found Hering's theory of a three-variable opponent-colours
mechanism to be a more satisfactory working hypothesis.
A quantitative formulation of this theory accounts systematically for
the colour sensations associated with the primary stimulus variables of
wavelength and luminance; for the facts of colour mixture, and for colour
discrimination data whether in normal, dichromatic, or anomalous
(56753)
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trichromatic colour v1s1on (r~fs,2-~). The theoretical analysts of the
phenomena of chromatic adaptation has so far been limited to a restricted
range of observational cond1 tlons . (ref. 5), and we shall, In the present
discussion, try to Indicate the direction that we think an extension of
this analysts will take.
We shall also discuss the way In which certain
postulated properties of the paired chromatic processes relate to colour
distortions In small fields, relations that were merely suggested -!n. an
earlier report (r~j.a},
Before turning to these matters and to a consideration of the compatab1l1ty of the opponents notion with current concepts of neuro-physiology,
we should like first to clarify two aspects of the theoretical formulation
that seem not to have been sufficiently emphasized In our earlier papers,
One of these Issues concerns the specific spectral distributions of the
photochemical absorption functions assumed in the theory, and the other the
number of independent variables Involved.

PHOTOPIGMENT DISTRIBUTIONS IN THE
' THREE-VARIABLE OPPONEN'I'-COLOURS THEORY

IN the opponent-colours theory, perceived hue, brightness and saturation
are correlated with the directly measurable chromatic (yellow-blue, redgreen) and achromatic (white-black) response functions. (See fig. I). The
physiolo gical response actlvltles in these three paired response systems
are 1n1t1ated by absorption of light in the set of three independent
photosensitive materials that we have labelled a, S, andy. (See fig.2),
Neither the forms nor wavelength maxima of these three functions are
directly measured. They are mathematically derived functions that satisfy
certain theoretical requlremerits. The hl~_ degree of overlap eXhlbl ted by
these derived photoplgment functions Is disconcerting to research workers
who are concerned wl th the direct measurement of photopigment absorptions.
These physiologists and biochemists quite understandably hope to find
visual photoplgments with more widely spaced absorption peaks and they are
just as resistant to our theoretical a, S and y dlstrlbutlons today as
they were to Hecht's V0 , G0 and R0 functions In 1932 (ref. 6),
We should like to make It clear that, despite the adequacy of the a, S
andy functions as we have been using them in our quantitative treatment,
we hold no brief for their ultimate correctness. The forms and wavelength
maxima are what they are simply because of the specific Interrelations
that we assume to exist between photochemical and response events. Having
assumed that excitation of the a photoplgment eventuates in blue, red and
white responses, excitation of the S photopigment In green, yellow and
white responses, and excitation of they photopigment ln yellow, red and
whl te responses, mathematical transformation o t the experlmen tally
measurable chromatic and achromatic response functions leads to these
specific photosensitive distributions.
{ ~7~ )
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Chromatic and achromatic response functions for equal energy spectrum
for C.I.E. standard observer.
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Had we postulated a set of linkages different from those just outlined,
one which assumes, for example, that the a photop1gment excites only the
blue response system, ~the yellow, green, and white response systems, and
y only the red system, then the family of photopi gment distribution curves
that we would have derived would be identical with the familiar C.I.E. tr is timulus function 's , z~-,, Yf-.• and
The shnrtcomings of the c. r. E. curves as
photop1gment functions become apparent however, when one attempts to
correlate them with chromatic adaptation effects.
As matters now stand, the selective visual photopigments in the human
eye have not been identified. Consequently, the visual theorist has no
choice but to make a priori postulates concerning either the absorption

x?-:
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curves themselves or the relations between photosensitive excitations and
visual response processes. Once the photopigment absorptions have been
determined directly there will, of course, be no need for •such a Priori
postulates, and the relations between · the precisely identified lightmediating substances and the directly measurable chromatic and achromatic
response fUnctions can be deduced from the two knowns. Recent progress 1n
the area of photopigment measurement gtves us confidence that thls des1~
able situation 1s not too remote (refs.?-11), ~eanwtiile, the p~rticular
spectral distributions and interrelations that we have postulated simply
satisfy the psychophysical requirements of our working hypothesis.
As for the number of independent variables 1n the opponent-colours
theory, a trip~e set of functions is necessary and suffl'cient for the trea.t ment of normal colour vision, and both the three pairs of opponent chromatic
·and achromatic response functions and the derived a, ~ andy distributions
satisfy this requirement, However, 1n what we had hoped would be the
interests of clarity, we have treated the three independent photopigment
functions as grouped in four units, B, G, Y, and R, Where the four units
are composed of a, ~. y in the following way;

B = 'za, G = 2~, Y.= ~

+

y, R =a+ y~

(1)

This conceptu.a l device was intended only to simplifY the interrelations
postulated between photochemical excitations and the paired visual response
processes as shown by the alternative diagrams in fif.B. Unfortunately, as
an un®nes·e·en by-product of this conceptual simpll flcat1on, we seem
inadvertently to have been responsible for g1 vlng the pointless "three-v
four-variable" argument a little fUel to work on.
Although the respect! ve views of Helmholtz and Hering are usually_ contrasted as :tll!Pee-v four-colour theories, ( r~js •.1a;;: 1d; the fun dam en tal
difference between the two types of theory is not one of three-v four ·
independent variables, Hering made lt quite clear that the assumed
physiological basls of hls own theory was a three-dimensional one
( refs.l6, 1?) • Helmholtz• s view of Hering• s theory as a three-varlabl e
schema is found in the second edition of his Physiological Optics.
"E. Hering•s much discussed theory," wrote Helmholtz, "ls a modification
of Young• s theory which seeks, through the choice of other Grundemp flndtmgen,
to be in better agreement wlth what it beUeves must be regarded as the
immediate facts of introspection" (ref, laJ.· Helmholtz then went on to
illustrate by means of three llnear equations, how the three paired variables of the Hering theory relate mathanatlcally to hls . OWl thre:e--varlable schema.
The real theoretical issue, therefore, has never been a matter or the
number or independent variables assumed, but the manner in which the
different theories conceive the rela~ions of the three variables to visual
experience and to the action of the stimulus (re/.19).
The way in which the conception of paired, opponent chromatic response
processes rel ates to the paired hue losses that ar e experi enced at low
level s of excitation will be di scussed i n t he followin g secti on .
(56753 )
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YELLOW-BLUE LOSSES, MACULAR PIGMENT
AND CENTRAL FOVEAL COLOUR VISION
SPECIF1C colour distortions and confusions that o.ccur in small foveal areas
are frequently related to and described as reductions of normal trichromatic
colour vision toward tritanopia (ret.zoJ. Compared with the normally trichromatic foveal area (one to two degrees) a small central foveal area (20 1 ,
10 1 or less) seems to exhibit 1) considerably reduced luminosity in the
short-wave region of the spectrum, 2) loss of saturation of most spectral
hues, and 3) specific reductions in yellow and blue hue responses. The
usual proposal made to . account for these changes is that, in the foveal
centre the physiological elements are sim1lar or Identical to those assumed
to be present in the eye of the congenital tritanope (refs.21,22). Thus it
is assumed that the photosensitive substance primarilY responsible for the
absorption of short-wave llgbt is missing, in which case the centre of the
normal fovea is completely dichromatic, or else that this material is considerably reduced in this area, and hence the central fovea tends toward
complete dichromacy.
This view minimizes two rather important facts. one is that the yellowblue losses associated with very small stimulus areas are not confined to
stimuli at the centre of the fovea, but can be demonstrated for any retinal
area. The numerous researches of Hartridge more than adequately document
the general! ty of this effect in non-foveal as well as foveal regions of
the retina (refs.23,2~). The second important fact is that the small field
saturation and hue losses in any retinal region are not dependent solely
upon the size of the stimulated area, but are also related to the stimulus
luminance. If the stimulus energy is sufficiently increased, even a tiny
foveal area is decidedly not "blue blind"--a fact that can be established
by a look (rets.25-27) and that frequently .comes as a surprise to those who
have taken literally the "foveal blue-blindness" misnomer 'that originated
with Koni
" g (ref.2B). Reciprocal relations between area and intensity are,
of course, common in vision (ref.29), and they have also been reported at
the neural level in electrophysiologlcal studies frd.aoJ. · With specific
reference to small field colour 1osses, Hartridge (ref.Bl) has called
attention to the inter-dependence of luminance and area, and Farnsworth
(ref. 32) has made this a maJor poln t in a recent report on this subJect.
These two facts. i.e., 1) the non-specificity of the small field effects
with respect to retinal area, and 2) the dependence . of the ~ffects on ,
stimulus luminance, led us to suggest in an earlier paper that the paired
yellow-blue losses in small area responses might be considered an extreme
of the Bezold-Brucke
" phenomenon, and that they might be accounted for by
the same vroperties of the paired response processes that ac~ount for the
Bezold-Brucke hue changes with change in stimulus luminance (ret.aJ.
Although Farnsworth (ref. 82) makes a simllar suggestion concerning the
relation of the area and luminance phenomena, it is difficult to see how
(58753)

his proposed reduction in tne ratio b/(r+gJ :would account for yellow, as
well as blue losses with reduction 1n ·exc1 ta. tlon.
In our development of the opponents theory, the assumed relations
between chromatic and achromatic r~sponses and photochemical excitations
.are as . fOllOWS!
·Y - b = k 1fl3 + y - 2aJ

r ...:. g = k
w-bk=

.i a. + y -

.~

k'ia + 13 + yJ-

(2)

k4(a +

13 + yJ. :

In . these eq1,1at1ons, tl:le coefficients k 1, :.k 2, .k, 3 and k~~, have been introduced
expressly to take into .account what seems ,to be a systematically different
property of the three response .systems. That ls, 1n the theoretical model,
neither the response thresholds .nor the functions re~atlng increase ln
res~onse to increa~~ in st~mulus energy (or phgtocMmlqal excl tation)- are
!den tical in the thr.ee . pal red sys terns.
The general nature .of the assumed differences ln the energy v. ~pns-e
functl.ons is illustrated ln fig.IJ, · The achromatic response system,
associated with luminosity and Whiteness, ls assumed to have a low
intrinsic threshold and to exhibit responses that increase directlY with,
say, 'the logarithm or some. power function of the stimulus energy. The
pal red ·. red-green · process has a somewhat higher intrinsic threshold ior
response, and .Increases at a somewhat lo.wer rate, Whereas the yellow-blue
process has the highest intrinsic threshold but shows a higher rate of
response. increase with increase in stimulus en.e rgy than does the red-green
pair. Thus, for a given field size, at some intermediate luminance level,
say lQmL, the spectral hues will appear as indicated by the spectral
response runctlons shown ln fig.1. :At a considerably higher luminance level,
the theory requires that, th,e yellow-blue response function wlll be magnified
relative to the red-green one, and the spectrum will thus show a predominance or yellow aild blue hues~ .. On the other hand, at ver:r low luminances,
the yellOW-blUe responses Will be unlfonnly redUCed relative to the redgreen pair, . and the spectral hues will oe predominantly red and green• These
changes can be handled quantitatively by assli!Jling different speci.flc values
to k1 and ke rordlt!erent luminances in equations {2), and quantitative
..
.
"
predictions or B~~ld-Brucke hue changes, and or ch~ges· in wavelength and
saturation discrlminauoh that result from this treatment are found to be in
good agreement w1 th e.xperiinentally measured functt,ons (ref. a).:
Since th~ level. of excitation can be reduced by reduction ln stimulus
area as well as 'PY reduction ln . luminance for a flxed area, the same
quantitative treatment can be applied to .small field phenomena •. We should
be able to predict, for example, the changes in chromatlci ty required When
colour matches are made between stimulus areas of different size. Such
predictions are plotted tor tour colours in fig. 5, In each case, the polnt
of origin of the arrow represents the matchln.g. chromaticity for the ,
standard observer for the usual cond1 tion of a: piparvt te. .two oegree 1'1eld,
and the arrow head indicates the changed matching chromaticity when the
(~~7~3)
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Schematic representation of the relation between the paired chromatic
and achromatic response systems and stimulus magnitude (photosensitive
excitation). This graph does not represent the varying excitations
of th~ three response systems by Stimuli of different wavelength.
See jig.l.
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Theoretical chromaticity shltts in matching stimuli for four colours
of fixed spectral distributions w1 th size reductions from 20 to 25 1 •
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one half of the bipartite field containing the same test stimulus is
reduced in size to, say, 25' or so. To compute the theoretical chromaticity
values it was assumed that, for the excitation level associated with the
small area stimulus, the relative responsiveness of the blue-yellow system
has dropped to about one-third of its value for the standard condition.
The perceived colour changes correlated with these predicted chromaticity
shifts are reductions in yellow and blue hues and a general reduction in
saturation.
Fi~.6 shows experimental data for such colour matches where the field
sizes were i 0 x 2° and 25 1 • These measurements are from part of a study by
Burnham and Newhall (rej.aa). The individual colours are shown in separate
blocks. The thin arrows in each block show separately the average shifts
measured for each of seven observers, and each heavy line is a theore~ical
prediction for the standard observer taken from fi~.5. The trends predicted
on the basts of the theoretical assumptions for · the standard observer are
generally similar to the measured chromaticity changes.
It seems clear that the same systematic properties of the visual
mechanism that account theoretically for changes in perceived colour with
reduction ln stimulus luminance allow us to predict, at least approximately,
changes in perceived colour with reductions in stimulus size. These changes
are related entirely to assumed differences ln the energy -u · response functions in the paired chromatic and achromatic processes and they do not
involve in any way changes in the relative amounts of the different photosensitive materials responsible for light absorption.
We have, nevertheless, explored the latter possibility, namely, that
the foveal centre might be deficient in the short-wave .sensitive light substance and hence more closely related to a condition of congenital
tritanopia than to normal colour vision at low excitation levels. One of
the characteristics of typical tritanopia, and one that seems to require a
deficiency in one of the photosensitive materials, is that, along with loss
in yellow-blue sensitivity, there is also a distortion of the remaining
red-green spectral response function such that the secondary red response
in the short-wave region is sharply reduced or even completely absent
(ref,3), The tritanope, who has no blue response, does not see a neutral
point in the region of the spectrum where the normal observer sees a unique
blue. The normally blue spectral region seems to be green for the tritanope,
and the neutral point, if it can be found, is located at the extreme voilet
end of the spectrum (ref. a~). · If the centre of the normal fovea lacks the
same photosensitive material that the tritanope lacks, the normal observer
should, for very small central stimuli, see a neutral point at a spectral
locus that is displaced toward the short wavelengths from the normal pure
blue. Or, if the short-wave substance is present, but in reduced amount,
and there is a ve:stigta:l blue response, we should expect a shift in the
pure blue locus from the waveleilgthatwhichitls normal~Y seen .in, say, a two
de gree field, to a significantly shorter wavelength in a central field or
say, iO' or so. Judd's interpretation of small field phenomena in terms of
(56753)
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Chromaticity shifts in matching stimuli for four colours of fixed
spectral dlstr1butlons with size reduction from 10 x zo to 25'.
Thin lines are results for each of seven observers (rej.33).
Heavy lines are predicted chromaticitY shifts from jig.5.
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losses or reduction at the second stage of the Muller zone theory leads to
the same expectation, i.e., ~shift ln the pure hue locus toward shorter
wavelengths (ref • .35).
We have subjected this hypothesis to ·an experimental test, and the
results for three observers are shown ln Table I. ·In the experiment, the
observer selected .that wavelength that appeared nel ther reddish nor
greenish, but either pure blue or neutral. (For a detailed discussion of
measurements of pure hue loci see ref.B6,) The stimulus was actually
lndentlflable as pure blue (in both cases) but it appeared both less ·brlght
and less saturated in the 10' field than it dld . for the 2° field. The
luminance level was approximately 15mL and all observations were monocular
(left eye). Although the variability of the determinations increased for
all three -observers when the stimulus area was reduced from 2° to 10' it
is clear that there is no appreciable shift in the average wavelength
selected to meet the "neither reddish nor greenish"criterion; ~e results
clearly fall to confirm the hypothesis that there may be a short-wave
TABLE 1

ffiRE BLUE LOcUS

Field Size
10 1
Observer

(J

(J

476.1

± 7.7

477.1

± 3.3
± 2.8

475.4

:!:

473.0

± 3.9

473.5

± 7.3

A

476.2

B

c

5.2

pli?Jnent reduction in the central fovea. Whatever histological differences
there may be between the tiny foveal centre and th~ larger 2° retinal
region, they do not seem to involve the reduction of one type of photopic
receptor or receptor su,bstan~e.
What of the variations iri macular pii?Jnent within the central two degrees
of the retina? What role~ if any, does the macula play ln differentiating
colour perception ln the foveal centre from the immediately surrounding 2°
region? Unfortunately, reports of histological examinations of macular
!llstr1M1oos_ ln the retina are not declsl ve since there is a disagreement
about the _foveal centre (refs. 37 ,38). · This ls mostly because, when the
retina is removed for mlcroscopic ·examlnation, the centre of the fovea
usuallY tears away, leaving a tiny hole 1n just that region about which we
would like to have more information • .
It should be possible,. however, to estimate the macular variations in
the living intact eye by observations that involve stimuli from different
(56753)
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parts of the

that are known to be differently absorbed by the
·We can, for example, make the same kind of observations that we have made for the determinations of the unique blue in the
spectrum, but this time with binary mixtures of two different wavelengths
rather than a single spectral line of variable wavelength. In this way, we
may be able to detect whether the selective macular absorption is the same
or different in the two areas, and thus estimate whether the average
density of the macular pigment in the 10' central area as compared with
its average density in the central 2° region is the same, or by what
amount either greater or less.
The binary stimulus used for these determinations was a mixture of
450 m!J, and 530 m!J,, the latter being absorbed by the macula to a much
lesser extent than the former. The observer's task was the same as in the
preceding experiments. He was required to determine the mixture ratio for
which the sensation was neither reddish nor greenish, but simply blue or
neutral. The same three observers were used and the luminance level was
higher than 15mL. The results are summarized in Table 2. ·
spect1~

macu~a (refs.39,~0).

TABLE 2
. PURE BLUE RA TI 0 -- 45Cm1J./ 530m1J.
Field Size
2o
Observer
A

B

c

R
0
2.13 -+ 18.1%
2.50 :t 7.8%
3.70 + 10.0%

101'

R
5.86
5.11

0

+ 20.0%
+ 10.3%

5.35 + 17.9%

There is some increase in var1ab1l1 ty for the small field determinations,
but in this experiment there is also a striking change ln the average
mixture ratio for the different stimulus areas. For each observer, a
greater amount of the 450 m!J, stimulus was required for the 10' field
detenn1nat1ons than was needed for the 2° field. The d1 fferences are not
!den tical for all three observers, but on the average they would be
accounted for 1 f the dens! ty of macular pigment in the central 10' fovea
is about 1.4 times 1 ts dens! ty ln the central 2° of the retina. A similar
deduction of increasing macular dens! ty toward the foveal centre has been
"
"
reported recently by Grutzner
(ref.~l). · Grutzner'
s technique involved
colour equations in bipartite fields of various sizes, and the changes in ·
these equations for test fields decreasing in size from 4.2° through 1.5°
to 0.6° were interpreted as indicating a macular gradient of increasing
density toward the foveal centre. A macular density increase in the foveal
(56753)
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centre ls consistent wlth . the fact that there ls an apparent loss or shortwave luminosity ln the tlny central fovea (refs,32,q2), which seems greater
than that which occurs ln congenital tritanopia (ref.22). The relatively
greater absorption or the short-wave stlmull would also account for the
kinds or colour distortions that seem to occur 1n thls region and not ln
other retinal areas when spectrally heterogeneous stlmull are viewed,
The general nature or the effects correlated wlth . reduced yellow-blue
responses and ·lncrease ln macular pigment density ln the central foveal
area is summarized ln fi~s. '7 and 8. Fi~. '1 shows lines in c•.l..E. space along
which stimuli would be expected to be contused at low luminances and small
field sizes. The perception& or stimuli falling along these lines normally
differ mainly ln the degree of yellowness and blueness, and wlth reduction
ln yellow-blue responses they tend to look more and more alike. The centre
line, for example, that passes between about 475 m~ and 578 mjJ. represents
chromatlcltles that normally vary from maximally saturated pure blue,
througn .neutral, to pure spectral yellow when observations are made wlth
the normal 2° foveal area at moderate luminances. Viewed either at very low
luminances or ln fields restricted ln size the yellow-blue differences
tend to disappear, and ln the extreme case with both . area and luminance
sufflclently reduced so that a true dlchromacy results, all chromatlcltles
that plot on thls line will appear uniformly neutral. All chromatic! tles
on the upper llne wlll also be con fUsed ln the extreme case or reduced
area and luminance but wlll have a green! sh tinge ln common. Similarly for
the chromatic! ties on the lower line, which will be contused wl th one
another but ln thls case they will all have a reddish hue, 'lhese lines
have all been determined on the basis or the chromatic response runctlons
given in fi~.1.
These are the contusion lines that we should expect from plots or con•
tuslon stimuli seen by retinal areas with . the average macular density ln
the central two degree area. Stimulus distributions that pass through en
interposed fllter such . as an Increased density of macular pigment before
impinging on the photosensitive retinal elements are also expected to fall
on these chromaticity contusion lines provided that thls selective filter
ls taken Into account ln plotting the stimulus chromat1c1t1es. If the
filter ls not taken into consideration distorted apparent contusion lines
will result. Thus, for example, we may suppose that one or the points
indicated by the circles on the theoretical contusion lines in fi~. '1
represents a mixture of 450m:J,J, 530III!j.L and 670 miJ. that has been selectively
attenuated by the assumed macular filter Increment ln the central 10 1 area
or the fovea. Knowing the chromaticity values, we can solve for the amounts
or the mixture primaries ln this attenuated mixture. Knowing also the
macular rn ter transml ttances for the dens! ty difference lnvol ved, we can
also solve for the amounts of the mixture primaries at the eyepiece of our
lnstrumen t.
Given · the latter stimulus distribution, we can now also specifY the CIE
chromatic! ty in the standard way wl thout Including ln the computations the
(W7~)
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filter increment through . \\hich . the retina is actually assumed to be "seein g"
the stimulus. When such . a computation is made for the pairs of stimuli
indicated by the symbols plotted on each of the theoretical lines shown in ·
fif. 9, the corresponding uncorrected apparent foveal con fusion loci are
those shown in ·fif.B. As we see, the uncorrected confusion loci predicted
for these stimulus mixtures for the foveal centre show a tendency to con•
verge toward the short-wave extreme of the spectrum locus, and in this
respect they are similar to experimental results for both small field
observations by normal observers and observations made by congenital
tritanopes {refs.32,3~). ~ The actual convergence of the lines within the
spectrum locus is a tendency . that is not found for congenital tri tanopes,
but one that has been reported by Farnsworth and his co-workers for central
con fusion · loci determined for nonnal observers ( re/.113). ·
The exact directions of these apparent confusion lines will, of course,
depend on the particular stimuli used to determine the confusion loci, slnce
· the effects on the chromaticity of increased macular absorption will depend
onthe spectral distributions of the stimuli used in · a given experiment • .
It is to be expected, also, that confusion zones detennined for small
fields outside the central fovea in some less densely pigmented retinal
area will more closely resemble those plotted in fie.?· Changes in
chromatic adaptation will, of course, have some influence on all such
determi nations, and it is to a consideration of the more general problem
of visual adaptation that we should now like to tum•
SENSITIVITY CHANGES AND INDUCTION EFFECTS

THERE are two possible wa¥5 of looking at the influences that underlie
changes in sensation produced by changes in adaptation; whether chromatic
or _a chromatic. One way is to emphasize senslti Vi ty or exci tablli ty and to
consider the relevant changes as ratio effects: i.e., a given change in
adaptation ~eans that the pTocess. in question has become twice or half as
excitable, and so on• The other ·way is to emphasize the process or activity
itself .and · to consider the relevant changes in terms of inc rem en ts or
decrements in activity: i.e.; a change in · stimulus conditions induces an
increment or decrement of given amount in the activity in question. It is
our. notion ~at adaptation · phenomena will not be fully understood unless
the simultaneous existence of both ·these kinds of change is taken into
account. To make the si tuatlon cle.ar, let us consider first the phenomena
of achromatic brightness, before going on to the more complex phenomena
involving changes in chromatic exci tablli ty and response activity,
For some given state of adaptation, perceived. brightness increases with
luminance accordin g to a relation that is approximately a cube-root function of luminance (refs,ll~.~5), When the state of adaptation is changed by
exposure of the eye to a stronger illumination; 1f the change is only a
matter of a changed state of excitability to, say, one half the previous
{~6753~
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level, then · the response to each : stimulus on · the luminance continuum will
simply be reduced to one-half its previous magnitude, and the new brightness fUnction for the less sensitive state will have the same slope as the
original function; but it will be displaced downward on · the ordinate by
0,3 log unit. If, however, a brightness decrement of constant amount . is
induced in the new adaptation situation; the effect of this constant
ari thine tic subtraction from the apparent brightness function will be
relatively small at the hi~~ levels of brightness response and relatively
great at the low response levels. That is, the apparent brightness of the
low luminance stimuli will be diminished by . a relatively large percentage
and the apparent brightness of the high luminance stimuli by an almost
negligible factor. In this case, of course, the new sensory magnitude
fUnction would have a steeper slope than the original one at the lower
level of bright adaptation~
When we tum to experimental data on Just this point we find that the
runction relating magnitude of apparent brightness to luminance does
indeed vary in slope from one level of bright adaptation to the next, and
in the manner expected 1f a constant induction effect is influencing the
form of the function~ Stevens and Galanter report a cube-root relation;
slope equal to 0.3, for the brightness magnitude fUnction with . zero adapting luminance, but a much greater slope for a comparable fUnction with . a
medium level of photopic bright adaptation (ref•ij5), A recent report by
Hopkinson (ref,ij5) also indicates a steady increase in the slope of the
brightness magnitude function with increase in level or bright adaptation:
for a 2° test patch, seen wi Win a 120° adapting field, the exponent or
thll brightneSS ·v luminance funCtiOn increases With the luminance 0 f the
adapting field, from 0.3 in a dark surround to i.O at an adapting luminance
or 450 roo t-lamberts.
These results are, or course, important for the problem of brightness
constancy~ I f the change in · adaptation level were simply a matter or a
given · multiplicative change ih · brightness sensitivity, and the slope of
the brightness magnitude function · were constant for all states, then a
given · contrast ratio between a pair or luminance's for one state or bright
adaptation would be associated with the same perceived brightness contrast
at all levels of adaptation~ Since the classical studies carried out by
Hess and Pre tori (ref. IJ 7), · it has been . clear, however, that perfect
brightness constancy is by no means the rule. A central test area of given
reflectance may increase in · apparent brightness with . increase in · general
illumination; it may appear to remain constant and: independent of increase
in general lllumina tion; or it may even decrease in · apparent brightness as
the illumination · is increased• . Which or these results will obtain depends
on the ratio of test to surround luminances • . Thus, a test area of very
high reflectance on a low reflectance surround will appear to increase in
apparent brightness with increase in · luminance or both . test and background
areas; a very low reflectance test patch in a surround of high reflectance
will appear darker with increase in · luminance or both . test and background
{p6753)
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areas; and for some intermediate relation of test and background reflectances, the apparent brightness of the test area will remain constant.
These results of Hess and Pretorl as well as Ms own quali tat! ve observations were basic to Hering's detailed treatment of induction effects, both
temporal and spatial, ln exploring the psychophysical relations between
perceived brightness and stimulus luminance (re!.~B).
The situation with respect to chromatic adaptation and its effects on
perceived colour ls surely no less complex • .Although the well :im.awn· vnn
Krles coefficient law ls a statement of ' the simple mult1pl1cat1ve factor
hypothesis with respect to the three independent excitability variables of
the chromatic system, von Krles himself recognized that his simple law
could not be attributed a universal validity (ref.IJ9). He specifically
stated tnat the law would not be found to hold exactly for situations in
which . the test colour has a considerably lower luminance than the adapting
lumlnanc~ • . It ls at the lower luminances, of course, where we should
expect induction effects of constant magnitude whether chromatic, achromatic, or both, to exert the greatest 'influence on · the perceived effect• .
The fact that the coefficient law does not hold for all stimulus levels
means that one of the rules of colour arl thmetic, namely that colour equations are independent of stimulus luminance, although perfectly valid for
those situations where the state of adaptation and induction effects are
the same for both sides of the colour equation; is no longer a valid
assumption when we are dealing with colour comparisons for different
states. Confirmation of this breakdown in colour arithmetic has accumulated
throughout the years. Among other~, Walters observed it in his experiments
on chromatic adaptation ln 1942 (ref.50), Wright reports it in the summary
of his extensive adaptation studies in 1947 (re!.51). Failure is therefore
not surprising when attempts are made to use the von Kries law to derive
fundamental sensitivity curves from colour matches for different states of
adaptation that involve observations for a variety of luminance levels
(refs.52,53). : If all the laws of colour arithmetic are not valid for these
circumstances, then the coefficient analysis cannot legitimately be
applied to data involving a single adapting luminance and a variety of
test luminances. It ls for this reason · that we have in the past, explicitly
limited our own admittedly simplified coefficient treatment of adaptation
data to observations involving test colours at a single level of luminance
that approximates the luminance of the adapting stimulus (ref.5).
Failure to recognize this necessary limitation of the coefficient
analysis -of adaptation data may lead to theoretical treatments that are
inconsistent with . the more well established facts of colour vision • . For
example, MacAdam's conclusion that a trichromatic coefficient law is not
valid, but that the data can be accounted for by a coefficient analysis ln
more than three independent variables, carries with lt the implication, as
MacAdam recognizes, that metameric colour equations must break down even
when the equations are made between homogeneously adapted visual areas
(rej.53). That such . breakdowns do not occur for the stimulus levels in
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question has, however, been repeatedly demonstrated (refs.50,5~-57).
Induced effects, which cause departures from the coefficient law, would,
of cours~_,, ,be identical for both sides of a colour comparison in the
homogeneously adapted condition; and there would be no breakdown in the
equality or metameric stimuli already established for some other homogeneous state • .
The effect of chromatic inctuction · on perceived colour can · easily be
demonstrated• . When · the eye has been exposed to a non•selective reflecting
surface unHormly illuminated by a non-neutral light source, this adapting
surface will tend in time to lose in apparent saturation and to approach
an achromatic appearance. A central test patch of approximately d~ same
reflectance as the background will then ap~ear achromatic • . A test patch of
higher reflectance than the background will, however, take on the appearance of the illuminant colour, whereas a ·test patch of much : lower ~eflect
ance will appear in a hue that is coinplemen tary to the illum1nan t co10-qr~
This is a general result based on extensive series or observations reported
by Helsonand Judd (refs.q8,59).
we think of this situationas Involving,
in addition · to multip~cative excitability changes, a constant chromatic
induction or a hue complementary to that or the adapting 1illum1llant, :tl11s
constant chromatic increment will be relatively ineffective at the· high
level or activity associated with . the high luminance test stimulus, and
will not be sufficient to cancel the hue of the illuminant. At an · intermediate level or luminance and chromatic activity, the complementary
induction is Just enough . to cancel the 11luminant hue, and at the low
luminance and activity level associated with ; the low reflectance test
patch, the -induced effect will actually be stronger than the direct
stimulus effect, and the test patch will appear in a hue complementary to
the illuminant hue. :
·
OUr own · recent experiments have been concerneq, with : changes in · colour
appearance .that occur with changes in chromatic adaptation, and our hope
is to obtain · enougb systematic data under a sufficiently wide range or
stimulus conditions to be able to specity .some general relations concerning
the relative contributions of multiplicative changes in excitability and
ot additive changes in · chromatic induction• :This .experimental .programme is
still in · progress, and we are yet far from having reached our stated goal.
We shall therefore limit our present discussion · or these experiments to an ·
illustrative set or results that simply indicate the order of magnitude of
some or the changes that will have to be taken into account in a
generalized formulation• :
·
rn · the experiments with : which we are concerned, a binocular adaptation
and matching -technique is ..used. ·The left eye is ·adapted to a n-ear neutral
adapting and surround field; and· 'the· right 'eye to a spectral stimulus or
higb . physical purity. The test stimulus is seen by the right eye in the
centre of its adapting and surround field, and the comparison field, made
up of a variable mixture or 460 mJ,L, 530 ID'J.L and 650 ITtJ.L is seen by the left
eye • . The arrangement is such that in binocular vision the observer sees a
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Chromatic! ty sh1t'ts ror a single test colour at two lU111nance
levels (or three palrs or binocular ad.aptat1ons.
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large surround with a central area or about 2° that is either dark when
the test and comparison fields are not ex~osed, or a vertically divided
bi~artite field made u~ of the test stimulus seen by the right eye and the
com~arison field seen by the left. The observer's task is to produce a
colour match between the two halves or this divided field. FOr the experiment illustrated in fig. 9, the spectral distribution or the test field was
constant, and colour matches were made at two different levels of test
luminance. When no surround was ~resent in either eye, the C.I.E. chroniatici ty or the matching stimulus is indicated by the large X in the diagram for
both test luminances. When the left eye was ada~ted to a heterogeneous,
near neutral distribution, and the right eye to a 450 m~ stimulus .of the
same luminance, the match for the high luminance test stimulus was the
chromaticity indicated by the arrow head at H1 on the chart, and for the
same adapting and surround conditions, the match to the low luminance
stimulus was at the ~oint labelled L1• When the experiment was repeated
with all conditions the same exce~t for a change in the wavelength or the
right eye adapting s:timulus to 610 m~, the comparable matches for the two
test field levels were at the ~oints indicated by the arrow heads at H2
and L2 , res~ectively. The arrow heads designated H3 and L3 are the matching
chromaticities for the same ex~eriment with the right eye adapted to
550 ~· It is clear from this illustrative set or results that the chromaticity shift required to match the changed colour ~erception produced by
a change in chromatic ada~tation can be ex~ected to vary de~ending on the
luminance or any given test stimulus. Moreover, the extent of this
de~endence will be a function of the particular states of chromatic
adaptation being compared. In these experiments, the luminance of all
adapting fields was approximately 10 mL, and the test luminances were about
10 mL and 1 mL respectively.
The von Kries coefficient analysis alone, without consideration or the
incremental chromatic induction effects, would, of course, lead to the
expectation of a single chromaticity shift for each pair of adaptations,
with identical results for both luminances of the test field or constant
spectral distribution. '!hat such effects as those repo-rted here are not
limited to what might be considered extreme situations involving chromatic
'adaptation to spectral stimuli, may be seen rroni an examination or binocular adaptation results recently reverted by Burnham, Evans, and Newhall
{re/.60). From a least-squares matrix analysis or chromaticity matches · for
pairs or adaptations, generalized equations reiating the matching c. I.E.
tristimulus values for each pair or atiaptations were derived that provide
an excellent description of the experimental data. These empirically
derived prediction. formulas differ from those usually proposed in that
they include, not only coefficients relating the tristimulus values for
the two states of adaptation, .but also a constant additive increment in
each or the relations. Thus, the formula given, for example, for ·prediction
of equal-ap~earing colour with Illuminant A adaptation when the
Illuminant C colour is known, is:
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Xa

= o.9132Xc + 0.4220Yc - o.1988Zc + 0.0024

Ya

=

0.0299Xc + 1.0215Yc- 0.1020Zc +. 0.0025

Za = o.0175Xc-

(3)

0.1378Yc +· 0.4708Zc- 0.0019

'lhe authors did not attribute any theoretical siE!1li flcance to the additive values required in their equations to minimize the residual errors
be tween the general fonnulas and the eJCI)erimen tal data• . It seems reasop,abl e.'
however. to assume that th.e_se values actually provide a quanti tat1 V1!
eJCI)ression or the incrementSJ. effects or chromatic induction;
The ext>eriments from Which . the ~rediction · formulas were derived involved
matches to test colours at three di rreren t luminance levels. with c.:L. E·. Y
valriei f artglng fran about 0.02 to 0.09 • . 'lhe increments in · the adaptation
formulas therefore represent a relativelY small percentage or the t risMmulus values for the-.test s·ttmtili or highest luminance and a larger percentage or the values for the test stimuli or lower luminance • . 'lhe incremental contribution (+0.0025) to the Y. value, for example, represents less
than 3% of the total Y tor the highest luminance 's timuli, but more than· 12% ·
or the total for the lowest level or test stimuli used. As indicated above,
a constant chromatic induction · is characterized by · this property or providing an increasingly more si~iflcant contribution to the total ' chromatic
effect with . increasing reduction · in · stimulus luminance. From the authors• ·
statement that the intercept value in their fonnulas turned out to be too
small to make a significant contribution to the accuracy or the fonnula in
two thirds of the cases. it may be assumed that the induction effect was
siglificant relative to the spread or the results onlY for the test stimuli
of lowest luminance Which represented one-third or the cases in these
eJCI)erimen ts. •
Whether the effects ·or chromatic induction w111 be round to be dependent
only on the ratio or adapting to test luminances for any given qual! ties or
adapting and test stimuli, or whether they w111 also show a dependence m ·
the absolute level or stimulation cannot be decided at pr~sent • . It is, however. one or the questions m · \tbich . we expect our current experimental
programme to provide some evidence • .
In the next and concluding section · or this paper that wlll consider the
physiological plausibility . of the. opponent-colours theory, some or the
evidence from experiments in electrophysiology will be seen to be or direct
relevance for the interpretation or the complex lilenomena or visual adaptation · and contrast.
OPPONENT PROCESSES AND NEUROPHYSIOLOGY
OUR primary obJective in developing the quanti tat1 ve theoretical model wl th
whi ch we have been wo rking has been to subsume and express in organ ized
fashion the ps;,;chophyslcal r elations between ptlyslcal stimuli and their
(56753\
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associated visual responses. Such : a theoretical construct obviously assumes
certain basic physiological processes and events to underlie the psychoPhYsical relations. Is the opponents theory plausible from the point of
view of physiology? Hbw do the assumed mechanisms relate to what is known
today of neural behaviour? 'lll:e basic assumptions of the opponent-colours
theory are perhaps best understood by examining the physiological concepts
basic to the thinking of the originator of the theory.
Hering believed that living tissue, including nervous tissue, rs
characterized by two fUnQ.amentally opposed modes of biochemical activl ty,
and these two modes he called, by analogy wl th . the basic processes of
plant metabolism, ass1m1lat1on and dissimilation (ref. 61). In the absence
of external stimuli impinging on the sensory apparatus, both kinds of
activity are assumed to be occurring simultaneously and to be in balance,
and in this condition the tissue was described by Hering as being in a
state of autonomous equlllbrlum. Application of an · external stimulus ls
assumed to cause an increase tn · one of these two opposed kinds of activity.
This increase disturbs th,e autonomous equ111brlum and brings wl th it a
reduced disposition · toward fUrther increase of the kind of activity already
excited, and conversely, an lncre~sed disposition toward the opposed mode
of activity. Tills decrease ln excltablllty of the excited process and
simultaneous increase tn · excitability of the opposed, non-excited process
has specific consequences. With continuing, constant stimulation, there is
a tendency for equilibrium to be re-established between the two opposed
modes of activity, although now the ("allonomous") equilibrium state occurs
at a different level of total activity than that which characterizes the
autonomous equilibrium condition. Moreover, with . cessation of the external
stimulus a reaction takes place in the initially non-excited process,
which, in turn, gradually diminishes as the autonomous equilibrium condition ls again approached.
Hering assumed, fUrthermore, that the individual elements of the physiological field are not isolated ln their activities, but that they mutually
interact with . each . other tn · such . a way that stimulation of one of the basic
modes of activity ln a given element induces an · increase tn · the opponent
process in · the surrounding elements (ref. IJB).
Specific differentiations within the two basic modes of activity were
assumed to account for specific qualitative variations in sensory effect, .
For the three independent variables of the visual system Hering proposed
three qualitatively different pairs of opponent activities within a given
substance, or for simplicity of conception since he thought it the less
likely possibility, three kinds of visual substance, each : capable of two
opposed modes of ac ti vi ty (ref, 1?) •
Hering's notions of nervous activity found no immediate acceptance by
other physiologists of his own day (re/.61), and most serious discussions
of hls colour theory have (even quite recently) tended to dismiss the proposed physiological base as implausible (refs, 62,63). Later attempts to
describe physiological correlates for colour theories of the opponent type
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have usually offered new speculations concern~g specific chemi cal, physical, and neural mechanisms and linkages (refs~6~-72) • . Rather than examine
the mer! ts of any of these wl dely varying proposals, let us see how
Hering's own vl ews fare wl th respect to the neurophysiology of 1957. .
The conception of a neurochemlrcal system ln a condl tlon of active
equilibrium when "at rest", and capable of two kinds of opposed deviation
from this equilibrium condition when disturbed by an · external stimulus was
rejected, when Hering first proposed 1 t, ln favour of the more familiar
concept of a nerve fibre ln either of two states, passive when at rest, or
ln a single mode of activity when stimulated. Throughout many subsequent
years of experimentation with electrophysiologlcal techniques, however,
evidence for spontaneous neural actlon ·has accumulated and ls now known to
exist ln the muscular, temperature, auditory and visual organs (ref.?3).
"Gradually," comments Granlt, "the idea of spontaneous ·activity as an
integral part of the performance of the sensory instruments has grown
upon us." We now know that the effect of light stimulation may be el ther
to increase or lnhlbl t the span taneous neural discharge, depending on the
stimulus strength and the nature of the responding element, and the effects
of stimulation of tl1e mammalian retina are recognized as being displayed
against a background ~f spontaneous activity {fefs.V3,7~). Granit
r~cognizes the advantage that accrues from this arrangement, and relates
it •to that of a galvanometer with . its needle at the midpoint of the scale
instead of at the end • .
The existence of two fUndamentally opposed neural processes ls exhi bl ted,
not only in the form of either increased or decreased electrical actl v1ty
away from the background level with application · of an external stimulus,
. but still more strikingly ln the two modes of response ln individual. nerve
fibres. A f1 bre may respond to stimulation with an ini tlal burst of electrical impulses which . then diminish . ln · frequency while the light remains
on; when the li~t ls turned off this discharge stops. This electrical
pattern · describes what is known · as the on-effect. An · opposite response
pattern (off-effect) shows no impulses at all during illumination, but a
vigorous discharge occurs when the light is turned off; this off-discharge
usually subsides gradually. A third electrical pattern combines tQese two
in direct succession (on/off effect). A short burst of impulses at high .
frequency occurs When the light is turned on; but after the initial burst
there are no impulses at all as the light continues to shine steadily;
another brief burst of impulses follows this silent period when the light
ls turned off (ref. V5) • .
These different electrical patterns might readily be related to Hering's
two basic processes by assuming that one process is characterized by
electrical discharge whereas the opponent process is not. Thus when · light
stimulation · excites the first process an on•discharge will be recorded • .
When the stimulus ls removed, the second basi~ .Process predominates so as
to res tore the equilibrium condition, but with . no associ a ted electrical
discharge. In the case of an off-effect, the stimulus might be assumed to
(58753)
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initiate process II . in · excess, with . the subsequent off-burst lndlcatlng the
back-reaction · In · process I . as equllibrlum ls re-established. Strong alternations of the two opponent activities would account for the on/off discharge pattern~ '!he assumption that an · active process ls occurring during
light stimulation ' in · the case where no electrical impulses are released and
that the off-burst indicates a back-reaction of the opponent process ls
conslsten t w1 th . Loren te de Nb' s assertion that "the nerve !1 bres never act
as passive structures" (ref.76), and ls fUlly supported by the demonstrable
dependenJCe of the off-effect on stimulus strength and duration~ Hartline
has emphasized that the strength of an off-response Increases both wl th the
ln tens! ty and length of time the preceding llgh t has been allowed to shine;
1 t ls completely absent following very short nashes (ref; '15).
In · actdltlon to the obviously opposite reaction to onset and cessation · of
illumination; there ls other evidence that the processes associated with
the on• and off-discharge patterns are antagonistic ln ·nature. When conditions are such . that both . on ... and off-discharges are ellci ted, reduction of
stlmulus duration · does not lead to a simple summation of the two bursts at
the ganglion · cell when the two types of response ultimately collide, but
rather they prove to be mutually exclusive • . The two electrical patterns
also seem to be closely associated with : slow potentials of opposite stgn · tn ·
the retina. It ls Gran! t 1 s view that "all these results are a belated
v1nd1cat1on of the essential truth . of Hering's contention that there are
two fUndamental processes of opposl te character in the retina, even though
he could never have foreseen In · what way his idea would come true" (ref.73).
Clearly we have learned much : since Hecht wrote twenty-five years ago,
"Hering's ideas of ass1m1lat1on · and d1ssim1lat1on mean nothing ln the
modern physiology of sense organs and of nerves" ( ref;B).
There now seems 11 ttle doubt that Hering's notion of an actl ve state of
equilibrium between two opposed processes, either of which may be excited
In · excess of the other by an external stimulus, of the associated decrease
ln excitability of the excited process, and of the reversal toward the
equ111br1um state ln time and at the cess ation of stimulatlon;ls a picture
con.s lsten t ln 1 ts essen tlals with . what Is knoWl today of neural behaviour.
The importance of this picture for the temporal phenomena of sensory
adaptation · and after-image effects is too obvious to be laboured here.
The concept of mutual Interaction among the various elements of the
physiological field is or equal importance to Hering's concept of visual
fUnction · and ls also crl tical to an understanding of both . areal effects
and simultaneous contrast phenomena. Here again; we find ample support for
the notion that 1nd1 vidual nerve elements never act independently, and
that visual fUnction must be thought of ln terms or the ln tegrated action
of all the units of the visual system -(ref. eo). It has been found that even
in the very simple Limulus eye "Th~dlscharge of impulses in any one optic
nerve fibre, ln response to steady illumination of the eye, depends not
only upon the stimulus to the · speciflc receptor unit from which that nerve
fibre arises but also upon · the spatial distribution of the stimulation · over
(56753)
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the entire population of mutually interacting elements" (ref. 77). In the
Limulus eye the interaction is always exhibited as an inhibitory effect.
In the vertebrate visual mechani sm, however, interaction comprises both
excitatory and inhibitory influences (refs.30,73,71J), Granlt summarizes
th e situa tion in the vertebrate visual system by enumerating four
principles. They are: (1) the existence of two antagonistic systems: the
on- and off-systems; (2) an organization consisting of overlapping
receptive fields of very different sizes; (3) a minute organization which
serves to emphasize the properties of the centre of each of these receptive
fields, and (4) a functional dep endence of the size of the receptive field
on the state of adaptation~ Thus Hering's concept of mutual interaction and
induction · among the various elements of the visual field, although still
far from completely explored in either the psychophysical or the physiological realm, does emerge as a general principle well documented by the
results of recent studies in electrophysiology.
Evidence for specific qualitative variations associated with . variations
in nerve response patterns is as yet only fragmentary and suggestive, at
best. This situation is not surprising in view of the fact that much . of
the recent electrophys1olog1cal work has been l1m1 ted to animals whose
capacity to discriminate among colours is yet to be demonstrated. In -view
of the reversed polarities of the opposed neural processes, it is of some
relevance therefore, to recall the early exper1men ts of PUrklnj e, R1 tter,
Helmholtz, Schelske, and others showing that sensations of light can be
elicited by passing an electric current through the human eye (ref.7B).
The sensation is generally of one colour when the polarity 1s 1n one
direction; and a contrasting colour when · the polarity is reversed, Because
of the reversed polarities of on-and off-effects, these well known reports
of electrically induced colour phenomena in humans stimulated Gernandt to
investigate specific effects of polarizing currents on neural elements
having different wavelength sensitivities (ref,79l. The detailed experimental results yield a rather complex picture but there is some indication
that, in · general, sensitivity changes induced by electrical polarization ·
are maximal for on- and off-effects respectively, in contrasting spectral
regions. Although the evidence is far too meagre to attempt to associate
spec! fie neural patterns w1 th . the assumed opponent colour processes, there
is reason to believe that the opponent neural activities may well be
associated with . contrasting chromatic, as well as achromatic, sensory
responses (ref, 80).
Much . detailed information · is still wanted and wanting, but the opponentcolours theory does seem today to be a physiologicallY plausible, as well
as psychophysically useful working hypothesis.

,.(56753)
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33. INDEPENDENCE OF WAVELENGTH OF THE THRESHOLD NUMBER
OF QUANTA FOR PERIPHERAL ROD AND FOVEAL CONE VISION
By N. I. PINEGIN
SOME investigators (refs. 1,2,3) suppose that the threshold number of quanta
n depends on wavelength~. Other authors (refs. 11,5,6,7), on the contrary,
0
put forward arguments in favour of the independence of n0 and ~. At the same
time, some authors (ref, 5) think that the threshold number of quanta n 0 ,
being independent of wavelength, may be estimated to be not more than 2.
As this problem is extremely controversial and complicated, we undertook
a new Investigation of It.
our experimental arrangement dld not dl ffe:r;- much, ln principle, from
those of VavUov (ref, 2) and Hecht (ref. tl). The observer viewed with his
right eye circular monochromatic flashes of light of 0.01 sec. in dUration.
In the case of foveal vision a red point of dimensions 0.8 1 of arc served
for fixation of the gaze in the short-wavelength region of the spectrum,
· a white point In the long-wavelength region. The fixation point was located
close to the flash. The brightness of the fixation point hardlY exceeded
that of the threshold stimulus. In one series of exPeriments the point was
replaced by a faintly gleaming ring 5° in diameter, and flashes were
observed in the centre of a dark field, surrounded by the r~ng. In the case
or foveal vision the results of the measurements of n0 did not depend on
the method of fixing the eye on the flash nor on the colour of the fixation
point.
Peripheral observations of flashes were made for a: portion of the retina
at 10° of arc from the fovea centralis towards the temple. The same fixation points were used as in the foveal observations. The resu~ts or the
measurements or n0 in the case or peripheral vision also did not depend on
the colour or the fixation point.
The brightness of the ITashes B~, which ls prop6rtional to the number of
quanta m~ which are absorbed by rods and cones, could be decreased by means,
of photometric wedges so that the observer saw flashes with the probability P, varying froni 1 to. o. As a result of the measurements, the experimental frequency-or-seeing curve was determined:

P. = f (log10 8~). '
This curve was compared with the Poisson sum, which approaches it in
shape:
pn~ = !1 (log10 n~) •
(56753)
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The parameter n0 of the latter curve enables the threshold number of
quanta to oe determined unambiguously.
The present invest1gation . was carried out with the help of four observers
(one man and three women) from 19 to 27 years of age. The observers had
normal colour vision and acuity. Every eXPerimental frequency-of-seeing
curve was plotted, using not less than te·n eXPerimental points. Each experimental point was characterized by a corresponding probablli ty P found from
the observation of a hundred monochromatic flashes. The determination of
the frequency-of-seeing curve was repeated under identical conditions (of
wavelength A and flash size y) not less than three times. Since the
observers were trained, the curves had always the same shape and, consequently, the same parameter n0 •
The determination of the threshold number of quanta n0 was done after the
preliminary dark adaptation of about one hour, for seven wavelengths and for
six sizes of flashes. The wavelengths were: 405, 450, 500, 550, 600, 650,
700 m~J,. The sizes of flashes were the following: 0.5 1 , 0.67 1 , 1-1 , 3.67 1 ,
13.3 1 and 22' of arc.
It has been found that the threshold number of quanta n 0 does not depend
on the wavelength A either for the pe-ripheral rod or foveal cone vision.
At the same time n 0 depends on the size of flashes:

y
0.5 1
0.67 1
1.0 1
3.67 1
13.3 1
22.0 1

no for rods

no for cones

2
5

8

2

8
11

15
25

12
12

31

30

It should be noted that at y = 0.5 1 of arc, the threshold numbers of
quanta for rods and for cones are identical and equal to 2. At y > 0.5 1 of
arc the threshold number of quanta for cones becomes greater than for rods.
' The maximum number of quanta for cones is n0 = 31, and for rods 1:2 0 = 12, at
the size of flash y = 22 1 of arc. Thus, 12 0 = 2 represents only a particular
case when the flash size corresponds to one light-sensitive retinal element
(rod or cone).
The independence of wavelength of the threshold number of quanta for
rods and cones satisfies all demands of photochemistry. Firstly, it takes
place in the region of the absorption bands of rhodopsin and -iodopsin
extending (as follows from our curves of spectral sensitivity of rods and
cones (refs. 8,8)) from N = 302 to A = 950 11ti.J. of the spectrum. Secondly,
although the absorption coefficient and, consequentl~, the absorption
(56753)
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probability are entirely different for quanta with different frequencies,
nevertheless, in accordance with the Einstein law, an equal number of
absorbed quanta causes, independently of their size, a decomposition of an
equal quantitY of molecules of rhodopsin and iodopsin (i.e. equal for
different wavelengths) to produce the threshold visual effect for rods
and cones.
The independence of wavelength of the threshold number of quanta indicates the independence of the quantum effici ency of the primary photochemical process in rod and cone vision. The independence of wavelength
of the quantum efficiency is peculiar also to other processes, for
instance, to the photoluminescence of solutions of complex organic dye
molecules.
Vavilov (refs.10,11,12) pointed out that this occurs in a wide spectral
interval within the absorp t1on band.
A more detailed exposition of the results of our investigation is given
elsewhere (refs. 13,1~).
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PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF'
. PAPERS 24, 27, 37, 22 and 33,
AND RESUMED DISCUSSION ON PAPER

28

DR. R. w. G. HUNT, before delivering his paper (24) g;iVe an effective
lantern demonstration of the persistence of a metameric match under differing adaptations.
PROFESSOR G. A. FRY, presenting his paper (27) said that some measureHe had decided to
ments had now been made with the new colorimete~
abandon the triangulation method
for
locating
the
cyan
fUndamental colour
n
and to rely on the Bezold-Brucke effect for determining the y/ b equilibrium
axis. He illustrated that for the four spectral sensitivity curves, which
he had been challenged to produce, there was no unique solution; only the
luminosity and the two response ratios .could be determined and . there were
only three independent curves.
In his recent monocular adaptation experiments, following MacAdam's
method, he had been able to measure along the l1ne 68D-520 lllJ.L without
leaving the spectrum locus, provided that he used about 8 seconds adaptation and then waited a fUrther 3 seconds for the comparatively rapid y/'b
adaptation to be completed. Changes in the yellow-blue direction had been
more difficult, · and from greenish-yellow to violet was the best that had
been done. In this case the match was judged immediately after removal of
the adapting stimulus. Nevertheless it would s~em that the monocular
experiments suffered from induction effects and he would be returning to
the binocular method.
In conclusion Professor Fry illustrated how his theoretical approach
could be used to characterise defective colour vision, tritanopia for
example meaning that the y/b mechanism was functioning as an r/g mechanism.
PROFESSOR E. N. YUSTOVA pres en ted her paper (37) and, through her
interpreter MRS. MILNER, added some comments on the work done on colouradaptation. She said that, in connexion. with Dr. MacAdam's work on this
subject, of which she had heard only recently, she would like to speak
briefly of her own measurements of the transformation of colour space under
the influence of eye adaptation. Her measurements were carried out in order
to define the axes R G 8 of the basic physiologica~ system, the work being
done in 1946 under the direction and following the ideas of Dr. Nuberg. It
was published in the "Transactions of the Central Chamber of Measure and
Weight"- a publication not suff1cien.t1Y well-known. Modifications of
colour equalities resulting from ~ a preliminary adaptation to two mixed
fields of different colours were measured. ~e measurements were done with
the help of a special device &he ..had constructed. 'Iha.t device made possible
an immediate subst1-tuti6h or colorimetric _fields w1 th ttre fields of
adaptatton and_vice ver:sa without disturbance or fixation of the dividing
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line. The aim of the experiment was the matching or visually 1ndist1ngu1shable pairs of colours under the conditions of a given adaptatlonal shift.
The instrument satisfied the necessary conditions for a simultaneous
observation of three pairs of colorimetric fields, with the same preliminary
adaptatlonal shift. Such an arrangement was necessary ln order to be able to
examine experimentally whether the colour space transformation under the
lri.fiuence of ·adaptation was linear, and ln order to justify the character!- .
satlon of each adaptational shift by a matrix of transformation. If that
transformation had invariable axes, the same for each adaptatlonal shift,
then those axes would be the axes R G B of the Young-Helmholtz receptors.
In that co-ordinate system alone was the transformation of colour coordinates reduced to a change of scales, and could the state of adaptation
be characterised by three coefficients which represented the states of
sens1tlv1ty of the receptors R G B. ·
The 1nvest1gat1ons of adaptation proved to be very difficult. It was
true that . the linear! ty of transformation was confirmed experlmen tally but
the invariable axes of transformation were never defined. That failure was
1n her opinion explained firstly by the 1mposs1b111ty of accurate registration of the colour match at the moment of field substitution, the course of
adaptation 1n the first moments being extremely rapid, and secondly by the
special nature of the receptor B. · The latter conclusion was based upon the
results obtained experimentally. When the results of colour transformations
were expressed 1n K8n1g' s system R G B .(no other data were then avallable)
1t appeared that the correlations between the co-ordinates r'/r and g'/g of
the transformed colours actually remained constant for a given adaptatlonal
difference, but the fraction '5' /'5 could assume the most variable values.
These experiments were terminated and work was begun on the determination
of the axes R G B. She (Professor Yustova) was very glad that Dr. MacAdam's
experiments on adaptation confirmed the axes which she had derived from
tests of colour blindness but she wanted to point out that the accuracy of
measurements of adaptation could not compete w1 th the accuracy of the
experlmen ts w1 th d1 chroma ts.
THE CHAIRMAN (DR. W. S. STILES) read 1n t1 tle the papers by
Dr. L. M. Hurvlch and Miss Dorothea Jameson (22) and Professor N. I. P1neg1n
(33).
PROFESSORW. D. WRIGHT said that he agreed with Dr. Hunt's conclusions,
and thought that Professor Fry's fourth run~amental colour was unnecessary.
In his opinion the adaptation changes which he h1mse1f had reported at
460 m~ had been misunderstood.
He asked Dr. Hunt whether he had considered possible interdependence of
the red, green, and blue adaptations. If these were not necessarilY separate
the non-linear relations might perhaps be avoided.
DR. HUNT replied that no distinction was involved since only 1n the case
of luminance had a definite function been assumed. The other two functions
had been kept as general as the evidence perm! tted.
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PROFESSOR Y. LE GRAND asked what was the justification for the crook at .
the extreme violet end of the spectrum locus, which was shown bOth in the·
C. I.E. and in Fry•s diagram to be pointing directly towards the red .end of
the locus.
THE CHAIRMAN said that recent N.P.L. data generally confirmed this
crook; there were some indications that perhaps it pointed towards a
reddish orange rather than towards the extreme red.
PROFESSOR FRY said that ·the crook shown on his diagram' had been found
exp e rim en tally for his own eye.
MR. F. J. J. CLARKE said that, 1f dichromasy occurred in the violet
portions of the spectrum locus, he .wished to ask why these wavelengths were
not plotted as coincident points on the colour diagram.
PROFESSOR FRY replied that if a greenish-blue primary was used to change
the match point to the region of 480 m~ then normal trichromatic measurement
of R G aqd B was possible. The dichromasy applied only when two neighbourin g
wavelengths were being compared in a field of extreme saturation.
THE CHAIRMAN confirmed this point and said that a s1milar procedure had
been found effective in the N. P. L. colour-rna tching investigation~ Where a
445 m~ blue primary was used it was helpful to add green to both sides of
the field but with a blue primary at 471 m~ no extra green was needed. For
monocular colour-matching however the d1chromaE}y was not so extreme.
DR. D. B. JUDD asked why, if as Professor Fry suggested the concentration
of a visual pigment were reduced by a factor of fourteen, no change was
found in its spectral absorption curve.
THE CHAIRMAN said that no change need be expected provided that the
initial concen tra ti on was l0'-'1 enough.
DR. JUDD then asked whether in adaptation the sensi ti vi ty of the
receptor could not be inhibited electrically at the synapse and not
necessarlly at the pigment level.
DR. w. A. H. RUSHTON said that the point about pigment concentration had
been ra1sed by Lythgoe in 1940. In ordinary light not more than about one
or two % pigment change was produced and the illumination needed to reduce
the pigment to 1/e of its dark-adapted value was about five times that
required for rhodopsin bleaching. At these very h1gh intensit1es, of the
order of 50,000 trolands, metameric matches had begun to break down.
With regard to neurological adaptation, this did not necessarlly t~ke ·
plaee at the synaptic layer. Most of the electroretinogram was generated,
according to Dr. Brindley, at receptor level and the electroretinogram
varied enormously with adaptation. The classical results of Hartline's work
on Limulus fit in so well with this standpoint that we were led to believe
the adaptation must have occurred earlier on, in the transducer performance
of the receptor itself. This did not however exclude additional synaptic
effects.
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COMMANDER D. FARNSWORTH inquired whether Professor Fry• s tetrachromasy
was reallY necessary.
PROFESSOR FRY said that although he postulated four receptors he also
spec! fied one linkage between them and this was essentially trlchromasy.
The four corners in his colour-mixture diagram were needed to explain
adaptation effects.
DR. D. L. MACADAM said that he agreed that non-linearity occurred most
probably in the neural process and that a von Krles type adaptation was
produced after the receptor stage.
DR. HUNT said that he did not specify where it occurred: in the past he
had favoured the receptor stage but perhaps Dr. Rushton's experiments were
conclusive. It might be that more attention to the time factor, as shown by
the researches of Professor Wright, could be used to decide the balance
between neural adaptation which tended to be quick and chemical adaptation
which tended to be slow.
PROFESSOR G. WALD referred to Dr. Rushton's results, and to the' fact
that very high light adaptation, for .example a thousandfold increase in
threshold, required no more than 1% bleaching of rhodopsin. On a statistical
mechanical basis a photochemical chan ge of the first 1% of pigment was sufficient to explain the results. A problem which was much more difficult to
explain was why light adaptation increased the number of effective quanta
required to give a response.
Turning to Dr. Barlow's paper, PROFESSOR WALD said that the rise in
required number of quanta, to which he had Just referred, could perhaps be
explained on the basis of si gnaltnolse ra tlo. A second point was that,
although there was a very close parallel between light and dark adaptation
on the one hand, and pigment bleaching on the other, the long term effects
6f retinal interaction were also involved and it was difficult but
important to assess their role.
DR. M. H. PIRENNE quoted a paper by 11. Le\ry (Rev. · d'optique, ~947, 26,
489) in which the incremental brightness threshold had shown ' a preliminary
dip when the background intensity had been raised slightly from its initial
value of zero. This result, which was similar for bipartite fields of 1°
and 10' angular diameter, was d1 ff1cult to explain on a s1gnaltno1se basis,
but making use of Polyak's work, and considering both noise and retinal
interaction, one could predict an initial reduction of the thres:qold.
Dr. Plrenne then reported an experiment* in which the background field
contained a black Landolt C and the threshold was determined for a small
central test flash. With a dark background one quantum per rod per second
was found to be su ffi ci en t, but with the background illuminated the threshold rose by a factor of three, four or five. This result had convinced
him, in spite of Hecht's views in which he had been brought up, that
lateral interaction was at work.

* Ptrenne,M.
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Dr. Pirenne subsequently sent the following .writ ten comment on
Dr. Barlow•s paper:"It is easy to estimate the maximum amount of noise compatible with
the absolute threshold value of the dark-adapted human eye for a
stimulus i square degree in area and 0.1 sec in duration. The noise is
found to be 40 to 50 molecular excitations for a light signal of
20 quanta acting upon the receptors (Denton and P1renne, J. · Phys~ot.;
1954, 123, .417-422). It is assumed that a large, retinal unit summates
both light signal and noise within th e area and time corresponding to
the stimulus. Now when the stimulus area 1s reduced to 1/50 sq. degree,
the threshold energy does not decrease by more t han 50%. Assuming
(a) that this smaller patch of light acts upon a functional unit having
the same temporal summation propert ies as the large one, but only
1/50 sq. degree in area, and made up of a correspondingly smaller
number of the same receptors which form the large unit, and (b) that
this unit surnmates light and notse from its own area only, then it
follows that the noise level here will have dropped to about 1 excited
molecule, whereas the signal consists of about 10 quanta. This type of
argument shows the theoretical possibility that, even if noise does
limit sensitivity in some cases, it may become unimportant in others.
The preceding considerations were originally thought to refer to the
noise in the rods only, for it was believed that the retinal units under
consideration did function as pure rod sys terns. Anatomically, however,
there are, according to Polyak (Docum. · oPhthal.; 1949, 3), no pure rod
systems in the human eye. All diffUse bipolars are related to both rods
and cones, while the only other type, the midget bipolars, are related
to cones only. All those ganglion cells which are related to rods must
therefore be also related to cones. Thus it seems to follow from
Dr. Barlow's theory that the cones should feed a great deal of noise
into those units even if they do not themselves contribute to the
detection of the light signal. This would upset various signal/noise
considerations particularly with regard to differences between rods
and cones."
D~ ~ H. c. MARRIOTT said that what was actuallY observed from a
neurophysiological preparation was a succession of spikes, so that over
a given time interval there must be an equation rel a tin g the noise x to
the number of spikes y.
It could be argued that 1f n was the number of quanta required for each
discharge, then the mean spike frequency 1-Ly would be given by
1
11
,...y = ; 11,...x where 11x
,... was the mean noise.
1

1

On the other hand Var y = - Var x = _ 1-Ly•
n2
n
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It was possible that the nerves did not behave 1n ' that way, but proceeding on that basis one found that the threshold was inversely proportional
to the square root of the noise,' That meant that the noisier the , fibre the
lower the threshold, , the explanation 'being that more visual purple was
present~

Dr. Marriott , then said that Professor P1negin' s paper was very valuable
1n that it showed clearly that the fonn of the frequency-of-seeing ,curve
was independent of wavelength, However, some of his detailed ~onclusions
were open to question.
It had been shown *(1,2) , that, provided presentations were randomized,
n0 gave a lower l1m1 t for the threshold number of quanta - the mean nu.'Tlber
of quanta acting on the retina for 55% seeing. But shallower curves might
be obtained, either because of biological variations, or because the
absorptions were not simply add! tive, or perhaps because of 11 dark-no1se 11 ,
Now for both rods and cones Ricco's law applied very closely for
diameters up to at least 3.67'. If, therefore, there were 11 acting quanta
for a 3.67' field for rods, there must be about the same number for a
0.5' field, and the flatter curve (n 0 = , 2) obtained must be due, not to
quantum fluctuations, but to one of these disturbing factors. The same
argument applied for the case of cone vision, but with rather less force,
since the larger field might possibly extend to more sensitive parts of
the fovea.
In fact the use of very small fields led to complications which might
produce large biological variations. Small errors of fixation might displace the !mage of the field lnto 1nsens1t1ve parts of the retina- e. g.
bloodvessels, or peripheral cones; multiple absorptions might occur in
single receptors; the effects of diffraction and optical defects 1n the
eye became more marked,
DR. H. B. BARLOW, replying to the discussion of h1s paper, thought that
nothing fatal to his ideas had been put forward.
Professor Wald' s request that neural noise be considered had surprised
and gratified h1m. On the question of the rise in m1n1mum quantum demand,
he was not convinced that 1t occurred or that 1t could be inferred from
the papers quoted. Indeed Clark, Jones and Rose had maintained that the
quantum efficiency and also the photochemical concentration remained
constant.
Dr. ,P lrenne had reported a result by Levy which apparently conflicted
with hls arguments, but 1n Levy's experiment variations 1n "degree of
rel1ab111 ty 11 might be coming ln. Stiles and Crawford had reported a
s1m1lar case 1n 19347 where the add1t1on of a background had caused a
decrease in increment threshold which wa:s attributed to improved focusing.

* {2)
(1)

i

P1renne, M. H. and Marrlo tt, F. H. c., J. opt. Soc. Amer., 1955, ~5. 909-912.
Marriott, F. H. c., J. opt, Soc. Amer., 1956, ~6. 661.
Stiles, w. s. and Crawford, B. H., Proc. roy. Soc. B, 1934, 116, 55.
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Dr. Barlow suggested that the reason why Piper's law failed for small
areas in the R1 ceo range was that there were no receptor units below this
size which contained exclusively rods: if all the small units contained
cones as well as rods then cone noise would be masking the response as
suggested by Pi renne.
Dr. Baumgardt's conception of double hits did not necessarily conflict
with his (Dr. Barlow's) ideas, in that noise could stlll be involved in
addition: ' the double hit requirement would certainly be a valuable safeguard in discriminating against single thermal events.
Dr. Marriott had brought up the relationship between noise x and spike
frequency y. A recent paper by Kueffler, Barlow and Fitzhugh had considered
this poln t, and a fUrther paper by Fitzhugh would show that a similar
distribution occurred for both "on" and "off" unl ts.
In conclusion, Dr. Barlow suggested to theorists that, if non-linear1t1es
were being introduced, then the visual processes postulated should be those
for which evidence of non-linear! ty already existed, and in this connexlon
the threshold versus 1ntens1 ty curves would repay fUrther study.
The proceedings ended with a vote of thanks, to the Chairman and to the
National Physical Laboratory, which was proposed by PROFESSOR W. D. WRIGHT
and seconded on behalf of overseas visitors by PROFESSOR~ WALD.
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